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Abstract
The sensing items of the wireless sensor network include sound waves, electromagnetic waves, positioning,
temperature, air pressure, humidity, light brightness,
speed measuring devices, etc. The sensors are mainly
used in difficult-to-care environments—for example, military environment, forest fire sensing, and seawater quality sensing. Nowadays, sensing devices are more used in
household appliances or highways. As a result, wireless
sensor networks are becoming more popular and gradually
becoming an indispensable infrastructure in urban and rural areas. However, the sensor networks must overcome
many security issues in wireless sensor networks. For example, an attacker can easily eavesdrop on sensor data, invade legitimate sensors, and even spread malicious sensor
information in an attempt to influence data center decisions. Therefore, to resist various attacks, many scholars
are devoted to the research of related information security.
However, the sensor has a primary microprocessor, scarce
memory, and limited power. Therefore, asymmetric fundamental encryption mechanisms or trusted third-party
mechanisms are generally not suitable for use in sensor
networks. In other words, the sensor networks must use
a lightweight group key replacement. This article aims to
propose security and pricing strategies in wireless sensor
networks to solve the above problems. First, we propose
a series of mechanisms for group key creation and replacement. By using group key replacement, intrusive sensors
can be excluded, thereby protecting legitimate sensors.
Second, we suggest using polynomial operations and hier-

archical essential management techniques in wireless sensor networks. Thus, let the future wireless sensor network system be safe, effective, and practical. In addition,
we also proposed directly performing user identification
between sensors; There is no need to temporarily store
relevant certificate information and pass it to the authentication node. Finally, through an appropriate pricing
mechanism, prevent hidden leakage on the user side, and
build a complete information security mechanism.
Keywords: Authentication; Billing; Key Management;
Wireless Sensor Networks

1

Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) can consist of tens
to hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes. Each sensor
node can communicate with other nodes, data processing
capabilities, and perceive the surrounding environment.
Therefore, each node can transmit the sensed data back
to the master node. And unified by this master node,
sort out the required information. However, due to the
limited hardware of the sensor, the sensor has only low
computing power and limited memory and power. Generally speaking, the monitoring data and queries of most
WSNs applications are collected and released by the base
station or gateway nodes in the network. To improve the
direct accessibility of real-time data, users must be able
to directly access the required monitoring data from the
sensor network without the help of gateway nodes. Therefore, a multi-user authentication mechanism that a single
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sensor can directly execute before users can access data
is essential.
When the message is transmitted in the nodes of the
wireless sensor network, the threats existing in the traditional wireless network (such as eavesdropping, modification, re-transmission) and other attacks will also threaten
the wireless sensor network. However, due to the limitations of sensor hardware, it isn’t easy to directly apply
and implement the security architecture of general wireless networks. In the wireless sensor network, each sensor
node is controlled by the cluster head. If each Cluster
shares a key, when a node in the Cluster is stolen, it will
suspect the private information sent by other nodes in the
Cluster of leaking. In addition, even legitimate users may
leak their login information, causing illegal external users
to obtain the private information they want.
The purpose of this article is to propose to develop
key management and multi-user authentication mechanism with perfect forward security. And the proposed
scheme combined them with the payment mechanism to
prevent legitimate internal users from espionage attacks
and protect the privacy information of these sensor nodes
from being leaked. Therefore, this research is suitable for
the lightweight security architecture of the wireless sensor
network environment. Different security requirements are
added to deal with various possible security threats and
meet the basic requirements in the related wireless sensor
network applications.
The purpose of this research is to propose security and
pricing strategies in wireless sensor networks. This research has the following three research motivations: 1).
Research on multi-user authentication and key management; 2). Research and implementation of a wireless sensor network environment with a secure pricing mechanism; 3). Group key update and avoid malicious in wireless sensor network we will explain the research of message
injection in the following subsections.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 to 6,
we will propose five research issues on the key management and billing for wireless sensor networks. Finally, a
conclusion is conducted in Section 7.

2

Topic 1: Research on Multi-user
Authentication for WSNs

In a multi-user environment, the number of simultaneous users is dynamic. If the authentication node authenticates the user, they must temporarily store the request
packet and send it to the authentication node. However,
the storage space of sensor nodes is limited. Therefore,
once too many data packets are requested simultaneously,
it will cause data overload. So that legitimate users cannot get the sensor’s response and requested information.
It can also lead to security holes in DOS attacks. Therefore, user authentication is performed directly by the sensor node that receives the request packet in this research.
It also reduces the number of calculations generated dur-
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ing the authentication process to ensure that the node
can respond to user requests in real-time. The two-factor
authentication analysis of passwords and smart cards is
based on a one-way hash function, which is highly efficient. Therefore, it is suitable for wireless sensor networks
with limited resources. However, in the environment of
paid services, users are most likely to leak the information
in their smart cards to other illegal users for their benefit,
resulting in losses for the service provider. Therefore, this
research solves the problem of users’ information leakage
by introducing the concept of pricing strategy. Below, we
will separately introduce the research results of previous
scholars.

2.1

Related Works on Multi-user Authentication for WSNs

Perrig et al. [24] proposed a protocol called µ TESLA.
Their scheme is able to provide authentication and some
level of security. Since these security protocols use source
routing, they are highly vulnerable to traffic analysis during transmission [18]. The reason is that every time a
sensor node receives a particular broadcast message, it
will temporarily store this message, and it will not be
able to authenticate the message until the following authentication key is received. Therefore, this protocol has
a severe DOS attack [4]. Attackers can arbitrarily send
a large number of messages to the sensor node, causing
the sensor node to store these large numbers of messages
within a certain period. Due to the limited storage capacity of the sensor node, this will cause other regular
broadcast data packets to be unable to be authenticated
by the sensor node. Later, Liu proposed some methods
to improve the above shortcomings [16]. The problems
solved by this method include: (1). Improve the problem
that the keychain will be too long when used for a long
time. (2). Improve the fault tolerance rate. (3). Be able
to tolerate and resist DOS attacks.
But these schemes still have challenging implementation problems. Moreover, it is still inseparable from the
basic structure of the Key Chain. Therefore, this research
did not use this Key Chain method to solve the multicast
authentication problem.
Benenson et al. first proposed a multi-user broadcasting technology based on a public key cryptosystem in
2005 [3], but this scheme has big problems. The reason
is that the user’s public key certificate still needs to be
sent. This method has two disadvantages: (1). Each sensor node must verify the public key certificate. (2). After
the public key certificate is authenticated, the signature
of message M needs to be authenticated. In 2007, Jiang
et al. proposed a new method called SC-PKC to improve
this problem [12]. This method has the following characteristics: (1). Each sensor node must have its public key
and private key pair. (2). They integrated an asymmetrical cryptographic system. Although the symmetric key
cryptosystem is more effective than the asymmetric cryptosystem, the amount of calculation is concerned. But
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at the same time, it also has two shortcomings: difficulty
to manage and lack of scalability. In wireless sensor networks, easy management and good scalability are very
important. Therefore, in the multi-user Broadcast Authentication (BA) architecture, a public-key cryptosystem
can solve this problem.
Among public-key cryptosystems, elliptic curve cryptosystems have attracted much attention in recent years.
It is because some of its characteristics make it very suitable for applications in wireless sensor networks. We list
several main reasons as follows: (1). With the same security strength as RSA, the key length is shorter. (2).
Reduce computational complexity. Based on the above
characteristics, elliptic curve cryptosystems are more and
more widely used in sensor nodes. The first user authentication protocol based on elliptic curve cryptography
(ECC) for WSNs was proposed by Yeh et al. [28]. However, their protocol does not have mutual authentication
between the user and the sensor node [25]. Ren et al. proposed a hybrid broadcast authentication scheme based on
ECC. We enumerate the research of scholars in this area
in recent years. For example, Ren et al. proposed three
user broadcast authentication mechanisms [25]:
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for WSNs [13]. Their BA scheme can accelerate the authentication of WSN broadcast messages while providing
user anonymity. Huang et al. proposes a scalable broadcast authentication scheme called DH-TESLA [11]. Their
scheme achieves the infinite life cycle of the hash chain,
security certification, scalability, and Strong password tolerance for message loss. Their protocol consists of a selfreinitialized hash chain scheme based on -threshold and
an authentication scheme based on -left-counting-Bloomfilter.

2.2

The Proposed Multi-user Authentication for WSNs

First, in researching multi-user broadcast authentication technology, we will study its possible security issues. We use public-key cryptography to solve multiuser broadcast authentication. When a new user joins or
leaves, the BS only needs to recalculate the authentication
information required by each sensor node and broadcast
it. This research does not require that each sensor node
hold its public and private keys; only a piece of authentication information is needed. The main key parts of this
1) Certificate-based authentication scheme:
This research are described as follows:
method requires the user’s public-key and private1) Generate the private key of each new user: For each
key pair and public-key certificate;
new user, the BS will calculate a user’s private key.
First, and through a secure channel to the user (see
2) Establish an ID-based authentication scheme;
Figure 1). After that, the user can use the private
key obtained by the user to sign the message to be
3) Plant an identity verification scheme based on Merkle
sent and then send it to the wireless sensor network.
Hash Tree. The following only introduces the authenBecause the principal amount of calculation falls on
tication scheme based on Merkle Hash Tree.
the resource-rich BS, therefore, there is no impact on
Ren et al. scheme [25] is more effective than the presensor nodes with low computing power.
vious scheme in terms of calculation, but this scheme
still has excellent shortcomings. For example, the scheme
User n
must update the Merkle hash tree once a new user joins or
*


an old user is removed. It may also affect other users who
..


have joined to obtain new AAI from CA, which is im.


practical. In 2013, Kheradmand proposed an enhanced

 Secret Keyenergy-saving WSN by improving e Elliptic Curve Digi
PP
BS
User 2
PP
tal Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [14]. The researchers
PP
PP
pointed out the need to reduce the verification process by
P
q
P
using cooperation between sensor nodes.
User 1
Zhong et al. proposed an improved elliptic curve digital signature scheme for use on WSNs by optimizing the
Figure 1: The private key generation
signature generation module of ECDSA [33]. However,
they were unable to reduce the number of point additions
and point multiplication in the verification algorithm. To
overcome the challenges in efficient remote monitoring, 2) The authentication information generation of the
Sharavan et al. proposed a privacy preservation secure
sensor node: Once the user joins or leaves, the BS
cross-layer protocol design for Wireless Body Area Netwill generate its corresponding authentication inforworks (WBAN) using ECDSA [26]. However, ECDSA has
mation to the sensor node. The sensor node can aubeen found not to be suitable for design of authentication
thenticate the message signed by the user through
protocol.
the authentication information. If the authentication
fails, it means that this is a malicious user. ThereIn 2020, Kasyoka et al. proposed an efficient pairingfore, you can refuse to provide services to this user
free Broadcast Authentication (BA) scheme with message
(as shown in Figure 2).
recovery based on a lightweight digital signature protocol
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CH
BS

Authentication Information
- Cluster Head


Sensor Node

Figure 2: The authentication information generation

3) Dismissal of malicious users: Because the attacker
may capture the user’s mobile device, the BS must effectively deal with this problem. Compared with previous studies by scholars, sensor nodes usually must
record these rejected user IDs. Once the number of
rejected users is enormous, the storage capacity of
sensor nodes may be severely affected.
4) Prevent DOS attacks: This research can also resist
the severe DOS attacks that traditional broadcasting schemes suffer because this research scheme does
not require sensor nodes to store any data packets
before the following period. Each sensor node can
immediately verify the user’s signature.

3

Topic 2: Research on Key Management for WSNs

In the research of key management mechanisms, the
key management of wireless sensor networks has always
been an important and hot research topic. The most intuitive and worst method is that all sensor nodes share
the same key and use these keys to encrypt and decrypt
messages. However, this will be a big problem. Once the
attacker captures the node or knows the key, this mechanism will completely disintegrate.

3.1

Related Works on Key Management
for WSNs

Next, we briefly explain the key management methods
proposed by the predecessors and explain their shortcomings. For example, Eschenauer et al. proposed to use the
key pool method to distribute keys in 2002 [?]. First, generate a large Key Pool. There may be tens of thousands
to hundreds of thousands of keys, and then each sensor
node randomly takes out m keys. After deployment, any
two neighboring nodes can find out whether they share a
standard key. The subsequent communication will try to
ensure the security of the communication channel through
the public key. If a sensor node finds that it does not
share a public key with neighbor nodes, it can establish a
secure channel through a node that has established a secure channel. This method has some disadvantages: (1).
There is a certain probability that there is no public key
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between the two nodes. (2). There may be multiple links
using the same key. (3) Insufficient ductility.
Although this simplest method has the above disadvantages, however, in terms of minimum security requirements, this is a good solution. After that, many scholars
have adopted this method to solve the key distribution
method. Later, Chan et al. proposed improved methods for the above scheme in 2003 [7]. Eschenauer et al.’s
method only requires two neighbor nodes to share a key.
Chan et al. proposed a method to extend the shared
key to q. Although the security has improved, once the
captured sensor nodes increase above the critical number,
the security will be lower than that of Eschenauer et al..
In addition, Chan et al. also adopted a 2-hop method to
increase the communication range of sensor nodes. Therefore, each sensor node can communicate with its neighbor nodes and expand the passable range. The disadvantage is that the message must be forwarded. Therefore,
power consumption and communication volume may increase some costs. The main method of some previous
studies [9, 17] is to load some private information to the
sensor node before the sensor node is deployed. After deployment, sensor nodes can exchange certain information
to create keys. One characteristic of these practices is
that they create keys through probability. This method
has a feature called λ-secure. This means that the scheme
is safe before capturing more than λ sensor nodes. This
study is also superior to the above methods in terms of
safety. In [17], its method is similar to [9]. The main
difference is that these authors used polynomial methods.
It uses the permutability of polynomials to create keys.
For example, f (x, y) = f (y, x). In terms of security, this
method is similar to [9].
The methods described above are all based on probability to create keys. In other words, there is a certain
probability that a public key cannot be established between any two adjacent nodes. In addition, Zhou et al.
also proposed using polynomials or matrices to establish
keys in [34]. More specifically, in [34], the author uses
a subordinate method to allow two sensor nodes to communicate securely. Therefore, research in recent years has
mainly focused on how any two adjacent nodes must establish a public key.
A brief description is as follows: In [31], the author
uses elliptic curve cryptography to allow any two adjacent sensor nodes to establish a key. They use bilinear
mapping technology to solve this problem as long as the
sensing node has the correct private key signed by the
CA. We can create a key by exchanging ID and address.
The safety architecture of these elliptic curves is based on
the discrete logarithm problem of elliptic curves. In other
words, once the attacker knows the public key, he/she cannot guess the private key information from the obtained
public key. For example: Ppub = kP . Once the attackers
know Ppub , they cannot know the private key k correctly.
In [35], the author assumes that the attacker cannot steal
the sensor node within Tmin . Once this assumption is
made, any two neighboring nodes can also establish a key
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through a polynomial. In addition, key management under hierarchical (heterogeneous) wireless sensor network
architecture is also a hot research topic.
In 2013, Bechkit et al. proposed a new key scheme
based on a hash chain for WSN, which uses a hash chain
to generate new keys [2]. The scheme also requires predistribution of keys to nodes before deployment. After deployment, use the hash function stored in the node to generate a new key. In 2015, Zhang-Wang proposed a secure
and efficient hierarchical key management scheme which
uses the concept of auxiliary nodes [30]. Their scheme
relies on the Diffie Hellman key algorithm, but it is not
scalable because the key calculation requires more. The
inspiration for this scheme comes from giving less computation and overhead. Messai-Seba proposed EAHKM
for cluster sensor networks, a hierarchical key scheme for
cluster sensor networks [21]. This scheme is also energyefficient, but it is only suitable for hierarchical networks
and does not provide pairing keys between nodes. The
cluster head shares the secret key with the member nodes
but does not share the secret key with other cluster heads.
In 2018, Mehmood et al. proposed a session key agreement scheme to regenerate keys for healthcare applications in WBAN [19]. The main contribution of this solution is that it has been tested in heterogeneous WSN
applications, and homogeneous WSN can be tested to
obtain better results. However, if a mathematical model
is used to verify the proposed scheme, a robust model
will be given. Ali em et al. proposed a WSN encryption scheme based on Diffie Hellman [1]. The improved
Diffie-Hellman method is used for safe and efficient key
generation to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks. This
method analyzes the security operation, key generation
and calculation time, and effective results of various data
packets. However, the proposed scheme has a higher data
response time or calculation time.
In 2021, Kumar et al. proposed a scalable and storageefficient key management scheme for wireless sensor networks [15]. They established three types of keys for the
network: a network key shared by all nodes, a cluster key
shared by the cluster, and a paired key for each pair of
nodes. Although SSEKMS is a dynamic key management
system, it also supports including new nodes and refreshing keys as needed. Mehmood et al. proposed a secure hybrid session key management scheme for WSN [20]. Their
scheme minimizes the basic steps of public-key cryptography, and most of the operations are based on symmetrickey cryptography. Their scheme is energy-efficient and
provides an effective platform for protecting key protocols and management in the WSN environment.
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fect on the speed of message encryption and decryption.
For each cluster, the work required by CH is to allocate
and generate keys for the members under its jurisdiction.
For newly joined members or rejected members, all subsequent operations that need to be performed are performed
by CH. We describe the primary key parts of this research
as follows:
1) The generation of the private key: Each sensor node
stores some private information before joining the
sensor network. Among these sensors, the most important private information is the seed. A fair BS
produces this seed. Each sensor node has a different
private seed. In other words, for each sensor node, it
does not know the private seeds hidden in other sensor nodes. In addition, for each CH, the BS will also
generate a private seed for it (as shown in Figure 3).

CH
BS

Seed

- Cluster Head


Sensor Node

Figure 3: The private seed generation

2) Generation of communication key: Because our research goal is to have a perfect forward safety function, the key used to encrypt the message is randomly
generated and discarded after being encrypted once.
Other nodes that receive the message have a way to
take out this random key. Therefore, with this feature, this research will have perfect front throw safety
features.
3) Clustering: In hierarchical wireless sensor networks,
how to group has always been a fundamental research
goal. Therefore, it has been the object of research by
many experts and scholars. For example, use the sensor node’s transmission range, the sensor node’s performance, etc.. This research has developed a grouping mechanism that can appropriately allocate newly
added wireless sensor nodes to the jurisdiction of certain CHs (as shown in Figure 4).

The Proposed Key Management for
WSNs

4) The sensor node joins problem: For each new sensor
node added, we will use the private seed owned by the
user for authentication. Once the authentication is
passed, these newly added sensor nodes can join the
cluster they belong to. After that, data collection
and data transmission are carried out.

In the key management mechanism of heterogeneous
wireless sensor networks, this research still uses a symmetric cryptographic system to encrypt the information
that needs to be transmitted. Therefore, it has a good ef-

5) Sensor node rejection problem: Sensor nodes may be
captured by attackers or stolen private information
held by them. In this case, the sensor node needs
to be rejected. The mechanism used in this study

3.2
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mechanism [8]. Das’s authentication protocol is divided
into the following three phases:

Figure 4: The wireless sensor network grouping
allows CH to reject specific sensor nodes captured by
the enemy. And try to reduce the cost of rekeying
required by other normal sensing nodes.
6) CH rejected the question: This study can also deal
with simple CH rejection problems because the private information sent by the BS to each CH member is not in the member’s hands. Therefore, the
method will reject the captured CH if the attacker
has captured the CH of some members. These sensor nodes will be able to be reassigned to the new
cluster. Therefore, our method can use these sensor
nodes rationally to avoid waste of resources.

4

Topic 3: Research on Secure
Pricing Mechanisms for WSNs

In this research, we propose a pricing method based
on the number of logins and apply it to the two-factor
user authentication framework proposed by Das. Since
this research incorporates pricing strategies into the wireless sensor network environment, it will prevent legitimate members from sharing their login information with
other non-registered users for multiple logins. Furthermore, because the pricing method proposed in this research is based on service usage fees, it depends on the
number of times the user logs in. Therefore, if a legitimate user deliberately leaks confidential information to
other unregistered illegal users, the legitimate user and
the illegal user will need to pay a service fee to log in to
the WSN system. Thus, it will solve the security problems
encountered by the Das protocol. Based on the existing
research literature, the method proposed in this study is
the first to provide a secure pricing mechanism in the wireless sensor network environment. Next, we will introduce
the research results of Das [8] and Ou et al. [22, 23].

4.1

Related Works on Secure Pricing
Mechanisms for WSNs

1) Registration phase: When a user wants to access
WSN data, the user must first register with GWnode. Therefore, the user first selects his/her password P Wi and user IDi . Then send (IDi , P Wi ) to
GW-node through a secure communication channel.
When GW-node receives the registration request,
GW-node calculates Ni = H(IDi ||P Wi ) ⊕ H(K).
Then, GW-node stores the following information in
the smart card, including H(·), IDi , Ni , H(P Wi ),
and xa. Finally, the smart card is sent to the user
through a secure method.
2) Login phase: When the user wants to log in to the
network, he/she needs to insert his smart card into
the card reader and enter IDi and P Wi . Then, the
smart card first checks whether the parameters entered by the user match the information stored in
the card. If so, the smart card will perform the following steps:
S1: Smart card calculation DIDi = H(IDi ||P Wi ) ⊕
H(xa||T ). Here T is the current timestamp of
the user system.
S2: The smart card calculates Ci = H(Ni ||xa||T ),
and sends a login message {DIDi , Ci , T } to the
GW node.
3) Authentication phase: When the current timestamp of the GW-node is T ∗ , the login message
{DIDi , Ci , T } sent by the user side is received. GWnode will first check the validity of the timestamp. If
(T ∗ − T ) is greater than the legal transmission tolerance interval, to avoid retransmission attacks, GWnode will reject the user’s login request. Conversely,
if the login message passes the timestamp verification, GW-node performs the following steps:
S1: Calculate H(IDi ||P Wi )∗ = DIDi ⊕ H(xa||T )
and calculate Ci∗ = ((H(IDi ||P Wi )∗ ⊕
H(K))||xa||T ). If Ci∗ = Ci , GW-node will accept the user’s login request, otherwise it will
reject it.
S2: GW-node calculates Ai = H(DIDi ||Sn ||xa||T ′ )
and sends it to the sensor node area that the
user wants to query. Here T ′ is the timestamp
of the current system of GW-node, and Sn is
some sensor nodes near the user.
S3: When Sn receives the message sent by GWnode, Sn will first verify the validity of
the time stamp T ′ and calculate A′i =
H(DIDi ||Sn ||xa||T ′ ). If A′i = Ai and the timestamp are correct, Sn will respond to the user’s
query request, otherwise, it will refuse to respond and terminate the connection.

Das proposed a two-factor authentication protocol in a However, it is known from the dual authentication prowireless sensor network environment with a secure pricing tocol proposed by Das [8]. When a legitimate user leaks
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the secret information Ni and xa stored in his/her smart
card to other unregistered illegal users, the illegal user can
use the secret information to log in to the WSN system
unlimited times. In this way, a log in ID will be logged
in by multiple users simultaneously, and GW-node cannot detect and know the threat. The shortcomings are
described in the following steps:
S1: Suppose that after the illegal user knows the secret
information Ni and xa of the legal user, he/she can
generate a legal timestamp T ∗ and calculate the legal
login message {DIDi′ = H(IDi ||P Wi ) ⊕ H(xa||T ′ ),
Ci′ = H(Ni ||xa||T ′ ), T ′ }, then illegal users can send
login information to the GW node.
S2: When GW-node receives a login message
{DIDi′ , Ci′ , T ′ } from an illegal user, GW-node will
calculate Ci∗ = H((H(IDi ||P Wi )∗ ⊕ H(K))||xa||T ′ )
and verify that Ci∗ is equal to Ci′ . If it matches,
GW-node will accept login requests from illegal
users.
According to the above attack steps, the disadvantage
of the method proposed by Das [8] is that GW-node does
not store the passwords of legitimate users. Therefore,
H(IDi ||P Wi ) information does not have any user authentication function for GW-node. The authentication
feature of the Das protocol is to check whether the user
has the two secret information H(xa||T ′ ) and H(K). Although the illegal user does not know the password of the
original legal user H(IDi ||P Wi ), it is from the end Ni can
know the secret information of H(K). Therefore, illegal
users can successfully pass GW-unlimited times under our
proposed attack without knowing the user’s password.
Because of this, this research proposes a secure pricing mechanism based on a two-factor user authentication
protocol. Therefore, in addition to preventing legitimate
users from deliberately leaking confidential information to
other illegal users due to multiple logins, users can also
charge users for the number of times they log in and access
the WSN system. At present, in terms of pricing strategy, Ou et al. [22, 23] proposed three pricing strategies in
UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication Systems).
They are prepaid services, real-time payment services,
and login sessions. In the case of the prepaid method,
the user first stores value or prepays some amount to use
a specific service. In addition, users can make online or
real-time payments in real-time payment methods while
enjoying the service. Finally, in the payment method for
the number of logins, the user pays for the services enjoyed during each login.

4.2
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of the intelligent card information required for the registration process needs to be carefully analyzed and redesigned. Thus, prevent secret information from being
calculated and derived by illegal users. In addition, these
login request messages need to go through a specific encryption step before being transmitted over the public
network to prevent the plaintext from leaking. In addition, wireless sensor network nodes will also dynamically
establish session keys to improve communication security.
Finally, to avoid fraudulent service attacks by illegal users,
add an appropriate mutual authentication and login frequency mechanism in the authentication process. The
overall architecture diagram is shown in Figure 5.
It can be seen from Figure 5 that when the user wants
to use the wireless sensor network service, there will be
two-way mutual authentication between gateway nodes.
In addition, the gateway node records the user’s login
information, and then the gateway node can charge the
user based on the login record. To achieve mutual authentication between users and gateway nodes, we use
a challenge-response mechanism in the communication
process to avoid those mentioned above common passive/active attacks, such as retransmission attacks and
impersonation attacks. In addition, the user and sensor can establish a dynamic session key between the user
and the sensor node in each session to ensure the security
of the communication between the user and the sensor
node. Finally, we can add a random number to the dual
authentication protocol to prevent illegal users from obtaining plaintext messages through guessing and attacks.
It is also because the one-way hash function disrupts the
messages sent by both parties. Therefore, except for the
certification of both parties, no illegal third party may be
derived.

5

Topic 4: Research on Group
Rekeying for WSNs

We have designed three parts: sensor registration system, sensor layout system, and key agreement, as well as
the improvement of update efficiency. The sensor registration system mainly establishes a suitable mechanism for
the distribution and management of gold alloys and the
loading of related parameters. When a new sensor needs
to be added to the network, relevant parameters can be
effectively configured to facilitate the establishment of a
key in the future. In addition, the sensor layout system
is mainly hoped to establish an evaluation system to analyze which distribution method needs to be adopted in
a particular environment.

The Proposed Secure Pricing Mecha5.1
nism in WSNs

Related Works on Group Rekeying
for WSNs

Aiming at the research and realization of the security
pricing mechanism, we have developed a set of safe and
Due to the low cost and simple structure of the senefficient encryption technology to improve the security of sor, it is widely used in various unattended environments.
wireless network transmission. The calculation/storage However, since the sensor is often used in a malicious
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information for reply query (encrypted)

7. 
User service pricing
Figure 5: Two-factor user authentication protocol applied to wireless sensor network

environment, the sensor data may be tampered with, disof the key agreement. Many researchers have decarded, or even directly damaged by the sensor during
voted themselves to research in this area to provide
the transmission process to gain access. Therefore, there
an excellent key protocol for using sensor networks
must be an excellent key establishment mechanism to
or devices that require low energy consumption.
protect data transmission. In wireless sensor networks,
In wireless sensor networks, we pay special attention
some scholars divide key agreements into three categories,
namely trusted third parties, public-key encryption, and to an attack called a node capture attack. Under such an
attack, a legitimate sensor will become a malicious offenkey pre-distribution [10, 24]:
sive node and become the hacker’s best assistant. Hackers
1) Trusted server: SPINS [24] is one of the most fa- already know the key, and various attacks can be carried
mous security architectures. In this architecture, if out. For example, an attacker can modify the perceived
any two sensors want to negotiate a key, they must data and send it to the data center to make wrong decommunicate with a trusted third party in advance. cisions because of the wrong data. Therefore, scholars
Trusted third-party certification can ensure that the began to develop related detection mechanisms. Howsensor can safely transmit data. Unfortunately, sen- ever, after malicious nodes are discovered, a lightweight
sors with low energy capacity cannot bear the burden and secure key update mechanism is still needed to alof this mechanism. Since long-distance data trans- low legitimate sensors to exclude malicious nodes, thereby
mission consumes a lot of power, the battery life of protecting the security of the entire wireless sensor netthe sensor was tested. Therefore, this protocol is usu- work. Because the group rekeying mechanism proposed
ally only used in data centers for remote control of in the current research is still too complicated to be used
sensors. Since the packet size of the control data will in wireless sensor networks, this research proposes a solunot be too large at this time, it is well coordinated tion that allows sensors to protect data without spending
with the multicast.
a lot of electricity.
Next, we introduce several well-known group rekeying
2) Public key infrastructure: RSA encryption algorithm
and elliptic curve cryptosystems are some of the most mechanisms. In 1998, Blundo and other scholars proposed
famous public key cryptosystems [5]. Although the a symmetric polynomial method to establish a key [6]. A
security of such mechanisms has proven to be very good security architecture can be established at a lower
robust, they are also widely used in general computer computational cost than the public key encryption mechsecurity. However, the complicated index calculation anism through simple polynomial substitution. Blundo et
still makes this method unsuitable for wireless sensor al. proposed two methods of interactive key distribution
and non-session key distribution [6]:
networks.
3) Pre-distribution key [10]: This mechanism will preload a unique key into each sensor before the sensor is distributed to the environment. Therefore, a
large amount of exponential calculation or remote
transmission is not required to achieve the purpose

1) Noninteractive Polynomial-based Key Predistribution Scheme:
Key distribution phase: First, the data center
will generate a symmetric multivariate t-order
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polynomial, which will be generated according
to the following mathematical characteristics:
f (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn )

=

uses these polynomials to generate keys. First,
the data center will calculate the secret polynomial for each sensor by substituting the sensor
number into the variable x. The receiver stores
these secret polynomials in the memory of each
sensor in the form of a matrix for key creation
or update.

t
X

ai1 ,i2 ,··· ,in
i1 ,i2 ,··· ,in =0
n
Y
xikk ai1 ,i2 ,··· ,in
k=1

Group key agreement: In the group rekeying
phase, first, the largest sensor becomes the key
creation initiator. Therefore, the sensor will
first calculate two temporary keys. Then, the
sensor randomly generates a group key. After
the key is generated, two public values are calculated to protect the group key. Then the expected values are transmitted to other sensors
respectively. Finally, when the sensor receives
it, it can calculate the key.

(0 ≤ i1 , i2 , · · · , in ≤ t)
f (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn )

= f (x1 , · · · , xn , xn−1 )
= ···
= f (xn , xn−1 , · · · , x1 )

The variable x denotes the number of sensors.
This polynomial is symmetric, and modulus calculations are added to the calculations. Finally,
these secret polynomials are individually loaded
into the sensor to facilitate subsequent key establishment.
Group key agreement: When sensors want to establish a key, they first send their numbers to
each other. Then load the other party’s number
into his/her multiple secret variables, and calculate a group key. Although this method is simple to calculate, the group key can be obtained.
But whenever the key needs to be updated, the
data center reassigns a new symmetric polynomial to the sensor. Therefore, it can cause a lot
of security issues. In other words, the transmission cost will be too large, and the energy of the
sensor will be exhausted.

The interactive key pre-distribution mechanism can
solve the problem that the data center needs to
reload the polynomial when updating the key in
the non-interactive key pre-distribution mechanism,
which causes a large transmission. However, this
mechanism has the problem of unbalanced resource
consumption because the generation and protection
of keys are performed and led by a single sensor.
When the number of sensors in the network reaches
a certain level, they will be compensated for premature exhaustion of resources because they cannot be
loaded. Therefore, we have developed a new pre-key
distribution mechanism. In addition to reducing the
computational complexity, it also increases the transmission cost and storage capacity and can solve the
shortcomings of the above two methods simultaneously.

2) Interactive Polynomial-based Key Predistribution
Scheme:
Key distribution phase: The data center will
randomly generate a symmetric bivariable tdegree polynomial. And the following characteristics will be observed during the production
process:
f (x, y)

=

t
X

ai,j xi y j

0 ≤ i, j ≤ t

i,j=0

f (x, y)

= f (y, x).

t is the degree. In other words, the security
strength of this polynomial. Naturally, the
higher, the more robust, but the relatively required computing resources and storage capacity will also increase. In addition, two-variable
polynomials have symmetric properties. Therefore, modulus calculation (mod) will be added
during operation to increase its security. The
following example illustrates:
2 2

3 1

1 3

f (x, y) = 4x y + x y + x y

This is a 3-degree bivariate symmetric polynomial. Next, we will introduce how the sensor
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5.2

The Proposed
Mechanism

Group

Rekeying

This study will use low-complexity polynomial operations to generate keys and update. And put forward the
corresponding registration and layout system. The specific methods proposed in this study are as follows:
1) The key pre-distribution phase: The data center randomly generates (t + 1) variable t safety polynomials f (x1 , x2 , · · · , xt+1 ) in the finite field GF (q).
After the polynomial is generated, the data center
loads the identification code of each sensor into the
polynomial to generate a unique pre-load polynomial
f (SID , · · · , xt+1 ). The coefficients of the last unique
identifier code and f (SID , · · · , xt+1 ) will be loaded
into the memory of each sensor, respectively.
2) Direct key establishment phase: When a sensor
wants to establish a group key, each sensor broadcasts its unique identification code to the network.
After the sensors share each other’s unique identification code, each sensor will calculate the group
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key, GK = f (SID, SIDv1 , · · · , SIDvn , timestamp).
Where v stands for adjacent nodes and n stands
for the number of adjacent nodes. And load the
timestamp to update the key. This method can
reduce the transmission cost and calculation cost
caused by excluding malicious nodes.
3) Sensor leaving phase: The system will activate the
group rekeying mechanism to exclude the malicious
node when the sensor is detected as a malicious node.
At this time, each sensor will uniquely pre-load the
malicious node identification code in the polynomial,
f (SIDu , · · · , xt−1 , compromisedID, timestamp)
is
replaced
with
the
variable
value
f (SIDu , · · · , xt−1 , xt , timestamp).
And when
the group key is established in the future, it will be
replaced with a timestamp or a constant value.
4) Sensor joining phase: When sensors enter the
network, the backward security function can be
realized to prevent additional sensors from snooping
on past sensory information. The system must also
activate the mechanism to update the key. At this
time, each sensor replaces the variable value part
f (SIDu , · · · , xt−1 , xt , timestamp) in the unique
pre-load polynomial with the identification code
f (SIDu , · · · , xt−1 , addingSensorID, timestamp).
During the key establishment process, a synchronization mechanism is used to ensure the consistency
of the timestamp.

6

Topic 5: Research on Avoiding
Malicious Message Injection Attacks in WSNs

The data center transmits control information to other
sensors as needed and reduces transmission costs through
multicast. At this time, the creation and update of the
group key play an important role. However, because sensors use wireless data transmission, they are vulnerable
to data eavesdropping, malicious message modification,
node intrusion attacks, and message discarding attacks.
We will review these attacks in the following subsection.

6.1

Related Works on Avoiding Malicious Message Injection Attacks in
WSNs

The wireless sensor network security mechanism is divided into three steps to explore to resist the above attacks. First, they are false report filtering [27, 31], compromised node locator [32]), and group rekeying [6, 29]:
False report filtering: Attackers can perform malicious perception data injection attacks because the
attacker can invade the sensor to obtain its internal secret value and then modify the content of the
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sensing data. Therefore, false report filtering mechanisms are used to prevent such attacks from occurring. The most famous false report filtering mechanism was proposed by Ye et al. [27]. The method is
briefly described as follows:
1) Key assignment: In the beginning, the data center prepared a key pool full of keys. And cut
it into many non-repetitive pieces. Then each
sensor will randomly select a sub-block and randomly select n keys as the key for each sensor.
2) Sensor report generation: When a sensing event
occurs, the sensor uses its random key to encrypt the data and create a message authentication code.
3) En-route filtering: When the data is sent back
to the data center, there is a certain probability that the intermediate nodes in the path will
have the same key. Therefore, the sensor data
can be verified at this time. Furthermore, when
data fraud is found, data packets can be discarded in advance to reduce the burden of network transmission.
4) Sink verification: If there are no nodes in the
path, the data center will thoroughly verify the
sensor data. This method can effectively find
malicious data packets and keys but cannot accurately detect malicious nodes, and there is a
risk of Denial of Service attacks. In addition,
the number of sensor keys will also affect the
performance and security of the entire network.
Therefore, how to further reduce the number of
keys is one of the focuses of this research.
Compromised node locator: After the data center
discovers the malicious packet, it further discovers
the malicious node, updates the node group key, and
protects the security of the sensor network. Zhang et
al. proposed a compromised node locator [32]. This
method is mainly based on the fact that the amount
of data received by the sensor must be equal to the
amount of data transmitted.
Group rekeying: When many sensors are hacked, the
secret values are also exposed. In other words, when
the attacker collects enough group keys, the attacker
will have a remarkable ability to deceive the data center by modifying the sensor data. Therefore, the data
center must perform the group rekeying. In addition,
due to the severe conditions of the sensor’s low calculation and limited power. Therefore, when proposing a method to update the key, a low-complexity
mechanism must be proposed to make this mechanism suitable for wireless sensor networks. Zhang et
al. proposed a collaborative key agreement framework [29]. The method is explained in three phases
below:
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1) The key pre-distribution phase: In the initial
phase, the data center will assign a polynomial
g(x) to the memory of each sensor. The univariate polynomial of degree t is as follows:
g(x) =

t
X

ai xi

i=0

2) Setup phase: At this phase, a binary (t, u)
degree polynomial is generated to protect the
unary secret in the sensor confidential polynomial. Therefore, each sensor will use the generated binary polynomial to add the original onevariable polynomial to get g ′ (x). The formula
is as follows:
esi (x, y)

=

t X
u
X

aij xi y j

i=0 j=0
′

g (x)
3) Rekeying Phase:
be updated, the
transmit related
Here c refers to
version.

= g(x) + esi (x, si ).
When the group key needs to
sensor needs other sensors to
values to reconstruct e(c, y).
the group key of the current
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1) Initial phase: At this phase, parameters need to
be loaded between the sensor and the data center to ensure that the sensor can drive the encryption mechanism when an event occurs and
that the sensed data can be secretly transmitted to the data center. Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention to the consistency of sensor data, data fusion, and other matters that
must be considered in the design.
2) Positioning value establishment phase: The positioning value is established in each sensor
through the statistical estimation, irreversible
function, hardware positioning system assistance, signal fingerprint recognition, and the positioning value. This value is updated regularly
and needs to have unique values such as nonrepudiation and uniqueness to facilitate future
queries.
3) Positioning value collection phase: When the
data center finds a malicious data packet in the
network, the data center will request the relevant sensor to send the location value back to
the data center for future verification.
4) Stage of locating malicious nodes: Find the
problem node by comparing the positioning
value, and then confirm the problem node by
asking the neighboring nodes. Finally, a malicious node is found so that we can implement
the group rekeying mechanism.

Zhang et al. method can create a key with a small
amount of calculation. However, this method will
cost the sensor too much transmission cost. And its
safety is still insufficient. Therefore, this study will Group Rekeyig We update the group key in the followimprove this part. In addition, this research will proing steps:
pose a filtering system with robust detection of ma1) Initial phase: At this phase, the improved
licious packets. The system has a suitable, effective,
polynomial is generated by the data center.
and safe mechanism. The improvement and coopTherefore, when making, you need to consider
eration of the three security mechanisms of false relightweight goals and robustness.
port filtering, compromised node locator, and group
rekeying ensure the accuracy and confidentiality of
2) The key pre-distribution phase: After the mathperceived materials.
ematical model is generated, the unique characteristics of each sensor are added to the mathematical model to generate a secret polynomial.
6.2 Effectively Avoiding Malicious MesAt this time, pay attention to whether the relesage Injection Attacks
vant attributes are compliant.
Wireless and unattended environments have caused
many attacks in wireless sensor networks, such as data
eavesdropping, malicious message modification, node intrusion attacks, and message discarding. To resist these
attacks, the wireless sensor network security mechanism
is divided into three primary directions: malicious packet
filtering, malicious node location, and group rekeying. In
addition to continuously improving the group rekeying
mechanism, this research also studies malicious packet filtering and group rekeying. The purpose is to improve the
accuracy of detecting malicious packets. Therefore, we
divide it into two steps.
Malicious node location: This research is divided into
the following steps to locate malicious nodes:

3) Group key generation phase: Each sensor will
first find nodes in the same group and generate
a shared group key according to its protocol.
4) Group key update phase: When a malicious
node is found and confirmed, it uses relevant
information to exchange information, allowing
the still legitimate sensors to recreate a brand
new group key.
Specific methods are proposed below for flat wireless sensor networks and hierarchical wireless sensor
networks. First of all, in the planar wireless sensor
network, this research uses the concept of a coprime
identification code to establish a group key. Proceed
as follows:
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1) Calculate the coprime ID in the sensors phase:
key establishment phase, except that the identiFirst, we make two reasonable assumptions.
fication code of the new sensor is included in the
The first is that when two integers are relacalculation during the establishment process.
tively prime, the two numbers cannot be divisiThis method has three advantages: the first coprime
ble. The second is that the prime factorization
identification code reduces the transmission cost; the secof prime numbers is unique.
ond unique secret preload polynomial can be used for
S1: Except 1 and 2, list all prime numbers in a identification, and the last is the storage cost. Moreover,
range. For example, if the range is from 1 because only the binary polynomial is used, the memory
to 20, the prime numbers in the range are consumption will be lower than few scholars in the front.
3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, and 19.
Next, this research proposes a key update mechanism of
S2: According to the number of sensors, assign the polynomial based on subgroup verification in the hia coprime identification code to each sensor erarchical structure as follows:
from the prime numbers listed above.
1) The key pre-distribution phase: Before development,
2) Key pre-distribution phase: First, the data centhe data center first loads some confidential values
ter randomly generates a binary t-safe polynointo the cluster head and general sensors as follows:
mial f (x, y), x and y are variables, and p and q
Ka,Sij : The pairing key used between the cluster
are prime numbers. When the prime number is
head and the general sensor Sij .
large enough, we will guarantee the security of
this mechanism. Its polynomials and properties
Ka,BS : The pairing key is used between the Cluster
are as follows:
Head and the data center.
Ka,SGj : The pairing key used between the cluster
t
X
head and the subgroup SGj .
f (x, y) =
ai (xy)i mod p,
i=0
GKat : The group key used between the cluster head
f (x, y) = f (y, x) if xy = yx.
and the general sensor.
t: Refers to the group key version used in round t.
3) After the coprime polynomial is generated, a
u: Refers to the version of the subgroup key used in
unique preload polynomial f (SID, y) is estabround u.
lished according to the identification code of
Ω
:
refers
to the collection of all intrusion sensors in
a
each sensor. At this time, special attention
the
cluster
head.
should be paid to ensure that the unique identification code of the sensor is relatively prime 2) Group establishment phase: The number of sensors
before loading.
in the cluster head is N . The system divides it into
4) Group key establishment phase: Each sensor will share the other’s coprime identification code. Then load the polynomial through
the identification
Qn code can get the same key
GK = f (SID, i=1 SIDvi ) where v represents
the node of the neighboring member. And
1 ≤ i ≤ n and n is the number of adjacent
member nodes.
5) Sensor leaving the phase: The key update mechanism will activate when the sensor leaves the
wireless sensor network due to power exhaustion, environmental disaster, or intrusion. This
method is the same as the group key establishment phase, except the sensor does not include
the identification code that leaves the sensor in
the calculation during the establishment process.
6) Sensor joining phase: To achieve the high scalability of the network, new sensors need to be
added according to the situation after establishing the sensor network. However, to ensure
backward security, when a sensor newly enters
the network, a key update action is also required. This method is the same as the group

m subgroups. Each subgroup has n sensors. That is,
N = n × m. As shown in Figure 6.
3) Group key generation phase: A subgroup that leaves
or joins a sensor must perform an authenticated key
update. First, the cluster head generates the t-th
group key. The formula is as follows: Where m represents the m-th subgroup, therefore, when the key is
updated, the cluster head does not need to send the
new key to the m-th group. Then, if the subgroup
leaves or joins the sensor, the key update method
based on subgroup verification must be adopted. As
shown in Figure 7, the following step-by-step instructions:
S1: Cluster Head generates the following equation
so that the new key can be protected.
S2: After the verification equation is generated,
Cluster Head encrypts the following data and
sends it to the subgroup using this method to
update the key.
S3: Finally, the sensor decrypts with the previous
group key and then loads the equation with its
private key and the nonce value to obtain a new
group key.
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Figure 6: Sub-group architecture

of authentication information.
CHa
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-

GKat = SV Eat (Ka,Sic ⊕ N once)
Figure 7: The key update method based on group verification

After completing the above two studies, the packet filtering system, sensor detection system, and key update
system will be improved.

2) Analyze and design the smart card information that
must be calculated/stored during the registration
process to prevent secret information from being calculated and derived by illegal users.
3) We propose a practical and feasible polynomial-based
group key update architecture. Optimize the mathematical model and create a new structure, and propose an effective group key agreement. And effectively avoid malicious message injection attacks on
wireless sensor networks. Improve the three aspects
of malicious packet filtering, malicious node location,
and group key update. Establish a cooperative security mechanism and improve its implementation to
realize the goal of the ubiquitous network.
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Abstract
To solve the security problems and deficiencies in the
current authentication between user and cloud, this paper applies Portable TPM chip and certificateless public
key cryptography for the first time to solve the issues
in the cloud environment, and a scheme for bidirectional
ID authentication between user and cloud is proposed.
The proposed scheme has several advantages compared
with previous authentication schemes. First, based on the
unique identity of user and cloud by the identity management mechanism, portable TPM can not only achieve a
secure and trusted terminal platform, which ensures the
authentication result between user and cloud is correct
and valid but also supports the objectives of ID authentication between user and cloud in the user’s any terminal device. Furthermore, Dual-factor ID authentication
(password + key) is implemented with a new scheme’s
certificateless public-key signature algorithm. Finally, security proof and performance analysis show that this proposed scheme has the security level of EUF-CMA. The
computation overhead of ID authentication between user
and cloud is significantly improved.
Keywords: Certificateless Public Key Cryptography;
Cloud Computing; EUF-CMA; Portable TPM

1

Introduction

Cloud computing is a new service model based on the
Internet to provide resources such as storage and computing.With cloud services, enterprises, organizations and
individual users can quickly and easily carry out massive
data computing and data storage and sharing operations.
Otherwise, users who do not apply for registration or purchase of cloud services can use the cloud services, which
on the one hand to bring a huge CSP service response
burden and serious economic losses, at the same time le-

gitimate users may not receive timely response to the results of the service and the loss of stored information. At
the same time, the application for the use of cloud services users need to CSP identity authentication, or hackers or malicious organizations can obtain counterfeit CSP
user account and privacy and other important information, to the user serious economic losses and information
disclosure threat. Therefore, the need for CSP and the
use of cloud services, the identity of the user’s safety certification, to ensure the legitimacy of both identity and
correctness.
At the same time, cloud computing based on a variety
of deployment models and service models for the large
number of users can provide a variety of different types
of services, which may come from different management
domain, if the service-based identity authentication mechanism will inevitably lead to cumbersome authentication
process [15]; in addition, the user will be in different work
areas (such as enterprise internal work and external cloud
work domain) at any time switch status, if each work domain to establish cloud user identity management mechanism, user identity will appear multiple, user identity will
appear multiple, thus making user authentication and access very complex [10]. Therefore, compared with the
traditional calculation mode, cloud environment identity
authentication also need to consider the issue of cloud
user identity management, through the establishment of
identity management mechanism to achieve the identity of
different users within the domain of information uniqueness, so as to improve the user experience and solve the
problem of user identity synchronization in different domains.
In cloud environments, enterprises, organizations, and
individual users can access cloud services using terminal devices, including PCs (personal computers), PDAs
(personal digitalassistants), laptops and mobile phones,
therefore, authentication not only involves the secure con-
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Figure 1: ID authentication based on TPM in cloud environment

nection between the cloud and the terminal device, also
need to consider the user and the cloud between the security connection. This is because the user is the ultimate
CSP service object, the terminal device is only the user’s
tool and service platform. As shown in Figure 1, both
the server and the user terminal in the cloud are authenticated by the TPM (trustedplatform module) security
chip to complete the remote authentication process. Although the use of TPM chip in the server and the terminal device to establish a trusted connection, but if used
to implement the user authentication process, there will
be security problems. This is because if the user terminal device using malicious software, then the attacker can
fool the user by tampering with the authentication result,
that is, the trusted path connection can not be safely extended from the terminal device to the user. In addition,
Maybe I didn’t make it clear. I mean that If the user
try to access the encrypted data in other terminal equipment by TPM or other platform, they have to migrate all
the data to the terminal. This will give users a complex
operating process and even cause the user’s privacy leak.
Therefore, to achieve the identity between the cloud and
the user authentication on the one hand the need to ensure the authenticity of the certification results. On the
other hand, it is necessary to support the user to use any
terminal device to complete the authentication process.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 of this paper describes the basic knowledge used in the
program. Section 3 describes in detail the identity authentication scheme presented in this paper. Section 4
gives the security proof of the scheme. Section 5 presents
a comparative analysis of the existing work and the program in this paper.

public-key cryptosystem to solve the problem of identity
authentication between users and the cloud. Although
the use of public key certificate can correctly realize the
identity authentication process in the cloud environment,
but the management and maintenance of public key certificates will consume huge computing resources [11]; second, the user’s terminal device security is not guaranteed; in addition, cloud user identity management issues
have not been effectively addressed. Document [3,5,8,16]
identity-based cryptography [12] presents an authentication scheme between the user and the cloud. Compared
with the public key cryptosystem, the ID-based cryptosystem does not need the public key certificate, thereby
solving the problem of certificate management. At the
same time, Document [3,5,16] respectively through the establishment of identity management mechanism to solve
the cloud environment, the uniqueness of the user’s identity problems.But due to the introduction of third-party
PKG (private key generator), the above scheme produces
the key escrow problem [11]; at the same time, if the
PKG malicious behavior, it can use any user’s private
key forged signatures, to deceive the purpose of the verification side; in addition, as in the document [3,5,8,16] has
a problem that the terminal apparatus can not be secured
and trusted.

Al-Riyami and Peterson in 2003 proposed a certificatefree public key cryptosystem [1]. It not only avoids the
traditional certificate management of public key cryptosystem, but also solves the key escrow problem of
identity-based cryptosystem. Therefore, compared with
the traditional public key cryptosystem and the identitybased cryptosystem, the certificate-free public key cryptosystem has the advantages of high efficiency and strong
security. Considering the characteristics of cloud sharing, such as sharing resources and supporting multiple
2 Related Work
access modes, while the use of a large number of users
In recent years, domestic and foreign scholars have done of cloud services, certificate-free public key cryptosystem
a lot of research on identity authentication under cloud is more suitable to solve the user and the cloud between
environment. Document [2, 14] uses the certificate-based the identity authentication. Document [4, 9] proposes an
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anonymous identity authentication scheme between the
user and the cloud based on the certificateless cryptosystem. The proposed authentication process is achieved by
verifying whether the hash value generated by the identity
ID and the public key value of the correspondent party
is correct, attackers can easily break through the middleman attack authentication process. In addition, the
scheme is based on the single-factor authentication process; But also did not consider the terminal equipment
platform security issues, and therefore can not guarantee
the authenticity of the certification results.
In addition, according to the investigation made by
Fujitsu Research Institute, 88% of users worry that their
data stored in the cloud will be unauthorized access. In
order to ensure the identity of the user who accesses the
data, a more secure user authentication mechanism needs
to be established. Therefore, as described above, aiming
at the existing problems and shortcomings in realizing
the authentication between user and cloud, this paper is
based on PTPM (portableTPM) and certificateless public
key signature algorithm, proposed a way to support the
two-way identity between the cloud and the user authentication program. The specific contribution is as follows:
1) For the first time, PTPM and non-certificate public
key signature algorithm are combined to solve the
problem of identity authentication between users and
cloud in cloud environment.
2) Based on hierarchical ID tree structure, the identity
management mechanism including user and cloud is
established, and the identity of any communication
entity is achieved.
3) The use of PTPM platform to ensure the safety and
credibility of the terminal and the cloud between the
authenticity of the authenticity of the correct.
4) To achieve the cloud and the user between the ”password + key” two-factor authentication process.
5) To support users to use any terminal device to complete the two-way authentication process with the
cloud.

3
3.1

Related Basics
Security Theory Hypothesis

954

AdvCDH (B) is negligible, the CDH problem is said to be
difficult.

3.2

Security Model

The identity authentication scheme proposed in this paper is based on the idea of non-certificate public key signature algorithm. Therefore, according to the security
attack model defined in [1], the security of this program
need to consider the following two types of adversaries.
External rival AI : AI represents an ordinary thirdparty attacker, AI does not have a system master
key, but you can replace the user’s public key with
an arbitrary value;
Internal rival AII : AII on behalf of malicious KGC
(key generating center), AII has the system master
key, but does not allow you to replace the user’s public key.

3.3

PTPM

Document mentioned the Intel Corporation in 2002, first
proposed the portable TPM (portable TPM) concept. As
with the TPM, PTPM also has features such as secure
storage, key generation, and data signing. According to
the description in [13, 17], as PTPM through the USB
interface or PC card interface to communicate with the
terminal device, the trust foundation of the trusted computing platform can be transferred from the platform itself to the users themselves.Each user can have their own
identity PTPM, and can be used on one or more terminal devices. The PTPM hardware module implemented
in [17] also has a miniature liquid crystal window, so that
the calculation process can guarantee the authenticity of
the results and correctness. Therefore, the use of PTPM
on the one hand can build a trusted platform for the terminal chain, to achieve the integrity of the terminal platform measurement; on the other hand, the user can securely store important data such as a key in the PTPM,
to achieve the purpose of the user to use any terminal
device to complete the authentication.

The security of this scheme is based on the difficulty of
CDH (computational Diffie-Hellman), the relevant definiIt should be noted that, as the focus of this paper is
tions are as follows.
the issue of identity authentication between cloud and
R
Definition 1. CDH problem. It is known that a, b ←−
Zg∗ . user, therefore, TPM and PTPM how to ensure cloud
authentication node server and user terminal platform,
a b
ab
g is a generator. Given (g, g , g ), calculate g . Here
the credibility of the security will no longer be discussed.
R
∗
a, b ←− Zg indicates that elements a and b are selected
Authentication scheme in the back of the introduction,
∗
from Zq that conform to a uniform distribution.
you can think of the cloud and the user identity authenDefinition 2. CDH hypothesis. The probability of al- tication, the TPM and PTPM-based terminal platform
gorithm B solving CDH problem in probability polyno- integrity measurement processes have been implemented
mial time is AdvCDH (B) = P r[g ab ← B(g, g a , g b )]. If using [13, 17].
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4.1

Identity Authentication Scheme
Design
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multi-user shown in Figure 3(b) to complete the authentication process between the user and the cloud using a
terminal device.

Overall Structure

As shown in Figure 2, the user holds the PTPM hardware module, cloud authentication node server embedded
TPM security chip. The two-way authentication process
between user and cloud consists of two phases: user registration shown in Figure 2(a) and login authentication
shown in Figure 2(b).
In the registration phase, user ui first enters the password pw, and identity IDi and then obtains the registration request information Regreq by using the PTPM calculation; After the authentication node server receives the
user registration request information Regreq , first, according to the identity of IDi query user ui is registered, and
then enter the public key of KGC and ui and use TPM calculation to verify whether the signature value generated
by information such as pw and IDi is correct. After verification is correct, the authentication node server stores the
registration information of user ui , and sends the corresponding registration response information Regreq to ui ;
upon receipt of the registration response message Regreq ,
ui . First, enter the public key of the KGC and the authentication node server and use PTPM to verify that the
signature value of the authentication node server is correct. If it is correct, it outputs the registration success
flag and stores information such as identity IDauth and
secret value of the authentication node server.
In the authentication phase, the user ui first sends
the authentication request information Authreq including
IDi , H2 (IDi ||pwi ) and g ri to the authentication node
server; after verifying that the received H2 (IDi ||pwi )
value is correct, the authentication node server first calculates HM ACk (g ri ), where in the key k used by the
HMAC operation depends on the secret information values generated by the user and the authentication node
server during the registration phase, then the authentication node server sends authentication response information Authres such as IDauth , HM ACk (g ri ) and g ri
to ui . After calculating the correctness of the received
HM ACk (g ri ) value, the authentication of the authentication node server is completed, at the same time also
need to calculate HM ACk (g ri ) as the response information; and the authentication node server completes the
authentication of the user ui identity by verifying whether
the value of HM ACk (g ri ) sent by ui is correct or not, at
the same time in order to allow ui confirmed by certification, also need to send HM ACk (g ri )rj ||IDauth ) value to
ui again, the HMAC value is calculated based on the random number and IDauth generated by both parties before;
End-user ui in the use of PTPM verify the correctness of
HM ACk (g ri )rj ||IDauth ) value, output the authentication
success flag to the PTPM display window. As the cloud
environment, users can use any terminal device to access
the use of cloud services. Thus, the single user shown in
Figure 3(a) uses a plurality of terminal devices and the

4.2

Algorithm Description

Given the safety parameters k, a large prime number p
of k bits is selected. Assume that G1 and G2 are the
multiplicative cyclic groups of order p, g is the generator
of G1 . Bilinear mapping e : G1 × G2 → G2 . Select the
anti-collision hash function H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 and H2 :
{0, 1}∗ → G1 . The system exposes the global parameter
params to (G1 , G2 , e, p, g, H1 , H2 ).
4.2.1

Identity ID Generation

Based on the hierarchical ID tree structure proposed
in [7], this paper defines the users in the cloud environment, cloud servers, and other role of the identity ID
value. The entire hierarchical structure consists of two
layers, the root node is KGC. A third party key generation center which generates a user’s private key; the leaf
node indicates the end user registered in the cloud and the
cloud authentication node server. Obviously, all nodes in
the hierarchical ID tree structure have unique names, thus
achieving the user and the cloud server identity uniqueness of the goal. Suppose the identity IDi = DN0 ||DNi
of user ui , the cloud authentication node server’s identity
IDauth = DN0 ||DNserver , wherein DN0 , DNi , DNserver
represents KGC, ui and serverauth in the hierarchical ID
tree structure defined in the name, || represents the concatenation of strings.
4.2.2

Key Generation

According to the idea of certificate-free public key cryptosystem. The key generation process of the leaf node
nodei in the scheme is as follows:
R
1) nodei selects xi ←−
Zp∗ as the secret value, calculates
and publicizes the public key pki = g xi .
R
2) KGC select S0 ←−
Zp∗ , S0 is the master key of KGC,
and public key pkKGC = g S0 is calculated and publicized. Given each leaf node nodei in the hierarchical
ID structure, KGC first obtains the corresponding
identity IDi and pki value of nodei , then calculate
Qi = Hi (IDi ), finally KGC uses Qi to compute and
send (g xi )S0 QS0 to nodei .

3) nodei first obtains the partial private key QSi 0 genxi S0

S0

erated by KGC by calculating (g (gS) 0 )xQi , and then
obtain the identity IDi by querying the hierarchical
ID tree structure, and then obtain the identity IDi
by querying the hierarchical ID tree structure, calculate Qi = Hi (IDi ) and verify the correctness of
QSi 0 : e(QSi 0 , g) = e(Qi , pkKGC ), if they are equal,
the private key ski = (QSi 0 , xi ) is generated.
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(b)

Figure 2: Bidirectional ID authentication between user and cloud: (a)User registration phase, (b) Login authentication phase.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: ID authentication between user and cloud in any terminal device: (a)Single user uses multiple terminal
devices to complete authentication, (b) Multi-users use a terminal device to complete the certification.
In the following description, the public-private key pair
of user ui is denoted as ski = (QSi 0 , xi ), pki = g xi ; and
the public-private key pair of the cloud authentication
node server serverauth is denoted by skserver = (QSj 0 , xj ),
pkserver = g xj .
4.2.3

User Registration

calculated and the correctness of the W xj QSj 0 value
is verified by determining whether or not the equation e(wXj QSj 0 , g) ?= e(H2 (IDauth ||pwj )g Sj , pkj ) ·
e(Q′j , pkKGC ) is satisfied. If equal signifies that ui
successfully registers at serverauth , PTPM outputs
the registration success flag to the display window,
While ui stores IDauth , Si and g Sj ; otherwise, the
registration failure flag is output.

1) User ui inputs IDi and password value pwi , calcuR
late H2 (IDi ||pwi ) by PTPM; then select Si ←−
Zp∗
4.2.4 Login Authentication
to calculate g si and V = H2 (IDi ||pwi )g Si . Finally, ui sends the registration request Regreq = 1) User ui first inputs IDi and P Wi , and use PTPM
to calculate H2 (IDi ||P Wi ), at the same time se(IDi , g Si , V xi QSi 0 , H2 (IDi ||pwi )) to the cloud auR
lect ri ←−
Zp∗ and calculate g ri , the PTPM then
thentication node server serverauth .
sends the login authentication request Authreq =
2) After serverauth receives Regreq , first, according
(IDi , H2 (IDi ||pwi ), g ri ) to serverauth .
to the registered user information table Tregister
to check whether IDi exists, if not, then Q′i = 2) After serverauth receives message Authreq , first
Hi (IDi ), then verify the correctness of Vxi QSi 0
of all, according to IDi query Tregister store the
H2 (IDi ||pwi ) value and the received is equal, if not,
value: e(V xi QSi 0 , g) ?= e(H2 (IDi ||pwi )g Si , g xi ) ·
R
serverauth returns the password error message to ui ;
e(Q′i , pkKGC ), if equal, serverauth selects Si ←−
Zp∗
Si
Si
Otherwise serverauth first obtains the correspondand calculates g using TPM, store IDi , Sj , g and
ing Sj and g Si values of IDi , calculate (g Si )Sj with
H2 (IDi ||pwi ) to Tregistaer , W = H2 (IDauth ||pwj )g Sj
R
TPM; then select ri ←−
Zp∗ and use TPM to calis then calculated using the TPM and the registration
rj
Sj
xj S0
culate Di = HM ACk (g ) and g rj , finally, send
response message Regres = (IDauth , g , W Qj ) is
Authreq = (IDauth , g rj , Di ) to ui .
sent to ui . Otherwise it returns failure flag register to
ui . If Tregistar has stored the IDi value, it is returned
3) ui received serverauth returned information Authres ,
to the registered mark ui .
first, according to the received IDauth query to ob3) After ui receives the registration response informatain the corresponding Si and g Sj , then use PTPM
tion Regreq , firstly PTPM calculate Q′J = H1 (IDauth
to calculate k ′ = (g Sj )Si and D1′ = HM ACk′ (g rt ) reSj
and H2 (IDauth ||pkj ), then H2 (IDauth ||pkj )g
is
spectively, verify that D1 and D1′ are equal. If equal
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signifies that ui has completed the authentication of
identity serverauth , then D2 = HM ACk′ (g rj ) is calculated using PTPM and sent to serverauth ; otherwise the authentication serverauth identity fails, ui
terminates the verification process.
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to complete the registration and login authentication
process;
4) Based on HMAC algorithm to achieve the identity
authentication process, while ensuring the correctness of the certification results, which greatly improves the computing efficiency of both sides.

4) serverauth uses the TPM to compute D2′ =
HM ACk (g rj ) and compare it with D2 . If equal
signifies that serverauth has completed the authenProof of Safety
tication of identity ui , then serverauth computes 5
ri rj
D3 = HM ACk ((g ) ||IDauth ) using the TPM and
In this paper, the proposed authentication scheme is
sends it to ui ; otherwise the authentication ui idenbased on the certificate-less public key signature algotity fails, serverauth terminates the verification prorithm, at the same time, according to Section 3.2 of the
cess.
program algorithm, since the security of the login authenS S
′
5) ui
uses
PTPM
to
compute
D3
= tication phase depends on the key value k = g i j of the
HM ACk′ ((g rj )ri ||IDauth ) and compare it with HMAC algorithm, the HMAC security of the algorithm
the received D3 . If they are equal, PTPM output has been demonstrated in the literature [6]. Therefore,
validation success flag to the display window; as long as the attacker in the previous stage of user regotherwise, the authentication failure flag is output. istration can be calculated to obtain k, then it can be
considered to break the authentication scheme proposed
Upon completion of the above authentication process, in this paper. The security of k value depends on the user
ui and serverauth can use the session key skauth↔i = and the cloud between the use of certificate-free public key
g Si Sj g ri rj to follow up the information exchange process. signature algorithm to complete the process of user registration. As described in Section 2.2, the attack model of
the certificateless public key signature algorithm includes
4.2.5 Password Update
two types of adversaries. Therefore, we need to attack
Suppose ui wants to update the original password pwi the two types of adversaries to give the program to prove
to pwi′ , then ui first use of PTPM were calculated the security process.
H2 (IDi ||pwi′ ), and N ewpw = skauth↔i × H2 (IDi ||pwi′ ),
and (g rj )Si then sends a password update request Theorem 1. Assuming that CDH is true for group G1 ,
U pdatepw = (IDi , N ewpw , (g rj )Si ) to serverauth , among for attacking adversary AI , the scheme of this paper is
them, × represents the multiplication on group G1 . When based on the assumption that Random Oracle model has
serverauth receives U pdatepw , first, according to IDi unforgeability (EUF-CMA) under adaptive selective mesquery stored g Si value and use TPM to calculate (g Si )rj , sage attack. That is, if any external adversary AI is in
determine whether (g rj )Si and (g Si )rj are equal. If not time tI . The advantage ϵI to the hash function H1 , H2 ,
equal to terminate the password update process; other- secret value generation, public key generation, KGC genN ewpw
to get H2 (IDi ||pwi′ ), erate part of the private key, public key replacement and
wise use TPM to calculate skauth↔i
replace H2 (IDi ||pwi ) with H2 (IDi ||pwi′ ) by querying IDi . signature generation, such as Oracle up to qH1 times, qH2
times, qsv times, qpk times, qpart times, qpkp and qs inquiries can forge a signature, then there is algorithm B1 ,
4.3 Program Features
can be in time tI to dominate the ϵI group G1 on the CDH
The authentication scheme proposed in this paper solves problem.among them,
the problem of identity authentication between cloud and
(qpart + qs )qpart +qs ϵ1
user in cloud environment.Program features are mainly
ϵI ≥
qH1 (qpart + qs + 1)qpart +qs +1
reflected in:
t1 ≤ tI + (qH1 + qpart + qs )TG1 + qH2 + qsv + qpk .
1) In the key generation phase, it is not necessary for
the user to establish a secure channel between the TG1 represents the exponential time of one exponent in
user and the KGC, more in line with the cloud envi- group G1 .
ronment, the practical application of open communiProof. With algorithm BI as the challenger, select
cation requirements;
R
a, b ←−
Zp∗ . Given (g, g a , g b ), BI and the opponent AI
2) All data calculation process is completed in the TPM the following EUF-CMA attack game to get g ab , where
or PTPM, the security of the hardware ensures the a, b is unknown to BI .
correctness of calculation and storage security.
1) System establishment. BI sends the open sys3) The user uses PTPM to store the key and so on the
tem parameter (G1 , G2 , e, p, g, H1 , H2 , pkKGC ) to AI ,
information, as the PTPM has the characteristics of
among them, pkKGC = g a . BI controls Random Oreasy to carry, the user can use any terminal device
acle H1 and H2 , while maintaining the initially empty
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hash value lists H1list and H2list , for Oracle hash in- not stop AII ’s query for signature generation, the event
quiry response process AI as follows:
sigErr indicates that the forged signature δs of the object
IDs is generated, event Errid represents List H2list stores
H1 inquiry. AI request for identity IDi of the H1 ID , event Err represents, Succeed indicates that B
s
yi
II
value query. Assuming that Yi ∈ {0, 1}, among breaks the CDH problem on group G . According to the
1
R
them, pr[Yi = 1] = α. AI selects r ←−
Zp∗ for simulation process description, event Succeed can be repeach inquiry (IDi , Yi ), BI . If Yi = 1 defines resented as ¬sv
abort ∧¬signabort ∧signErr∧Errid ∧Erryi .
H1 (IDi ) = g r ; otherwise H1 (IDi ) = (g b )r is
When Yi = 0, BII will stop AII from generating a
defined. Finally, add (IDi , Yi , H1 (IDi )) to list query for the secret value. Since A carries out q
II
sv
H1list . And H1 (IDi ) as the result of response. times of secret value generation inquiries at most, So
H2 inquiries. AI requests the H2 value query for pr[¬svabort ] ≥ (1 − α)qsv .
identity IDi and public key pki . If tuple
When Yi = 0, BII stop AII signature generated in(IDi , pki , β) exists in list H2list , the predefined quiries. Since AII performs qs -times signature generation
output value is returned as the result of the queries, so pr[¬signabort ] ≥ (1 − α)qsv .
R
query. Otherwise, select y ←−
G1 , Add (IDi , y)
If Err = ¬svabort ∧ ¬signabor ∧ Erryi occurs, then AII
list
to list H2 , and y as the result of response.
would think that simulation attacks and real environment
indistinguishable. As AII break the advantages of the
2) Stage 1. AI initiates a series of inquiries. BI main- program ϵ , so pr[signErr|Err] ≥ ϵ .
II
II
tains the public key list pk list with the initial state
Since AII performs qH2 -times H2 -queries at most, So
empty, the response is as follows:
pr[Errid ] ≥ 1/qH2 , which is:
a. Public key query A select B. If pk list exists in pr[Succeed]
tuple (IDi , pki ), returns pki as the result of the
R
response; otherwise select xi ←−
Zp∗ , calculate
xi
the public key pki = g and return to AII , and
add (IDi , xi , pki ) to list pk list .
b. Secret value generation query i. AII select IDi′ ,
BII submits IDi to the public key query Oracle.
And returns xi as the result of the response.

=

pr[¬svabort ∧ ¬signabort
∧signErr ∧ Errid ∧ Erryi ]

= pr[¬svabort ∧ ¬signabort ∧ Erryi
∧signErr]pr[Errid ]
= pr[Err]pr[signErr|Err]pr[Errid ]
= pr[¬svabort ]pr[¬signabort ]pr[Erryi ]

c. Part of the private key to generate inquiries i.
AII requests partial private key value inquiries
for identity IDi . AII select IDi , BII evaluates
Qsi 0 and returns to AII .

≥

pr[signErr|Err]pr[Errid ]
(1 − α)qsv (1 − α)qs αϵII
qH2
(1 − α)qsv +qs αϵII
qH2

≥
d. Signature generation query i. AII select IDi , if
qsv +qs
in the list H2list query IDi corresponding to the
1
When α = qsv +q
, (1−α) qH αϵII has a maximum
a r s0
+1
s
2
Yi = 1, then return to (g ) Qi . Here, a represents the private key value of the user; otherwise value. So BII breaks group G1 on the CDH problem
probability is
return ⊥.
(qsv + qs )qsv +qs ϵII
3) Forged. AII the end of Phase 1 of the inquiry. Outϵ2 ≥
qH2 (qsv + qs + 1)qsv +qs +1
put Target ID and Fake Signature δ . makes the
s

s

following response:

According to the simulation process description, for each
H2 and signature generation and other inquiries, BII
a. Get from IDi to generate public inquiry public
needs to carry out an additional exponential operation
key value g a ;
on group G1 , so the running time of algorithm BII is
b. Obtaining the secret value a of IDs from the tII + (qH2 + qs )TG1 + qH1 + qsv + qpk .
secret value generating inquiry;
c. From the H2 query to get the H2 value of
IDs (g b )r ;

6

d. Output of forged signatures δs = (g ab )r Qsi 0 .

6.1
−1

So that BII can get g ab by calculating g ab = (δ/Qsi 0 )r ,
since δs , Qsi 0 , and r are known for BII , if AII wins the
EUFCMA attack game. There are: e((g ab )r Qsi 0 , g) =
e(Qi , g s0 ) · e(g br , g a ), then BII can break the group G1
on the CDH problem. Event ¬svabort indicates that BII
has not stopped AII inquiring about the generation of
the secret value, event ¬svabort indicates that BII did

Program Analysis
Efficiency Analysis

Since both the literature [4, 9] and the proposed scheme
adopt the idea of certificateless public key cryptosystem
to solve the problem of identity authentication between
cloud and user. This section therefore presents the performance analysis of users and clouds in terms of computational and communication overhead for these three scenarios. For convenience of description, EXPG1 is defined
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here to denote an exponential operation on group G1 ,
EXPG2 represents the exponential operation on group
G2 , P airing represents a bilinear pair operation, HG1
represents the hash operation on group G1 , H denotes
that the hash value space in [4, 9] is not a hash operation
of group G1 , MG1 represents a multiplication (division)
operation on group G1 , MG2 represents a multiplication
operation on group G2 , Hmac represents HMAC calculation. It should be added that the [4, 9] scheme also
involves XOR operations, which are negligible in terms of
computational overhead due to their very low computational cost.

generate authentication information; then the user performs EXPG1 + 2Hmac operation to verify the identity of
the cloud server; the cloud again EXPG1 + 2Hmac operations to verify the user’s identity; the end user performs
the EXPG1 + Hmac operation to determine whether the
cloud verifies that the user’s identity was successful.When
the user needs to update the password, only need to carry
out EXPG1 + 2HG1 operations can be sent to the cloud
password update information, and the cloud only need to
be EXPG1 + HG1 operation can complete the password
update process.
6.1.2

6.1.1

Computing Overhead

According to [9] the program. In the key generation
phase, the user and the cloud to generate public-private
key pairs need to be 3 times MG1 operation, at the same
time in order to verify the PKG generated part of the
private key value of the correctness,need to carry out 2
times P airing operation; in the registration phase, the
cloud according to the identity of the user ID to send
to determine whether the authorized user, so as to decide
whether to register the user ID, does not involve any computing operation process (although efficient, but there are
serious security vulnerabilities); in the certification phase,
the user performs 4P airing+MG1 +MG2 +2EXPG2 +6H
operation, the cloud performs 4P airing + MG1 + MG2 +
2EXPG2 + 6H + HG1 operations.
For the program [4] proposed. In the key generation
phase, the user and the cloud to generate public-private
key pairs are required for 1 times MG1 operation, at the
same time in order to verify the PKG generated part of
the private key value of the correctness,need to carry out
2 times P airing operation; in the registration phase with
the literature [17] the same, the process does not involve
any calculation operation; in the certification phase, the
user performs 4P airing + 6MG1 + 2EXPG2 + 6H operation, the cloud performs 3P airing + 5MG1 + EXPG2 +
6H + 2HG1 operations.
The following section focuses on the computational
overhead of the text scheme: in the key generation phase,
users and the cloud first need to EXPG1 operation to generate a public key, then carry out EXPG1 +MG1 operation
to get part of the private key sent by KGC. Finally, the
correctness of the received partial private key is verified
by HG1 + 2P airing operation. In the user registration
phase, the user first performs HG1 + 2(MG1 + EXPG1 )
operation to generate the registration information; and
then the cloud for 3P airing + MG1 + MG2 + HG1 operations on the registration information to complete the
verification, and performing HG1 +2(MG1 +EXPG1 )-time
operation to generate the return information. Finally, the
user performs 3P airing + MG1 + MG2 + 2HG1 operation
to verify the cloud’s return information. In the login authentication phase, the user first performs EXPG1 + HG1
operation to generate authentication request information;
then the cloud carries on 2EXPG1 + Hmac operation to
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Communication Overhead

Definition |K| represents the length of the security parameter K, |p| represents the length of the element in Zp ,
|id| represents the length of the user identity ID, |hmac|
denotes the information length of the HMAC algorithm.
According to the scheme described in [9], in the registration phase, the user only needs to send the identity ID
value, so the communication overhead is |id|, the cloud
does not need to return any messages to the user, so
there is no communication overhead; in the authentication phase, the length of the message sent by the user
to the cloud is 3|p| + |id| + 2|K|, and the length of the
response message returned by the cloud to the user is
2|p| + |id| + |K|. For the scheme proposed in [4], the communication overhead in the registration phase is the same
as that in [9]; in the authentication phase, the length of
the message sent by the user to the cloud is 2|p|+|id|+|K|,
and the length of the response message returned by the
cloud to the user is 2|p| + |id|.
For this program, the user registration phase, the registration information sent by the user includes IDi , g Si ,
A V xi Qsi 0 and total length of 3|p| + |id|; the information
returned by the cloud includes IDauth , g Sj and W xj Qsj 0 ,
the length is 2|p| + |id|. In the login authentication phase,
the login authentication request sent by the user includes
IDi , H2 (IDi ||pwi ) and g ri , its length is 2|p| + |id|; the
server-side information returned includes IDauth , g rj and
D1 , length |p| + |id| + |hmac|; the user then sends |hma|length information to the server;eventually, the server
sends an |hmac|-length message to the user to determine
whether the cloud verifies that the user’s identity was successful.When the user needs to update the password, the
user sends a password update request information length
2|p| + |id|.
The following is the comparison of the communication
cost between the scheme described in [4, 9] and the proposed scheme in the user and the cloud. As can be seen
from Table 1, In the user registration phase, compared
with the literature [4, 9] program. Our scheme users and
the cloud need to give the other party to send additional
information to complete the user registration process, but
because the user registration is a one-time, so the communication process of the registration process is acceptable.
In the authentication phase, since the value of |hmac|
can not be greater than |K|, so compared with the liter-
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Table 1: Comparison between Ref.[12,13] and our scheme in communication overhead
Program
Cloud [9]
Cloud [4]
Our

User registration phase
User
Cloud
|id|
0
|id|
0
3|p| + |id| 2|p| + |id|

Login authentication phase
User
Cloud
3|p| + |id| + 2|K|
2|p| + |id| + |k|
2|p| + |id| + |K|
2|p| + |id|
2|p| + |id| + |hmac| |p| + |id| + 2|hmac|

ature [4, 9] program, this paper program communication
overhead in the certification process at least remain unchanged. In summary, for the user and the cloud, the
communication overhead costs of our scheme produced is
acceptable.

[2]

7

[3]

Conclusion

In this paper, an authentication scheme based on PTPM
and certificateless public key signature algorithm is proposed. In the realization of the user and cloud identity on
the basis of uniqueness. On the one hand, using PTPM
to achieve the security of the terminal platform and the
authenticity of the cloud and the results of the authenticity of the correct target, while allowing users to use any
terminal device to complete with the cloud two-way identity authentication process; on the other hand, certificatefree public key signature algorithm solves the problem
of certificate management of traditional public key cryptosystem and key escrow problem of identity-based cryptosystem. Finally, the security of the program was proved
theoretically. At the same time, compared with the efficiency and other performance of the existing schemes, the
proposed scheme not only significantly improves the efficiency of identity authentication between users and cloud,
but also adapts to the practical application requirements
of open communication in cloud environment. The next
step is to consider cross-domain identity authentication
and to prevent user identity and privacy issues such as
leakage.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
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Abstract
Aiming at the problems of low discrimination and weak
security in existing speech authentication algorithms,
the paper proposes a high-security speech BioHashing
authentication algorithm based on multi-feature fusion.
Firstly, in the frequency domain, the cepstrum and shortterm average amplitudes are fused by convolution and
then fused with the amplitudes. Next, the improved
pseudo-random function is used to transform the fused
features to generate a Biosafety template. Then, K-means
and KNN are used to divide the similar features into K
classes, and the BioHashing sequence is constructed for
the features in each class. Finally, Anrold chaotic systems
of different secret keys encrypt the BioHashing sequence
in each class. Experimental results show that the algorithm can classify the extracted features and has good
discrimination, robustness, and security. Meanwhile, the
algorithm can realize the small range of tamper detection
and location.
Keywords: BioHashing; Improved Pseudo-Random Matrix; K-means; KNN; Speech Authentication

1

Introduction

In recent years, the explosive growth of Internet-based
digital speech and the increasingly prominent speech communication network security issues, true and complete
speech authentication is particularly important for the
security of Internet applications. BioHashing defines an
orthogonal pseudo-random function using a specific secret key, and uses this function to transform the extracted features. Therefore, BioHashing protects user
speech information without reducing authentication performance [9, 11, 16].
BioHashing is also called adding salt method. It is
mainly used for the identification, authentication and re-

trieval of iris, fingerprints, palmprints, voiceprints, face
and other multimedium. In terms of speech, BioHashing authentication mainly includes the construction of
Biosafety template, BioHashing structure and matching,
in which Biosafety template mainly includes speech feature extraction and pseudo-random matrix construction.
At present, the features extracted from speech clips
include short-term energy, short-term zero-crossing rate,
short-term correlation [22], frequency band variance [7],
resonance hump, spectrum entropy, spectrogram [8], discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [1, 21], linear prediction
coefficient (LPC) [4,20], linear spectrum frequence (LSF),
Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficient (MFCC) [2, 14] and
perception linear prediction (PLP) [15], etc. Chen et
al. [3] proposed perceptual audio hashing algorithm based
on Zernike moment and maximum-likelihood watermark
detection, the algorithm is not only robust to content preserving operations, but also has good anti-collision ability.
Li et al. [12] extracted voiceprint Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients of segmented speech as perceptual features
and construct perceptual hashing sequence. The experiment shows that the robustness is better, especially in
resampling and MP3 compression, but the discrimination
is relatively poor.
In [13], Radon Transform (RT) was applied in DWT
domain, and then dimensionality was reduced by Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT), which has higher efficiency but
relatively low randomness. Zhang et al. [18] used spectral subtraction to extract energy and entropy value of
speech clips after noise reduction processing as perceptual features and construct perceptual hashing sequence.
The algorithm has good robustness and efficiency, but the
discrimination still need to be further improved. Zhang
et al. [19] used a part of the spectrogram to represent the
low-frequency information of speech clips, then obtained
features through LBP and construct perceptual hashing.
The algorithm is not easily affected by the addition of
MP3 compression, noise and volume regulation, show in
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that it has good robustness. Huang et al. [6] obtained
features by transforming the variance of frequency domain subbands through Constant Q Transform (CQT)
and Tensor Decomposition (TD). This experiment verifies
its good discrimination by comparing perceptual hashing sequences of different lengths, but it does not protect
the security of perceptual hashing sequence in the cloud.
Yao et al. [17] proposed the lattice-based remote biometric authentication scheme (RRBAS) for multi-server environments with good security and efficiency than existing
solutions.
From the above analysis, it can be seen that hashing algorithm does not protect the security and privacy
of speech features, and most speech authentication algorithms are independently optimized for recognition and
robustness. To solve the above problems, this paper proposes the high security speech BioHashing authentication algorithm based on multi-feature fusion, an improved
pseudo-random function is used to transform speech features into another domain, the constructed BioHashing
not only improve security, but also balance overall performance.

963

Step 3: The pseudo-random matrix B is constructed of
the new sequence A, as shown in Equation (4), and
then schmidt ortho-gonalization of B is performed to
obtain the final pseudo-random matrix Φ.


A1
···
A1+M N d

A1+d
· · · A1+ (M N +1)d 


(4)
B=

..
..
..


.
.
.
A1+ (N −1)d · · ·
Al

2.2

K-Means

K-means is a unsupervised machine learning algorithm [5], whose core idea is to classify the input sample
set Ω into K clusters. In this paper, the K-means cluster
result is used as the label for the classification sample.
According to Equation (5), the distance I between the
remain object and K-th initial cluster center point is calculated.
I(K) = ||yj(i) − yK(i)
¯ ||2

j+K =S

(5)

Where, yj(i) is the i-th sampling value of the remain object j, yK(i)
¯ is the i-th sampling value of the K-th initial
cluster
center
point, || • || is the summation formula.
2 Related Theory
After clustering the input sample set Ω is completed,
the new center point in each cluster is recalculated ac2.1 Improved Pseudo-Random Matrix
cording to Equation (6):
By combining two one-dimensional mapping functions,
P
i
an improved mapping function with strong randomness
1≤i≤n y
′
¯
(6)
y
=
K
and sensitivity is constructed, and an improved pseudon
random matrix with higher performance is constructed.
¯′
The improved mapping function χn+1 is constructed Where, y K is the new cluster center point in the K-th
cluster.
of the iterative sequence ξn+1 generated by the Logistic
mapping function as the initial value ζn of the Tend mapping function, as shown in Equation (1):
2.3 KNN
χn+1 = 1 − 4χn (1 − χn )

0 ≤ χn ≤ 1

(1) KNN is a supervised machine learning algorithm [10], its
core idea is to input training set T 1 and test set T 2, and
Where, the Logistic mapping function and the Tend map- determine the data type of test object according to the
ping function are shown in Equations (2) and (3) respec- data type of K samples closest to T 1.
tively. Especially, when parameters α and β are 2, the
According to Equation (7), the weight ϑ between the
two mapping functions are highly sensitive to initial val- test object and K neighbors is calculated.
ues, have obvious chaotic characteristics, and have wider
X
ergodicity of mapping iteration.
ϑ (z¯c , CK ) =
dist(z¯c , z¯x )∂ (z¯x , CK )
(7)
ξn+1 = αξn (1 − ξn ) → 2ξn (1 − ξn )

0 ≤ ξn ≤ 1

(2)

Where, z¯c is the feature vector of the test object, z¯x is
(3) the feature vector
P of the training object, CK is the sample
set
of
class
K,
dist(z¯c , z¯x ) is the similarity calculation
The improved pseudo-random matrix is constructed of
formula
between
samples,
∂ (z¯x , CK ) is the class attribute
the improved mapping function, and the specific steps are
function.
as follows:
According to Equation (8), the ϑ between classes is
Step 1: A pseudo-random sequence a = {a1 , a2 , ..., aL } compared, and the test object is divided into the class
with length L (L >> l) is constructed of Equa- with the largest ϑ.
tion (1), where the initial value a0 = 0.4 .

1, zx ∈ CK
∂
(
z
¯
,
C
)
=
(8)
x
k
Step 2: A new pseudo-random sequence
A =
0, zx ∈
/ CK
{A1 , A1+d , A1+ 2d , ..., Al } is constructed by selectOutput the label of the sample with the largest ϑ in
ing a numbers from sequence, where the sampling
the training sample.
interval d = 10.
ζn+1 = β − 1 − β|ζn | → 1 − 2|ζn |

− 1 ≤ ζn ≤ 1
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The Proposed Algorithm

Where, 0 ≤ v < ιr + κr − 1, 0 ≤ g < ιc + κc − 1 , ιr and
ιc are the rows and columns of matrix ℜ, κr and κc are
the rows and columns of matrix ℵ.
3.1 BioHashing Structure


The block diagram of constructing feature vector is shown
ℑ
[Φ]
·
→ H(N, N ) → H(1, N )
(13)
in Figure 1.
ℜ∗ℵ
Step 1: Pre-processing Pre-processing includes pre- Where, [•] · [•] is the iterative formula, ∗ is the convoluemphasis, framing and windowing. The speech clip tion formula.
x′ (t) is obtained by pre-emphasis the input speech
clip x(t), then the processed x′ (t) is framed and Step 5: K-means According to the ratio of training set
windowed, where in the window function selects a
and test set 7:3, feature vectors are randomly selected
Hamming window to smooth the edge of the frame.
from feature vector library as training set T 1. Then,
The speech clip x′ (t) is divided into N frame, and
according to the specific steps of K-means, the K
x(n) = {xi (n)|n = 1, 2..., M ; i = 1, 2, ..., N }, where,
class is clustered.
x(n) is the n-th sampling value of i-th frame.
Step 6: KNN The remaining feature vectors in the feaStep 2: Feature extraction FFT is applied to each
ture vector library are used as test set T 2 and clasframe of speech clip to transform the speech clip from
sified according to the specific steps of KNN.
time domain data to frequency domain data. Then,
The process of K-means-KNN is shown in Figure ??.
amplitude features (F ) are extracted from the upper
Where, K = 3. Purple circles, green pentagons and
half of each frame and the matrix ℑ is constructed,
blue squares respectively represent a class with simcepstrum features (c) are extracted from real in the
ilar features, and red triangles represent the center
lower half of each frame and the matrix ℜ is conpoint of clustering.
structed, short-time average amplitude features (E)
are extracted from imag in the lower half of each
frame and the matrix ℵ is constructed. The extracted Step 7: BioHashing structure As shown on the Figure 3, the BioHahing sequence is constructed for the
features by fusion are named The F-cE algorithm.
feature vectors in each class, and the speech data is
converted into a short binary string. The generated
1 c = F T −1 [ln |xi (ω|]
ω = 1, 2, ..., w
(9)
BioHashing sequence is shown in Equation (14):
M
−w
X
E=
|xi (ω + 1) − xi (ω|
(10)
h = [h(1) h(2) · · · h(N )]
(14)
ω=1

Where, ln| • | is the formula for taking the real, xi (ω) is
In Figure 3, According to K-means, K class labels are
the ω-th sampling value of the i-th frame of the frequency
generated by T1, which serve as the classification basis of
domain data, w is the length of the lower half.
T2. After the classification is completed, the BioHahing
Step 3: Improved pseudo-random matrix According to sequence is constructed by using the same method for the
Equation (1) and Equation (4), the pseudo-random feature vectors in each class.
matrix is constructed as shown in Equation (11):
Constructing method: Find the mean value ϖ of the


feature vector H. If the i-th sampling point value
ϕ1
···
ϕ1+M N d
of the feature vector H is greater than ϖ , the i-th

ϕ1+d
· · · ϕ1+ (M N +1)d 


sampling point value of the BioHashing sequence h
Φ=
(11)

..
..
..


.
.
.
is 1, otherwise, it is 0.
ϕ1 + (N −1)d · · ·
ϕl

1, H(i) > ϖ
h(i)
=
(15)
Where, ϕ1 , ..., ϕl are schmidt ortho-gonalization val0, else
ues.
Step 8: Scrambling encryption Firstly, the Arnold
Step 4: Feature vector According to Equation (12), the
chaotic mapping is used to generate the pseudomatrix ℜ convolves with the matrix ℵ, and then
random sequence S = [s1 , s2 , ..., sN ] with the same
splices with the matrix ℑ , then it iterates with
length as the BioHashing sequence h. Then, arrange
matrix Φ to form matrix H(N, N ), finally, N - diS in descending order to obtain S ′ . Finally, the enmensional matrix H is generated into feature vector
crypted BioHashing sequence h′ was obtained accordH(1, N ). The generation process of feature vector is
ing to the one-to-one mapping relationship between
shown in Equation (13):
BioHashing sequence h and S ′ . As shown in Figure 3, As shown in Figure 3, different secret keys ℓ
ιr−1
X ιc−1
X
are applied to each class. Arnold function is shown
C(v, g) =
ℜ (ι, κℵ (v − ι, g − κ
(12)
in Equation (16):
ι=0 κ=0
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Figure 1: Block diagram of constructing feature vector

∆0 : If the perceptual contents of the two speech clips x1
and x2 are the same: D < τ .
∆1 : If the perceptual contents of the two speech clips x1
and x2 are not the same: D ≥ τ .
Where, τ represents the authentication threshold. When
the bit error rate between two BioHashing sequences is
less than the set threshold τ , the authentication passes,
otherwise, the authentication fails.

Figure 2: K-means-KNN


ℓθ+1
Sθ+1




=

1
ψ

φ
ψφ + 1



ℓθ
Sθ


mod (N )

(16)

4

Experimental Results and Analysis

Where, ℓ is the secret key for mapping encryption, ψ and
φ are parameters, θ is the number of iterations, mod (•) The experimental speech data come from TIMIT speech
is the remainder formula.
library and TTS speech library. There are different 1200
speech clips in the original speech library. The format of
each speech clip is WAV, the length is 4 s, the sampling
3.2 BioHashing Matching
frequency is 16 kHz, and the bit rate is 256 kbps.
The operating experimental hardware platform is InThe block diagram of BioHashing matching is shown in
tel(R) Core(TM) i5-7500 CPU, 3.40 GHz, with computer
Figure 4.
memories of 4G. The operating software environment is
Matching method: According to the BioHashing MATLAB R2018b of Windows 7 system. In this study,
structure, the paper obtain the BioHashing se- the main parameters of the experiment are set as follows:
quences h1 and h2 of the speech clips x1 and x2 , the number of frames N=802 bits, the length of a frame
and D(:, :) is denoated as the normalized Ham- M=200 ms, and the number of classes K=18.
ming distance of h1 and h2 , also known as bit
error rate (BER). The formula is as shown in
4.1 Discrimination Test and Analysis
Equation (17):
Discrimination is used to evaluate the reliability of the
N
algorithm by distinguishing different or the same speech
1 X
|h1 (i) − h2 (i)|
D(h1 , h2 ) =
clips. And the similarity between them is determined by
N i=1
(17) calculating the BER between two pairs of BioHashing seN
1 X
quences. Speech clips of different contents generate dif(h1 (i) ⊕ h2 (i))
=
ferent BioHashing sequences, and the BER between them
N i=1
basically follows the normal distribution. In this paper,
Where, h1 (i) and h2 (i) are the i-th sampling values a total of 719,400 BER can be obtained, as shown on the
of the BioHashing sequences constructed by speech Figure 5.
Figure 5 describes BER among different BioHashclips x1 and x2 respectively.
ing sequences basically following the normal distribution.
The paper use the hypothesis test of BER is used to de- Therefore, the algorithm can good distinguish speech clips
of different contents.
scribe the BioHashing matching.
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(b) KNN

Figure 3: Block diagram of BioHashing structure and encryption

Figure 4: Block diagram of BioHashing matching
Table 1: Normally distributed parameters of different BioHashing sequence lengths

802 bits (Proposed)
639 bits
532 bits
401 bits

Theoretical value
µ
σ
0.50
0.0177
0.50
0.0197
0.50
0.0216
0.50
0.0250

According to the De Moivre-Laplace central limit theorem, the hamming distance is approximate
obeying the
p
normal distribution µ = p, σ = p(1 − p)/N , p represents the probability of 0 or 1, N is the number of bits in
a hashing sequence. In this paper, the length of the BioHashing sequences is 802 bits, and the mean value and
standard deviation of the theoretical normal distribution
parameters are µ = 0.50, σ = 0.0177. The normal distribution parameters of the experiment are shown in Table 1.
It can be seen from Table 1 that the experimental values of normal distribution obtained by the algorithm are
very close to the theoretical values. Therefore, the BioHashing sequence obtained by the algorithm has good
randomness.
In order to measure the discrimination of the algorithm
under different thresholds, Fales Accept Rate (FAR) is
introduced. FAR in this paper refers to the speech that
should not be matched as the matched speech. FAR is
shown in Equation (18):
F AR

=

PF AR (x|L < τ )
Z τ
−(x − µ)2
1
√
e(
)dx
2σ 2
σ 2π −∞

Experimental value
µ
σ
0.4952
0.0183
0.4948
0.0206
0.4945
0.0226
0.4937
0.0261

As can be seen from Figure 6, FAR curve obtained
by the experiment almost coincides with the theoretical
FAR curve, i.e., the FAR of the algorithm is very close to
the theoretical FAR. Therefore, the BioHashing sequence
obtained by the algorithm has good anti-collision ability.
Further, FAR is used to illustrate the discrimination
of the algorithm in this paper, the FAR of different algorithms under different thresholds τ is calculated respectively, as per the table shown.

Probability

BioHashing length

0.997
0.95
0.50

0.001

0.44

0.5

0.57

Threshold

Figure 5: BER normal distribution of the algorithm

Table 2 shows with the same threshold τ , the FAR
(18) of the algorithm in this paper is smaller than that of
other algorithms, and the smaller τ is, the smaller FAR
Where, µ is the expected value, σ is the standard de- is. Therefore, the algorithm in this paper has good disviation. Equation (18) shows that the smaller τ is, the crimination. As τ increase, the number of speech clips
smaller FAR is, i.e., the better discrimination is.
error judgment will increase correspondingly. However,
=
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Table 2: Comparison of FAR of different algorithms
τ
0.10
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35

Proposed
2.2611e−103
1.2129e−58
4.1748e−41
8.8188e−27
1.1701e−15

[21]
3.6542e−42
1.4050e−24
1.2151e−17
6.1663e−12
1.8744e−7

FAR

[19]
1.7668e−28
1.9604e−16
9.8689e−12
6.6409e−08
6.1048e−05

the F-CE algorithm, which shows that the algorithm proposed in this paper not only extracts excellent features,
but also improves the discrimination to a certain extent
by using K-means-KNN.
In a word, the algorithm has good discrimination, and
it has no conflicts between the generated BioHashing sequences.

1
Theoretical
Experimental

0.8

[12]
3.0310e−38
2.6890e−22
5.1740e−16
7.5420e−11
8.4800e−7

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Distance Value

Figure 6: FAR curve of the algorithm

τ = 0.35, it means that the number of false judgments in
each 1 × 1015 speech clips is only 1.1701.
It can be obtained from Table 1 and Table 3 that FAR
is easily affected by the length of BioHashing sequence
in the same algorithm, so in the experiment, it is not
enough to use FAR to measure the discrimination of the
algorithm. In statistics, Entropy Rate (ER) is used as
a measure of the uncertainty of random events. In this
paper, ER is introduced as a measure of discrimination to
better illustrate the discrimination of the algorithm. ER
is shown in Equation (19):
ER = −[clog2 c + (1 − c)log2 (1 − c)]
(19)
q
2
2
1 |
Where, c = 21 ( |σσ2 −σ
+σ1 2 + 1) .
As shown in Table 4, the ER of the algorithm in this
paper is the largest, and the greater ER is, the better
discrimination is. Therefore, it proves that the algorithm
has good discrimination.
Table 4: Comparison of ER of different algorithms
Algorithm
Proposed
[21]
[12]
[19]

ER
0.9758
0.9432
0.8874
0.9126

In order to measure the influence of K-means-KNN on
discrimination, the FAR of the two algorithms in Table 5
under different thresholds was calculated respectively.
Table 5 shows with the same threshold, the FAR of the
algorithm proposed in this paper is less than the FAR of

4.2

Robustness Test and Analysis

In order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed algorithm, BER of the original speech library after various
content preserving operations is calculated. According
to the environment of speech transmission, the content
preserving operations are performed on each speech clip
in the original speech library. A speech library of 13200
different content preserving operations was established,
including 11 types of content preserving operations, such
as echo, noise, low pass filter, resampling and MP3 compression. Various content preserving operations is summarized in Table 6.
The BER mean and maximum values after 11 content
preserving operations were calculated respectively, it is
illustrated as follow.
As can be seen from Table 7, compared with other
algorithms, the BER of the proposed algorithm in this
paper is small, with the mean value below 0.1 and the
maximum value of the mean is 0.0851. Therefore, the
proposed algorithm has better robustness. Especially in
volume adjustment and MP3 compression, the algorithm
has better performance than other algorithms. BioHashing sequence has not great changed in volume adjustment,
so the BER is lower. In MP3 compression, the MP3 format uses a large compression ratio in the high frequency
part and a small compression ratio in the low frequency
part, which has a great impact on the speech features.
However, the BER mean and maximum of the algorithm
in this paper are both small.
Fales Rejection Rate (FRR) is introduced to further
measure the robustness of the algorithm. FRR in this
paper refers to the speech that should be matched as not
be matched speech. FRR is shown in Equation (20):
F RR

= PF RR (x|L ≥ τ )
Z τ
−(x − µ)2
1
√
e(
)dx
= 1−
2σ 2
2πσ −∞

(20)
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Table 3: Comparison of FAR of different BioHashing sequence lengths
802 bits (Proposed)
2.2611e−103
1.2129e−58
4.1748e−41
8.8188e−27
1.1701e−15

639 bits
1.5240e−82
5.7655e−47
5.1413e−33
1.2844e−21
9.1963e−13

τ

The F-cE algorithm+
K-means-KNN
2.2611e−103
1.2129e−58
4.1748e−41
8.8188e−27
1.1701e−15

The F-cE algorithm
−102

0.10
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35

4.4479e
7.3062e−58
1.5532e−40
2.1804e−26
2.0691e−15

x(i+1)

Table 5: FAR of the proposed algorithm

532 bits
8.0575e−69
2.8234e−39
1.0901e−27
3.2132e−18
7.3942e−11

401 bits
9.6736e−52
1.0845e−29
4.8375e−21
5.7117e−14
1.8243e−08

0.4

0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4

x'(i+1)

τ
0.10
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35

0.2
0
-0.2

-0.4 -0.2 0

0.2 0.4

x(i)

(a) Before encryption

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

x'(i)

(b) After encryption

Figure 8: Scatter plot before and after encryption

4.3

Security Analysis

Equation (20) shows that the smaller τ is, the smaller To solve the problem of high algorithm transparency and
FRR is, i.e., the better robustness is.
improve the security of the BioHashing sequence in the
cloud, this paper proposes an Arnold chaotic mapping alFRR-FAR
FRR-FAR
gorithm that uses different secret keys for different classes.
In order to verify the correlation of speech before and
after encryption, a speech clip is randomly selected from
the original speech library, and then its continuous 32000
sample points are randomly selected as the sampling
points. Taking x(i) as the horizontal ordinate and x(i+1)
Threshold
Threshold
as the ordinate, the scatter diagram before and after en(a) Proposed
(b) [21]
cryption is shown in Figure 8.
FRR-FAR
FRR-FAR
In order to verify the security of this algorithm, a
speech clip is randomly selected from the original speech
library, speech encryption and decryption waveform is
shown in Figure 9.
As can be seen from Figure 8 and Figure 9, the algorithm proposed in this paper has good encryption perThreshold
Threshold
(c) [12]
(d) [19]
formance. The correlation of the original speech clip is
Figure 7: FRR-FAR curves of diffierent algorithms
completely disrupted in the algorithm, which makes the
waveform of the speech clip disordered and difficult to be
cracked in practice.
It can be seen from Figure 7 that, the FRR-FAR curves
of the proposed algorithm are not crossed, and the two
The security of this algorithm is futher tested through
curves have a large interval, which indicates that the algo- Spearman’s correlation coefficient (ρ). The formula is
rithm not only has both good discrimination and robust- shown in Equation (21):
ness, but also can accurately identify content preserving
P
(xi − x̄)(Si − S̄)
operations. Compared with the algorithm in this paper,
ρ = qPi
(21)
the FRR-FAR curves of [21] is very close, indicating that
2 (S − S̄)2
(x
−
x̄)
i
i
i
it does not be good solve the problem of discrimination
and robustness conflicts. The FRR-FAR curves of [12] Where, xi is the i-th sampling value of the speech clip
and [19] intersect each other, indicating that the extracted before encryption, Si is the i-th sampling value of the
features has poor robustness, and the randomness of Bio- speech clip after encryption, barx and barS are the mean
Hashing sequence is poor.
values of speech clip before and after encryption.
To sum up, the algorithm not only has good antiFigure 10 shows, ρ after encryption and ρ after error
interference ability, but also has good robustness.
decryption is between (-0.1,0.1) , indicating that the data
100
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Table 6: Content preserving operations
Operation means
Volume Adjustment 1
Volume Adjustment 2
Low-pass Filtering 1
Low-pass Filtering 2
Resampling 1
Resampling 2
Echo Addition
Narrowband Noise 1
Narrowband Noise 2
MP3 Compression 1
MP3 Compression 2

Operation method
Volume up 50%
Volume down 50%
12 order FIR low-pass filtering, Cutoff frequency
of 3.4 kHz
12 order Butterworth low-pass filtering, Cutoff frequency
of 3.4 kHz
Sampling frequency decreased to 8 kHz, and then increased
to 16 kHz
Sampling frequency decreased to 32 kHz, and then increased
to 16 kHz
Superimposed attenuation 30%, delay 100 ms
SNR=30 dB narrowband Gaussian noise, center frequency
distribution in 0 4 kHz
SNR=50 dB narrowband Gaussian noise, center frequency
distribution in 0 4 kHz
Re-encoded as MP3, and then decoding recovery, the rate
is 32 k
Re-encoded as MP3, and then decoding recovery, the rate
is 128 k

Abbreviation
V.1
V.2
F.I.R
B.W
R.8→16
R.32→16
E
G.N1
G.N2
M.32
M.128

Table 7: The BER mean and maximum value of different algorithms after content preserving operations
CPO
V.1
V.2
F.I.R
B.W
R.8→16
R.32→16
E
G.N1
G.N2
M.32
M.128

Proposed
Mean
Max
0.0013 0.0175
0.0034 0.0313
0.0751
0.1103
0.0851 0.1441
0.0328
0.1040
0.0033 0.0326
0.0561
0.0890
0.0830 0.1855
0.0128 0.0526
0.0458 0.0977
0.0027 0.0238

[12]
Mean
Max
0.0070
0.0333
0.0090
0.0630
0.0413 0.1000
0.0884
0.1593
0.0529
0.1185
0.0048
0.0444
0.0315 0.0778
0.1108
0.2333
0.0391
0.1259
0.2535
0.3370
0.2315
0.3148

is not correlated. Therefore, the proposed algorithm has
good security. By comparing Figure 10(b) and 10(c), ρ
after correct decryption is constant 1, and ρ after error
decryption is completely different from 10(a), indicating
that the proposed algorithm can improve the encryption
performance before and after chaotic mapping.
In conclusion, the algorithm makes the BioHashing sequence disordered, thereby improving the security of the
BioHashing sequence in the cloud.

[19]
Mean
Max
0.0479
0.1624
0.0179
0.0940
0.0813
0.1851
0.0784 0.1667
0.0263 0.0470
0.0094
0.0149
0.1026
0.2051
0.1528
0.1992
0.0709
0.1005
0.1097
0.1838
0.0248
0.0855

Tampering Detection and Location

For small-scale tampering attacks, it is generally to tamper with the local part of speech, with small tampering
range and low bit error rate. To solve the above problems,
this paper proposes a tamper detection and localization

Max
0.0583
0.0573
0.1673
0.2096
0.1945
0.0367
0.1024
0.2096
0.0677
0.1372
0.0367

algorithm based on Hamming code minimum code distance (MCD), which is defined as Equation (22):

1, h(i) ̸= h′ (i)
(22)
M CD(i) =
0, h(i) = h′ (i)
Where, h′ (i) is the i-th sampling value of the BioHahing
sequence of the tampered speech, and MCD matrix form
is as shown in Equation (23):
M CD(i) = [M CD(1)

4.4

[6]
Mean
0.0064
0.0069
0.0892
0.0974
0.0379
0.0034
0.0650
0.0909
0.0112
0.0512
0.0032

M CD(2)

···

M CD(i)]
(23)
In this paper, the duration of the speech clip is 4s. If it
is a malicious attack of 1 %, 5 % and 10 %, the duration of
the malicious attack is 0.04s, 0.2s and 0.4s respectively. A
speech clip is randomly selected from the original speech
library. In order to measure the detection and location
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As shown in Figure 12, the BioHahing sequence constructed by this speech clip can also be better detected
the location and range of tampering attacks.
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ability of MCD algorithm for small range tampering, the
speech clip is maliciously attacked. As shown in Figure 11,
the speech clip can be better detected the location and
range of tampering attacks.
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Figure 10: Spearman’s correlation coefficient

In order to better measure the overall detection performance of the algorithm, Figure 11 and Figure 12 are
combined as shown in Table 8.
In Table 8, the unit of speech clipt tampering is sampling point, and the unit of BioHashing sequence tampering is bit. Table 8 describes that the experimental
value and theoretical value of the algorithm are equal,
which indicates that the overall detection performance of
the algorithm is well. The range of Biohashing sequence
tampering is same as the scale marked in Figure 10, and
the range and length of BioHashing sequence tampering
corresponds to the range and length of speech clip tampering.
On the whole, the proposed algorithm can not only
realize the tamper detection of the speech clip in a small
range, but also accurately locate the location and range of
the BioHashing sequence attacked by tampering attacks.

(a) Original speech

(b) 1% of tampering attacks

4.5

(c) 5% of tampering attacks

(d) 10% of tampering attacks

Figure 11: Tamper detection and location of speech clip

Efficiency Analysis

Algorithm efficiency refers to the execution time of the
algorithm. The shorter the time, the simpler the structure and the lower the algorithm complexity. To measure
the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, 200 speech clips
were randomly extracted from the original speech library
and the average running time was calculated as shown in
Table 9.
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Table 8: Tamper detection and location different lengths and ranges
Speech
length
640
3200
6400

Speech
range
4999-5640
29999-33200
49999-56400

BioHasing
length
8
40
80

BioHasing
range
63-70
375-414
564-643

Theoretical value

Experimental value

1%
5%
10%

1%
5%
10%

mance. The main advantages are summarized as follows:
A. The algorithm has good discrimination and robustness
Algorithm
Average time/s
than other algorithms. B. The algorithm uses different
The F-cE algorithm
0.0370s
secret keys to encrypt the results of K-means and KNN
The F-cE algorithm +K-means
0.2874s
classification, i.e., it has good security. C. The algorithm
The F-cE algorithm+
can realize small range of tamper detection and location.
0.4474s
K-means-KNN
The robustness of low pass filtering is poor. Therefore,
as a future work, we plan to study some solutions to improve the robustness after pass low pass filtering content
In Table 9, K = 3 and K-means cluster 160 speech preserving operations.
clips randomly. It can be obtained from Table 9 that the
average running time of the proposed algorithm is relaAcknowledgments
tively long, but the feature extraction structure is simple
and the calculation amount is small.
This work is supported by the National Natural SciTo further measure the efficiency of the proposed al- ence Foundation of China(No. 61862041), Youth Science
gorithm, 200 speech clips were randomly extracted from and Technology Fund of Gansu Province of China(No.
the original speech library and the average running time 1606RJYA274).
of different algorithms at the same main frequency was
calculated, as shown in Table 10.
Table 9: Efficiency of the algorithm
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Abstract
Aiming at the problems that the existing network security
situation assessment methods are weak in dealing with the
complex and diverse attack types and difficult to adapt
to the big data industrial control network environment,
a security situation assessment algorithm for industrial
control network nodes based on improved text SimHash
was proposed. Firstly, the algorithm constructs the preattack and post-attack text according to the industrial
control network security data obtained by node attack
detection. Secondly, the improved SimHash algorithm is
applied to calculate the similarity of the constructed text.
Finally, the text-similarity is used to quantify the security
situation value of industrial control network nodes. Experimental results show that the proposed method can
assess network security situations more accurately. In
addition, compared with existing methods, the proposed
algorithm can improve the ability to deal with complex
network attack types and can effectively adapt to the big
data industrial control network environment.
Keywords: Improved SimHash Algorithm; Industrial Control Network; Node Attack Detection; Security Situation
Assessment; Text Similarity

1

Introduction

With the rise of concepts and technologies such as industry 4.0, ”Made in China 2025” and cyber-physical
fusion system, industrial control system (ICS) has been
widely applied in nuclear and thermal power plants, water treatment facilities, power generation, heavy industry and power distribution systems, and is developing towards the direction of digitalization, networking and intelligence [11]. Although ICS has been isolated from the
Internet for a long time, significant commercial interests
are promoting the integration of traditional physically isolated industrial control networks with operating systems

, communication protocols and other technologies in the
IT network field, leading to the huge security threats to
the industrial control network [2]. In recent years, new
network attack technologies have emerged in an endless
stream, network vulnerability issues have become increasingly prominent, and network information security is facing severe challenges. Accurate and efficient assessment
of the target network security state is of great significance
to the stable and safe operation of the network, and has
become a research focus in the field of industrial control
network security [12].
The successive ICS network security incidents in recent
years have shown that critical industrial infrastructure
can no longer be protected from targeted IT attacks [1].
Due to the inherent differences between industrial control
networks and IT networks, the security situation assessment standard of industrial control network cannot copy
the IT network completely. IT network security situation assessment research is relatively mature, while the
research on industrial control network security situation
assessment has not formed the architecture yet. Therefore, the research of industrial network security situation
assessment method can be used for reference from IT network security situation assessment technology. Information fusion is the core of network security situation assessment. Through comprehensive analysis and understanding of network security-related issues, the state of
network security can be mastered. There are many existing assessment methods, such as DS evidence theory,
Hidden Markov model, Bayesian technology, neural network, etc. [5].
Lu et al. [17] proposed a security situation awareness
framework based on particle filter, which has a good
state estimation capability for nonlinear systems and can
accurately evaluate system situation. Zhu et al. [27]
introduced three kinds of network security situational
awareness models: network security situational awareness
model based on neural network, network security situa-
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tional awareness model based on random forest and network security situational awareness model based on star
structure. Each model is composed of different machine
learning algorithms to achieve different functions. Zhao et
al. [25] studied a network security situation assessment
model based on D-S evidence theory for the problems
that the assessment information source is too single and
the accuracy deviation is too large in the situation awareness system. Wang et al. [21] brought up a network security situation assessment model and quantitative method
based on AHP, aiming at the problems existing in the
hierarchical network security situation assessment model,
such as large subjective index weight factor, large evaluation index system, large calculation amount and low
efficiency. Lin et al. [15] proposed an assessment model
based on SimHash in the big data environment, aiming
at the high complexity of the existing network security
situation assessment methods and poor effect in the big
data environment. In order to improve the objectivity
and comprehensibility of the evaluation results, based on
fuzzy theory, particle swarm optimization and RBF neural network, Yi et al. [24] proposed a network security
risk assessment model based on fuzzy theory. Dong et
al. [5] combined cuckoo search algorithm and BP neural
network, proposed a quantitative evaluation method of
adaptive learning, which solved the problems of low efficiency and poor reliability of existing network security
situation assessment methods.
In [7], BP neural network optimized by improved adaptive genetic algorithm was established for APT attacks
to predict the security risks of network nodes, and APT
attack paths and maximum possible attacks were calculated. To accurately perceive the current network security situation and timely detect the attack behavior,
Lv et al. [18] proposed a multi-scale risk assessment model
for network security based on Long Short Term Memory neural network (LSTM). Aiming at the problem that
the current network security situation assessment method
only focuses on attack behavior, a network security situation assessment method based on Markov decision process and game theory is proposed in [13]. Qiang et al. [19]
proposed a D-S evidence theoretical situation assessment
model based on an optimized CS-BP neural network. This
model improves the local search capability of cuckoo algorithm by conjugate gradient calculation, and introduces it
into BP neural network, which improves the convergence
speed of training and overcomes the local minimum problem. In [4], a network security situation assessment model
(GSA-SVM) based on GSA optimization was proposed
to solve the problem of insufficient parameter selection
accuracy of support vector machine (SVM) in situation
assessment.
At present, the domestic and foreign research on network security situation is mainly divided into two aspects:
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in practice, mainly based on the improvement of Endsley model [6], JDL model [9] and other typical models;
2) Breakthrough in model algorithm optimization and
application level, especially in the aspect of quantitative situation calculation and perception [14].
With the development of new technologies such as cloud
computing and machine learning, network security assessment technology is developing towards the direction of intelligence, integration and scale [5]. The latest research
direction is to combine network security situation assessment with artificial intelligence to evaluate network security status through multi-layer nonlinear fitting. At
present, the research in this field is in its infancy. The
high-dimensional and non-linear data in the offensive and
defensive process is abstracted, and the network security
situation value is calculated through intelligent methods,
both in feasibility and optimality, need to be tested and
improved in practice [14].
By analyzing the above research, the existing research
provides a series of feasible solutions for network security
situation assessment, but there are still some problems.
For instance, it can dynamically and comprehensively display the current network security situation as a whole,
but the assessment is highly subjective, the assessment
process is complicated, the assessment is poor in operability, the ability to deal with complex network attacks
is weak, and it is difficult to accurately assess the security
situation when the network scale is large. To solve these
problems, this paper proposes a security situation assessment algorithm for industrial control network nodes based
on improved text SimHash, which can deal with complex
and diverse network attack types and adapt to big data
network environment effectively. The main contributions
of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) Using Louvain algorithm to detect community structure in complex networks to divide the large-scale
network into modules.
2) Intrusion detection equipment, traffic monitoring
equipment and vulnerability scanning system are exploited to obtain security data and vulnerability information on each node of industrial control network.
3) The improved SimHash algorithm is adopted to process the obtained security data and evaluate the security situation of nodes quickly and efficiently.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the network security situation assessment index system. Section 3 describes in detail the
improvement of security situation assessment algorithm
and its SimHash algorithm. In Section 4, the security
situation assessment algorithm is experimentally verified
1) Instantiation of the model and method of situation and compared with the existing methods. Section 5 conassessment in the field of network security situation cludes the presented work and raises several issues of fuperception, and continuous testing and optimization ture work.
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2

2.1

Construction of Network Security Situation Assessment Index
System
Indicators of Situation Assessment

In order to achieve an accurate assessment of the network security situation and to facilitate the description
of the assessment results, based on the vulnerability information of each node in the network, in view of the
complexity and heterogeneity of network operation data,
as well as the relevance of various impact indicators, a
situation index assessment factor is proposed. Including:
attack quantity, attack frequency, attack threat, vulnerability quantity, vulnerability threat, vulnerability probability of exploitation, and other six factors, and give the
relevant definition.
Definition 1. Attack Quantity Factor: Defined as the
number of attack types detected within a certain period of
time, denoted as N .
Definition 2. Attack Frequency Factor: Defined as the
attack frequency of each type of attack in a certain period
of time, denoted as Ci (i represents different attack types).
Definition 3. Attack Threat Factor: Different attack
types have different degrees of impact on network security operations, denoted Xi (i represents different attack
types).
Definition 4. Vulnerability Quantity Factor: Defined as
the number of vulnerability types scanned on a network
node, denoted as Mi dv .
Definition 5. Vulnerability Threat Factor: Defined as
the impact of each vulnerability on the normal operation
of the network, denoted as impactv .
Definition 6. Probability Factor: Defined as the probability of each vulnerability being successfully exploited,
denoted as psuc .

2.2

Assessment of Indicator Factor Measurement

For each type of attack, the threat index of the assessment
indicator at time t is:
Fi (t) = f (N, Ci (t), Xi (t)) =

Ci (t)
× 10Xi (t)
N

where Fi (t) represents the threat index of a certain attack
type in the time period t.

2.3

Classification of Network Security
Assessment Levels

This paper refers to the basic situation index of network security of The National Internet Emergency Response Center, and combines the characteristics of network threats, vulnerabilities and other elements, divides
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the network security situation into four levels, namely, severe risk, moderate risk, mild risk and security. In order
to facilitate the intuitive analysis of the results of network
security situation assessment, the 0-1 numerical method
is used to quantitatively represent each security level. As
show in Table 1.

3

The Proposed Security Situation Assessment Algorithm

3.1

Data Preprocessing

The data obtained from various data sources (such as logs
and network traffic) have different formats, fast generation speed, and contain dirty data, which all lead to inefficient data exchange and sharing. At the same time,
today’s sophisticated network-attacks that occur across
multiple dimensions and stages, and traditional platforms
will have no opportunity to defend a network. Aiming at
these problems, the idea of complex networks [22] is introduced into the network security situation assessment.
In this paper, Louvain algorithm [3] is used to classify a
large-scale network. Louvain is a graph algorithm model
based on Modularity. Different from the ordinary graph
based on Modularity and Modularity gain, this algorithm
has a high speed and has a particularly obvious clustering
effect for graphs with multiple vertices and few edges [8].
The definition of Modularity is the value Q that describes
the degree of closeness within the community, which is
defined as Equation (1):
Q=

ki kj
1 X
[Aij −
]δ(ci , cj )
2m i,j
2m

(1)

where

1
δ(ci , cj )=
0

ci = cj
,
otherwise

Aij represents the weight of edge between node i and
node j. When the network is not weighted graph,
P the
weight of all edges can be regarded as 1. ki =
j Aij
represents the sum of the weights of all edges connected
to node i; ci represents
the community to which the node
P
belongs; m = 12 i,j Aij represents the sum of the weights
of all the edges (number of edges). In the equation, Aij −
ki kj
kj
2m =Aij −ki 2m , the probability that node j is connected
kj
to any node is 2m
, and now node i has the degree of ki , so
kj
the edge between node i and j is ki 2m
in the random case.
The algorithm in this paper uses the positive and negative
values of the Modularity gain ∆Q to determine whether
the i-th node joins the module to which the j-th node
belongs. The definition of ∆Q is shown in Equation (2):
P
P
+ki 2
in +2ki,in
∆Q = [
− ( tot
) ]
(2)
2m
P 2m P
ki 2
−[ in − ( tot )2 − (
) ]
2m
2m
2m
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Table 1: Classification of network security levels
Security index
0∼0.2
0.2∼0.5
0.5∼0.8
0.8∼1

Security level
Safe
Mild risk
Moderate risk
Severe risk

Network operation
Network operation is normal
Network operation was slightly affected
Network operation was greatly damaged
Network operation suffered a serious security incident

In order to greatly reduce the complexity, Equation (2)
can be reduced to the form of Equation (3), but it should
be noted that the simplified calculation results are relative
gain rather than absolute gain.
P
′
×ki
∆Q = ki,in − tot
(3)
m
where ki,in representsP
the sum of the weights of incident
cluster C by node i, tot represents the total weight of
incident cluster C, and ki represents the total weight of
incident node i.
Figure 1 shows an example of the network partition
by Louvain algorithm. The specific process of Louvain
algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: Initially treat each vertex in the graph as a community, with the same number of communities as the
vertices.
Step 2: Merging each vertex with its adjacent vertex
in turn, calculating whether their Modularity gain is
greater than 0, if so, put the node into the community
where the adjacent node is located.
Step 3: Iterating the second step until the algorithm
is stable, that is, all vertices belong to communities
that do not change.
Step 4: Compressing all nodes in each community into
a single node. The weight of nodes in the community
is converted into the weight of new node ring, and the
weight of communities is converted into the weight of
new node edge.
Step 5: Repeating Steps 1-3 until the modularity of
the entire figure no longer changes.

Figure 1: An example of complex network partitioning
As can be seen from Figure 1, assuming that there are
16 nodes in the network. Initially, each network node is
regarded as a community, and the weight of the edges between the nodes is determined according to the degree of

closeness of communication between the nodes. A random network node is selected as the initial node, and it
is attempted to merge the node and adjacent nodes in
a community in turn until all vertices belong to a community that does not change. It can be seen from the
second stage of Figure 1 that after the first round of node
classification, four large communities of red, yellow, blue
and green are formed. The four large communities are
then compressed into a single node, as shown in the third
stage of Figure 1. Finally, repeat the above steps to further compress the community structure to form the red
and blue communities shown in stage 4 of Figure 1. At
this point, a large-scale network is divided into smaller
network structures by the Louvain algorithm.
The multi-source heterogeneous data generated within
each partition module cannot be directly used for network
security situation assessment, and these data need to be
integrated. The purpose of data integration is to organize the data in each independent system into a whole
according to certain rules by certain technical means, so
that other systems or users can effectively access the data.
After the multi-source heterogeneous data is uploaded to
the distributed file system, the format of multi-source heterogeneous data is unified, a large number of noisy data
irrelevant to network security situation assessment is eliminated, and redundant attribute data is merged. Finally,
these pre-processed data are stored in the database as
data that can be directly used for network security status
assessment.

3.2

Node Security Situation Assessment
Model based on Improved Text
SimHash

ICS communication networks usually contain a large number of hosts, network devices, and various detection systems that monitor the network from different perspectives
and generate logs and alerts. The traditional network security situation assessment method has weak ability to
deal with complex and diverse industrial control network
attack methods and attack types, and it is difficult to
adapt to the big data industrial control network environment. In addition, the existing evaluation methods tend
to use more complex algorithm, directly affects the evaluation of timeliness, delayed the network administrator
take measures of best time. In response to these problems, this paper proposes a security situation assessment
algorithm for industrial control network nodes based on
improved text SimHash. Figure 2 shows the framework
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of the assessment algorithm.
smaller fingerprints, so that the original vector features
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the model mainly can also be retained. Generally, the signature fingerprint
generated by the SimHash algorithm can be 32-bit, 64-bit,
includes the following assessment steps:
128-bit, etc. [16]. SimHash is a local sensitive hash (LSH),
Step 1: Using the algorithm (Louvain algorithm) to de- which means that each bit of the hash value reflects the
tect community structure in the complex network to local change of the input source data. A 64-bit SimHash
divide the large-scale industrial control network and value can remember 64 features of the text, and the hamobtain the module and its weight.
ming distance between two SimHash hash values can tell
the similarity of the contents of the two texts [23]. It can
Step 2: Collecting network security situation elements,
be seen that SimHash algorithm is an efficient algorithm
and then upload to distributed file system for storage.
for calculating text similarity.
The concrete processing steps of SimHash algorithm
Step 3: Attack types and attack times are obtained by
preprocessing the elements of network security situ- are as follows:
ation.
Step 1: Inputing a text and then generate an N dimensional text feature vector V , with each feature
Step 4: Inside the module, the vulnerability of nodes is
having a certain weight.
scanned and the probability of success of each attack
type is calculated.
Step 2: Initializing a C-dimensional vector Q with initial values of 0 and C bits binary signature S of 0.
Step 5: For each node in the module, the severity of
the attack is calculated using an improved SimHash
algorithm based on the type and number of attacks. Step 3: For each feature of vector V , use the hash algorithm to calculate a C bits hash value H.
Step 6: Attack threat value (the same as the attack
threat factor in Section 2.1) refers to the threat de- Step 4: For any i ∈ [1, C], if the i-th bit of H is 1, then
the weight of the feature is added to the i-th of Q,
gree of different types of attacks to the network, that
otherwise, it is reduced.
is, the depth at which the attack enters the target
network.
Step 5: If the i-th dimensional element of final Q is
Step 7: Calculating the security situation value of the
node according to the attack threat value, attack
severity and probability of success.

greater than 0, the i-th dimensional element of S is
1, otherwise it is 0.
Step 6: The final C-dimensional binary signature S is
the binary signature of the text.
3.3.2

Figure 2: Node security situation assessment model based
on improved SimHash

3.3
3.3.1

Improved Text SimHash Node Security Situation Assessment Algorithm
SimHash Algorithm

SimHash [20] is a fingerprint extraction algorithm proposed by Google in 2007. It is essentially a dimensionality
reduction method that maps high-dimensional vectors to

Text Processing

Before using the SimHash algorithm for node security assessment, text needs to be constructed as input to the
algorithm. First, the text is randomly generated. The
words that make up the text will not repeat each other,
and the number of words that make up the text is related
to the total number of attacks during that time. Then
assign different words to different types of attacks. These
words do not overlap with words in the randomly generated text. Finally, extract the attack information over a
period of time and calculate the number of attacks for different types of attacks. If there is a type of attack, a copy
of the original text will be generated. For each type of
attack, according to the number of attacks, replace some
words in the copy with the specified words.
If multiple attacks occur over a period of time, several
revised texts will be obtained. The SimHash algorithm
is used to obtain multiple hash values corresponding to
the modified text, and these hash values are compared
with the hamming distance generated by the original text.
Hamming distance is the number of different bits between
two m-bit hash values, which can be used to evaluate the
similarity between two vectors. The larger the Hamming
distance is, the smaller the similarity between the two
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but the general recommendation is not less than 1+0.2 K,
that is, even if the Hamming distance is 0, a repetition
rate of 20% is still required to confirm that the two texts
are similar, and when the Hamming distance is larger, a
higher repetition rate is required. It does not matter even
if the Hamming distance is large when the repetition rate
is high [26].
Based on the improved SimHash algorithm, the node
security situation assessment algorithm is proposed.
First, use the text processing described above to generate
pre-attack and post-attack text. Then, these texts are
used to quantify the severity of attacks, and finally, the
security status of nodes is quantified. The algorithm is
3.3.3 Improved Text SimHash Assessment Algo- shown in Algorithm 1.
rithm
Algorithm 1 Node security situation assessment algoIn general, SimHash algorithm is used by search engines rithm based on improved text SimHash
such as Baidu and Google for webpage deduplication 1: Begin
and document similarity detection, which greatly reduces 2: b ⇐ The length of the hash value.
computation. Due to the massive data generated by vari- 3: d ⇐ 0
ous security devices in large networks, an efficient network 4: T1 ← Randomly generate n words of equal length,
security situation assessment algorithm is urgently needed
each word is not repeated.
to enable network administrators to quickly understand 5: F1 (t) ⇐ The eigenvector on T1 .
the current security state of the network. However, the 6: H1 ⇐ SimHash(T1 , b)
actual evaluation process of the existing assessment algo- 7: for a ∈ A and i = 0 to n do
rithm is relatively complicated, and it takes a lot of time 8:
word ⇐ Randomly generate a word.
to calculate. Therefore, there are certain limitations in 9:
T2 ⇐ replace(T1 , i, word)
the application in large-scale network environments [15]. 10: end for
In order to solve these problems, the SimHash algorithm 11: F2 (t) ⇐ The eigenvector on T2
is introduced into the network security situation assess- 12: H2 ⇐ SimHash(T2 , b)
ment.
13: for i = 1 to b do
In the traditional SimHash de-duplication algorithm, 14:
if H1 [i] ̸= H2 i then
hamming distance is mainly used to determine whether 15:
d⇐d+1
the data is repeated. However, due to its own charac- 16:
end if
teristics, even if two pieces of data are completely unre- 17: end for
lated, hamming distance will be relatively small. If the 18: Sim(T1 , T2 ) = 1 + K · dup(T1 , T2 )
d
two pieces of data are similar, there must be a consid- 19: for a ∈ A do
erable degree of repetition in the text content [26]. This 20:
if id ∈ V then
paper first defines the repetition rate of two pieces of data: 21:
N SA ⇐ N SA + impactv · Sim(T1 1 ,T2 ) · ps uc
T
22:
else
cnt(tok(A) tok(B))
S
dup(A, B) =
23:
N SA ⇐ N SA + 0
cnt(tok(A) tok(B))
24:
end if
where tok(A) and tok(B) respectively represent the set of 25: end for
data A and B after word segmentation, and the repetition 26: return N SA
rate is defined as the ratio of the number of repeated 27: End
phrases between the two sets and the total number of
phrases included. Repetition of a phrase in one of the
In the actual network, due to its own loopholes, even
sets itself is not recorded as repetition.
if it is not attacked, the network still faces security risks.
Considering the Hamming distance and repetition rate, Scan the target network with scanning tools such as Nesthe similarity of the two data is defined as follows:
sus to obtain vulnerability information. Based on the vulnerability information, the probability of success of vari1
ous attacks is obtained. However, there are many attacks
+ K · dup(A, B)
Sim(A, B) =
Ham(A, B) + 1
against vulnerabilities, so in the statistical process of attack
where K is a parameter, generally between 2 and 8.
n
X
With the definition of similarity, also need to set a
1
N
SA
=
(
· Xi · pi ).
threshold to determine whether the data is similar. Due
Simi
i=1
to the different types of data sets, the threshold should
be defined according to the actual effect of the test data,
A network node may be subjected to multiple types of
vectors will be. This feature can be used to quantify the
attack severity of a certain type of attack on this node
over a period of time. Depending on the vulnerability of
nodes, different types of attacks have different probability
of success. If there are many types of attacks over a period
of time, we will get several Hamming distances. In addition, the attack threat values of different types of attacks
are also different, that is, different types of attacks have
different degrees of impact on network security operation.
This paper combines the text similarity, the corresponding attack success rate probability and the attack threat
value to get the final node security situation value.
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represents the severity of
attacks at the same time, Sim
i
the i-th attack on this node, and pi represents the probability of success of the i-th attack based on the node’s
vulnerability information, with the value of 0 or 1.
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4.1
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Table 2: Vulnerability information
Vulnerability type
SYN Flood
Sadmind Buffer Overflow
RPC
Remote Login

Experimental Results and Analysis

impactv
0.9
0.8
0.2
0.1

psuc
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.6

Simulation Experiment

a complete network topology. Therefore, suppose the net4.1.1 Establishment of Experimental Environ- work topology shown in Figure 3 is one of the communities
after clustering a large industrial control network by the
ment
Louvain algorithm. All the nodes in the community are
In order to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of compressed into a node, and the weight of the nodes in
the proposed algorithm, an experimental environment as the community is converted into a new node. The weight
shown in Figure 3 is set up for verification.
of the ring and the weight between the communities are
converted into the weight of the new node, so the entire
community can be regarded as a new node.

4.1.2

Figure 3: Experimental network topology
It can be seen from Figure 3 that the process control network is the core of the industrial control system,
mainly for the user to monitor and control the entire system’s industrial production process through the humancomputer interaction interface. The operator through the
use of the supervisory control and data acquisition system
can run at the scene of the production equipment for data
collection and reporting, has an extremely high reliability. In this experiment, the simulated attack machine will
launch an attack on the industrial control network. The
industrial control intrusion detection system will be used
to collect the attack information of the switches in the
process control network layer. At the same time, the vulnerability scanning system is used to scan the enterprise
management network layer and process control network
layer of the industrial control system successively to obtain the vulnerability information in the industrial control
network.
In order to test the criticality of computer vulnerability information in network security situation assessment,
node vulnerability information is matched with attackdependent vulnerability information to analyze the feasibility of the attack. In the simulation experiment, it is
assumed that there are four typical vulnerabilities in the
network nodes. The vulnerability information is shown in
Table 2.
Because the industrial control network environment involves many network nodes, it is not clear enough to draw

Experimental Dataset

The NSL-KDD dataset solves the inherent problems in
the KDD99 dataset. The setting of NSL-KDD training
set and test set is reasonable, and the evaluation results
of different research work will be consistent and comparable [10].
Each sample in the NSL-KDD dataset consists of 41dimensional features and 1-dimensional tags. The dataset
contains a number of attacks that fall into four categories:
Denial of Service (DoS), surveillance and probing (Probe),
unauthorized access from a remote machine to a local machine (R2L) and unauthorized access to local superuser
privileges by a local unprivileged user (U2R). NSL-KDD
includes the training dataset KDDTrain+ 20Percent and
the test dataset KDDTest-21. The training dataset consists of 21 attack types, and 17 new attack types are added
to the test set KDDTest-21. The specific data distribution
of NSL-KDD dataset is shown in Table 3.
The complete NSL-KDD dataset contains more than
140,000 records in total. If all of them are used as the
verification dataset, it is too large. Therefore, 20% of
the NSL-KDD dataset is selected as the sample data for
experimental verification in this paper.
Each record in the NSL-KDD dataset is composed of
42 fields, of which the first 41 bits are characteristic fields
and the last bit is the network behavior labeling field. The
classification of network attack types in this dataset is
shown in Table 4, where Xi is the attack threat factor defined in Section 2.1, different attacks have different threat
levels according to the system permissions obtained by the
attack and the degree of impact on the network operation.
As the threat level increases, different attack types affect
network security and the impact of operational threats
has increased.
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Table 3: NSL-KDD dataset distribution
Dataset name
KDDTrain+
KDDTrain+ 20Percent
KDDTest+

Normal
67345
13499
9711

Type distribution
DoS
Probe
U2R
45926
11655
52
9234
2289
11
7458
2421
200

↓
high

4.2

Attack types
DoS
U2R
R2L
Probe

Xi
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.8

Analysis of Experimental Results

The network situation assessment has a strong periodicity, set the assessment period to T , extract the NSL-KDD
sample set data in time T to simulate the intrusion detection operation, and utilize Snort to obtain it. Using
Python 3.6 and MATLAB for simulation and obtaining
the situation assessment factor, the proposed algorithm
based on improved text SimHash is used to perform node
security situation assessment. Assuming that the evaluation period is 1 day, obtain the attack information within
the evaluation period, count the types of attacks within 1
day, and the frequency of attacks of various types of attacks. Exploiting the text processing method in Section
3.3.2, several modified texts are obtained. The SimHash
algorithm is adopted to generate multiple hash values corresponding to the modified text, and the hamming distance between these hash values and the hash values generated by the original text is calculated. The larger the
Hamming distance, the smaller the similarity between the
two vectors. This feature can be used to quantify the
severity of an attack of this type on a certain period of
time.
The impact of the attack on the network nodes is
formed by the combination of external attack information, internal vulnerability information of the host node,
and threat information of the attack itself. This paper
combines these Hamming distances, corresponding probability of attack success rate and attack threat value to
get the final node security situation value. At the same
time, randomly selected 14 consecutive test samples are
shown in Table 5.
The experiment simulates a vulnerability-based attack. Refer to the Common Vulnerability Scoring System(CVSS) for scoring, combined with the threat index
of the evaluation index factor and the CVSS basic score
of the vulnerability in Table 2, it was taken as the actual
network security situation values to verify the feasibility
and efficiency of the method presented in this paper.
The node security situation assessment algorithm
based on improved text SimHash is used to evaluate the

Total
125973
25192
22544

Table 5: Test samples

Table 4: NSL-KDD dataset attack types
Threat level
low

R2L
995
209
2754

Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

DoS
202
274
137
76
290
57
329
224
155
130
222
88
303
88

U2R
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

Ci
R2L
7
9
3
2
6
100
6
2
6
4
3
0
9
2

Probe
47
75
32
26
63
12
78
61
36
35
55
17
69
23

Total
256
358
172
104
359
69
414
287
197
169
281
106
381
113

node’s security status. The selected sample set data is
analyzed to eliminate duplicate data, and finally the attack information A is obtained, and the vulnerability information V is constructed according to Table 2. A and
V are taken as the input data of the Algorithm 1 to
generate the security situation value of each node. In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method,
the improved text SimHash algorithm, the improved BP
neural network [5] and the SimHash algorithm [15] were
respectively used to conduct the situation assessment on
the test samples. Normalized the assessment results, and
combined with the grading of the security assessment level
in Table 1 of Section 2.3, the final security situation levels
are shown in Table 6.
In order to present the assessment results more clearly,
Figure 4 shows a comparison chart of the security situation assessment results.
As can be seen from Figure 4, except for sample 12,
the situation assessment results of the three methods are
very close. It can be seen from Tables 5 and 6 that the
total number of attacks in sample 4 is smaller than the
number of attacks in sample 12, but the situation assessment results obtained by the proposed method and the
improved BP neural network assessment method are that
the former is greater than the latter. This is because
the number of Probe attacks in sample 4 is greater than
that in sample 12, and the attack threat factor of Probe
attacks is greater than that of other three types of attacks; in addition, U2R and R2L attacks are relatively
obviously dependent on specific vulnerabilities, but R2L
relies on vulnerabilities with larger threat factors, so it is
reasonable that the situation assessment results obtained
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Table 6: Results of security situation assessment
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Proposed
0.532427
0.749866
0.389887
0.356893
0.737127
0.187817
0.9771607
0.6342627
0.5119247
0.4095747
0.565087
0.230607
0.9210917
0.3634067

Level
Moderate
Moderate
Mild
Mild
Moderate
Safe
Severe
Moderate
Moderate
Mild
Moderate
Mild
Severe
Mild

References [15]
0.538937
0.775649
0.427361
0.311806
0.747219
0.185255
0.963862
0.599506
0.535847
0.485785
0.595179
0.378245
0.889988
0.415328

Assessment results
Level
References [5]
Moderate
0.544587
Moderate
0.766993
Mild
0.380982
Mild
0.348741
Moderate
0.753963
Safe
0.183521
Severe
0.954842
Moderate
0.648749
Moderate
0.500232
Mild
0.400220
Moderate
0.552180
Mild
0.225340
Severe
0.942129
Mild
0.355106

4.3

Level
Moderate
Moderate
Mild
Mild
Moderate
Safe
Severe
Moderate
Moderate
Mild
Moderate
Mild
Severe
Mild

Actual value
0.530567
0.674694
0.355811
0.264081
0.643435
0.186335
0.971032
0.623566
0.509436
0.417648
0.585914
0.259097
0.792165
0.266893

Level
Moderate
Moderate
Mild
Mild
Moderate
Safe
Severe
Moderate
Moderate
Mild
Moderate
Mild
Moderate
Mild

Performance Comparison

In view of the existing network security situation assessment methods to deal with the problem of weak ability
of complex and diverse network attack methods and attack types, the proposed method only needs to obtain
the type of attack suffered by the network node, the frequency of attacks and the vulnerability information of
the node itself on the basis of IDS and vulnerability scanning tools to assess the security status of the network.
In the proposed method, after obtaining network security
data such as network traffic, through a certain preprocessing, only the hash values corresponding to the initial
text and the modified text need to be stored separately.
Compared with storing network traffic and logs directly,
a lot of space is saved because these hashes are stored
Figure 4: Situation assessment results
in HDFS in a big data environment. Using the Snappy
compression algorithm to compress the data can further
save the disk space occupied by the data, speed up the
in sample 4 are larger than that obtained in sample 12. data transmission speed on the disk and the network, and
thus increase the processing speed of the system. Table 7
The mean absolute percentage error(MAPE) of the as- shows a comparison of several compression algorithms.
sessment results is defined as follows:
In the context of big data, the traditional situation assessment algorithm is more complex and the calculation
cost is higher. Figure 5 shows the running time comparin
100% X ŷi − yi
son results of the proposed method with the improved BP
M AP E =
|
|
n i=1
yi
neural network and SimHash algorithm.
It can be seen from Figure 5 that in order to calculate
where ŷi and yi are network situation assessment values
the node security situation value, the running time of the
and actual network situation values; n is the number of
improved BP neural network, SimHash algorithm and the
samples.
proposed method are 1896.2693s, 0.68773s and 0.67847s
By calculation, the MAPE of the assessment results in sequence. The cost of the proposed method is much
by the proposed method, the SimHash algorithm and lower than that of the improved BP neural network, and
the improved BP neural network are 10.24%, 15.22% and the calculation speed is also slightly higher than that of
11.19%, respectively. The MAPE of the proposed method SimHash algorithm. With the method of this paper, when
is 4.98 and 0.96 percentage points lower than that of the network node data increases rapidly, the network seSimHash algorithm and improved BP neural network, re- curity status can be timely and effectively fed back to the
spectively. The accuracy of the proposed method is bet- network administrator.
The proposed method can be applied to large networks,
ter, which can more accurately assess the network security
situation. Comprehensive analysis shows that the method because the Louvain algorithm is used to cluster large
networks into multiple communities, and each community
proposed in this paper is reliable and feasible.
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Table 7: Performance comparison of common compression algorithms
Compression
algorithm
DEFLATE
GZIP
BZIP2
LZO
LZ4
Snappy

Uncompressed
file size(byte)
35984
35984
35984
35984
35984
35984

Compressed
file size(byte)
8677
8804
9704
13069
16355
13602

Compression
time(ms)
11591
2179
680
581
327
424

Decompression
time(ms)
2362
389
344
230
147
88

Peak CPU
29.5
26.5
20.5
22
12.6
11

ing the security situation of industrial control network
nodes, the performance indicators of specific services on
the nodes are not considered. In future work, the attack
information, node vulnerability information and node service performance information will be considered comprehensively to assess the security situation of industrial control network nodes more reasonably.
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Figure 5: Running time comparison
can be regarded as a local network node. As long as there
is a topology, the topology of the entire network can be
determined. Network traffic, alarms, and other relevant
network security data can be collected and uploaded to
HDFS for storage and analysis at the time of generation,
so this process can be performed in parallel with data
generation.
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Conclusions

A security situation assessment algorithm for industrial
control network nodes based on improved text SimHash
is proposed. The proposed method solves the problems
of the existing industrial control network situation assessment method, such as weak ability to deal with complex
and diverse network attack types, complicated assessment
process, and difficulty in adapting to the big data industrial control network environment. Firstly, the Louvain
algorithm for detecting community structure in a complex network is used to cluster the large-scale industrial
control network. Secondly, intrusion detection equipment,
traffic monitoring equipment and vulnerability scanning
systems are exploited to obtain security data and vulnerability information on each node in the network. Finally,
the text is constructed according to the obtained security
data, and the improved SimHash algorithm is adopted to
calculate the similarity of the constructed text to quickly
and efficiently evaluate the security situation of the industrial control network nodes.
The shortcoming of this paper is that when assess-
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Abstract

Aiming at the security problems in industrial control
networks, the existing solutions mainly have two kinds.
One is to build a passive defense line via firewall, information encryption and user authentication. Another is
to establish an active defense line by the intrusion detection method or system [10]. At present, in the research of industrial control network intrusion detection,
researchers use data mining technology, deep learning and
machine learning technology to deal with intrusion detection problems [22]. Traditional intrusion detection methods based on machine learning include naive Bayes, Kmeans, C4.5, etc. [21]. These methods can accurately
detect network attacks, and have better detection performance than traditional methods. However, the existing network intrusion detection original dataset has large
amount of data, high feature dimension, and contains redundant and irrelevant features, which seriously affects
the performance of the intrusion detection model, making
the traditional machine learning-based intrusion detection
technology rely on feature method [9, 15].

Given the problems of massive high-dimensional data, redundancy, and uncertainty of data features in the industrial control networks intrusion detection system (IDS),
an intrusion detection model based on feature selection
and random forest (RF) is proposed. Firstly, the proposed model selects the relevant attributes through the
information gain (IG) feature selection method. Secondly,
the principal component analysis (PCA) feature extraction method selects the optimal feature subset from the
relevant attributes selected by the IG. Finally, the selected
optimal feature subset is used for training and testing in
the RF classifier. To better prove the performance of
the proposed method, the model is compared with the
support vector machine (SVM), decision tree (DT), and
logistic regression (LG) methods. Experimental results
show that the detection accuracy of the proposed model
using the NSL-KDD dataset is 99.84% and that using the
CICIDS2017 dataset is 99.80%. At the same time, compared with the existing methods, the proposed model has
In the industrial control network intrusion detection
good classification detection performance.
problem,
there are problems such as high data dimension,
Keywords: Feature Selection; Information Gain; Intruattribute
redundancy, and high calculation cost, which sesion Detection; Principal Component Analysis; Random
riously
affect
the performance of the intrusion detection
Forest Classifier
model and may lead to low classification accuracy and
high false alarm rate. Feature selection has been proved to
be an important mechanism of IDS, it can extract relevant
1 Introduction
features, also eliminate irrelevant features that cause false
With the continuous integration of industrialization and positives, reduce data dimension, and improve detection
informatization, more and more computers and informa- accuracy [20]. Therefore, In order to reduce the influence
tion technologies are applied to industrial control net- of high-dimensional network traffic data in the industrial
works, especially the proposal of ”Industry 4.0” in Ger- control networks on the intrusion detection model, and
man has accelerated the process of opening up industrial improve the detection accuracy of the intrusion detection
control networks to the outside world, and industrial con- method, we presents an intrusion detection model based
trol networks are facing more serious threats. Through- on feature selection and random forest (IG-PCA-RF). The
out the various virus attacks in recent years, it can be proposed model first uses a mixed method of IG and PCA
seen that industrial control networks intrusion is power- for feature selection. By calculating the information enful and destructive, and can widely launch attacks [13]. tropy of each attribute, each attribute feature is arranged
Therefore, research on the security of industrial control in descending order to extract relevant attributes. Then,
networks has more important research significance [29].
PCA is used to perform secondary feature reduction for
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relevant attributes selected by IG to select the optimal
feature subset. Finally, the optimal feature subset selected by IG-PCA is used to train and detect the model,
and constantly adjust the parameters of the RF classifier
to improve the classification precision of the model. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) The combination of feature selection and RF classifier is used to solve the problem of low performance of
intrusion detection models caused by massive highdimensional data.
2) Combining IG with PCA, a hybrid feature selection
algorithm is proposed, which solves the problems of
high dimensionality of data features, large redundancy and uncertainty of data features, and can select the optimal features subset.
3) The classification performance of the combination
of RF and IG-PCA is compared with that of other
methods (DT, SVM, LG) combined with IG-PCA,
which proves that the combination of RF and IGPCA has better detection performance.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 introduces
related theories in detail. Section 4 gives a description
of the proposed intrusion detection model and related algorithms. Section 5 gives the experimental results and
performance analysis as compared with existing methods.
Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 6.

2

Related Work

As an important means of industrial control networks security protection, intrusion detection technology has been
constantly developed, and has become a hotspot in industrial control networks security research. Research scholars have applied mature network intrusion detection technologies, such as data mining, machine learning, and deep
learning to industrial control networks security, and constantly innovating. With the emergence of network traffic
data with high dimensionality, serious noise redundancy,
and unbalanced data class, feature selection has been
widely used in the field of intrusion detection as a means
of data dimensionality reduction. Feature selection selects
the feature subset that has the greatest effect on the classification from the original feature set, so as to effectively
reduce the computation and improve the classification accuracy. Dong et al. [10] proposed an industrial internet intrusion detection model based on mutual information, the
mutual information feature selection method is used to reduce the features of NSL-KDD. In [32], random forests are
used to eliminate recursive features, and the deep multilayer perceptron (DMLP) structure is used for intrusion
detection with an accuracy rate of 91%. In [33], an intrusion detection method based on feature selection and
ensemble learning technology is proposed, according to
the correlation between features, heuristic dimensionality
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reduction algorithm CFS-BA is used to select the optimal subset. Amrita [2] proposed Hybrid Feature Selection
Approach - Heterogeneous Ensemble of Intelligent Classififiers (HyFSA-HEIC) for intelligent lightweight network
intrusion detection system (NIDS). The purpose is to classify for anomaly from the incoming traffic. Atkison et
al. [3] studied the optimization of feature extraction algorithms for the development of industrial control network intrusion detection systems (IDS) based on network
telemetry.
Combining data mining with industrial control networks intrusion detection technology has many benefits.
Sapozhnikova et al. [25] proposed an industrial network
IDS based on data mining, which utilizes PCA feature select and SVM classification detection, with a high detection rate. In [5], an improved industrial control systems
intrusion detection model is proposed. This method combines SMLC hierarchical clustering with sequence coverage similarity to improve the model, and improves the
accuracy of anomaly detection in industrial control systems. In [18], an improved multi-innovation Kalman particle swarm algorithm is proposed, and the improved algorithm is used to optimize the parameters of the support vector machine industrial control intrusion detection
model. Optimized model has significantly improved detection rate. Chen et al. [6] proposed a new intrusion
detection system (IDS) based on information gain criteria to select relevant features from network traffic records,
and proposed a new support vector domain description to
classify extracted features and detect new intrusions.
Traditional machine learning algorithms have achieved
certain results in industrial control networks intrusion detection. Liang et al. [19] proposed an industrial network
intrusion detection algorithm, which is based on a multifeature data clustering optimization model. This method
is mainly aimed at the abnormal behavior of the intrusion attack data in the industrial network, and the detection rate of NSL-KDD can reach 97.8%, but the training
process of the model is complex. In [7], for the security problem of industrial control networks, a multi-level
adaptive coupling method combining white list technology and machine learning is proposed. In the machine
learning process, PCA preprocessing is performed on the
dataset, and the adaptive coupling algorithm is used for
training and detection. The detection rate fluctuates to a
certain extent. In [26], in order to solve the problem of the
application layer network protocol of industrial control
systems, an intrusion detection method based on fuzzy
C-means clustering and SVM is proposed. This method
effectively reduces training time and improves classification accuracy.
Deep learning is different from traditional machine
learning technology, which can learn data features
through deep hidden layers. In recent years, researchers
have begun to apply deep learning to the field of intrusion
detection. In [8], an industrial control intrusion detection method based on deep learning model is proposed.
It uses the long-short-term memory model to detect net-
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work packets carrying information, which has good detection accuracy, but cannot accurately extract features
from high-dimensional and complex changing data. Hu et
al. [14] used convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract features of network data by analyzing the network
data of the industrial control systems (ICS), and classified the abnormal behavior in KDD99, but the detection
accuracy rate was low and the false alarm rate was high.
In [16], a hybrid structure with deep feature selection process is proposed, and a hybrid node structure is classified
using a back propagation neural network (BPNN). In [1],
the deep neural network (DNN) and decision tree (DT)
classifiers are used to detect network attacks on industrial control systems. The method has good classification
performance and needs to be improved in data processing.
Data mining and traditional machine learning methods can effectively improve the detection rate, but they
have great limitations for mass high-dimensional data processing. Although deep learning can fully learn the data
features, its network structure and training process are
relatively complicated, which increases the difficulty of
model training. Therefore, in view of the problems of high
dimensionality of massive data features in industrial control networks, including redundant and irrelevant data,
unbalanced data class, and insufficient extraction of data
features by traditional intrusion detection methods. This
paper proposes intrusion detection model based on feature selection and random forest, feature selection based
on IG and PCA is performed on the dataset, and then
uses random forest for training detection. Moreover, this
paper also compares with other classifiers and some existing research methods.

3
3.1

the condition of Y , and its definition is shown in Equation (3):
X
X
H(X|Y ) = −
p(yj )
p(xi |yj ) log2 (p(xi , yj ))
(3)
j

i

where p(yj ) is the proportion of j class samples in Y , and
p(xi |yj ) represents the probability of the occurrence of
variable X under the condition of Y .
In feature selection, the IG is for a feature item. The
greater the IG of a feature, the contribution of the feature
to the classification the bigger, and those features with
large IG should be retained.

3.2

Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) [28] is a dimensionality reduction method, which can reduce the dimensionality of the dataset and remove redundant information
while retaining the important information of the data.
The basic idea is to transform multiple features into a few
unrelated new features ordered by importance through
linear transformation. These new features are linear combinations of the original features, and these new features
can be used to describe the original sample without changing its main components.
Specifically, Let s(t) be a random data set selected by
the IG feature selection method, where t = 1, 2, ..., n. The
covariance matrix of s(t) is shown in Equation (4):
R = 1⧸ (n − 1)

n
X

[s(t)s(t)T ]

(4)

t=1

The linear transformation from s(t) to v(t) in PCA is
shown in Equation (5):

Related Theories

v(t) = N T S(t)

Information Gain

Information gain (IG) [22] is a filtering method that reduces the dimensionality of the dataset. The main idea
of this method is to sort the attribute subsets in descending order by calculating the information entropy of each
attribute. Information gain can be used to measure the
amount of information after certain attribute eliminates
uncertainty. Let X and Y be the random feature attributes in the dataset, and the IG calculation is as Equation (1):
IG(X, Y ) = H(X) − H(X | Y )

987

(5)

where N is an n×n matrix, and the ith eigenvector is the
ith column of the covariance matrix R. The characteristic
value is calculated as Equation (6):
λi qi = Rqi

(6)

where λi represents the eigenvalue of R (λ1 > λ2 > ... >
λn ), and qi represents the corresponding eigenvector.
On the basis of Equation (6), the principal component
is calculated as Equation (7):

(1)

vi (t) = qiT s(t), i = 1, . . . , n.

(7)

where H(X) represents the information entropy of the
random feature attributes X, which is defined as Equa- where vi (t) represents the ith principal component.
tion (2):
H(X) = −

X

3.3
p(xi ) log2 (p(xi ))

(2)

Random Forest

Random forest (RF) [23] is a collection of multiple decision trees. The training process of RF can be decomposed
where p(xi ) is the proportion of class i samples in X, and into multiple decision trees for individual training. MulH(X|Y ) represents the information entropy of X under tiple traffic data subsets are extracted from the dataset,
i
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and different subsets of multiple decision trees are trained, Step 3: Feature extraction. The PCA method is apthe integrated RF classifier is obtained.
plied to the relevant attributes extracted by IG to select the optimal attribute subset, so as to realize feaThe formula of the decision tree in the RF is expressed
ture extraction, attribute reduction and redundancy
as Equation (8):
removal on high-dimensional datasets, reducing the
F (a, bi ), (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)
(8)
complexity and dimension of data.
where a represents input data, bi represents independent Step 4: Classification training. The model of RF classifier is constructed, and the model is trained with the
and identically distributed feature vectors, and n repretraining dataset. The model parameters are adjusted
sents the number of decision trees in the RF.
constantly to achieve a certain accuracy and reduce
The final result of the RF is obtained by a simple mathe prediction error.
jority vote, and the calculation formula is as Equation (9):
Step 5: Attack response. The pre-processed testing
dataset is input into the trained detection model,
c
and decision-voting classification is performed on the
where c represents the prediction result, and F ∗ (a) is used
testing dataset, and the results of decision voting are
to count the types with the most predicted votes in mulclassified and integrated to judge whether it is abnortiple decision trees F (a, bi ), and it is used as the final
mal or normal behavior, and divide into the correct
output of the RF.
classification.
X
F ∗ (a) = arg max(
ψ(Fi (a, bi )) = c)

4
4.1

(9)

The Proposed Model

4.2

Feature Selection Algorithm

The feature selection method combining IG with PCA is

Intrusion Detection Model Based on used to reduce the dimension of the input dataset, elimIG-PCA
inate redundant and unrelated features, and meanwhile

Aiming at the problems of low detection rate caused
by large amount of intrusion data, redundant attributes
and uncorrelated attributes in industrial control networks.
This paper uses a combination of IG, PCA and RF algorithm to research the intrusion detection model. The
proposed model is mainly composed of dataset, data preprocessing module, classification training module, attack
response module and results. Figure 1 shows the flow
chart of intrusion detection model based on IG-PCA.
As can be seen from Figure 1, the proposed model first
uses IG feature selection method to select relevant attributes. The attributes selected from the IG method can
be used directly for classification, but with attribute bias
towards a wide range of possible values, which will affect
feature attributes real sorting. Then the PCA method
is applied to select the optimal feature subsets from the
relevant attributes extracted by IG, realize feature selection, attribute reduction and redundancy removal for
high-dimensional datasets, reducing the complexity and
dimension of the data. In the end, the RF ensemble classifier is used to detect the data to obtain the classification
results, and also improve the detection effect.
The detailed processing steps of the random forest intrusion detection model based on IG-PCA are as follows:
Step 1: Data preprocessing. The preprocess the original dataset, convert the character type data in the
dataset to integer type, and normalize the attribute
feature value.

improve the classification efficiency. Algorithm 1 is the
detailed processing of feature selection.
Algorithm 1 IG-PCA feature selection algorithm
1: Input: Training dataset and Testing dataset
2: Output: Select the optimal feature subset Xbest.
3: Procedure Compute IG(X, Y )
4: Compute the information entropy of feature attribute
X (cf. Equation (2))
5: Compute the information entropy of X under the condition of Y (cf. Equation (3))
6: Calculate the IG of feature attribute X (cf. Equation (1))
7: The k attribute with the highest score–s
8: Return s
9: Procedure Compute PCA(s)
10: Compute the covariance matrix R of s (cf. Equation (4))
11: Compute
the
eigenvector
(q1 , · · · , qi )
and
eigenvalue(λ1 , · · · , λi ) (cf. Equation (6))
12: Calculate the principal component to get the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue–Xbest (cf. Equation (6))
13: Return Xbest
14: End

4.3

Construction of RF Classifier

First, the corresponding sub-sample selection should be
Step 2: Feature selection. The preprocessed data uses completed, and then the modeling should be completed
IG feature selection method to reduce the dimension with the help of decision tree construction. In the multiclassifier combination process, CART algorithm can be
and extract the relevant attributes.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of intrusion detection model based on IG-PCA
used for pruning. In the output strategy classification, the
overall processing should be completed by voting method.
Figure 2 shows the process of RF construction.

5

Experimental Results and Analysis

The experimental environment is: Windows 10 64-bit
operating system, CPU Intel Core i5-4210U 2.49GHZ,
memory 8G. The experimental programming language
is python3, and weka 3.8.3 software is used to preprocess the data. Two datasets of NSL-KDD [24] and CICIDS2017 [27] were selected for the experimental dataset.
In the feature selection experiment, PCA is used for
secondary attribute reduction in order to prevent IG from
producing more false positives due to its preference for
attributes. In the classification experiment, the RF classifier is trained and tested, and the parameter set by the
RF classifier is 100. The training dataset is used to train
the model, the model parameters are adjusted constantly
Figure 2: The process of RF construction
to achieve a certain accuracy, and reduce the prediction
error. The trained detection model is used to classify
and integrate the testing set data, and judge whether it
The specific steps for building the RF classifier model is abnormal or normal behavior, and classify it into correct classification. Furthermore, in order to prove the
are as follows:
superiority of the intrusion detection performance of this
Step 1: Randomly select n samples from the pre- method, the existing decision tree (DT), support vector
machine (SVM) and logistic regression (LG) three classiprocessed training dataset samples.
fiers are compared.
Step 2: Select k features from all features. When nodes
find features for splitting, randomly extract feature 5.1 Dataset Description
subsets from the features, find the optimal solution 5.1.1 NSL-KDD Dataset
in the feature subsets, and apply to the nodes for
splitting. Select the best segmentation attribute as a The NSL-KDD [24] dataset is an improvement to the
KDD99 dataset, which solves the inherent problems in
node to build a decision tree.
the KDD99 dataset, such as deleting redundant records,
deleting duplicate records. The number of records in the
Step 3: Repeat Steps 1 and 2 to build m decision trees. training and testing sets are reasonable, which makes it
affordable to run the experiments on the complete set
Step 4: The m decision trees form the RF, and the clas- without the need to randomly select a small portion. The
sification result is obtained by voting to determine training set of the NSL-KDD dataset does not contain
whether an abnormal attack has occurred in the net- redundant records, so the classifier does not bias towards
more frequent records. There is no duplicate records in
work.
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the NSL-KDD testing set, so the detection performance
of the classifier model is not affected by duplicate records.
Each data in the NSL-KDD dataset consists of 41 feature
attributes and 1 class label. The 41-dimensional features
in the dataset are divided into the following three types:
the basic features of the network connection, traffic features, and network connection content features. According to the features of the dataset attack, it is divided
into the following four types of attacks: denial of service attacks (DoS), probe attacks (Probe), user to root
attacks (U2R), root to local attacks (R2L). There are 17
new attack types in the testing set of this dataset, but
these attacks will not appear in the training set.
5.1.2

largest number of category samples can reach hundreds of
thousands, and the smallest number of category samples
is only 11. In this case, if it is used for training classifier
or detector, the model tends to be biased towards the
majority class, while ignoring the minority class, resulting
in poor model performance, lower accuracy, and higher
false alarm rate.
Therefore, this paper solves the problem of data dispersion by merging files, merges the data of five days, selecting 10% of attack data from Tuesday to Friday and 10%
of benign data on Monday, and deleting samples containing missing values and infinite values. At the same time,
the dataset is divided into two parts, 80% for training
and 20% for testing the model.

CICIDS2017 Dataset
5.2.2

The CICIDS2017 [27] dataset is an intrusion detection
and intrusion prevention dataset. It was opened by the
Canadian Cybersecurity Institute in 2017. It designed
a real attack scenario, and collected traffic data by designing attack networks and victim networks. The CICIDS2017 dataset contains benign and most recent common attacks, similar to real-world data. It also includes the results of the network traffic analysis using CICFlowMeter with labeled flows based on the time stamp,
source, and destination IPs, source and destination ports,
protocols and attacks. Monday is the normal day and
only includes the benign traffic. The implemented attacks include Brute Force FTP, Brute Force SSH, DoS,
Heartbleed, Web Attack, Infiltration, Botnet and DDoS.
They have been executed both morning and afternoon
on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. For each
data, the author extracted 78 attributes and provided additional metadata about IP addresses and attacks. The
CICIDS2017 dataset contains 2,830,743 records. These
records are designed in 8 files, and each data contains 78
features and 1 label.
Table 1 shows the samples used in the experimental
dataset.
Table 1: Selected samples of NSLKDD and CICIDS2017
Dataset
NSL-KDD
CICIDS2017

Class
Normal
Attack
BENING
Attack

Instances
75,247
71,463
55,992
55,647

Total instances
146710
108639

5.2.1

Data Preprocessing
Data Filtering

The data captured in the CICIDS2017 dataset in five days
spanned a total of 8 files, which the ’Fwd Header Length’
feature appeared twice, and some of the attack sample
feature values were empty or infinite, and the dataset had
a high Class imbalance problem. The dataset contains a
total of 14 types of attacks and normal benign traffic. The

Data Transforming

The NSL-KDD dataset has three non-numerical features
of protocol type, service and flag, and the remaining 38
characteristics are all numerical features. The classification modules of the intrusion detection model all
need to calculate the numerical flow features, so nonnumerical features must be converted into numerical features. For instance, the protocol-type feature in the NSLKDD dataset contains three types of protocols, namely
TCP, UDP and ICMP, which are replaced by 1, 2, and 3
respectively. As well, the 70 service attributes and 11 flag
attributes in the dataset are also numeric in the same way.
5.2.3

Data Normalization

Data normalization is a process of scaling the value of
each attribute to a relatively good range, in order to
eliminate the preference for features with larger values
from the dataset. Since the NSL-KDD dataset and the
CICIDS2017 dataset have data with no fixed upper and
lower bounds and continuous values, it is necessary to use
min-max standardization to map the feature data to the
standard range of [0, 1], and each feature is standardized
using Equaption (10):
f (x) = (x − min)⧸ (max − min), xϵ[min, max]

(10)

where x is the feature in the dataset, min and max are
the minimum and maximum of feature x. The normalized
data can be directly input into the intrusion detection
model.

5.3
5.2

990

Evaluation Indexes

To evaluate the performance of the intrusion detection
model, Accuracy (Acc), Precision (Precision), False acceptance rate (FAR), Recall rate and F1-score are used
to measure the performance of the model. When evaluating the effectiveness of the model, most commonly used
indicators can be calculated from the confusion matrix in
Table 2.
In Table 2, TP indicates that the true value is a normal
sample and is predicted to be the number of normal samples. FN indicates that the true value is a normal sample
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Table 2: Confusion matrix
Predictive value
True value
Normal Abnormal
Normal
TP
FN
Abnormal
FP
TN

and is predicted to be the number of abnormal samples.
FP indicates that the true value is an abnormal sample
and is predicted to be the number of normal samples. TN
means that the true value is an abnormal sample and is
predicted to be the number of normal samples.
Accuracy (Acc): Accuracy represents the percentage of
the dataset that the model correctly classifies the true
value of the sample. When the various samples in the
dataset are relatively average, this is a good measure.
However, when the various types of samples is unbalanced, it cannot reflect the true classification effect
of the model. The calculation formula is as follows:
Accuracy =

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(11)

Precision: It represents the probability of actually being
a positive sample among all the samples predicted to
be positive. The calculation formula is as follows:
TP
P recision =
TP + FP

(12)

FAR: Indicates an acceptable error rate. The calculation
formula is as follows:
F AR =

FPR + FNR
2

(13)

Recall rate: The proportion of positive samples among
all samples predicted to be positive. The calculation
formula is as follows:
Recall =

TP
TP + FN

(14)

F1-score: Harmonized average of precision and recall.
The calculation formula is as follows:
F 1 − score =

2 · (P · R)
P +R

(15)

MBT (s): Model construction time consumed by a single
training of intrusion detection model.

5.4

Performance Analysis

According to the ability of intrusion detection model to
classify network traffic data, the performance of intrusion detection model is evaluated. To avoid the impact
of data sampling when evaluating the intrusion detection
model, the experiment was carried out using the ten-fold
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cross-validation method. More specifically, the proposed
method was first evaluated using the NSL-KDD dataset;
secondly, the performance of the proposed method was
further verified using the CICIDS2017 dataset; and finally the performance of the method and some of the
latest detection methods are compared from the case of
Acc, Precision, FAR, F1-score and no feature selection.
In the IG feature selection module, Weka software [30]
is used to feature selection on the NSL-KDD and CICIDS2017 datasets. IG performs ten-fold cross-validation
on the dataset itself by calling the Ranker algorithm. By
calculating the information entropy of each attribute, the
features of each attribute are arranged from high to low,
and the threshold is continuously adjusted to extract the
relevant attributes. The features selected by the IG feature selection algorithm for the two datasets are shown in
Table 3.
Table 3: IG feature selection attributes
Dataset
Selected characteristics
NSL-KDD
3, 4, 6, 12, 23, 25, 26, 29, 30, 33,34,
35, 37, 38, 39
CICIDS2017 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17,18,19,22,
23, 30, 31, 37, 54, 64

Due to the preference of attributes selected by IG for
attributes with a wide range of possible values, the ranking of these features may not be the correlation ranking
with the training set, which will cause more false positives. In order to reduce this limitation, PCA is used to
perform the second stage reduction step on the features
listed in Table 3, to select the optimal subset of attributes,
so as to further reduce the attributes in the feature selection stage. To avoid the deviation between the training
set and the testing set, the PCA feature reduction step
is only performed on the training set, mainly to ensure
that the information of the testing set will not leak to the
training set. If the whole dataset is used to perform PCA
feature reduction steps, the performance of the model will
be poor when new attacks are input into the model. As
well, if the PCA feature reduction is performed on the
training set and the testing set respectively, it will cause
two datasets to be incompatible, so the classifier can not
be trained by the training set, and then applied to the
testing set. Therefore, using the same statistics of the
training set, the same feature attributes are selected from
the testing set.
IG feature selection can find attributes that have strong
classification capabilities, thereby deleting attributes that
are redundant, have an attribute value of 0, and have
no effect on classification. Taking IG entropy 0.2 as
the boundary, 15 dimensions are selected from the 41dimensional features of the NSL-KDD data set, and 18
dimensions are selected from the 78-dimensional features
of the CICIDS2017 data set. Since the number of features
in the two data sets is far greater than the number of cat-
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egories, the information gain will become very large and
the generalization ability will decrease. It is necessary
to perform PCA secondary feature reduction to reduce
the 15-dimensional and 18-dimensional features selected
by IG to 12 and 13 dimensions, respectively. These selected features are all features whose attribute value is
not 0 and have a greater impact on classification. Compared with the two data sets, the feature attribute values
in CICIDS2017 are generally higher than those in NSLKDD, and the false alarm rate of classification is lower.
For evaluate the performance of the proposed model,
the proposed feature selection method is compared with
the non-feature selection method to distinguish between
attacks and normal instances. Because the proposed IGPCA algorithm selects the optimal feature subset, the
performance of the detection model under the indicators
of Acc, Precision, FAR, and F1-score has been significantly improved. Table 4 summarizes the performance
based on the NSL-KDD dataset, including the results of
the original feature, IG feature selection, and IG-PCA
feature selection. The results show that if the feature
selection is not realized, the RF classifier is not ideal in
some indicators. When the proposed IG-PCA algorithm
selects 12 optimal feature attributes of NSL-KDD, the
proposed IG-PCA RF method performs best under these
four indicators, which is obviously better than other classifiers. Among them, based on the NSL-KDD dataset,
the accuracy of the model in this paper reaches 0.9984,
Precision is 0.9980, FAR is 0.0210, and F1-score is 0.9984.
In order to further verify the performance of the model,
this paper uses the CICIDS2017 dataset to conduct the
verification experiment. The IG feature selection and
PCA feature reduction of the CICIDS2017 dataset have
been completed previously. This paper selects 13 optimal feature subsets of the CICIDS2017 dataset for experiments. The comparison results based on the CICIDS2017
dataset are shown in Table 5. It can be seen from the table that the proposed method still has good classification
performance, which is better than other classifiers.
Moreover, because the feature dimension of the dataset
is reduced, the method proposed in this paper reduces the
time cost when constructing the model. Table 4 and Table 5 also compare the model construction time (MBT)
based on different feature numbers. As can be seen from
the table, compared with the random forest model using
all features or IG alone, the random forest model using
IG and PCA greatly reduce the model construction time.
For the NSL-KDD dataset, although it does not take too
much time to build the random forest classifier model, the
model construction time (MBT) is reduced when IG-PCA
feature selection method is applied, which is nearly 80%
less than the original MBT. For the CICIDS2017 dataset,
due to the large amount of data and high dimensionality,
the RF classification method that maintains the original
features requires about 240s. Because of the feature selection method, compared with the classification model
using all the original features, the model in this paper
greatly reduces the impact of MBT, and the construction
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time of intrusion detection model on these two datasets
is reduced to within 50s. Especially for the CICIDS2017
dataset, when the IG-PCA-based hybrid feature selection
method is used, the MBT of the random forest classifier
is significantly reduced from 242.5s to 38.75s.

5.5

Performance Comparison with Other
Feature Selection Methods

The intrusion detection datasets NSL-KDD and CICIDS2017 reflect that the network security environment
has been more and more threat.The increasing number of
various types of attacks, the large number of redundant
and irrelevant features in their data, as well as the highly
imbalance data in the dataset, which bring great challenges to machine learning methods. For further evaluate
the feature selection method proposed in this paper, it
is compared with some feature selection methods based
on the two datasets NSL-KDD and CICIDS2017, namely
IG (information gain) [22], IGR (information gain ratio) [11], PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) [31], Wrapper (packaging method) [12]. In comparison with other
feature selection methods, accuracy, the number of selected features, Precision and FAR are used as metrics.
Figure 3 summarizes the performance of the proposed
method and other feature selection methods based on the
same classifier.
As shown in Figure 3(a), the detection accuracy of the
proposed method on each dataset is better than other
feature selection algorithms. The proposed IG-PCA-RF
method achieves 99.84% and 99.8% accuracy rates on
NSL-KDD and CICIDS2017 datasets, respectively. As
well, Figure 3(b) shows the number of features selected using different features selection algorithms. It can be seen
from the combination of Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b), compared with Wrapper, Wrapper selects fewer features, but
the detection accuracy is not high. Compared with IG,
GA, and IGR, the feature selection of proposed method
selects fewer features than IG, GA, and IGR, and it can be
seen from Figure 3(a) that the accuracy of the proposed
model is higher than the three methods. Figure 3(c) and
Figure 3(d) show the model detection accuracy and false
acceptance rate of the same classifier using different feature selection methods, which can indicate the efficiency
of IDS. According to Figure 3(c), it can be observed that
the detection accuracy of our proposed model on both
data sets reached 99.8%, which is significantly better than
any other feature selection methods based on the same
classifier. In addition, as shown in Figure 3(d), the minimum FAR of the IG-PCA based intrusion detection model
proposed in this paper on the NSL-KDD and CICIDS2017
datasets is 0.16% and 0.10%, respectively. Compared with
other feature selection methods, the model proposed by us
greatly reduces the false acceptance rate of each data set
and ensures the effectiveness of IDS. Based on the above
analysis, the IG-PCA feature selection method proposed
in this paper is superior to other feature selection methods
in performance and efficiency.
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Table 4: Best performance classification based on each stage of NSL-KDD dataset
Classifier
(a).Performance results based on original features(41)
SVM
LG
DT
RF
(b).Performance results based on IG feature selection(15)
IG-SVM
IG-LG
IG-DT
IG-RF
(c).Performance results based on IG-PCA feature selection(12)
IG-PCA-SVM
IG-PCA-LG
IG-PCA-DT
IG-PCA-RF

Acc

Precision

FAR

F1-Score

MBT (s)

0.881
0.917
0.929
0.920

0.847
0.892
0.907
0.894

0.128
0.181
0.108
0.098

0.885
0.919
0.931
0.922

26.34
23.91
43.71
181.55

0.933
0.941
0.967
0.976

0.908
0.934
0.960
0.971

0.063
0.124
0.056
0.041

0.934
0.940
0.968
0.977

5.28
7.87
15.65
81.56

0.953
0.971
0.982
0.9984

0.936
0.960
0.976
0.9984

0.040
0.062
0.032
0.0016

0.954
0.971
0.982
0.998

3.65
4.86
8.57
36.28

Table 5: Best performance classification based on each stage of the CICIDS2017 dataset
Classifier
(a).Performance results based on original features(78)
SVM
LG
DT
RF
(b).Performance results based on IG feature selection(18)
IG-SVM
IG-LG
IG-DT
IG-RF
(c).Performance results based on IG-PCA feature selection(13)
IG-PCA-SVM
IG-PCA-LG
IG-PCA-DT
IG-PCA-RF

Acc

Precision

FAR

F1-Score

MBT (s)

0.889
0.894
0.915
0.932

0.872
0.889
0.910
0.925

0.098
0.101
0.078
0.046

0.883
0.908
0.919
0.934

131.6
123.9
195.8
242.5

0.947
0.954
0.960
0.968

0.938
0.949
0.957
0.960

0.074
0.058
0.039
0.026

0.950
0.957
0.973
0.983

52.84
78.76
98.42
128.6

0.974
0.981
0.996
0.998

0.976
0.982
0.992
0.998

0.024
0.032
0.012
0.001

0.974
0.981
0.996
0.998

26.53
34.86
32.23
38.75

Table 6: Results compared with other existing research methods
Method
DE-ELM [12]
MDCOM [19]
IDM-MI [10]
NSGA2-DT [17]
CFS-BA-ensemble [33]
NSGA2-DT [17]
RF-DMLP [32]
XGBoost-IDS [4]
ALDD [16]
CFS-BA-ensemble [33]
Proposed method
Proposed method

5.6

Dataset
NSL-KDD
NSL-KDD
NSL-KDD
NSL-KDD
NSL-KDD
CICIDS2017
CICIDS2017
CICIDS2017
CICIDS2017
CICIDS2017
NSL-KDD
CICIDS2017

Feature selection
Wrapper
MI
NSGA2-BLR
CFS-BA
NSGA2-BLR
RF
BPNN
CFS-BA
IG-PCA
IG-PCA

Features
5
41
14
9-19
10
7-25
10
78
32
13
12
13

Acc(%) (s)
88.40
97.80
99.40
99.65
99.81
87.95
91.00
91.36
99.23
99.89
99.84
99.80

FAR(%) (s)
5
0.27
0.18
0.08
0.31
12
0.12
0.16
0.10

Performance Comparison with Exist- method is compared with the [4, 10, 12, 16, 17, 19, 32, 33]
from the aspects of feature selection method, number of
ing Methods

For the sake of further highlight the performance of the
method in this paper, the performance of the proposed

selected features, accuracy and FAR, the comparison results are shown in Table 6.
As can be seen from Table 6, the Acc value of the
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(a) Accuracy (%)

(c) Precision (%)
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(b) Number of selected features

(d) FAR (%)

Figure 3: Compares with other feature selection methods based on the two datasets
model based on the NSL-KDD dataset is higher than
that of DE-ELM [12], MDCOM [19], NSGA2-DT [17],
IDM-MI [10] and CFS-BA-ensemble [33]. The accuracy of the method in this paper is higher than these
methods, but the error acceptance rate of CFS-BAensemble [33] is lower. In the model detection task based
on the CICIDS2017 dataset, the detection Acc of the
model is higher than NSGA2-DT [17], RF-DMLP [32],
XGBoost-IDS [4], ALDD [16], but lower than CFS-BAensemble [33]. Compared with CFS-BA-ensemble [33],
the detection accuracy of this method is 0.09% lower,
but the FAR of CFS-BA-ensemble [33] is 0.02% higher
than that of this method. The main reason is that the
method in this paper adopts the hybrid feature selection
algorithm, which selects fewer features and improves the
classification accuracy of the model. The classification
performance is lower than individual methods, because
the proposed method will be affected by the selected classifier, as well as the specific selected features and network
environment.

datasets, the classification accuracy of the method in
this paper is 99.84% for 12 feature subsets of NSL-KDD
dataset, and the classification accuracy rate of 13 feature
subsets based on CICIDS2017 dataset is 99.80%. Compared with the performance of DT, SVM and LG classifiers, it is proved that the IG-PCA-RF model in this paper has the best classification performance. In addition,
compared with the existing latest methods such as DEELM, Cosine-PIO, NSGA2-DT, CFS-BA-ensemble and
other two classification methods, the classification accuracy of this method is more higher, which can effectively
improve the performance of intrusion detection.
The shortcomings is that this paper does not consider
the influence of dynamic network environment changes,
and further research will consider the adaptability of the
intrusion detection model to the dynamic network environment.
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Abstract
The security requirement is a challenging and critical issue in electronic voting systems. This paper proposes a
method that uses a blind signature to authenticate voters and then achieves the voting process through secure
multi-party computation (SMPC) based on Shamir’(t, n)
secret sharing. Voters use a secret distributor to submit
each secret share of votes to the vote counters. The secret shares received are calculated by vote counters, and
then the total number of votes is computed by using an
interpolation method. In this manner, there is no need
to restore all the votes, and the security requirements,
such as anonymity, receipt-free, verifiability, and accuracy, are well met. The experimental studies have demonstrated the effectiveness and the efficiency of the proposed
method in different electronic voting systems.
Keywords: Blind Signature; Electronic Voting; Homomorphism; Secret Sharing; SMPC

1

Introduction

With the development of electronic information technology, voting is converted from paper voting to electronic
voting [4, 5, 13]. Electronic voting has the advantages
of fast and accurate counting, saving human resources
and expenditure, and easy use of voting, which cannot
be achieved by traditional voting ways. In the electronic
voting scheme, the security and reliability of the voting
process are guaranteed by cryptography theory. The current electronic voting system can be roughly divided into
three categories [12,21,30]. The first category is that voters fill in the vote information on the voting paper after

arriving at the polling station. Then a piece of electronic
equipment is used to count the paper voting. The second
one is that the voting system requires voters to go to the
polling station to use the voting machine to complete the
voting. The third one is that the voting system allows
voters to use arbitrary terminals, such as computers, mobile phones, and pads, to complete voting online through
the Internet. This paper focuses on addressing the issues
in the third category. No matter which form of electronic
voting, ensuring the security of the voting process is the
most critical requirement. A secure and reliable electronic
voting protocol is urgently demanded, so electronic voting
based on cryptography has been a hot topic in the field
of electronic voting.
Since Chaum proposed the first electronic voting
scheme in 1980s [8], more cryptographic electronic voting schemes have been proposed, which includes the mixnet of electronic voting, the blind signature of electronic
voting, the homomorphic encryption of electronic voting, and the secret sharing of electronic voting. In the
scheme based on mix-net [18, 22, 26], the voting manager
is the server of the voting site. Every server needs zeroknowledge proof, and thus it costs a lot. The scheme
based on a blind signature cannot solve such problems
due to voting abstention, collision avoidance and no receipt [15, 16, 20, 23, 29]. The scheme based on homomorphic encryption cannot satisfy large-scale voting activities [2, 9, 10, 19, 25]. Electronic voting based on secret
sharing needs to split votes into multiple secret shares and
distribute them, which has high communication complexity [3, 6, 14, 24, 27, 28, 31, 34].
In 1992, Fujioka et al. proposed a famous electronic voting scheme (FOO) using blind signature technology [15], which focuses on some security problems in
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large-scale electronic voting activities. Many famous elec- Step 5. After the voting is over, the counting institution
tronic voting systems, such as Sensus [11, 23, 30] and Eexamines the vote, counts the legitimate votes and
Vox [17, 23, 30], have been developed based on FOO elecpublishes the results of the voting.
tronic voting scheme. However, it is still unable to solve
the problems of vote collision and abstention.
In 2017, Quanyu Zhao et al. proposed an electronic
voting scheme based on secret sharing and k-anonymity
(SSK) [34]. The scheme satisfies the security requirements
of electronic voting to a certain extent, but the scheme
shares secret shares among different voters. With the increase of voting scale, the efficiency decreases gradually.
In this paper, the blind signature is used to authenticate voters, and secret sharing based on secure multiparty computation is used to realize the voting process,
which guarantees the efficiency and security of the voting
system.
Figure 1: Composition of electronic voting

2

Composition and Security Requirements for Electronic Voting Systems

A complete electronic voting system should consist of four
parts [13,30]: registry institution, vote issuing institution,
voting institution and counting institution. As shown in
Figure 1, modules can be added or reduced according to
the actual situation in practice.
1) Registry institution. The voting qualification of voters shall be examined in accordance with the relevant provisions in the electoral process, and relevant
certificates shall be issued to those who meet the requirements.
2) Vote issuing institution. The legitimate vote is distributed to legitimate voters who are eligible to vote.
3) Voting institution. The client of voters register accounts, vote, poll results query and other functions.
4) Counting institution. In the counting phase, the validity of the vote papers is checked and the final voting results are counted.
Usually, a complete electronic voting process is as follows:
Step 1. Voters who have the right to vote to apply for
an account with the registry.
Step 2. After the registration institution receives the application for registration account, it examines the applicant’s voting qualifications and issues a digital certificate if it is satisfied. Otherwise, it rejects the application.
Step 3. Voting issuing agencies send vote to eligible
voter.

The specific electronic voting scheme includes entities
that must adjust to specific requirements, and the voting process may be expanded or reduced. The security
and reliability of every link in the process of electronic
voting have always been the most important attribute
and characteristic of the electronic voting system. Nowadays, some mature electronic voting systems are mostly
designed based on FOO electronic voting protocol [15].
FOO protocol defines seven security requirements of electronic voting, which are regarded as the basic security
requirements of electronic voting, as follows:
1) Completeness.
All legitimate votes should be
counted correctly and no invalid votes should be
counted.
2) Soundness. It can resist the illegal actions of malicious voters.
3) Privacy. No third party or dishonest voter can obtain
the identity information of the voters and disrupt the
voting process.
4) Unreusability. Only one legitimate vote is counted
correctly for each voter.
5) Eligibility. Voters participating in the voting shall be
authorized to obtain voting qualifications in advance.
6) Fairness. In the process of electronic voting, no third
party can be informed of the intermediate
7) Verifiability. Voters can check that their votes are
correctly counted.

Step 4. After receiving the blank vote, the voter votes In addition to the above seven basic require-ments, there
and sends digital certificate and vote to the counting are higher security requirements, such as: no receipt, overall verifiability, and multi-party privacy.
institution.
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Preliminaries

In this section, we will briefly introduce blind signature,
secure multi-party computation, Shamir’(t, n) secret sharing and homomorphism proof.

3.1

Blind Signature

Blind signature technology is a special signature technology, which was first proposed by Professor Chaum in
1982 [7]. This technology has two characteristics:
1) The message provider performs blind transformation
ahead of time by randomly generating blind factor.
The signer signs the message after blind transformation and cannot obtain the correct message content.
2) The message provider can get the message signed by
the signer using the blind inverse transformation of
the signed message. This protects the message that
needs to be signed from being leaked. Figure 2 shows
the whole process of blind signature, where Alice is
a message provider and Bob is a signer.

Figure 2: Processing of blind signature

3.2

1) Initialization phase:
Secret distributor D randomly select n different
non-zero elements x1 , x2 , · · · , xn from GF (q), where
GF (·) denotes q is prime and q > n. D assigns xi to
Pi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n), Pi is a participant. The value of
xi is public.
2) Secret distribution phase:
If D intends to have n participants P1 , P2 , · · · , Pn
shares secret s ∈ GF (q). D randomly chooses t−1 elements a1 , a2 , · · · , at−1 from GF (q). Then constructing t − 1 polynomials f (x) = s + a1 x + a2 x2 + · · · +
at−1 xt−1 , D calculates yi = f (xi ) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and
assigns yn to participant Pi as sub-secret safely.
3) Secret recovery phase:
Any t participants in the n participants may be set
as P1 , P2 , · · · , Pt , show their sub-secrets, and get t
pairs of points (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), · · · , (xt , yt ), so the
polynomial f (x) and the shared secret value s can be
reconstructed, as shown in Equations (1) and (2).

Secure Multi-party Computation

Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMPC) is first proposed by Yao.A.C who is a Turing Award Winner in
1986 [32, 33]. The mathematical definition of Secure
Multi-Party Computation is assumed that n participants want to compare their secrets without revealing
their secrets. We denote a set of participants, p =
{p1 , p2 , · · · , pn }, and each participant pi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) has a
secret xi , then we can obtain the result f (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn )
via the secure multi-party computation f . The purpose
of secure multi-party computing is to obtain some output
of secret-related results without revealing the secret, as
shown in Figure 3.
Secret sharing is a typical method to realize secure
multi-party computing. This paper mainly focuses on how
to apply the secret sharing in electronic voting.

3.3

Figure 3: The model of SMPC

Shamir’(t, n) Secret Sharing

f (x)

=

t
X

yi

i=1

s =

t
X
i=1

4

t
Y
j=1,j̸=i

yi

t
Y
j=1,j̸=i

x − xj
xi − xj

(1)

xj
xj − xi

(2)

Homomorphism of Shamir’(t, n)
Secret Sharing

The homomorphism of secret sharing is pro-posed by
Beneloh [1] in 1987. If two participants have their own
secret s1 and s2 , they want to obtain the result of the
operation s1 ⊕ s2 . D obtains the secret share of two participants through mathematical operation, and then distributes secret shares to all participants. All or part of
the participants can get the result of s1 ⊕ s2 directly after
showing their secret shares, without restoring the secret s1
and s2 of the two participants. The secret sharing scheme
satisfying the above conditions is ⊕ homomorphism.

Shamir’(t, n) secret sharing scheme [3, 27] is based on
Lagrange interpolation formula, which consists of three Theorem 1. The shamir’(t, n) secret sharing is additive
homomorphism in xi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n)
phases.
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Proof. If participants Pa and Pb need to share their secrets a and b. D randomly selects n different non-zero elements x1 , x2 , · · · , xn from GF (q) (q is prime and q > n)
and D assigns xi to Pa and Pb (i = 1, 2, · · · , n), then D
randomly selects a1 , a2 , · · · , at−1 from GF (q) and randomly selects b1 , b2 , · · · , bt−1 from GF (q).
We have

5.2

Authorization Verification Phase

When M C receiving the information si from the voter Vi ,
it checks whether the voter Vi has the right to vote, and
refuses to verify the request if Vi does not have the right
to vote. If the voter Vi has a legitimate right to vote,
M C checks whether Vi has applied for the verification
request. If the voter has applied, M C refuses to verify
the application. Then M C signs si , as si = ρ(si ), and
t−1
2
fa (xi ) = a + a1 xi + a2 xi + · · · + at−1 xi
sends si to the voter Vi as an authorization certificate and
fb (xi ) = b + b1 xi + b2 x2i + · · · + bt−1 xt−1
i
generates an IDi which is unique to send to the voter Vi
at the same time. Finally, M C publishes the total number
D shares fa (xi ) and fb (xi ) (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) to n partici- of successful authorized verification signatures, and sends
pants respectively, Any t of n participants can recover a IDi to each vote counter.
and b respectively, and then calculate (a + b). Each participant can also calculate the sum of their secret share,
then recover the result (a + b).
5.3 Voting Phase
fa (xi ) + fb (xi )

a + a1 xi + a2 x2i + · · · + at−1 xit−1

=

+b + b1 xi + b2 x2i + · · · + bt−1 xt−1
i
(a + b) + (a1 + b1 )xi + (a2 + b2 )x2i

=

+ · · · + (at−1 + bt−1 )xt−1
i
It is clear that
a+b =

t
X
i=1

t
Y

fa (xi )

j=1,j̸=i

+

t
X

xj
xj − xi

fb (xi )

i=1

=

t
Y
j=1,j̸=i

t
X

t
Y

i=1

j=1,j̸=i

(fa (xi ) + fb (xi ))

xj
xj − xi

xj
xj − xi

Thus, the shamir’(t, n) method is additive homomorphism
in xi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n).

5

An Electronic Voting Scheme

Step 1. Voter Vi retrieves the information si by si =
δ(si , ri ), where δ is a de-blinding function, and then
it checks the correctness of the signature of si . If
is correct, go to the next step, or go back to the
preparatory phase.
Step 2. Suppose there are n vote counters, de-noted as
C1 , C2 , · · · , Cn . The votes completed by q voters
as s1 , s2 , · · · , sq . Each voter Vi (i = 1, 2, · · · , q) divides the vote into n secret shares by using Shamir
(t, n) through secret distributor (SD), where xi ,
(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) is public.

fV1 (xi ) = s1 + s11 xi + s12 x2i + · · · + s1(t−1) xt−1

i


 fV2 (xi ) = s2 + s21 xi + s22 x2i + · · · + s2(t−1) xt−1
i
....

..



fVq (xi ) = sq + sq1 xi + sq2 x2i + · · · + sq(t−1) xt−1
i
Step 3. SD sends each voter Vi (i = 1, 2, · · · , q) of secret
share fVi (xj ) (j = 1, 2, · · · , n; i = 1, 2, · · · , q) and
IDi to the vote counter Cj (j = 1, 2, · · · , n) through
a secure channel as shown in Figure 4.

The scheme is divided into four phases: preparatory
phase, authorization verification phase, voting phase and
counting phase.

5.1

Preparatory Phase

Suppose there are q voters, denoted as V1 , V2 , · · · , Vq . The
votes are completed by q voters as s1 , s2 , · · · , sq . The
voter Vi (i = 1, 2, · · · , q) selects and fills a vote si . Then,
it generates a random number ki as the key of the bit
commitment and encrypts the vote with bit commitment
function. The result is as si = ϵ(si , ki ). The voter Vi
randomly selects a blind factor ri and executes the blind- Figure 4: Secret distribution device sends secret share to
ing processing for si using blind signature function χ as voter counter
si = χ(si , ri ). At last, Vi sends si to the management
center (M C).
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5.4

Counting Phase

Soundness. In the preparatory phase, each voter’s identity needs to be verified and authorized to sign. Unqualified voters will be rejected. In the voting phase,
the vote counter only accepts the secret share of authorized signature, and the secret share without verification will not be accepted.

Step 1. Each vote counter checks whether the ID number exists for the secret share received, discards it if it
does not exist, and performs the following operations
if it exists. After vote counter Ci (i = 1, 2, · · · , n)
receiving each voter of secret share fVj (xi ) (i =
1, 2, · · · , n; j = 1, 2, · · · , q), it calculates the sum of Privacy. Third-party organizations or malicious voters
each secret share via Equation (3).
will not be able to obtain the information of the vote.
The vote will be shared in the form of secret shares to
f (Ci ) = fV1 (xi ) + fV2 (xi ) + · · · , fVq (xi )
the vote counter. In the process of voting, they will
= s1 + s11 xi + s12 x2i + · · · + s1(t−1) xt−1
not be able to obtain a single vote and the results of
i
votes.
+s2 + s21 xi + s22 x2i + · · · + s2(t−1) xt−1
i
+ · · · + sq + sq1 xi + sq2 x2i + · · ·
+sq(t−1) xit−1
=

(s1 + s2 + · · · + sq ) + (s11 + s21 + · · ·
+sq1 )xi + (s12 + s22 + · · · + sq2 )x2i
+ · · · + (s1(t−1) + s2(t−1) + · · ·

Unreusability. Because each voter has a validated signature and a unique ID number, it can ensure that
only one valid vote can be counted for each voter.
Eligibility. Each voter can not vote unless sign blindly
to obtain authentication before voting.

+sq(t−1) xt−1
(3) Fairness. In this voting process, no one else can get votes
i
or interfere with the voting process.
By transforming Equation (3), the final results can
be restored through t of n vote counters.
Verifiability. Before the end of the vote, if a voter
doubts whether his or her vote is recorded in the
final number of votes, the vote counters can restore
the votes of the voter according to ID number using
Equation (4).

Step 2. The final voting result s1 + s2 + · · · + sq can be
restored by t of the n vote counters and announced
on the bulletin board via the following equation:
s1 + s2 + · · · + sq

=

t
X
i=1

f (Ci )

t
Y
j=1,j̸=i

xj
xj − xi

Figure 5 is an electronic vote process based on secret
sharing. The secret distributor is on the voter terminal,
and the voter himself can decide how to share the secret.

si =

t
X
j=1

7

fVi (xj )

t
Y
j=1,j̸=i

xj
xj − xi

(4)

Experimental Study

This section compares the efficiency of the proposed
scheme(BSS) with FOO [15] and SSK [34] schemes for
different number of voters. The efficiency of 5000 and
20000 voters for a different number of vote counters is
compared. At the same time, the number of secret shares
between BSS and SSK scheme is compared. The experiments are based on the assumption of voting at the same
time. The experimental process simulates choosing one
of the three candidates and fills in the votes using a random strategy. The experiments were implemented on a
machine with dual-core 2.3 GHz CPU and 8 GB memory
running 64 bit Ubuntu 18.04.

Figure 5: Complete secret sharing process

6

Security Analysis

Completeness. Vote of voter is successfully verified by
M C will be secretly shared to the vote counter, and
the vote that has not been verified will not be shared.

1) Figure 6 shows the efficiency result for a different
number of voters. The number of vote counters in
this algorithm is set to 10.
The experimental results show that the efficiency of
the proposed scheme is higher than FOO and SSK,
with the increasing number of voters, the efficiency
advantage is more obvious.
2) Figure 7 shows the results of time efficiency of different number of vote counters for 5000 and 20000
voters.
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tronic voting system. Furthermore, the efficiency of BBS
is affected by the number of vote counters, and there is an
optimum value for the number of vote counters. At last,
the number of secret shares of BBS is significantly lower
than that of SSK as the number of voters increases.
The method in this paper only validates the single candidate. Whether the multi-candidate electronic voting is
applicable or not remains to be investigated. Also, the
number of vote counters should be considered in the security and scale of the electronic voting process. The
Figure 6: Comparison of three schemes for different num- electronic voting process is not an ideal model in pracber of voters
tice. Robustness of the method to different requirements
and characteristics of electronic voting is what we need to
be considered and studied in the future.
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Figure 7: Time efficiency of different number of vote counters for 5000 and 20000 voters

It shows that the number of vote counters will affect the efficiency of this scheme. With the gradual
increase of vote counter, the time efficiency first decreases and then increases, and it exists an optimum
value.
3) Compared with the number of secret shares of BSS
and SSK, setting n voters, k vote counters, the number of secret shares of BSS is kn, and the number of
secret shares of SSK is n2 . With the increase of voters, the growth rate of secret shares of SSK algorithm
is significantly higher than BSS, resulting in a large
number of redundancy of secret shares and affecting
efficiency.

8

Conclusions

This paper introduced in detail the necessary composition and security requirements of electronic voting, blind
signature, Shamir’(t, n) secret share, and proposed an
electronic voting scheme based on blind signature and
Shamir’(t, n) secret share. This scheme uses blind signature technology to verify the identity of voters, and secretly shares votes to vote counters in the voting process.
The vote counters then perform homomorphic addition
operation on the secret share received and finally recovers
the final result of voting. By the theoretical analysis, the
method meets the relevant security requirements. At the
same time, the experimental study shows that the BBS is
more efficient than FOO and SSK in the three-in-one elec-
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Abstract
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) has become one of
the research hotspots in cryptography in recent years.
Scalar multiplication is the most crucial operation in
ECC, and it largely determines the efficiency of ECC.
To improve ECC’s speed, we propose a new secure and
efficient scalar multiplication algorithm on elliptic curves
over GF(2m ). In addition, we present the new composite operation formulas 3P1 and 2P1 + P2 using only xcoordinate, where P1 and P2 are points on an elliptic
curve. To ensure the safety and efficiency of the proposed algorithm, we constitute an atomic block by adding
dummy operations and using the Montgomery trick.
Keywords: Elliptic Curve Cryptography; Scalar Multiplication; Side Channel Atomic Block; Simple Power Analysis

1

Introduction

As the hacking techniques become more and more powerful, safe and efficient encryption technology is needed.
Since Miller [17] and Koblitz [9] independently proposed
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) in 1985, it has become one of the research hotspots in the field of cryptography due to its short key and high security. ECC can
provide the same functions as the RSA cryptosystem and
it requires a shorter key length than RSA under the same
security. It is generally used for digital signature, authentication, encryption, decryption [8, 19, 25]. Because of its
advantages in security, encryption and decryption performance, and space consumption, ECC has a wide range
of applications, such as transport layer security (TLS),
cryptocurrency, SM2 public key cryptography and government agencies, etc. Besides, it is especially suitable
for environments with limited storage resources, such as
smart cards and secure storage chips.

In ECC, it is easy to obtain the point Q when Q = kP ,
and the number k and point P are given. But it is difficult to find k when point P and point Q are given. This
is the classical discrete logarithm problem (DLP). ECC
uses this feature to encrypt where point Q is the public key, big number k is the private key and point P is
the base point on an elliptic curve. The most crucial operation in ECC is scalar multiplication kP that largely
determines the speed of ECC. There are two main methods to improve the efficiency of scalar multiplication. The
first method is to reduce computation by optimizing the
bottom arithmetic formulas, such as reducing the number
of field inversion operations by transforming coordinates.
The second method is to decrease the number of point addition and doubling in the scalar multiplication algorithm
by studying the expanded form of k, such as double-base
chain [27] and symmetric ternary form (STF) [13].
Side channel analysis (SCA) is a method to attack the
cryptographic devices by analyzing the leaked side channel information such as time consumption, power consumption or electromagnetic radiation during the operation of cryptographic devices [24]. Power analysis is a
form of SCA. It is an attack by collecting power consumption information generated by cryptographic devices or
cryptographic chips during encryption, decryption or signature operations, and analyzing the key by using statistics, cryptography and other relevant knowledge. Power
analysis can be divided into simple power analysis (SPA)
and differential power analysis (DPA). SPA has a direct
threat to cryptographic devices. It can directly analyze
the power information collected during the execution of
cryptographic algorithm. When the device performs encryption or decryption, the key can be derived from the
difference in power consumption trajectories. The key in
this paper refers to the private key k.
In 1987, the Montgomery algorithm was proposed by
Montgomery [18]. The basic idea is that each loop has a
point addition and doubling so that the energy consumed
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by each loop is basically the same. In 1999, Lopez and
Dahab [16] optimized the Montgomery ladder algorithm
on elliptic curves over GF(2m ). The new point addition
and doubling formulas eliminated the calculation of ycoordinate, which improved the calculation speed of the
algorithm. In 2008, the new point addition and doubling
formulas proposed by Yu et al. [?] not only omitted the
y-coordinate but also dislodged the field inversion operation. In 2013, Sung et al. [5] posed the new composite formulas 4P1 , 3P1 + P2 and 2P1 + 2P2 with only xcoordinate, and presented the extended quaternary Montgomery ladder algorithm over GF(2m ). In 2016, Lai and
Zhang [10] proposed Co Z point addition algorithm, conjugate point addition algorithm and point doubling-point
addition algorithm with omitting Z-coordinate on Hessian elliptic curves and applied them to the traditional
Montgomery ladder algorithm. In 2017, Yu et al. [26] optimized the Montgomery algorithm using the Co Z technique in projective coordinates over GF(3m ). In 2019,
Liu et al. [14] proposed the ternary Montgomery ladder algorithm, which combines the original Montgomery ladder
algorithm with the ternary representation of the scalar k.
To obtain a safe and efficient scalar multiplication algorithm, we first propose the new composite operation formulas 3P1 and 2P1 + P2 using only x-coordinate in affine
coordinate system to reduce the bottom field operations
and we apply them to the ternary Montgomery ladder algorithm. Then we constitute an atomic block by adding
dummy operations to the proposed composite operation
formulas to prevent SPA. Last, we use Montgomery trick
in the atomic block to optimize the computational cost,
which can decrease the number of field inversion operations.
The rest of this paper is presented as follows. In section
II, we briefly introduce Elliptic Curve Cryptography and
the Montgomery ladder algorithm. In section III, we give
a detailed presentation on new composite operation formulas and the anti-SPA scalar multiplication algorithm
based on side channel atomic block. In section IV, we
compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with
existing algorithms.

2

2.1

Elliptic Curve Cryptography
and Montgomery Ladder Algorithm

If P1 ̸= P2 , P3 = P1 +P2 = (x3 , y3 ), then point addition
operation:

y + y2 2 y1 + y2

x3 = ( 1
) +
+ x1 + x2 + a
x1 + x2
x1 + x2
y
+
y
2

y3 = 1
(x1 + x3 ) + x3 + y1
x1 + x2

(2)

If P1 = P2 , P3 = 2P1 = (x3 , y3 ), then point doubling
operation:

y 2 y

x3 = (x1 + 1 ) + 1 + x2 + a
x
x1
(3)
y11

y3 = (x1 + )(x1 + x3 ) + x3 + y1
x1
It can be seen that the computational costs of point addition and doubling are both 1I + 2M + 1S, where I, M ,
S are the representations of field inversion, field multiplication and field squaring, respectively.

2.2

Montgomery Ladder Algorithm

The Montgomery algorithm was initially proposed to improve the speed of scalar multiplication. The left-to-right
Montgomery ladder algorithm [20] is described by Algorithm 1, which is a classical way to compute the scalar
multiplication.
Algorithm 1 Left-To-Right Montgomery Ladder Algorithm
1: Input: P = (x, y) ∈ E(GF (2m )), and k =
(kn−1 kn−2 · · · k1 k0 )2
2: Output: Q = kP ∈ E(GF (2m ))
3: R0 = P, R1 = 2P
4: for i ≤ n − 2, · · · , 0 do
5:
if ki = 1 then
6:
R0 = R0 + R1 , R1 = 2R1
7:
else if ki = 0 then
8:
R1 = R0 + R1 , R0 = 2R0
9:
end if
10: end for
11: Return Q = R0
12: End
Based on the original Montgomery ladder algorithm,
Liu et al. [14] proposed the ternary Montgomery ladder
algorithm, which is described by Algorithm 2.

Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Definition 1. The equation of a non-super singular elliptic curve E over GF(2m ) is given as follows:
E/GF (2m ) : y 2 + xy = x3 + ax2 + b.

(1)

3

New Algorithm Based on the
Ternary Montgomery Ladder
Algorithm

with a, b ∈ GF (2m ), b ̸= 0. All points on E and the 3.1 Composite Operation Formulas
infinity point O form an abelian group. Assume P1 =
(x1 , y1 ) ∈ E(GF (2m )), P2 = (x2 , y2 ) ∈ E(GF (2m )), Improving the performance of the Montgomery ladder
−P1 = (x1 , x1 + y1 ) and P2 ̸= −P1 .
algorithm by using only x-coordinate method was first
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Algorithm 2 The Ternary Montgomery Ladder Algo- be gained:
rithm
2
x1 (x1 + x2 )
1: Input: P = (x, y) ∈ E(GF (2m )), and k =
x2P1 +P2 = x2 +
2
(kn−1 kn−2 · · · k1 k0 )3 , where kn−1 = 1 or 2
(x + x1 )(x1 + x2 ) + x1 x2
!2
(8)
2: Output: Q = kP ∈ E(GF (2m ))
2
x1 (x1 + x2 )
3: R0 = kn−1 P, R1 = (kn−1 + 1)P
+
2
4: for i ≤ n − 2, · · · , 0 do
(x + x1 )(x1 + x2 ) + x1 x2
5:
if ki = 0 then
with cost 1I + 2S + 4M .
6:
R2 = 3R0 , R1 = 2R0 + R1
7:
else if ki = 1 then
Proof. Let 2P1 + P2 be computed as (P1 + P2 ) + P1 and
8:
R2 = 2R0 + R1 , R1 = 2R1 + R0
P2 − P1 = P (x, y) which is an input. Equation (4) gives
9:
else if ki = 2 then

2
10:
R2 = 2R1 + R0 , R1 = 3R1
xP1
xP 1
11:
end if
x2P1 +P2 = x2 +
+
(9)
xP1 + xP1 +P2
xP1 + xP1 +P2
12:
R0 = R2
13: end for
Then, we obtain Equation (8).
14: Return Q = R0
15: End
The probability that ki is equal to 0, 1, and 2 is
1/3 [11]. When Algorithm 2 is computed by Equation (6) and Equation (8), the average calculation costs
introduced by Lopez & Dahab [16]. Then several x- are 2I + 6M + 14/3S + 2/3C per loop.
coordinate-only methods were presented [5, 22, 28]. Assume Pi is a point on an elliptic curve E. Let P1 =
(x1 , y1 ), P2 = (x2 , y2 ), −P1 = (x1 , x1 + y1 ), P2 − P1 = 3.2 New Algorithm Based on Side Channel Atomic Block
P = (x, y), and P2 ̸= −P1 , then we can obtain

In view of SCA attack, in 2004, Mames, ciet and joye pro
2
x + x 1 +
x1
posed a method that almost does not increase the amount
P
=
̸
P
1
2
x1 +x2
x1 +x2
x3 =
(4) of computation: Side channel atomic block method [4].
x2 + b2
P1 = P2
1
x1
Its main idea is to decompose the operations on elliptic curves into a series of indistinguishable atomic blocks
The formula for restoring the y coordinate at the last
with multiple side channels. The general method is to
step is
add dummy operations so that there is no difference in
the side channel analysis of different execution processes.
2
y1 = (x1 + x){(x1 + x)(x2 + x) + x + y}/(x + y) (5)
In this paper, as can be seen from Algorithm 2 that the
discrimination
of each loop is 3P1 and 2P1 + P2 . To make
It can be seen from Equation (4) that the costs of both
it
anti-SPA,
we
can add some dummy operations to 3P1
two operations are 1I + 1M + 1S. Based on the idea
and
2P
+
P
to
make the costs of 3P1 and 2P1 + P2 in1
2
of Lopez & Dahab, this paper proposes two composite
distinguishable
so
that the amount of calculations in each
operation formulas 3P1 and 2P1 + P2 .
loop is exactly the same. In this way, the scalar multipliTheorem 1. Let P1 = (x1 , y1 ) be a point on an elliptic cation can be represented as a series of indistinguishable
atomic blocks of code, so the attacker cannot obtain the
curve E over GF(2m ). Then, x3P1 can be gained:
side channel information by SPA attack.

2
3
3
The Montgomery trick is an efficient way to improve
x1
x1
x3P1 = x1 + 4
+
(6) performance by computing field inversions simultane3
4
3
x1 + x1 + b
x1 + x1 + b
ously. For instance, a−1 and b−1 can be computed as
−1
= (ab)−1 · b, b−1 = (ab)−1 · a. It converts two
with cost 1I +1M +3S +1C, where C is the representation a
field inversion operations into one field inversion operaof field cubing.
tion and three field multiplication operations, which can
Proof. Let 3P1 be computed as 2P1 + P1 . Equation (4) save 1I − 3M calculation costs per loop. Therefore, we
gives
apply the Montgomery trick to Equation (6) and Equation (8) in the atomic block to reduce the amount of field

2
xP1
xP1
inversion operations to optimize the algorithm.
x3P1 = x1 +
+
(7)
As stated above, we constitute the atomic block by
xP1 + x2P1
xP1 + x2P1
adding dummy operations in each loop to make it antiThen, we obtain Equation (6).
SPA and using Montgomery trick to reduce the amount of
field inversion operations. Table 1, called the atomic block
Theorem 2. Let P1 = (x1 , y1 ), P2 = (x2 , y2 ) be points elliptic curve triple and double-and-add, i.e. AETD, deon an elliptic curve E over GF(2m ). Then, x2P1 +P2 can scribes the atomic block in detail.
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In the upper section, Algorithm 2 can be computed efficiently by using the proposed composite operation formulas Equation (6) and Equation (8), with cost 2I +14/3S +
6M + 2/3C per loop. However, the computation costs of
AETD just require 1I + 4S + 10M . Applying AETD
to Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3 is obtained. Algorithm 3
saves I + 2/3S − 4M + 2/3C compared with Algorithm 2
computed by Equation (6) and Equation (8), and saves
3I − 2M compared with Algorithm 2 computed by Equation (2) and Equation (3) in each loop. From Algorithm 3,
we can conclude that only one atomic block is used in each
loop, so each loop requires the same amount of calculations regardless of the value of ki .
Algorithm 3 Anti-SPA Scalar Multiplication Algorithm
Based On Side Channel Atomic Block
1: Input: P = (x, y) ∈ E(GF (2m )), and k =
(kn−1 kn−2 · · · k1 k0 )3 , where kn−1 = 1 or 2
2: Output: Q = kP ∈ E(GF (2m ))
3: R0 = kn−1 P, R1 = (kn−1 + 1)P
4: for i ≤ n − 2, · · · , 0 do
5:
(R0 , R1 ) = AET D[ki ](R0 , R1 )
6: end for
7: Return Q = R0
8: End

4
4.1

Performance Analysis
Security Analysis

In ECC, if a scalar multiplication algorithm has different
power consumption according to ki , it is vulnerable to
SPA. In other words, if the algorithm has the same power
consumption regardless of the value of ki , it is resistant
to SPA. Therefore, all countermeasures against SPA have
to modify the algorithm to obtain a uniform power consumption trace. In general, there are three main ways to
anti-SPA. The first way is uniform algorithm behavior,
such as Montgomery ladder algorithm. The second way
is uniform point addition and doubling formulas, such as
Edwards curve [2]. The third way is to add dummy field
operations [6].
To improve the efficiency of the ternary Montgomery
ladder algorithm, the composite operation formulas 3P1
and 2P1 + P2 are proposed. However, the power consumption of 3P1 and 2P1 + P2 is different. Algorithm 2
computes 3P1 and 2P1 + P2 when ki is equal to 0 or 2,
while it computes 2P1 + P2 twice when ki is equal to 1.
SPA gains the key according to the peak shape of the
energy graph [12], so it is easy to obtain the value of ki
by observing the power consumption curve leaked during execution of the algorithm. Therefore, we adopt the
third way to add dummy field operations to constitute
an atomic block. It can be seen from Table 1 and Algorithm 3 that the field operation of each step of every
atomic block is the same and only one atomic block is
used in each loop, so the power consumed by each loop

is the same whatever ki = 0, 1, or 2, which is secure to
resist SPA. In addition, Algorithm 3 can also resist DPA
so long as randomize the scalar k.

4.2

Efficiency Analysis

Because the extra calculations of algorithms are negligible, in this paper, we mainly compare the calculations
of main iteration of algorithms. In this section, the efficiency of the proposed composite operation formulas and
Algorithm 3 is analyzed.
Table 2 shows the computation costs of Algorithm 2
under different calculation formulas. From it, we can
draw the conclusion that Algorithm 2 can be computed
efficiently by using Equation (6) and Equation (8) proposed in this paper. It requires 2I + 14/3S + 6M + 2/3C
on average, with saving 2I − 2M − 2/3S − 2/3C than
Equation (4) and saving 2I + 2M − 2/3S − 2/3C than
Equation (2) and Equation (3) in each loop.
Given an integer k, assume that m = ⌈log3 k⌉ is the
length of the ternary representation and n = ⌈log2 k⌉ is
the length of the binary representation, m = nlog3 2, i.e.
160-binary is equivalent to 101-ternary and 192, 256, 600binary [21] is equivalent to 122, 162, 379-ternary, respectively. We suppose n = 160 bits, m = 101 bits. According
to the experiment of Bernstein [3], we assume I/M = 8,
S/M = 0.8.
Table 3 shows the comparison of Algorithm 3 and existing algorithms over GF(2m ). It can be seen that Algorithm 3 has a good improved efficiency compared with
the algorithms of [12, 23] and [15]. In comparison, the
improved efficiency of Algorithm 3 is 13.6%, 33.9%, 8.7%,
13.4%, 1.6%, and 15.4%, respectively.
In order to analyze the dynamic changes of the improved efficiency of Algorithm 3 than existing algorithms,
we suppose
I/M = β

(10)

S/M = 0.8. The improved efficiency of Algorithm 3, i.e.
ε can be given as follows:
ε=1 −

(m − 1)(#I1 + #M1 )
ℓ(#I2 + #M2 )

(11)

(#I1 + #M1 ) represents the amount of calculations
of Algorithm 3 per loop, and (#I2 + #M2 ) represents
the amount of calculations of existing algorithms in each
loop. (m − 1) and ℓ indicate the number of iterations of
Algorithm 3 and existing algorithms.
Field inversion operations can be efficiently computed by the Extended Euclidean Algorithm (EEA) over
GF(2m ), which uses gcd(a, b) = gcd(b+ca, a) for all binary
polynomials. According to [1], when the field size is 163
bits, performance of a field inversion operation using the
EEA is equal to about 6.67-10.33 field multiplication operations in binary field, which means β is about 6.67-10.33.
Figure 1 shows the comparison of Algorithm 3 and existing algorithms. I/M is the x-axis and the improved
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Table 1: The atomic block elliptic curve triple and double-and-add (AETD)
Input:T1 = P1 = x1 , T2 = P2 = x2 , T3 = P = x
Output:(3P1 , 2P1 + P2 ) or (2P1 + P2 , 2P2 + P1 ) or (2P2 + P1 , 3P2 )
ki = 0
ki = 1
(T1 , T2 ) = (3P1 , 2P1 + P2 )
(T1 , T2 )=(2P1 + P2 , 2P2 + P1 )
T4 ← T1 + T2 (x1 + x2 )
T4 ← T1 + T2 (x1 + x2 )
T5 ← T1 2 (x1 2 )
T5 ← T4 2 ((x1 + x2 )2 )
T6 ← T3 + T2 (dummy)
T6 ← T3 + T2 (x + x2 )
T6 ← T5 · T5 (x1 4 )
T6 ← T6 · T5 ((x + x2 )(x1 + x2 )2 )
3
T7 ← T1 · T5 (x1 )
T7 ← T2 · T5 (x2 (x1 + x2 )2 )
T5 ← b
T4 ← b
T8 ← T1 · T2 (x1 x2 )
T8 ← T1 · T2 (x1 x2 )
T5 ← T5 + T7 (b + x1 3 )
T4 ← T5 + T7 (dummy)
T5 ← T6 + T5 (A)
T4 ← T6 + T8 (A)
T6 ← T3 + T1 (x + x1 )
T6 ← T3 + T1 (x + x1 )
T4 ← T4 2 ((x1 + x2 )2 )
T3 ← T3 2 (dummy)
2
T9 ← T1 · T4 (x1 (x1 + x2 ) )
T9 ← T1 · T5 (x1 (x1 + x2 )2 )
2
T4 ← T6 · T4 ((x + x1 )(x1 + x2 ) )
T5 ← T6 · T5 ((x + x1 )(x1 + x2 )2 )
T6 ← T6 + T9 (dummy)
T6 ← T6 + T9 (dummy)
T4 ← T4 + T8 (B)
T5 ← T5 + T8 (B)
T6 ← T5 · T4 (AB)
T6 ← T4 · T5 (AB)
T6 ← T6 −1 ((AB)−1 )
T6 ← T6 −1 ((AB)−1 )
−1
T5 ← T6 · T5 (B )
T4 ← T6 · T4 (B −1 )
−1
T4 ← T6 · T4 (A )
T5 ← T6 · T5 (A−1 )
−1
3
T4 ← T4 · T7 (A x1 )
T5 ← T5 · T7 (A−1 x2 (x1 + x2 )2 )
2
T6 ← T4
T6 ← T5 2
T4 ← T4 + T6
T5 ← T5 + T6
T4 ← T1 + T4 (3P1 )
T5 ← T1 + T5 (2P2 + P1 )
T5 ← T5 · T9 (B −1 x1 (x1 + x2 )2 )
T4 ← T4 · T9 (B −1 x1 (x1 + x2 )2 )
2
T9 ← T5
T9 ← T4 2
T5 ← T5 + T9
T4 ← T4 + T9
T2 ← T2 + T5 (2P1 + P2 )
T1 ← T2 + T4 (2P1 + P2 )
T1 ← T4 (3P1 )
T2 ← T5 (2P2 + P1 )
(A = x1 4 + x1 3 + b;
(A = (x + x2 )(x1 + x2 )2 + x1 x2 ;
B = (x + x1 )(x1 + x2 )2 + x1 x2 )
B = (x + x1 )(x1 + x2 )2 + x1 x2 )

ki = 2
(T1 , T2 ) = (2P2 + P1 , 3P2 )
T4 ← T1 + T2 (x1 + x2 )
T5 ← T4 2 ((x1 + x2 )2 )
T6 ← T3 + T2 (x + x2 )
T6 ← T6 · T5 ((x + x2 )(x1 + x2 )2 )
T7 ← T2 · T5 (x2 (x1 + x2 )2 )
T5 ← b
T8 ← T1 · T2 (x1 x2 )
T4 ← T5 + T7 (dummy)
T4 ← T6 + T8 (A)
T6 ← T3 + T1 (dummy)
T6 ← T2 2 (x2 2 )
T9 ← T2 · T6 (x2 3 )
T6 ← T6 · T6 (x2 4 )
T6 ← T6 + T9
T5 ← T6 + T5 (B)
T6 ← T5 · T4 (AB)
T6 ← T6 −1 ((AB)−1 )
T5 ← T6 · T5 (A−1 )
T4 ← T6 · T4 (B −1 )
T4 ← T4 · T7 (B −1 x2 (x1 + x2 )2 )
T6 ← T4 2
T4 ← T4 + T6
T4 ← T1 + T4 (2P2 + P1 )
T5 ← T5 · T9 (A−1 x2 3 )
T9 ← T5 2
T5 ← T5 + T9
T2 ← T2 + T5 (3P2 )
T1 ← T4 (2P2 + P1 )
(A = (x + x2 )(x1 + x2 )2 + x1 x2 ;
B = x2 4 + x2 3 + b)

Table 2: The computation costs of Algorithm 2 under different calculation formulas
Formulas
(2)(3)
(4)
(6)(8)

3P1
2I + 4M + 2S
2I + 2M + 2S
1I + 1M + 3S + 1C

2P1 + P2
2I + 4M + 2S
2I + 2M + 2S
1I + 4M + 2S

Average costs of main iteration
4I + 8M + 4S
4I + 4M + 4S
2I + 6M + 14/3S + 2/3C

Anti-SPA
yes
yes
no

Table 3: The computation costs of different scalar multiplication algorithms
Algorithm
Unprotected NAF [23]
Co Z protected NAF [23]
Mont2 [12]
Mont3 [12]
Co Z STF [15]
Co Z Anti-SPA STF [15]
Algorithm 3

Total costs of main iteration
(10M + 20/3S)n
(85/6M + 265/36S)n
3(1I + 1M + 1S)(n/2 − 1)
37/24(1I + 1M + 1S)(n + 2)
(52/3M + 5S)m
(20M + 6S)m
(1I + 10M + 4S)(m − 1)

n = 160bits,m = 101bits
2453.3M
3208.9M
2322.6M
2447.6M
2154.7M
2504.8M
2120M

Anti-SPA
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
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Figure 1: The comparison of Algorithm 3 and existing
algorithms

efficiency of Algorithm 3 than existing algorithms is the
y-axis. When I/M = 8, Table 3 can be obtained. It can
be seen from Figure 1, for algorithms of [23] and [15], the
improved efficiency of Algorithm 3, i.e. ε, decreases linearly as β increases. For algorithms of [12], ε increases as
β increases and the larger β, the slower ε increases. When
β is 6.67-10.33, Algorithm 3 is more efficient than other
algorithms except for Co Z STF algorithm [15]. However, Algorithm 3 performs better than Co Z STF algorithm [15] when β is less than 8.3. In summary, Algorithm
3 has a good improvement in efficiency compared with existing algorithms.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an anti-SPA scalar multiplication algorithm based on side channel atomic block over
GF(2m ). Besides, we have optimized the bottom field
operations by presenting new composite operation formulas 3P1 and 2P1 + P2 . Figure 1 intuitively shows the
comparison of the proposed algorithm and existing algorithms. When I/M = 8, it can be seen from Table 3
that the proposed algorithm is more efficient than existing algorithms, ranging from 1.6% to 33.9%. Then we
can apply it to the specific environments, such as wireless sensor networks with resource-limited. Next, we will
try to transform the coordinate to optimize the proposed
composite operation formulas and then propose a more
efficient scalar multiplication algorithm.
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Abstract

1

Introduction

With the rapid development of Internet of Things (IoT)
technology, completing a transaction with intelligent devices has been an essential communication mode in our
daily life. Generally, lightweight smart devices conduct
transactions relying on the third-party payment platform,
which takes several inherent challenges of mutual distrust,
data authentication and low efficiency in the IoT environment. To mitigate these issues, in this paper, we design a paring-free revocable certificateless signature (CLS)
scheme with high efficiency based on the blockchain technique. Our scheme is a viable approach to enhance the
performance without bilinear parings operation in the IoT
lightweight equipment. And there are two different address lists stored in the blockchain to record the secret
and public transaction data, respectively. According to
this method, not only can the key management of the
user be implemented in an efficient solution, but also enables the public verification to be performed transparently
between the two parties. Furthermore, with the help of
cloud server, it generates a time key for the user to accomplish revocation with low computation cost. We also
make an analysis on the security to demonstrate that our
proposal is existential unforgeability against adaptive chosen message attacks (EUF-CMA) under the elliptic curve
discrete logarithm (ECDL) problem. Finally, the performance comparison indicates that our protocol is better
than other related schemes.
Keywords: Blockchain; Certificateless Signature; Cloud
Server; Paring-Free; Revocation

The emergence of Internet of Things (IoT) allows
lightweight computing devices to connect to each other
via the wireless network, which brings an intelligent and
convenient life for humans. However, opportunities often come with challenges. Indeed, one of the considerable challenges is the lack of necessary security technologies for data security and user privacy [27]. In IoT communication, malicious users may intercept wireless communication signals to eavesdrop, delete, edit, and replay
messages. Therefore, it is important to ensure the data
authenticity of the messages. Also, the user privacy preserving issue in IoT is crucial. The personal information
should be retained confidential and not disclosed. Recently, with the exponential growth of IoT devices, providing data security and privacy protection as an important research direction has attracted widespread attention from academia and industry. However, lightweight
equipment deploys distributed topology for information
interaction in the IoT environment, which involves the
interest game between the user and the device, and it affects the user privacy and data security in the absence
of a trusted mechanism [17]. Meanwhile, it leads to high
cost of establishing credits and low efficiency of performing communication between IoT devices.
There are many measures taken to satisfy these requirements in the IoT communication. It is necessary
to design cryptographic protocols for strengthening the
mutual trust between IoT equipment [26]. The relevant
protocols include utilizing the digital signature to guarantee the data authenticity and designing the pseudonym
mechanism to achieve user privacy preservation. Also,
the public key infrastructure (PKI) plays a crucial role
in establishing mutual trust, and it is regarded as a se-
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cure platform for IoT devices collaboration. Nevertheless, in the PKI systems, the trusted certificate authority (CA) is responsible for issuing certificates to users,
suffering from the inherent certificate management weakness. The tasks of certificate management are costly and
burdensome, involving revocation, storage, distribution
and verification, etc. To minimize the cost of certificate
management, Shamir [19] first introduced the concept of
identity-based signature (IBS) scheme in 1984. The IBS
scheme is built on a private key generator (PKG), which
calculates a corresponding private key based on the user’s
identity. Unfortunately, in this signature scheme, it considers the user’s relevant identity information as the public key in communication and sustains the key escrow
drawback. To solve the problem, Al-Riyami and Paterson [1] proposed the idea of certificateless public key cryptosystem (CL-PKC). As a kind of CL-PKC, certificateless signature (CLS) scheme offers a solution for the IoT
equipment to check the authenticity of the communication
data. The CLS scheme is different from the IBS scheme
and the user sends the identity information to a key generation center (KGC), then KGC produces a corresponding
partial private key. Afterwards, the user fetches a full private key for communication with the partial private key.
CLS scheme does not only require the user’s public key
for authentication, but also the KGC cannot obtain the
user’s complete private key. Therefore, it is free from the
certificate management and key escrow in CLS schemes.
Although IoT communications benefit from the advantage of lightweight key management by using the CLS
algorithm, KGC undertakes the work of issuing keys,
which will lead to a heavy computational burden for the
user revocation in a revocable CLS system. Obviously,
this does not apply to the distributed IoT environment.
The blockchain technique and cloud computing platforms
can ensure the secure and efficient services for IoT devices communication. The cloud computing technology
is utilized to provides outsourcing services for revocation,
which reduces calculating costs and improves the revocation efficiency. However, during the outsourcing in the
cloud server, the key issues on the security are the integrity of the outsourced data and the trust of the users,
which should adopt some methods to avoid the malicious
adversary to distorted the stored data in the cloud. The
problems can be solved with the help of the blockchain
technique. In recent years, the blockchain technology is
developed as a decentralized ledger to support services
in many areas [15]. Especially, depending on the properties of blockchain technique, such as decentralization,
transparency, immutability and so on, it can be utilized
in the efficient and secure distributed IoT environment.
It links all the blocks together to track and coordinate
transactions, and has the ability to record the information
for billions of IoT equipment in the network. In the distributed and de-trusted form, blockchain technology has
become an important cornerstone for solving decentralization and building trust [17]. A paring-free revocable
CLS scheme built on the blockchain-based IoT communi-

cation not only ensures the data security, but also lowers
the operation costs. And it provides high-performance
blockchain-cloud services employing the cloud computing
for the communication between the IoT devices.

1.1

Our Contributions

Based on the blockchain technique, this paper designs a
novel data transaction system using a revocable paringfree certificateless signature scheme applied to the IoT devices communication. Specifically, our contributions are
as follows:
1) We present a revocable certificateless signature
scheme without bilinear parings, which enhances the
efficiency of signing and verification and reduces the
computational cost on lightweight devices.
2) Our scheme is based on cloud computing to generate a time key achieving the revocation of the users,
which improves the revocation efficiency. Meanwhile,
the time cost of the transaction on the blockchain is
also advanced by outsourcing to the cloud server.
3) There are two lists designed in the proposed scheme.
One is the private address list that is utilized to
record the private information, including the real
identity and private key of the user, is kept confidentially by the user nodes on the blockchain. The other
list denotes the public information, including verification key and time key, is broadcast on the blockchain.
Thus, our scheme can not only protect the privacy of
users, but also realize the transaction verification in
public with the properties of distributed storage and
transparency on blockchain.
4) The proposed scheme resists Type I, Type II, Type
III and Type IV adversaries under the hardness of elliptic curve discrete logarithm (ECDL) problem. Besides, our protocol enjoys the anonymity of user in
the revocation, and the cloud server knows nothing
about the user’s real identity when issuing a time key.

1.2

Realted Work

In 2003, Al-Riyami and Paterson [1] first presented a CLS
scheme without suffering from the key escrow flaw. However, Huang et al. [11] soon indicated that the scheme [1]
was weak in the key replacement attacks initiated by any
malicious third party, then they proved that the improved
solution was secure in the random oracle model. In 2004,
Yum and Lee [28] designed a CLS construction from an
identity-based signature scheme. Unfortunately, Hu et
al. [10] pointed out that the proposed structure was insecure against the public key replacement attacks, then
they developed a modification of the construction. Afterwards, the first concrete CLS scheme in the standard
model was constructed in literature [16]. However, a malicious but passive adversary was not considered in the
security analysis. Very recently, several proposals in the
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standard model were designed. In the literatures [2, 21],
although the authors demonstrated the CLS schemes were
secure in the standard model, the computational efficiency
was low.
The majority of the proposals mentioned above remained the bilinear pairing, which greatly impaired the
efficiency in the IoT environments. He et al. [9] proposed
the first effective CLS scheme without bilinear pairings
and provided the security proof in the random oracle
model. It was efficient to lower the computation cost both
in the sign and verify algorithms. Unfortunately, Tsai et
al. [24] pointed out the scheme [9] contained some intrinsic
flaws and was fail to resist the attack of Type II adversary, then they developed a corresponding improved CLS
scheme. Recently, many other CLS schemes without bilinear pairings were put forward to enhance the proposed
system performance [8,20,25]. However, Karati et al. [12]
showed that most existing CLS schemes were based on
map-to-point hash functions, which led to great challenges
of the computing capacity and system expansion performance in the practical applications. The proposal in the
literature [12] avoided the map-to-point hash function and
the formal security proof was defined in the random oracle model. However, Zhang et al. [29] demonstrated the
scheme [12] still suffered from the security defects.
Besides the system performance, the revocation of a
user is also a considerable issue in the CLS scheme. The
original revocation technique was that KGC periodically
updated some private keys for users. However, the new
key must be transmitted to the user through a secret channel. In the literature [1], the authors introduced an initial
revocation solution. The KGC updated private keys for
users who was not revoked, which inevitably needed more
calculation. The scheme relied on the secure channel and
could not ensure the security and efficiency requirements
for IoT lightweight devices. In 2016, Sun et al. [22] provided an effective revocable CLS scheme without bilinear
pairings. Unfortunately, the attack modes in the literature [3] indicated that the scheme [22] was not secure in
resisting Type I and Type II adversaries. The design in
the literature [5] first suggested to apply cloud computing to the CLS scheme, the authors promoted a revocable
certificateless signature scheme. It concluded that cloud
services played a critical role in lightweight applications.
In the past few years, with the improvement of CLS
schemes, many research efforts had paid more attention
to apply CLS algorithms to various IoT application environments thanks to the characteristics of certificate-free
and escrow-free. In 2015, Tsai et al. [23] designed a certificateless short signature scheme. The proposal was secure
against the attacks of Type I and Type II adversaries, and
could be applied to the lightweight devices which had limited storage capacity. A paring-free CLS scheme [7] was
introduced for healthcare wireless medical senor networks,
and the authors also presented an aggregation technique
to reduce the computational complexity. Other schemes
in the literatures [6, 13], the secure protocols were deployed under the various IoT environments.

As we know, IoT equipment communication involves
the cooperation between multiple peer-to-peer entities.
Besides, there are still intermediate operators, which lead
to the limitations of high operating cost, low execution efficiency, and poor expansion performance for the system.
Blockchain, as a cryptocurrency mechanism, is available
for the operating costs, security and privacy issues with
the features of distributed and tamper-proof. Moreover,
it supports massive devices expansion in IoT. In 2016,
Christidis et al. [4] discussed the role of the blockchain
and showed several applications in the IoT environment.
Nevertheless, the authors did not provide a detailed solution. The most recent work [14], a distributed data
storage scheme based on the blockchain and certificateless cryptography was put forward. It gave an effective
protocol for the authentication of IoT equipment. The
design indicated that it was feasible for applying certificateless cryptosystem to blockchain technology.
Above all, our proposed protocol benefits from the
paring-free revocable CLS algorithm with blockchain.
And it does not rely on a secure channel for the communication data. In addition, the scheme overcomes the
heavy computational burden with cloud computing for
IoT devices.

1.3

Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the background with the computational
complexity assumptions and the basic technology in our
scheme. Section 3 describes the system model and the
security model of our proposed system. Section 4 details
the presented revocable certificateless signature scheme.
Then we analyse the security and performance in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, Section 7 draws the
conclusion of this paper.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Computational
Assumption
Mathematical Definition

and

Definition 1. Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm (ECDL)
problem
Given an elliptic curve additive group G with prime order
q, and P is a generator of G. The ECDL problem defines
that there is a point X ∈ G, where X = aP , given a ∈ Zq∗ ,
then it is computationally infeasible for every probabilistic
polynomial time (PPT) algorithm B to compute a with
non-negligible probability. The advantage ε of B in solving
the solution of the ECDL problem is considered as
|Pr[P, X ∈ G; a ← B (P, X) : X = aP ]| ≥ ε
Definition 2. Cryptographic hash function [12] denotes
that it is computationally infeasible for every PPT algorithm B to solve x from a given hashed value H(x). The
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advantage ε of B in working out another solution x′ is
formulated as


x ∈ R {0, 1} ′
Pr
x ← B(z), H(x′ ) = z ≥ ε
z ← H(x)

2.2

Blockchain

Blockchain was first described in a paper on bitcoin
written by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. Essentially, the
blockchain technique is a distributed ledger with decentralization, tamper resistance and traceability. And the
transaction data between two nodes is recorded in the
blockchain. In detail, a blockchain structure is shown in
Figure 1. It shows the elements of a block, and the relation between blocks. One block is composed of two parts:
The block header and block body. The block header involves a nonce, a timestamp, the hash value of the previous block, and the root hash. Moreover, the block body
mainly records the detailed transaction information and
transaction number of nodes. Specifically, two nodes on
the blockchain conduct transactions with the consensus
mechanism (e.g. PoW) and smart contracts. The transaction process between two nodes is shown in Figure 2.
Assume that a user A needs to transfer wallet for a merchant server B by the transaction TX , we define the current transaction TX (i) = {bodyi = (Hi , datai ), σi , ti },
where Hi denotes the hash value of the previous transaction, σi is a signature of payer A, datai represents some
information that stores in the block body bodyi , ti is a
valid timestamp in transaction. After inputting the signature σi , the merchant server B verifies the valid of σi
and outputs the verification results.
The implementation of blockchain can be applied to the
domains such as IoT, cloud computing, and big data, etc.
and blockchain technique has some good characteristics
that satisfies the requirements of security, storage of data
when the entities communicate with each other. The following describes some of the necessary features:
Decentralization: Record data as a distributed ledger
and support interoperability;
Immutable: The data recorded on the blockchain is
tamper-resistant;
Authentication: The nodes that are deployed and approved on the blockchain can access the blockchain
network.

3

System
Model

Model

and

Figure 1: The blockchain structure

Figure 2: The transaction process based on blockchain

Server (CS) and Merchant Server (MS). These entities
work as the nodes to implement consensus and mutual
supervision by consensus mechanism on the blockchain
through the Internet. The following are the details.
 Key generation center: KGC is responsible for
calculating the public key and the system master key.
Besides, it acts as the intermediate node and generates partial-private key for the user Ui .
 User: As a payer, Ui communicates with MS on the
blockchain, he first calculates the full private key and
public key after receiving the partial-private key from
KGC. Then he signs the transaction message using
the private key and sends the wallet information with
signature to MS.
 Merchant server: MS establishes a transaction
connection with Ui and performs a verification to
confirm the validity of the received transaction information. Once the deal is done, MS broadcasts the
transaction status into the blockchain.
 Cloud server: CS provides cloud computing services. It has a massive amount of computing power
and generates a time key for Ui when receiving the
Ui ’s revocation request.

Security
3.2

Security Model

In this subsection, we introduce the security model.
There are four different types adversaries in the proposed
As shown in Figure 3, the system model of the pre- scheme, namely Type I adversary ADV 1 , Type II adversented certificateless signature scheme consists of four en- sary ADV 2 , Type III adversary ADV 3 , and Type IV adtities: The user Ui , Key Generation Center (KGC), Cloud versary ADV 4 . The details as below.

3.1

The System Model
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⟨IDi , ski = (xi , Ri , Di ), pki , skc , pkc ⟩ into it, and returns pki to ADV 1 .
Extract-Partial-Private-Key : Upon receiving the
query with an identity IDi , C performs the ExtractPartial-Private-Key algorithm, then outputs the
partial private key to ADV 1 .
Set-Secret-Value: ADV 1 can make such a query with
the user’s identity IDi , then C returns the secret
value xi to ADV 1 .
Replace-Public-Key : Suppose that ADV 1 has the ability to replace the user’s public key pki with a new
random value pki′ .
Figure 3: The system model

Update-Time-Key : ADV 1 can ask the Update-TimeKey query with taking an identity IDi and a valid
time stamp ti as input, then C executes the UpdateTime-Key phase and returns a time key tki to ADV 1 .
1) Adversary ADV 1 is regarded as a dishonest user, and
it does not know the system master key, but has the
Sign: In this query, ADV 1 has the ability to request a
ability to replace the user’s public key with choosing
signature σ with inputting ⟨IDi , m, pki , ti ⟩, and then
a random value.
the challenger C outputs σ to ADV 1 by running the
Sign algorithm.
2) Adversary ADV 2 acts as a malicious-but-passive
KGC. It can hold the system master key and the
Forgery. Finally,
ADV 1
produces
a
tuple
user’s partial private key. ADV 2 can neither replace
⟨σ ′ , ID′ , m′ , pki′ , ti ⟩ and wins Game 1 once the
the public key nor extract the secret value of user.
following conditions are met:
3) Adversary ADV 3 simulates as a curious CS. We suppose that ADV 3 knows the time master key, partial
private keys and the secret values of other users besides the target user.

 Always outputs “valid” when verifies the given
⟨σ ′ , ID′ , m′ , pki′ , ti ⟩.
 The tuple ⟨ID′ , m′ , ti ⟩ has never been queried
to the Sign oracle.

4) Adversary ADV 4 models as a malicious revoked user
 ID′ has never been queried to the Extractwho can extract the partial private key and the secret
Partial-Private-Key oracle.
value of with a legal ID of the user, but cannot obtain
Definition 3. The proposed scheme is secure against
the user’s time key.
Type I adversary if there is not a PPT adversary ADV 1
Next, the security is defined with the following games who wins the Game 1 with non-negligible advantage ε.
between a challenger and an adversary.
Game 2: Let ADV 2 be a malicious but massive KGC.
Game 1: Let ADV 1 be a dishonest user.
Setup. The challenger C executes the Setup algorithm
Setup. A challenger C performs the Setup algorithm with
in an identical way as that in Game 1. Besides, C
inputting a secure parameter k, and obtains the sysreturns the master key s to the adversary ADV 2 .
tem master key s and the public parameters params.
Then C keeps s secretly and sends the params to Queries. In this phase, ADV 2 adaptively asks the following oracle queries with the similar way as that
ADV 1 .
in Game 1: Establish-Identity, Set-Secret-Value,
Update-Time-Key and Sign Queries.
Queries. In this phase, the adversary ADV 1 can adaptively ask the following oracle queries.
Forgery. Finally,
ADV 2
generates
a
tuple
′
′
′
′ ′
⟨σ
,
ID
,
m
,
pk
,
t
⟩
and
wins
Game
2
once
the
Establish-Identity : If ADV 1 does an Establish-Identity
i i
following
conditions
are
met:
query with a valid identity IDi , C first executes
the Extract-Partial-Private-Key algorithm to fetch
 Always outputs “valid” when verifies the given
the user’s partial private key, then performs the
tuple ⟨σ ′ , ID′ , m′ , pki′ , t′i ⟩.
Set-Secret-Value algorithm to generate the secret
 The tuple ⟨ID′ , m′ , t′i ⟩ has never been queried
value xi . In addition, C outputs the user’s pubto the Sign oracle.
lic key pki and CS’s private key skc and public key pkc by running the Generate Key algo ID′ has never been queried to the Set-Secretlist
rithm. After that, C creates a list L
and stores
Value oracle.
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Definition 4. The proposed scheme is secure against the
Type II adversary if there is not a PPT adversary ADV 2
who can win Game 2 with non-negligible advantage ε.

Table
Notation
Ui
MS
IDi
pski
(pki , ski )
tki
vki
ti
ts
te
(pks , sks )
(xc , pkc )

Game 3: Let ADV 3 be a curious CS.
Setup. C performs the setup phase in the similar way as
that in Game 1. After that, C outputs the system
master key s to ADV 3 .
Queries. In this phase, assume that the adversary ADV 3
can adaptively ask the following oracle queries in
the same way as that in Game 1: Establish-Identity,
Extract-Partial-Private-Key, Set-Secret-Value and
Sign Queries.
Forgery. The algorithm runs in an identical way as that
in Game 1.
Definition 5. The proposed scheme is secure against the
Type III adversary if there is not a PPT adversary ADV 3
who can win Game 3 with non-negligible advantage ε.

4.1

1: Notations in the scheme
Meaning
The user i.
The merchant server.
An identity of Ui .
The partial private key of IDi .
The key pair of IDi .
The time key of IDi .
The verification key of IDi .
The current timestamp.
The starting timestamp.
The ending timestamp.
The key pair of MS.
The key pair of cloud server.

Initialization

Step 1. The entities including KGC, CS, Ui , and MS
connect with each other on the blockchain network.
These entities are regarded as the nodes to finish a
Setup. A challenger C performs the setup algorithm in
transaction. In the initialization phase, the system
the similar process as that in Game 1.
initials the block at first, then runs the written smart
contract to generate two initialized empty lists for
Queries. In this phase, suppose that the adversary
Ui , called Alist and Rlist , the details of them are
ADV 4 has the ability to adaptively ask the following
described as below.
oracle queries in an identical way as that in Game 1:
Establish-Identity, Extract-Partial-Private-Key, Set1) The private address list Alist , which records the inSecret-Value, Update-Time-Key, Replace-Public-Key
formation about Ui ’s privacy address. In detail, the
and Sign Queries.
form of the list is defined as IDi ||H(IDi )||ski , where
IDi is a real identity of Ui , H(IDi ) is the hash value
Forgery. Finally,
ADV 4
returns
a
tuple
of IDi , and ski is the private key of Ui . Here, the
⟨σ ′ , ID′ , m′ , pki′ , t′i ⟩ and wins the Game 4 once
list Alist is kept by the Ui secretly.
the following conditions are met:
Game 4: Let ADV 4 be a malicious revoked user.

 Always outputs “valid” when verifies the given
tuple ⟨σ ′ , ID′ , m′ , pki′ , t′i ⟩ .
 The tuple ⟨ID′ , m′ , t′i ⟩ has never been queried
to the Sign oracle.
 The tuple ⟨ID′ , t′i ⟩ has never been queried to
the Update-Time-Key oracle.

Definition 6. The proposed scheme is secure against the
Type IV adversary if there is not a PPT adversary ADV 4
who can win Game 4 with non-negligible advantage ε.

4

The Proposed Revocable Certificateless Signature Scheme

2) The confirmation list Rlist , which stores the public
information of Ui . The system creates a new list Rlist
without doing anything to the previous address list
Alist . Concretely, the form of the list is described as
H(IDi )||pki ||vki ||tki ||ts ||te ||status, where pki is the
public key of Ui , vki is the Ui ’s verification key, tki is
the revoked user Ui ’s time key, and ti is the current
transaction request timestamp of Ui . Moreover, ts
denotes the transaction starting time, te logs the end
time of a transaction. There is a status recorded in
the blockchain, which represents a result of the transaction between two nodes. In addition, the information broadcasts in the blockchain and any nodes can
fetch the list Rlist .

Step 2. This setup algorithm is run by KGC. The following steps are executed to generate the system parameters and master key. Given a security parameter
This section details the presented scheme, as shown in
k and a large prime number q. KGC chooses an ellipFigure 4. The notations used in the scheme are defined
tic curve additive group G with order q, where P is a
in Table 1.
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Figure 4: The transaction details of our proposed scheme
full private key ski = ⟨xi , pski ⟩ = ⟨xi , Ri , Di ⟩. Thus,
generator of G. Then KGC sets s ∈ R Zq∗ as the sysUi has a key pair ⟨ski , pki , vki ⟩, where the verification
tem master key and computes Ppub = sP . After that,
KGC picks secure hash functions H0 , H1 , H2 , H3 and
key vki = βi is used for verifying. Afterwards, Ui
records the transaction key pair ⟨ski , pki ⟩ into the list
H4 , where H1 : {0, 1}∗ ×G2 ×{0, 1}∗ → Zq∗ , H2 : G →
Alist and stores the vki and pki into the list Rlist .
Zq∗ , H3 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × G × {0, 1}∗ → Zq∗ , and
∗
∗
∗
H4 : {0, 1} × G × Zq → Zq . Finally, KGC keeps s
Step 4. Update time key. In this phase, Ui obtains a
secretly and publishes the system public parameters
time key tki with the help of cloud computing. The
params = {G, k, q, P, Ppub , H0 , H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 }.
details proceed as follows.

4.2

Transaction

In this subsection, Ui and MS establish a transaction connection and finish a full communication. The details proceed as below.
Step 1. Request. The User Ui starts a transaction with
a request under an identity IDi and a timestamp ti .
Step 2. Extract partial private key. Upon receiving
the request from Ui , KGC first picks a value
ri ∈ R Zq∗ , and calculates Ri = ri P , h0 =
H0 (IDi , Ri , Ppub , ti ), Di = ri + sh0 , then sends the
results ⟨Ri , Di ⟩ to Ui . When Ui fetches ⟨Ri , Di ⟩,
he or she verifies the correctness by the equation
Di P − Ri = h0 Ppub . If it holds, Ui determines
pski = ⟨Ri , Di ⟩ as the partial private key, then Ui
finishes the confirmation process.
Step 3. KeyGen. Ui selects two integers xi , βi ∈ R Zq∗ ,
and sets xi as the secret value, then computes Xi =
xi P as the public key pki . To be specific, Ui issues the

1) When receiving a update request with the timestamp
ti and the hash value of an identity H1 (IDi ) from Ui ,
CS first examines the validity of H1 (IDi ) and the
timestamp ti by searching in the confirmation list
Rlist . If it matches, CS confirms that the identity of
Ui is legal. Then CS chooses a value yt ∈ R Zq∗ and
computes Y = yt P , h1 = H1 (IDi , pki , Y, ti ), and sets
di = xc + yt h1 − H2 (xc pki ). After that, CS returns
the tuple ⟨di , Y ⟩ to Ui .
2) Once Ui acquires the tuple from CS, he or she first
calculates tki = di + H2 (xi pkc ), then verifies the validity of tki by the formula tki P = pkc + h1 Y . If the
verification holds, Ui outputs a time key tki .
3) Ui records the time key tki into the list Rlist and
broadcasts it on the blockchain network.
Step 5. Wallet request. Ui keeps the corresponding
records into the two different lists, respectively. Afterwards, Ui sends a wallet request based on its verification key vki to MS. The details are given as below.
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1) Upon receiving the wallet request from Ui , MS sets a H2 (xc pki ), then returns ⟨d′i , Y ′ ⟩ to Ui . After that, Ui
value xs ∈ R Zq∗ as the private key and determinesas computes tki′ = d′i + H2 (xi pkc ), where the tki′ is a new
pks = xs P the public key. After that, MS returns time key for Ui .
the pks to Ui , thus the transaction key pair of MS is
⟨xs , pks ⟩.

5

2) Ui computes a wallet information wallet after knowing the pks of MS, where the results is wallet = (xi +
pks Di )βi−1 .
3) Then MS verifies the wallet information with βi by
the formula walletβi P − pki = pks (Ri + h0 Ppub ). If
it holds, MS accepts the wallet and agrees establish
the transaction connection with Ui .
Step 6. Sign. After the transaction connection has established between Ui and MS, the signature generation algorithm is executed by Ui to output a signature
σi on m, where m ∈ {0, 1}∗ . Ui does the following:

5.1

Consistency

1) Partial private key: The following Equation (1) holds
when the user Ui ’s partial private key achieves consistency.
Di P = (ri +sh0 )P = ri P +sh0 P = Ri +h0 Ppub (1)
2) Time key: The following Equation (2) holds when
the user Ui ’s time key achieves consistency.
tki P = (di + H2 (xc pki ))P
= (xc + yt h1 − H2 (xc pki ) + H2 (xi pkc ))P

1) Ui picks an integer α ∈ R Zq∗ , and computes
Q = α−1 P , h3 = H3 (IDi , m, tki , ti ), and h4 =
H4 (IDi , Ri , h3 ).

= (xc + yt h1 − H2 (xc xi P ) + H2 (xi xc P ))P (2)
= (xc + yt h1 )P
= pkc + h1 Y

2) Calculates S = α (h3 xi + h4 Di + tki ).
3) Finally, Ui generates the signature σi = ⟨S, Q, Y, Ri ⟩,
then returns the full transaction information
⟨wallet, σi , m⟩ to MS.

Security Analysis

3) Signature: The following Equation (3) holds when
the signature σi achieves consistency:
QS = (α−1 P ) (α (h3 xi + Di h4 + tki ))

Step 7. Verify. When MS receives the full transaction
message ⟨wallet, σi , m⟩ from Ui , MS checks the validity of ⟨σi , m⟩ by the following equation:

= P (h3 xi + Di h4 + tki )
= h3 pki + h4 (Ri + h0 Ppub ) + tki P

(3)

= h3 pki + h4 (Ri + h0 Ppub ) + pkc + h1 Y
?

QS = h3 pki + h4 (Ri + h0 Ppub ) + pkc + h1 Y

5.2

Security Proof

Once the verification holds, MS outputs the results
The security proof shows the proposed revocable cer“success” as the status and produces a corresponding
tificateless signature scheme is secure under the secutimestamp te denoting the finish and accepts the transrity model, where satisfies secure under the existenaction wallet, otherwise, outputs “f ailure”.
tial unforgeability against adaptive chosen message attacks (EUF-CMA). We define four different theorems to
4.3 Revocation
prove the scheme satisfies unforgeability. The details are
Finally, MS broadcasts the status of the transaction re- described as follows.
sults (“success” or “f ailure”) to the blockchain network,
then Ui records the transaction status and te into the
public list Rlist . Thus, each nodes can fetch the recorded
data. Afterwards, there are two lists called Alist and Rlist
to record the privacy information and public information
on the blockchain, respectively. When Ui requests a revocation with a current timestamp t′i and the hash value of
an identity H1 (IDi ) to CS, CS first searches the Rlist and
checks the validity of the time key by the received timestamp t′i , if it satisfies t′i ∈ (ts , te ), namely t′i is beyond
the scope of the recorded transaction start time ts and
the end time te , then the time key tki is legal. Otherwise,
CS issues a new time key for Ui to perform the revocation
algorithm. The details proceed as follows.
CS picks an integer yt′ ∈ R Zq∗ and calculates Y ′ =
′
yt P , h′1 = H1 (IDi , pki , Y ′ , t′i ), and sets d′i = xc + yt′ h′1 −

Theorem 1. (Type I adversary security). If an adversary ADV 1 can break our scheme in a polynomial time in
the random oracle model with a non-negligible advantage
ε after making at most qH0 queries to the random oracle H0 , qEK queries to the Extract-Partial-Private-KeyExtract oracle and qS queries to the Sign oracle, then we
can establish an algorithm F that uses ADV 1 as a black
box to solve the ECDL problem with a probability:



1
qH0 qEK + qS
′
ε
ε ≥ 1−
q
qH0
Proof. Let the algorithm F be an effective algorithm
for ECDL problem, given an ECDL random instance
(P, aP ) ∈ G, then the goal of F is to calculate a solution
a. We define the adversary ADV 1 can forge a signature σ,
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then F uses ADV 1 as a subroutine to solve ECDL prob- KeyGen Query : F maintains a list Llist = ⟨IDi , ski =
lem. Meanwhile, F performs as a challenger in Game 1.
(xi , Ri , Di ), pki , ti , h0 ⟩, upon receiving a KeyGen
Now, the adversary ADV 1 interacts with the challenger
query, F returns the user’s full private key
F by performing the following steps.
ski = (xi , Ri , Di ) to ADV 1 . Moreover, F computes Xi = xi P and determines the user’ public key
Setup. F first selects a challenged identity IDi . Morepki = Xi .
over, F takes an element s ∈ R Zq∗ and computes
Ppub = sP , then outputs the system public parame- Replace-Public-Key Query : Suppose that ADV 1
asks a Replace-Public-Key query with the tuple (
ters params = {G, k, q, P, Ppub , H0 , H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 }
IDi , pk ′ ), F acts as below.
to ADV 1 .
Queries. In this phase, the challenger F creates the
list
list
lists Llist , H0list , Llist
sv , Lppk , Lutk which are initially
empty. When adversary ADV 1 does queries, F returns the corresponding response results.

1) Fetches the tuple ⟨IDi , ski = (xi , Ri , Di ), pki , ti , h0 ⟩
from Llist .
2) Let pki = pk ′ , xi = ⊥.

3) Updates
the
corresponding
tuple
⟨IDi , ski =
(xi , Ri , Di ), pki , ti , h0 ⟩ based on
Establish-Identity Query : When ADV 1 does such a
the above record.
query with an identity IDi , the challenger F first
checks if the tuple ⟨IDi , xi , Ri , Di , pki , ti , h0 ⟩ is in the
list
list Llist . If so, F returns pki to ADV 1 directly. Oth- Update-Time-Key Query : F maintains a list Lutk ,
when ADV 1 makes an Update-Time-Key query with
erwise, F performs as below.
the IDi and a timestamp ti , F executes the following
algorithms.
′
 If ID ̸= ID , then F chooses two values
i

i

ri , h0 ∈ R Zq∗ , computes Ri = ri P and sets
H0 (IDi , Ri , Ppub , ti ) = h0 , then determines Di =
ri + sh0 .

2) Chooses h1 ∈ R Zq∗ and sets h1 = H1 (IDi , pki , Y, ti ).

 Otherwise, F picks a value h0 ∈ R Zq∗ , sets Ri = aP ,
H0 (IDi , Ri , Ppub , ti ) = h0 , then determines Di = ⊥.

3) Sets di = xc + yt h1 − H1 (xc pki ) and tki = di +
H2 (xi pkc ).

After that, F sends pki to ADV 1 and stores the tuple
⟨IDi , ski = (xi , Ri , Di ), pki , ti , h0 ⟩ into the list Llist .

4) Adds the tuple (IDi , Y, pkc , ti , tki , h1 ) into the list
Llist
utk and returns (tki , Y ) to ADV 1 , where the user’s
time key is tki .

1) Picks a value yt ∈ R Zq∗ and calculates Y = yt P .

H0 Query : Upon
receiving
⟨IDi , Ri , Ppub , ti , h0 ⟩ Sign Query : The adversary ADV does a Sign query
1
from ADV 1 , F first checks if the tuple
with
⟨ID
,
m
,
t
⟩,
F
proceeds
the
following.
i
i
i
⟨IDi , Ri , Ppub , ti , h0 ⟩ is in the list H0list . If so,
 If IDi ̸= IDi′ , F runs the Sign algorithm to fetch a
F returns h0 to ADV 1 directly. Otherwise, F
∗
signature σi and sends it to ADV 1 .
randomly chooses a value h0 ∈ R Zq and adds the
tuple to the list H0list . Then it outputs h0 to ADV 1 .
 If IDi = IDi′ , F picks the values Qi , h3 , h4 ∈ R Zq∗ ,
and computes Qi Si = h3 pki + h4 (Ri + h0 Ppub ) +
Set-Secret-Value Query : When the challenger F retki P , then sets h3 = h3 (IDi , mi , tki , ti ), h4 =
ceives such a query with identity IDi , F responds as
h
4 (IDi , Ri , h3 ). Besides, F outputs the signature
follows.
σi = (Si , Qi , Yi , Ri ) to ADV 1 .
 If IDi ̸= IDi′ , F picks xi ∈ R Zq∗ and returns xi to Forgery. Finally, ADV outputs a legal signature pairs
1
ADV 1 . Then F stores xi into the list Llist
sv .
⟨ID, m, σ⟩ under an identity ID∗ . By using the forking lemma, F replies ADV 1 with the same random
 Otherwise, F aborts.
oracle. Here, ADV 1 can generate the different forged
signature pairs ⟨ID∗ , m∗i , σi∗ = (Si∗ , Q∗i , Yi∗ , Ri∗ )⟩ and
Extract-Partial-Private-Key Query : ADV 1 does
⟨ID∗ , m∗i , σi′ = (Si′ , Q∗i , Yi∗ , Ri∗ )⟩. Therefore, we obthis query with a created identity IDi , F first checks
tain
Equation (4) and Equation (5) as follows.
if the tuple ⟨ID , R , D , t ⟩ in the list Llist . If so,
i

i

i

i

ppk

F returns the corresponding ⟨Ri , Di ⟩ to ADV 1 .
Otherwise, F performs as following.

Q∗i Si∗ = h∗3 pki∗ + h∗4 (Ri∗ + h∗0 Ppub ) + h∗1 Yi∗ + pkc∗

(4)

Q∗i Si′ = h∗3 pki∗ + h′4 (Ri∗ + h∗0 Ppub ) + h∗1 Yi∗ + pkc∗

(5)

 If IDi ̸= IDi′ , then the challenger F recovers the Here, Q∗i = α−1 P , Ri∗ = aP , Ppub = sP and h∗4 ̸= h′4 , the
tuple ⟨IDi , ski = (xi , Ri , Di ), pki , ti , h0 ⟩ from Llist
ppk above equations are not linearly related to each other,
and outputs ⟨Ri , Di ⟩ to ADV 1 .
then there is the Equation (6).
 Otherwise, F aborts.

(Si∗ − Si′ )α−1 = (h∗4 − h′4 )(a + sh∗0 )

(6)
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Thus, F can compute the value of a by the following Proof. Let the algorithm F be an effective algorithm
Equation (7).
for ECDL problem, given an ECDL random instance
(P, aP ) ∈ G, then the goal of F is to calculate a solution
Si∗ − Si′
∗
a=
− sh0
(7) a. We define the adversary ADV 2 can forge a signature σ,
α (h∗4 − h′4 )
then F uses ADV 2 as a subroutine to solve ECDL problem. Meanwhile, F performs as a challenger in Game 2.
where a is the solution of the challenging ECDL instance. Now, the adversary ADV interacts with the challenger
2
Advantage: Let’s analyze whether F can solve the F by performing the following steps.
ECDL problem with the probability not less than ε′ . Setup. F selects a challenged identity ID . Then,
i
F succeeds in the game when the following events E1
F takes a value s ∈ R Zq∗ as the system master
and E2 do not happen, but E3 happens.
key and calculates Ppub = sP , sets params =
{G, k, q, P, Ppub , H0 , H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 } to ADV 2 , then
 E1 : The adversary ADV 1 asks an Extract-Partialoutputs the system parameters params and s to
Private-Key query under an identity ID∗ .
ADV 2 .
∗
∗
 E2 : ADV 1 returns a message-signature pair (mi , σi ) Queries. In this phase, the challenger F creates the
for an identity ID∗ ̸= IDi in the Forgery phase.
lists Llist , H list , Llist , Llist , Llist which are initially
0

 E3 : σi∗ is a valid forged signature on (ID∗ , m∗i ).

sv

ppk

utk

empty. When adversary ADV 2 does queries, F returns the corresponding response results.

Then, the successful probability that F breaches the Establish-Identity Query : When ADV does such a
2
ECDL instance in Game 1 is defined as below:
query with an identity IDi , the challenger F first
checks if the tuple ⟨IDi , xi , Ri , Di , pki , ti , h0 ⟩ is in the
Pr[¬E1 ∧ ¬E2 ∧ E3 ]
list Llist . If so, F returns pki to ADV 2 directly. Oth= P r[¬E1 ] · P r[¬E2 |¬E1 ] · Pr[E3 |¬E1 ∧ ¬E2 ]
erwise, F performs as below.
Since,

qEK 
q
qH
1 S
1− 0
· 1−
q
q
1
Pr[¬E2 |¬E1 ] ≥
qH0
Pr[E3 |¬E1 ∧ ¬E2 ] = ε

Pr[¬E1 ] ≥

 If IDi ̸= IDi′ , F chooses a random value xi ∈ R Zq∗ ,
and returns pki = xi P .
 Otherwise, sets pki = aP .

Besides, F sends pki to ADV 2 and adds
⟨IDi , ski = (xi , Ri , Di ), pki , ti , h0 ⟩ into Llist .

the

H0 Query, Set-Secret-Value Query, UpdateTime-Key Query and Sign Query : ADV 2
Thus, F has the overall advantage of breaking ECDL
makes
these queries in a similar way as them in the
problem:
Theorem 1.
ε′ = Pr[¬E1 ] · P r[¬E2 |¬E1 ] · Pr[E3 |¬E1 ∧ ¬E2 ]
Forgery. Finally, ADV 2 outputs a valid signature

q

q 

qH0 EK
1 S
1
pairs ⟨ID∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ⟩ under an identity ID∗ .
≥ 1−
· 1−
ε
By using the forking lemma, F replies ADV 2
q
q
q H0



with
the same random oracle.
Here, ADV 2
qH qEK + qS
1
ε
≥ 1− 0
can generate the two different forged signature
q
qH0
pairs ⟨ID∗ , m∗i , σi∗ =
(Si∗ , Q∗i , Yi∗ , Ri∗ )⟩ and
∗
∗
′
′
∗
∗
∗
,
m
⟨ID
,
σ
=
(S
,
Q
,
Y
,
R
Finally, F solves the ECDL problem with the probability
i
i
i
i
i
i )⟩. Therefore, we can
obtain
the
Equation
(8)
and
Equation
(9) as below.



1
q
q
+
q
H
EK
S
ε′ ≥ 1 − 0
ε
Q∗i Si∗ = h∗3 pki∗ + h∗4 (Ri∗ + h∗0 Ppub ) + h∗1 Yi∗ + pkc∗ (8)
q
q H0
Q∗i Si′ = h′3 pki∗ + h∗4 (Ri∗ + h∗0 Ppub ) + h∗1 Yi∗ + pkc∗ (9)
Theorem 2. (Type II adversary security) If an adversary
Here, h∗3 ̸= h′3 , Q∗i = α−1 P , pki∗ = aP . Thus, F can
ADV 2 can break our scheme in a polynomial time in the
obtain the solution a under the ECDL problem by the
random oracle model with a non-negligible advantage ε
Equation (10).
after making at most qH0 queries to the random oracle H0 ,
qSV queries to the Set-Secret-Value oracle and qS queries
Si∗ − Si′
− sh∗0
(10)
a=
to the Sign oracle, then we can establish an algorithm F
α (h∗3 − h′3 )
that uses ADV 2 as a black box to solve the ECDL problem
Advantage: Let’s analyze whether F can solve the
with a probability:
ECDL problem with the probability not less than ε′ .



F succeeds in the game when the following events E1
1
qH qSV + qS
ε′ ≥ 1 − 0
ε
and E2 do not happen, but E3 happens.
q
qH0
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 E1 : ADV 2 asks the Set-Secret-Value query under an
identity ID∗ .
 E2 : ADV 2 returns a message-signature pair (m∗i , σi∗ )
for an identity ID∗ ̸= IDi in the Forgery phase.
 E3 : σi∗ is a valid forged signature on (ID∗ , m∗i ).

From the simulation, We have
q

q

1 S
qH0 SV
· 1−
Pr[¬E1 ] ≥ 1 −
q
q
1
Pr[¬E2 |¬E1 ] ≥
qH0
Pr[E3 |¬E1 ∧ ¬E2 ] = ε

 If IDi ̸= IDi′ , then F selects ri , h0 ∈ R Zq∗ , computes
Ri = ri P , H0 (IDi , Ri , Ppub , ti ) = h0 , then calculates
Di = ri + sh0 .
 Otherwise, F picks a value h0 ∈ R Zq∗ , sets Ri = aP ,
H0 (IDi , Ri , Ppub , ti ) = h0 , then determines Di = ⊥.

After that, F picks xi ∈ R Zq∗ and determines pki = xi P
as the public key, then sends pki to ADV 3 . Finally, F
stores the tuple ⟨IDi , ski = (xi , Ri , Di ), pki , ti , h0 ⟩ into
the list Llist .
H0 Query, Set-Secret-Value Query, ExtractPartial-Private-Key Query and Sign Query:
ADV 3 asks the queries in a similar way as them in
Theorem 1.

Thus, F has the overall advantage of breaking ECDL
Forgery. Finally, ADV 3 fetches a legal signaproblem:
ture pairs ⟨ID∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ⟩ with an identity
′
ID∗ .
By using the forking lemma, F replies
ε = Pr[¬E1 ] · P r[¬E2 |¬E1 ] · Pr[E3 |¬E1 ∧ ¬E2 ]



ADV 3 with the same random oracle.
Here,
1
qH0 qSV + qS
ADV
generates
two
different
forged
signature
ε
≥ 1−
3
q
qH0
pairs ⟨ID∗ , m∗i , σi∗ =
(Si∗ , Q∗i , Yi∗ , Ri∗ )⟩ and
∗
∗
′
′
∗
∗
∗
⟨ID
,
m
,
σ
=
(S
,
Q
,
Y
,
R
i
i
i
i
i
i )⟩.
Finally, F solves the ECDL problem with the probability
ε′ ≥




qH qSV + qS
1
1− 0
ε
q
qH0

Theorem 3. (Type III adversary security) If an adversary ADV 3 can break our scheme in a polynomial time
in the random oracle model with a non-negligible advantage ε after making at most qH0 queries to the random
oracle H0 and qS queries to the Sign oracle, then we can
establish an algorithm F that uses ADV 3 as a black box
to solve the ECDL problem with a probability:



qS
1
′
ε
ε ≥ 1−
q
q H0

Thus, there are the following Equation (11) and Equation (12).
Q∗i Si∗ = h∗3 pki∗ + h∗4 (Ri∗ + h∗0 Ppub ) + h∗1 Yi∗ + pkc∗ (11)
Q∗i Si′ = h∗3 pki∗ + h′4 (Ri∗ + h∗0 Ppub ) + h∗1 Yi∗ + pkc∗
Q∗i

−1

Ri∗

(12)

h∗4

Here,
= α P,
= aP , Ppub = sP and
̸= h′4 ,
thus, from the above equations, we can solve the solution
a of the challenging ECDL problem, where a = (Si∗ −
Si′ )/α (h∗4 − h′4 ) − sh∗0 .

Advantage: Let’s analyze whether F can solve the
ECDL problem with the probability not less than ε′ .
Using the similar method as we used to analyze the
successful probability in Theorem 1, we can obtain
Proof. Let the algorithm F be an effective algorithm
that the successful probability that F breaches the
for ECDL problem, given an ECDL random instance
ECDL instance in Game 3 is defined as below:
(P, aP ) ∈ G, then the goal of F is to calculate a solution
a. We define the adversary ADV 3 can forge a signature σ,
ε′ = Pr[¬E1 ] · P r[¬E2 |¬E1 ] · Pr[E3 |¬E1 ∧ ¬E2 ]
then F uses ADV 3 as a subroutine to solve ECDL prob


1
qS
lem. Meanwhile, F performs as a challenger in Game 3.
ε
≥ 1−
q
q H0
Now, the adversary ADV 3 interacts with the challenger
F by performing the following steps.
Finally, F solves the ECDL problem with the probability
Setup. In this algorithm, F first randomly selects a



qS
1
′
challenged identity IDi . Moreover, F takes an elε ≥ 1−
ε
q
qH0
ement s ∈ R Zq∗ and computes Ppub = sP , then
outputs the system public parameters params =
Theorem 4. (Type IV adversary security) If an adver{G, k, q, P, Ppub , H0 , H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 } to ADV 3 .
sary ADV 4 can break our scheme in a polynomial time in
the random oracle model with a non-negligible advantage
Queries.
ε after making at most qH0 queries to the random oraEstablish-Identity Query : When ADV 3 does such a cle H0 , then we can establish an algorithm F that uses
query with an identity IDi , the challenger F first ADV 4 as a black box to solve the ECDL problem with a
checks if the tuple ⟨IDi , xi , Ri , Di , pki , ti , h0 ⟩ is in the probability:


list Llist . If so, F returns pki to ADV 3 directly. Oth1
′
ε ≥
ε
erwise, F performs as below.
qH0
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Proof. Let the algorithm F be an effective algorithm
for ECDL problem, given an ECDL random instance
(P, aP ) ∈ G, then the goal of F is to calculate a solution
a. We define the adversary ADV 4 can forge a signature σ,
then F uses ADV 4 as a subroutine to solve ECDL problem. Meanwhile, F performs as a challenger in Game 4.
Now, the adversary ADV 4 interacts with the challenger
F by performing the following steps.

Here, Q∗i = α−1 P , Yi∗ = aP and h∗1 ̸= h′1 , thus, from
the above equations, we can solve the solution a of the
challenging ECDL problem, where the result a = (Si∗ −
Si′ )/α (h∗1 − h′1 ).

Advantage: Let’s analyze whether F can solve the
ECDL problem with the probability not less than ε.
Using the similar method as we used to analyze the
successful probability in Theorem 1, we can obtain
that the successful probability that F breaches the
Setup. F runs this algorithm in a same way as that in
ECDL instance in Game 4 is defined as below:
Theorem 1.


1
Queries.
ε
ε′ = Pr[E1 ] · Pr[E2 |E1 ] · Pr[E3 |E1 ∧ E2 ] ≥
q H0
Establish-Identity Query: When ADV 4 does such a
query with an identity IDi , the challenger F Finally,
 Fsolves the ECDL problem with the probability
first checks if the tuple ⟨IDi , xi , Ri , Di , pki , ti , h0 ⟩ ε′ ≥ 1 ε.
qH0
is in the list Llist .
If so, F returns pki to
From the above theorems, we can conclude that the
ADV 4 directly. Otherwise, F chooses two valchallenger F works out a solution a of ECDL problem, it
ues ri , h0 ∈ R Zq∗ , computes Ri = ri P , sets
is contradictory to the assumption of solving the ECDL
H0 (IDi , Ri , Ppub , ti ) = h0 and determines Di =
problem. Therefore, the proposed scheme has the security
ri + sh0 . After that,mF sends pki to ADV 4 and
properties of resisting forgery attacks.
stores the tuple ⟨IDi , ski = (xi , Ri , Di ), pki , ti , h0 ⟩
list
into the list L .
Theorem 5. Anonymity. Our proposed scheme has the
property of anonymity.
H0 Query, Set-Secret-Value Query, ExtractWhen the user Ui performs a request of updating time
Partial-Private-Key Query and ReplacePublic-Key Query: ADV 4 asks these queries in key, the communication between Ui and CS is based on
researching the hash value of the identity IDi , that is
an identical way as them in Theorem 1.
H (IDi ). Obviously, CS can only query the hash value
Update-Time-Key Query : F maintains a list Llist
utk , of an identity, based on the irreversibility and collision
when ADV 4 makes an Update-Time-Key query with constraint of the hash function, the user U ’s real identity
i
the IDi and a timestamp ti , F executes the following ID cannot be directly obtained by the attacker. Therei
algorithms.
fore, at the process that the cloud server calculates a time
 If IDi ̸= IDi′ , F picks the value yt , h1 ∈ R Zq∗ , com- key for Ui , even in an insecure channel, the adversary
addition, the
putes Y = yt P , and sets H1 (IDi , pki , Y, ti ) = h1 , cannot break the Ui ’s identity from di . In list
user
only
broadcasts
the
confirmation
list
R
for public
then determines di = xc + yt h1 − H1 (xc pki ) and
verification
the
transaction
information
and
the
validity
tki = di + H2 (xi pkc ).
of the time key in the transaction system based on the
 Otherwise, F selects a random value h1 ∈ R Zq∗ , sets blockchain network, thus still cannot determine the idenY = aP , H1 (IDi , pki , Y, ti ) = h1 and determines tity IDi on the condition that the Rlist can only query
the hash value.
tki = ⊥.
Furthermore, F inserts the tuple (IDi , Y, pkc , ti , tki , h1 )
into the list Llist
utk and returns (tki , Y ) to ADV 4 , where
the user’s time key is tki .

6

Performance Analysis

We make a performance comparison among our proposed
Sign Query : ADV 4 asks the sign query in an identical scheme and other relevant schemes in terms of the comway as that in Theorem 1.
putational cost, experimental results, and secure features.
Forgery. Finally, ADV 4 outputs a legal signature The notations for cryptographic operations used in the
pairs ⟨ID∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ⟩ with an identity ID∗ .
By scheme are shown in Table 2.
Here, the evaluations were run on a personal computer
using the forking lemma, F replies ADV 4
that
the configuration is Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-5200U
with the same random oracle.
Here, ADV 4
CPU
@2.20GHZ, 8GB RAM and Windows 10 operating
can generate two different forged signature
system.
The codes are written in Ubuntu 16.04 LTS op∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
pairs ⟨ID , mi , σi
=
(Si , Qi , Yi , Ri )⟩ and
erating
system.
The experiment results are calculated by
∗
∗
′
′
∗
∗
∗
⟨ID , mi , σi = (Si , Qi , Yi , Ri )⟩.
using
C
programming
languages with the popular PBC
Thus, we can calculate the following Equation (13).
library [18]. For the paring-based schemes, we consider
 ∗ ∗
2
3
Qi Si = h∗3 pki∗ + h∗4 (Ri∗ + h∗0 Ppub ) + h∗1 Yi∗ + pkc∗ a super-singular elliptic curve Type A curve y = x + x
∗ ′
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
′ ∗
∗ (13)
Qi Si = h3 pki + h4 (Ri + h0 Ppub ) + h1 Yi + pkc with 512 bits group and the embedding degree is set as 2,
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Table 2: The notations and execution time in our scheme
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

time
time
time
time
time
time
time

of
of
of
of
of
of
of

a bilinear paring
an exponentiation
a map-point hash function
a scalar multiplication of ECC
a point addition of ECC
a scalar multiplication
a point addition

Table 3: The execution time of each operation (ms)
Tbp
9.852

Te
6.468

TH
5.696

Tsm
0.442

Ta
0.002

Tpsm
3.368

Tpa
0.009

100
Sign
Verification
Total

80

Execution Time(ms)

Tbp
Te
TH
Tsm
Ta
Tpsm
Tpa

60

40

20

0
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[23]
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Figure 5: Computation overhead comparison

which can reach the equal security level as 1024 bits RSA.
For the ECC-based schemes, we consider the ECC group
on the Koblitz elliptic curve y 2 = x3 + ax + b defined on a
finite field F2163 , where the value of a is 1, b is a random
prime number with 163 bits. As shown in Table 3, we
calculate the execution time of each operation.
To demonstrate the computation cost comparison in
the schemes, we show the performance comparison results of the total computation cost, as shown in Table 4.
In the the sign phase, the computation cost requires 1Tsm ,
the verification phase requires 4Tsm + 4Tadd , and the total process cost requires 5Tsm + 4Tadd = 2.218ms. It
clearly shows that the improvement in the total computation coat of our proposal in percentage over the scheme [2]
is nearly 91.152−2.218
× 100% ≈ 97.5%, similarly, over the
91.152
scheme [21] is about 95.2%, over the scheme [25] is about
28.5%, over the scheme [12] is almost 94.7%, over the
scheme [29] is nearly 90.5% and over the scheme [23] is
nearly 88.9%. Furthermore, we give a comparison through
the bar graph to indicate the execution time of various
phases in the schemes, as shown in Figure 5.
SpecifTable 4: Computation cost comparison
Schemes
[2]
[21]
[25]
[12]
[29]
[23]
Ours

Total cost
(ms)
4Tbp + 8Te ≈ 91.15
5Tsm + 3Tbp ≈ 46.40
7Tsm + 5Tadd ≈ 3.10
1Tbp + 5Te ≈ 37.757
4Tsm + 1Tbp + 3Tadd ≈ 23.40
3Tsm + 1Tbp + 2Tadd ≈ 20.01
5Tsm + 4Tadd ≈ 2.21

Improve
(%)
97.5%
95.2%
28.5%
94.7%
90.5%
88.9%
—

of computations is linearly increasing. In addition, we
also compare the total running time of algorithm with
the schemes [2, 12, 21, 23, 25, 29], as shown in Figure 8.
Obviously, the schemes [2, 12, 21] use bilinear pairing operation in the verification phase, which leads to more running time each time than our presented scheme.
Therefore, as shown in the above comparison, the results demonstrate that our proposal requires less execution time than other related schemes. Also, as the number
of calculations increases, it is obvious that our scheme reduces the computational overhead and is more suitable
for the multiple IoT devices communication.
Besides, in Table 5, we present the properties comparison at the aspect of “Public Key Replacement”, “KGC
Impersonation”, “Revocation” and “Security Assumption”, respectively. Here, “yes” represents the schemes
is secure against the attacks in public key replacement
and KGC impersonation, “no” states the schemes cannot against the attacks, the symbol “×” shows that the
character we define is not fulfilled and the symbol “✓”
indicates that the scheme satisfies the features we define.
Specifically, we can see that the studies [12] and [23] are
not secure to resist the public key replacement attack and
the KGC impersonation attack. The schemes [2,12,21,29]
and [23] are implemented without the revocation process.
Fortunately, our proposal provides the security to against
the public key replacement adversary and the KGC impersonation adversary, moreover, it is also secure against
the Type III adversary and Type IV adversary defined in
the security model. In addition, there is the revocation
process in our presented scheme.
In summary, our proposal is secure under the ECDL
assumption and requires lower computation cost than the
relevant schemes.

ically, in our scheme, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the 7
Conclusion
relationship between the running time and the number
of computations in the verification and signature algo- Blockchain technology plays a significant role in the
rithm, respectively. The results indicates the relation- IoT lightweight application communication environment.
ship between running time of each phase and the number This paper designs a secure revocable CLS scheme with-
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Table 5: Comparison of E-voting schemes in requirement
Sceheme Public Key Replacement KGC Impersonation Revocation Security Assumption
[2]
yes
yes
✓
CDH
[21]
yes
yes
×
CDH
[25]
yes
yes
✓
ECDL
[12]
no
no
×
BSDH&EBSDH∗
[29]
yes
yes
×
SDH
[23]
no
no
×
k-CAA∗∗
Ours
yes
yes
✓
ECDL
∗
BSDH: Bilinear Strong Diffie-Hellman problem; EBSDH: Extended BSDH problem
∗∗
k-CAA: Collusion attack algorithm with k traitors

out the bilinear pairings based on the blockchain network.
On the one hand, the proposed scheme goes through a
transaction without a traditional third-party platform,
and we store two address lists on the blockchain to complete public verification and key management. On the
other hand, the proposal efficiently updates the time key
with the outsourcing cloud server during the revocation
process. In conclusion, our security and performance
analysis demonstrate that the presented solution is provably secure under an ECDL problem, while providing high
execution efficiency in lightweight devices.
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Abstract
Existing machine learning classifiers to detect mutants
of injection attacks against web-based applications are
gradually becoming ineffective. This paper proposes an
algorithm that integrates a matrix learning loss term to
the original neural network’s objective function. The new
loss serves as a regularization term that projects traffic
data into a Euclidean space where distance can be directly used to measure the similarity of genuine traffic
and malicious traffic and bring similar traffics close together and push dissimilar traffic far away from their
false classes. Furthermore, we propose a projected gradient descent noise introduced into the training phase to
produce a more generalized classifier. The experimental
results on the CIC-IDS2018 dataset show that training
neural network classifier with matrix learning loss term
and introducing our projected gradient descent noise into
the machine learning training phase proves to be more
robust in detecting tiny mutants of existing injection attacks.
Keywords: Adversarial Detection; Adversarial Training;
Doc2vec; Injection Attacks; Metric Learning

1

crafted by adding tiny perturbations △x to the original x0 that forces a particular machine learning or neural network classifier (F ) to falsely label malicious traffic
into false class (F (x∗ ) ̸= y) and the amount of perturbation is maximized (max||x∗ − x||p s.t F (x∗ ) ̸= y),
where || · ||p is the Lp (i.e. L1 , L2 or L∞ ) norm defining the amount of perturbation. Researchers have shown
that these transformations are effective in the physical
world [8, 15, 17, 24, 30]. More specifically, considering the
vulnerability of machine learning or neural network, an
attacker can make twist to the inputs of most classifiers
and cause Web-based intrusion detection systems to behaved abnormally by designing these adversarial traffics.

Introduction

Studies have shown that tiny mutants of existing attacks
are misclassified by machine learning or neural network
classifiers classifiers [3,4,6,7,9,15,18,19,24]. This issue is
more challenging in Web-based applications where there
is frequent and evolving attacks such as structured query
language injection (SQLi) and cross-site scripting (XSS)
attacks [23]. The bottom layer in Figure 1, illustrates
how mutants of injection attack samples make machine
learning or neural network-based intrusion detection system vulnerable.
Given a Testing Data x0 ∈ D with true class labels
y on the left is an ordinary traffic data which could be
benign or malicious (SQLi or XSS) traffics. However,
the Perturbed Data on the right (x∗0 = x0 + △x) is

Figure 1: An adversarial machine learning. The upper
layer represent the traditional machine learning or neural
network training phase and the bottom part is adversarial attack phase.
Considering the challenges in existing classifiers, this
paper aims to detect mutant of injection traffics from
normal ones. A review of the literature shows that most
previous studies on adversarial attacks detection have fo-
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cused on altering the architectures of existing classifiers
in order for them to distinguish between normal and adversarial samples [8, 17, 30]. However, we will not alter
any architecture but rather add a regularization term to
the neural network learning processes using metric learning method. Our metric learning method regularizes the
classifiers representation space with N-pair loss term to
learn a feature representation that detects malicious and
benign traffics similarity and bring these similar traffics
close to their original class and push dissimilar traffics
away from their false classes.
The main limitation of the standard N-pair loss [13] is
how to select representative triplets, which are made up
of three examples from two different classes and jointly
constitute a positive pair and a (N − 1) negative pairs
and an anchor (i.e. where N is the cardinality of the set
of triplets used in the training process). In this work,
we select and modify the components of the N-pair loss
with our projected gradient descent noise as mutant of
existing injection attacks to enlarge the distance between
attack examples and examples with different labels in the
embedding space during the training phase. We then add
this modified N-pair loss to the training process.
Contibutions: We propose to integrate a modified Npair loss regularization term into neural network
classifier to produce a more robust model against
injection attacks in Web-based applications. We further propose a robust training method against mutants of these injected attacks to boost most on-the
self machine learning classifiers ability to classifier
these mutant attacks. Thus we inject projected gradient descent noise into the training data intentionally and randomly to achieve a more generalizable
learning model. Our experimental findings on the
CIC-IDS2018 datasets [10] demonstrate the superior performance of training neural network classifier with our regularizer in combination with our
projected gradient noise proves to be more robust
in detecting adversarial attacks, hence achieving a
Detection rate over 98% in non-adversarial settings
and 85% in adversarial settings.
We describe the layout for the remaining of this paper. In
the next section, we will briefly review related work. Our
proposed approach is described in Section 3. Section 4,
shows experimental results applying the our method to
the multiple datasets. Finally, we conclude the paper in
the last Section 5.

2

Related Work

Sever-Side solutions defense measures [21, 22, 27] have
been proposed to address the challenges Web-based applications face with injection attacks. The authors in [17]
proposed two mitigation stages: Taint analysis and feedback message, to the developer with information concerning the vulnerabilities, their fixes and classification dis-

tributions. The authors in [22] propose a detection mechanism for detecting injection vulnerabilities looking Web
page source angle. These defense mechanisms are incorporated on the application’s servers, or set up as reverse
proxy based on filtering rules and output escape, can
avoid XSS attacks to some extent, however, these techniques are extremely time-consuming and error-prone to
manually discover the keyword combination rules for new
XSS attack statements [25]. Dynamic and static statistical analysis or a hybrid has also been discussed to
address the injection attack problem [2, 11, 20]. The authors in [20] explores the use of taint analysis to flag
candidate vulnerabilities and data mining to predict the
existence of false positives. The work in [11] put forward
a dynamic solution in the Java virtual machine, warning external attacks and recording specific taint propagation path. Their model adopted aspect-oriented programming (AOP) technology to insert monitor codes for
efficiency improvement. The authors in [2], compared
the parse tree of the SQL statement at run time before
forwarding user inputs to the database server. However,
a disadvantages of dynamic and static statistical analysis
or a hybrid techniques are high over heads and precision
lacking in identifying injection vulnerabilities [26].
Machine Learning techniques have also been adopted
to address injection attacks [5,12,14,28,29]. The authors
in [12] applied unsupervised machine learning algorithms
KNN and affinity propagation to the detection of malicious Web pages. The work in [14] applied Naive Bayes,
Decision Trees, and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) to
classify injections attacks. In [28], Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine and Naive Bayes algorithm were
adopted to improve Web-based application security. The
Naive Bayes algorithm achieved high classification accuracy and its calculation cost was relatively small, a limitation with the Naive Bayes algorithm is that, its based
on the premise that each feature is independent of each
other, and the characteristics of Cross-Site Scripting attack statement are usually closely related. Therefore, this
will affect the recognition accuracy of Naive Bayes algorithm for Cross-Site Scripting attacks to a certain extent.
Support Vector Machine out performed Naive Bayes algorithm in injection attacks recognition [29]. However,
better accuracy and recall rates have been achieved by [5]
using the AdaBoost algorithm. The conventional Machine learning approaches have achieved a certain degree of accuracy in the detection of injection attacks in
Web-based applications to some extent, however, they
are incapable of detecting tiny mutants of existing malicious (adversarial) attacks. Our method can not only
detect injection attacks but also mutants of these attacks
with higher margin.

3

Methodology

This section explains our proposed method (Figure 2) for
injection detection in Web-based applications. Firstly,
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we collect a dataset in pcap format containing a number of instances representing each of the classes of interest, i.e., benign and malicious, then we read the pcap
file using CICFlowMeter network analysis tool [16]. The
CICFlowMeter process pcap formatted data and select
similar flow features into a standard output. We prelearned on these features using Doc2vec method and get
an embedded representation for each of the features. Finally, we apply metric learning method to learn on the
extracted features to produce similar representations for
both inputs, in case the inputs are similar, or distant
representations for the two inputs, in case they are dissimilar.

3.1

Dataset Preprocessing and Feature
Selection

We rely on recent public and labeled dataset of network
traffic that include SQL Injections (SQLi) and Cross-site
Scripting (XSS) related attacks, CIC-IDS2018 [10]. As
this dataset involve different types of attacks in pcap
format, we only focus on these portion that include SQLi
and XSS traffics.
We utilized CICFlowMeter network analysis tool to
process pcap files and extract similar flow features. The
CICFlowMeter network analysis tool is an open-source
network traffic analyzer to analyze network activity log
files from the pcap files. These logs describe the captured
traffic and contain essential information for our feature
selection. Determining the input packet size, each flow
is formed by a sequence of up to 784 (x = 784) packets and each is made up of 16 features. We elected 16
most relevant features (i.e.. listed in Table 1) for feature
representation. The features are collected from each flow
independently. The selected features were stored as a sequence of comma separated values (CSV) files, each consists of 1,044,354 instances (Injections flows= 283,429,
Legitimate flows=760,824 ) with 16 relevant features. We
randomly split the dataset into two separate sets: 70%
of samples is used for training and adjusting weights and
biases and 30% for testing the models.
Table 1: List of selected features
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

3.2

Bwd Pkt size
Bwd Pkt Len Std
Bwd Pkt Len Std
Bwd Pkt Len Max
Pkt Len Max
Flow IAT Min
Flow Duration
Fwd IAT Tot

9. Fwd IAT Min
10. Bwd Pkt Len Mean
11. ACK Flag Cnt
12. Init Bwd Win Byts
13. Init Bwd Win Byts
14. PSH Flag Cnt
15. Dst Port
16. Flow IAT M

Feature Extraction with Doc2vec

of a sentence can be gauged by its context. Thus, if two
sentences occur in the same position in two paragraphs,
they are very much related either in semantics or syntactic in the same way.
This function is important in our work for new traffic
classification. Because, new traffic might include many
new words which might be in the form of SQLi and XSS
queries.
In order to apply Doc2vec, we consider the network
traffic as paragraphs with separate words. Besides the
16 features discussed above, a paragraphs also consists
of Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) and path. We
separate FQDN and path by the delimiters such as dot,
slash, question mark, equal, and so on. Our method
also extract variable names and values from query string,
which are used in running program to a server. These
words constructs a document to train our Doc2vec model.
Given a document vector matrix D is a vector matrix for all paragraphs, each paragraphs is mapped to a
unique vector that is represented by a column in matrix
D, whereas each word is mapped to a unique vector that
is represented by a column in matrix P .
Doc2vec constructs a vector space from the document
and converts each paragraph in the document into vectors with the labels as defined in Equation (1). These
labeled vectors are training data for the classifier.
y = b + vh(P1 , ..., Pk ; P, D),

here y is the output value of the Doc2vec, b is the bias
terms between the hidden and output layers, v is weight
matrix between the hidden and output layers, h is the
concatenation for context words, m is the window size
for preserving the contextual information and P is word
embedding matrix.

3.3

Proposed Architecture

We reformulate the injection detection using metric
learning method. We adopt the metric learning method
akin to [13] the N-pair loss also termed as Multi-class
triplet loss, consisting 3 different inputs samples, an anN −1
chor (xa ), a positive (xp ), and {xi }i=1
negative samples,
N −1
where xa and {xi }i=1 are from different class and xa
and xp are from the same class. Given the batch inputs
{xa , xp , xn }, the objective of N-pair (Multi-class) loss is
to push away the negative point xn from the anchor xa
by a distance margin α > 0 compared to the positive xp :
||h(xa ) − h(xp )||2 + α ⩽ ||h(xa − h(xn )||2

(2)

where x ∈ D is the input, and α is a hyper-parameter for
margin. The standard N -pair loss function is defined as:
LM LM =

N
X
1 X
log (1 +
exp(||h(xa )
N i=1
j̸=1

Our Doc2vec uses a 3 layered feed forward neural network
to gauge the context of the document and relate similar
context phrases together and is based on the same distributional hypothesis, which signifies that the meaning

(1)

−

h(xp )||22

+ α − ||h(xa −

(3)

h(xn )||22 )).

here N is the cardinality of the set of triplets used in the
training process.
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Figure 2: An overview of the proposed method
3.3.1

Robust Training Against Mutant of Injection Attacks

loss (LSCE ) and N-pair loss (LM LM ). The final training
objective is presented as

To induce stronger robustness in the proposed classifier,
we propose a projected gradient noise which is introduced
into the training input. By applying our robust training
technique, we aim to improve the classifiers’s generalization, i.e. predictions for samples outside of our training
set. Generalization makes our classifier less sensitive to
small perturbations, and therefore also more resilient to
adversarial examples by finding the optimal parameter θ∗
such that θ∗ = argmin||x∗ −x|| L(θ, △x, y), loss function
L(.) is used to train the model.
Given a constraint set D ∈ Rk , starting from training
data xi , mutants of injection attacks xagm = xi + △xi
are introduced into the classification model, generated
through our projected gradient noise

Lall = LSCE (f (x∗ ), y) + αLM LM {f (xa ), f (x∗p ), f (x∗i )}
(6)

△xi = PD (xi − εsignρ(▽F (xi , y), +λi ▽g(xi ))),

(4)

where ▽F is the unbiased stochastic gradient of F , ε is
the perturbation size, the parameter ρ ≥ 0 is the step
size, λ corresponds to Lagrangian multiplier, λ corresponds to Lagrangian multiplier, i is the iteration counter
and g(x) ≤ 0 is a constraint function . PD is a single projected operator and its optimization is represented by
1
PD (x0 ) = argminx∈D ||xagm − x0 ||22 .
2

here α controls the strength of the training stability,
f (·) is the output of the last fully connected layer of
our Doc2vec. The training process is different from the
standard N-pair loss training [13] where components are
clean samples, in this settings, we inject the adversarial
noise into the training batch and chose the anchor (the
PNp
center of the positive samples xa = 1/Np
h(x∗p )) to
serve as the decision boundary between the “true” class
and the “false” class. We chose the center of positives to
avoid the complex construction of triplets and hard sample mining mechanism as seen in the standard N-pair loss
training [13]. Using the cosine similarity distance, we select negative examples as the nearest samples from he
center. As a result, our model is able to learn to enlarge
the boundary between the adversarial examples and their
closest negative examples from the other classes. Figure 3 shows our modified N-pair Triplet loss for injection
training.

(5)

Generally speaking, as step size (ρ) increases, we assume
that the accuracy of mutant samples will increase, while
the accuracy of normal samples will decrease. It is worth
noting that y is the predicted class produced by the classifier F (x) rather than the true class labels of the input
x0 since accessibility to true class labels in the real world
is impossible contrary to Adversarial Training [4]. We
also selected predicted class label since we try to find a
point x ∈ D which is closet to the perturb input traffic
xagm .
We train all classifiers on these augmented samples
x∗ = x + xagm . Our proposed method’s training process
is done under the supervision of Softmax Cross-Entropy

Figure 3: Illustration of our modified N-pair (Multi-class
Triplet) Loss for injection attack detection training with
(N −1) triplets. The negative examples (blue), from a different class to the positive examples (green), is the closest
input to the anchor in feature space. Our proposed loss
learns to pull the anchor and positive examples from the
true class closer, and push the (N − 1) negative examples
of false classes apart, based on their similarity to the anchor example.
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4

Experimental Results

We compare the performance of our proposed method
with algorithms that have been employed in state-of-the
art researches and have demonstrated their applicability
to the task of identifying injection attacks in Web-based
applications such as Support Vector Machine (SVM)
in [5], Naive Bayes (NB) in [14], Decision Trees (DT)
in [28], Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) in [14], AdaBoost
in [5] and KNN in [1]. We use MLM to denote our approach in Section 3.
Experiments were conducted on a Windows PC with
Intel Core i7-2600 and a 16GB memory. MLM method
was implemented using TensorFlow whiles the baselines
were implemented using the Scikit-learn Python library.
We evaluated baselines on the dataset discussed Section
3.2, whiles MLM method evaluation includes the application layer contents mentioned in Section 3.3. We trained
the MLM network using the typical mini-batch stochastic
gradient descent with momentum and used a grid search
on a subspace of the hyper-parameter to select the ones
which result in the best performance. The best value
found for the hyper-parameter are α = 1.0.
The objective function for MLM is defined in Equation (6). We evaluate our proposed model and baselines
under two fold objectives,
 the performance of our proposed model and baselines in non-adversarial settings.
 performance under adversarial settings whiles considering the effect of our defense against adversarial
attacks.

4.1

Performance in Non-Adversarial Settings

We measure the performance of our approach and baseline in non-adversarial settings through the Recall (Detection Rate), Precision and F1-score, which are computed as follows:
TP
TP + FP
TP
Recall =
TP + FN
P recesion × Recal
F 1–score = 2 ×
P recesion + Recal

P recision =

(7)
(8)
(9)

where TP represent true positive, FP represent false positive and FN represent false negative. In our setting, we
consider a positive to be an SQLi or XSS attack sample.

4.2

Non-Adversarial Settings Evaluation

We begin by determining which classifier reach a performance that complies with real-world requirements (F1Score, Precision and Recall). Thus, we train and test our
method and baselines considered in this paper against
the SQLi and XSS injections included in the dataset.

Table 2: Distribution of Precision, Recall and F1Score for all classifiers on CIC-IDS2018 dataset in nonadversarial settings
Classifiers

Precision

Recall

F1-score

SVM

98.13

98.38

98.03

NB

99.33

99.46

99.14

DT

99.24

98.31

98.95

MLP

97.32

98.41

98.52

AdaBoost

99.67

99.27

99.18

KNN

98.73

98.21

98.95

MLM

99.36

99.07

99.47

Figure 4, provide the curves of the test errors rate w.r.t
training time in seconds. Note that the MLM loss induce
faster convergence rate.
Aggregated experimental results obtained by our
model and baselines classifiers are outlined in Table 2.
Rows in this table indicate a specific classifiers, while
columns illustrate the value of Precision, Recall and F1Score evaluation metrics. Each cell contains the average
value of a given evaluation metric. We can see that the
MLM model achieve good detection performance, comparable to the baselines. Results are particularly promising
for our proposed model, where F1-score is very near to
1. We highlight that our approach can be successfully
applied to real network environments.
4.2.1

Performance in Adversarial Settings

To evaluate our model and baselines on a realistic adversarial attacks, we generate datasets of mutant injection
′
examples x∗ using already established attacks generation
tools with different combinations of the attacking parameters: the perturbation and iteration steps. The following
tools were adopted in our work;
 The Iterative attack (PGD) proposed by [19], generates the adversarial inputs based on x∗i−1 =
▽x L(F (x); y).
 The Carlini & Wagner (C&W) attack proposed
by [3], finds the minimal l2 distortion by applying
a binary search mechanism on the model parameters. C&W attack generate x∗ by minimizing the
loss g(x) := maxx (maxi z(x)i : i ̸= t − z(x)t , −t),
where z(x) = logit (hn−1 (x)) and t controls the
confidence on adversarial examples.
 The Basic Iteration Method (BIM) attacks proposed
by [15], is an extension of FGSM by applying it multiple times with small steps, where the update for′
mula at the i-th step is: x∗ = clipx,ϵ (xi−1 + α ·
′
sign (▽x′ L(F (xi−1 ); y)).
i−1

We only consider the SQLi and XSS attacks samples in
our dataset and modify their features using the adversar-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Test error rates on CIC-IDS2018 in non-adversarial settings w.r.t training time in seconds. (b) Test
error rate on CIC-IDS2018 in adversarial settings w.r.t training time in seconds.
ial attack tools discussed above. We consider the untargeted (L∞ ) = 0.8 bounded attack settings during the attacks generation. The obtained adversarial datasets are
then used to evaluate MLM and baselines. The effectiveness of these attacks are measured using the Detection
Rate metrics defined in Equation (8).
Table 3: Average distribution of Detection Rate for all
classifiers under 20 step PGD with random start of 20,
30 step C&W and 40 step BIM attacks. Adversarial perturbation level ϵ = 0.8. Note that the Detection Rate of
all classifiers reduces. High scores are indicated in bold.
Methods

4.2.2

20 PGD20

C&W30

Table 4: Average distribution of Detection Rate for all
classifiers under robust training our projected gradient
descent noise. Note that the Detection Rate of MLM is
on the top which shows MLM achieves higher detection
efficiency for adversarial examples.
Methods

20 PGD20

C&W30

BIM40

SVM

74.62

84.97

72.24

NB

73.51

85.41

72.94

DT

76.72

85.86

75.31

MLP

60.94

86.32

59.23

AdaBoost

75.27

86.06

73.81

BIM40

KNN

73.76

84.31

72.61

MLM

85.47

88.21

82.36

SVM

68.62

69.57

67.24

NB

67.94

68.41

67.51

DT

71.72

74.86

69.31

MLP

45.94

62.32

43.23

AdaBoost

68.81

74.06

68.27

KNN

66.76

72.31

61.61

MLM

77.47

81.21

72.36

Adversarial Settings Evaluation

We now evaluate our baseline classifiers in the considered
adversarial settings. We generate the adversarial samples
and test MLM and baselines against these samples by
following the procedure explained in Section 4.2.1.
Aggregated experimental results are outlined in Table 3. This table compares the average Detection
Rate (Recall) of the classifiers with the Recall obtained
on the adversarial samples. We focus on the Detection
Rate since it reflects the number of adversarial samples
that the classifiers are able to identify.
The lower values shown in Table 3 compared to Table 2 shows the effectiveness of adversarial attacks in invading classifiers. From these two tables we can see that
the effects of adversarial samples change significantly for
different classifiers.

As an example, for the SVM, DT, AdaBoost, KNN
and NB classifiers Detection Rate fall by an average percentage of 29.88, 28.35, 28.89, 31.32, 29.50 respectively.
The Detection Rate is even worse for MLP, the Recall
drops by about an average of 44.58%. Compared with
other classifiers, MLM performed considerably well with
Detection Rate falling by an average of 22.19%.
Next, we assess the effectiveness of our defensive strategy based on projected gradient descent noise injection
into the training process. To this purpose, we perform
the robust training on MLM and baselines, as described
in Section 3.3.1, and evaluate their Recall. Experimental
results are summarized in Table 4. By comparing Tables 3 and 4 it is clear that our robust training improve
the detection performance.
We also compare the ROC-curves and AUC score
of MLM and baselines detecting mis-classified examples
as shown in Figure 5 under a lower perturbation level
ϵ = 0.3, the ROC-curves and AUC score demonstrate
that our approach is superior in adversarial example detection. Compared with baselines under the same robust
training, MLM improves the AUC score by up to 2.3%. It
can be seen in that our robust training method improved
the adversarial attack detection rate across board. We
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(a) Under PGD attacks

(b) Under C&W attacks

Discussion and Conclusion

Injection attacks present a great challenge in a web-based
application environment. Though several attempts have
been made by scholars to develop an efficient model for
detecting and preventing these attacks, there is still the
need to establish a more robust model to avert the injection attacks. Based on this premise, this study incorporated a modified N-pair term into a neural network
classifier to generate a more robust model against injection attacks. The study again proposed a projected
gradient descent noise to further improve the ability of
the detection model to defend against tiny mutants of
the existing injection attacks. The dataset from the
state-of-the-art methods (literature) was utilized to examine neural network injection attack detection and prevention techniques. When the approach was assessed
against untargeted and state-of-the-art adversarial attacks coupled with iterative attack (PGD), basic iterative method (BIM), and Carlini & Wagner (C&W), it
was found that the combination of regularization method
and projected gradient descent noise led to high accurate
adversarial classification compared to state-of-the-art detection and techniques. Another merit of the approach
adopted in this study is that it does not require modification to the neural network or machine learning model
architecture, and as such, can improve the robustness of
most-off-the-shelf neural networks and machine learning
models with an additional overhead during training. It
is suggested that future studies can incorporate an advanced defensive approach to improving the robustness
of classifiers in adversarial settings.

Acknowledgments

(c) Under BIM attacks

Figure 5: The ROC curve and AUC scores of detecting
mis-classified examples. We test MLM and baselines on
adversarial samples generated with a lower perturbation
level ϵ = 0.3 under 20 step PGD with random start of
20, 30 step C&W and 40 step BIM on all datasets. The
numerical results for AUC score are shown in the legend.
Note that the ROC curves of MLM is on the top and the
AUC score of MLM is the highest, which shows MLM
achieves higher detection efficiency for adversarial examples.

conclude that, for strong adversarial attacks requires an
additive added noise to lead to a better empirical results, however, high step size might result in lower nonadversarial scenario accuracy and high accuracy in adversarial settings.
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Abstract
For solving the problem that the access rights cannot be
dynamically adjusted when the environment and task status change in the industrial control system, and in the collaborative environment, there are many problems, such as
permissions switching, permissions changing frequently,
which make it inability to carry out fine-grained access
control. This paper puts forward a kind of access control model based on multiple attribute decision-making.
This model firstly evaluates multi-attribute factors such
as environment, resources, and tasks in access control by
introducing entropy TOPSIS and dynamically reflects the
risk values in the process of access control. Then, based
on the user’s historical access record, an algorithm to calculate the user’s trust value is proposed, which is used
to adjust the user’s access permission dynamically. Furthermore, the model integrates access control with the
industrial control system’s organizational structure and
task attributes. Finally, a natural gas pipeline access control data set published by the University of Mississippi is
used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed user trust
value algorithm and entropy weight TOPSIS method for
user trust value adjustment and task state decision. The
experimental results show that the model can meet the
requirements of dynamic permission adjustment and finegrained access control in the industrial control system environment and has high security.
Keywords: Access Control; Dynamic Authorization; Entropy TOPSIS Method; Multi-attribute Decision-Making

1

Introduction

The normal operation of various types of tasks in industrial control systems requires the coordination of task allocation and resources of various departments. Operation
users will constantly change, and the user’s access rights
should also change when the context in which the user ac-

cesses changes [3,8,11,15]. At the same time, the description of authority and authorization management in industrial control systems are affected by multiple attributes
such as task execution environment and task state [10].
Due to the diverse types of tasks and complex processes
in the industrial control system, its security control is relatively complex, so reducing the complexity of authorization is also an issue to be considered [2]. Therefore, the
study of access control model based on multi-attribute decision making in industrial control system has been widely
concerned by scholars and has very important theoretical
research and application value.
In recent years, many researchers have made rich
achievements in access control for industrial control system environments. For example, task-based access control model combines access rights with tasks to propose
task-based access control model, which can solve the
problem of dynamic assignment of permissions in workflow, but does not separate roles from tasks. The workbased Access Control (WBAC) model [21] can better meet
the security requirements in the industrial control workflow environment, but it is weak in the ability of dynamic management authority. Team-based Access Control (TMAC) [1, 17]is extended from the aspect of user
organization structure to improve the descriptive ability
of user authorization and reduce the tedious degree of
authorization in the process of user sub authorization.
Although task-role-based access control model [19] can
adapt to access control in task collaboration environment,
it is static authorization and the permission inheritance
method is not flexible enough. Moreover, it cannot realtime monitor users in the process of task execution, so
it cannot meet fine-grained access control requirements
in task collaboration environment. The basic idea of the
Organization Based 4 Level Access Control (OB4LAC)
model [16]is that in the authorization process, information related to roles and positions is utilized. However,
the OB4LAC authorization is static, and the model’s
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constraints consist only of responsibility constraints and
cardinality constraints, lacking finer grained constraints.
The policy library of the Attribution-based Access Control model (ABAC) [6, 14] can be decentralized storage
according to the actual situation, and can accurately describe the Access Control policy to realize fine-grained
Access Control. However, in the system with a large number of subjects and resources, ABAC has too many access
control rules. When the main body, resource attribute
and environmental conditions increases, the number of
rules will obviously increasing state, and an increase in
the number of rules is likely to cause conflict strategy
problem, at the same time the rapid increase of the number is likely to cause strategies library expansion, serious
when even lead to normal operation of the system, is difficult to guarantee the system security and stability.
Literature [20] combined with ABAC integrates security level constraints into users, access behaviors and
structured documents to realize multi-level access control
mechanism of structured documents. It only conducts access control for a specific resource without considering the
mutual constraints between tasks in workflow. The authorization method of the traditional access control model is
still the authorization at the technical level. When the
system is huge and complex, too many roles and permissions need to be managed, which increases the difficulty
and complexity of authorization management, seriously
degrades system performance, and even leads to authorization chaos [5, 9, 13]. The traditional access control
model cannot be directly used in the workflow environment of industrial control systems, so a more fine-grained
access control model is needed to divide specific tasks corresponding to specific resources, and realize dynamic control of permissions and real-time assessment of task risks.
Therefore, in order to solve the problems existing in
the above research work, improve the flexibility of separation of responsibilities in the traditional access control
model, and authorize the dynamic authorization in the
process of task execution in real time. Combined with
the industrial Control system, this paper presents a MATRBAC Model (Multi Attribute Task-based Access Control Model), which is more applicable to the fine-grained
Access Control under the dynamic environment of the industrial Control system. The main contributions of this
paper are as follows:
1) The proposed access control model based on multiattribute decision making (MATRBAC) solves the
problem that authorization is not flexible enough under the dynamic environment of industrial control
system to realize real-time monitoring and management of users during task execution process.
2) In order to distinguish user credibility effectively and
provide important basis for dynamic assignment of
authority, an algorithm for calculating user trust
value is proposed based on the user’s historical access records.

3) By analyzing the data set of natural gas pipelines
and comparing the characteristics of multi-attribute
decision making under the industrial control system
by linear weighting, analytic hierarchy process and
Similarity by entropy Preference to an Ideal Solution, it is proved that the entropy TOPSIS method
is more suitable for task state decision making under
this environment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 analyzes the factors associated with access control in the industrial control system and introduces the basic concepts
of the MATRBAC model and the authorization process.
Section 3 is the detailed design and introduction of two
important modules of the MATRBAC model: the calculation of user trust value and the calculation of task
transition risk value. In Section 4, we use a data set of
a natural gas pipeline to analyze the effectiveness of the
user trust value calculation method proposed by MATRBAC modeling, and compare the advantages and disadvantages of entropy weight TOPSIS algorithm and the
same type of multi-attribute decision-making algorithm.
Finally, the functional comparison and security analysis of
MATRBAC model and other related access control models are carried out. In Section 5, the work of this paper is
summarized.

2
2.1

Design of MATRBAC Model
Factors Related To Access Control in
Industrial Control Systems

An abstract model of the factors associated with access
control in an industrial control system is shown in Figure 1, which includes users, organizations, business roles,
tasks, business processes, and business rules. In general,
users belonging to an organizational structure perform
assignments based on their jobs or business roles. Some
tasks comprise business processes with special access control requirements. Many task rules and the user, environment, resource and other attributes involved in the
process of task execution involve access control of various
businesses. The access control model of industrial control
systems should not only support finer grained access control but also ensure the separation of responsibilities and
the principle of least privilege [12]. The specific attribute
information involved in each factor in the access control
process is analyzed below.
As shown in Figure 1 , the specific attribute information involved in each factor in the access control process
mainly includes the following factors:
Task attributes: Include task type, task status, and
task dependencies. From the perspective of access
control, literature [4] can classify tasks in industrial control systems according to whether they can
be inherited or whether they can be accessed passively: class P (Private), class S (Supervision), class
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Figure 1: Abstract model of factors related to access control in an industrial control system
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W (Workflow) and class A (Approval for activity).
The task classification is shown in Table 1.

Figure 2: Structure of the MATRBAC model
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Table 1: Task classification in industrial control system
Pattern⧹Inheritance
active access
passive access

non-inheritable
Workflow tasks(W)
Private tasks(P)

inheritable
approval tasks(A)
Supervision (S)

1) Incorporating time and environmental constraints
into the model so that the authority of the system
is likely to change following the dynamic changes of
time and environment;
⭘ᡧ

ս

䀂㢢

ս㹼Ѫ

䀂㢢㹼Ѫ

㊫

User attribute: Subject specifically to a user in the industrial control system, each user has attributes associated with it, and these properties represent the
main body status and characteristics of the included
user ID, user roles, login name and password, the
credibility of the user, system will be based on user
history operation situation for real-time update, the
concrete will be introduced in Section 4.2.
Resource attribute: [7] categorizes resources under
the Internet of Things environment. In this paper,
resources in industrial control systems are divided
into device resources and data resources. The device
can have the following attributes: device ID, device
type, device location, device life, emergency alarm
turn. Data resource attribute definition: device ID,
information data, information data type, information
data encoding, etc.
Operational attribute: Actions represent actions performed by the user on a resource, such as opening,
closing, reading, writing, deleting, etc.
Environment attribute: In industrial control systems
the environment refers primarily to the current time
and date.

2.2

Structure of the MATRBAC



ᵳ䲀

ᵳ䲀
2) The original four-tier structure of user-role-taskpermission has been transformed into a five-tier
structure of user-organization-role-task-permission.
The introduction of organizational
components on
ԫ࣑ᇎֻ
ԫ࣑кл᮷
Պ䈍
the
basis of user and role components makes the
model and industrial control application scenario
more in line with reality. Moreover, when authorization is needed during the operation of the same
task, the organization can automatically authorize
through the assignment of roles, effectively reducing
the pressure of administrator authorization;
ᰦ䰤

Task states have four states: Ready, executing, suspended, and revoked. Task dependencies include the
tasks that must be completed before the current task
and the next task after the current task is completed.

㊫

ԫ࣑
㊫

⧟ຳ

ᰦ䰤

㊫

⧟ຳ

3) A supervisory mechanism is added on the basis of
roles and task components, which enhances the constraint correlation between roles and tasks and enhances the dynamic authorization between roles and
tasks. Put an end to information leakage caused by
malicious use of roles;
4) In the process of distributing the trust constraint is
introduced into the dynamic permissions, the user’s
trust by user attribute and environmental attribute
calculation, the user trust as a task execution status under dynamic decision-making authority of an
attribute, along with the environment attribute, role
attribute, time attribute and the task attribute calculation value at risk of the currently executing task,
decision whether if the current task to terminate or
permission to withdraw. The multi-attribute access
control characteristics of the MATRBAC model are
shown in Figure 2.
User: A user of the system or an actor of a task, and the
set of users is denoted as U SERS.

After the expansion of MATRBAC on the basis of ABAC Organization: The corresponding organization departand T-RBAC, the key improvements of the MATRBAC
ment or position in the system, and the set of orgamodel are:
nization is denoted as ORGAN IZAT ION .

ս㹼Ѫ
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Role: The permissions needed to implement a function
or complete a business. A role is a set of permissions to perform a task. Users belonging to a role
have the right and relevant permissions to perform
the corresponding task. The set of roles is denoted
as ROLES.
Session: Mapping between the organization and a subset of the set of roles that the organization owns.
The organization U SES a session to activate a role,
and the activated role has basic static permissions for
parts of that role. A session is an active process of a
role and sessions represents a set of SESSION S.

User

Organization

Apply for activation

Task supervision
mechanism

Role

Legal activation

Permissions associated

Wait for the role constraint to
be satisfied

Object

Task constraint
decision
Wait for the task
Apply for right
constraint to be satisfied
Obtain Permission
constraint satisfaction
Authority supervision

Acquire resources

execute the task

Permission association revocation

Role permission
revocation
User exit

Operation

Apply for right

Illegal activation

Assign permission

Task

Task permission
recall

Completion of task

Permission to withdraw

Task termination

Cancel the role

Task: A logical unit of work that is indivisible and must Figure 3: Access control logic of the MATRBAC model
be performed completely. A task is not a task in the
real world, but an abstract representation of a class
of tasks in the real world. Each task corresponds to Step 3: Task state supervision mechanism determines
a number of resource access permissions necessary to
the task permission constraint. If the constraint does
perform the task. The set of tasks is represented by
not meet, the task will be suspended and wait for the
T ASKS.
task to meet the constraint. When the task meets the
constraint, the task will obtain the execution permisObject: The content of a resource accessed by a user and
sion.
also a protected object.
Step 4: Dynamically monitor whether constraints are
Operation: An executable program that is used by the
met during task execution. If not, the task status
user to perform operations on a resource (for exammonitoring mechanism revokes the permission and
ple, read, write, update, delete).The set of all operthe task is suspended or terminated. If so, the task
ations is represented by OP R. Any action the user
will continue to perform as normal until the permisperforms on an object is completely defined within
sion is automatically revoked at the end of the task.
the permissions.
Step 5: After the normal completion of the task, reclaim
Permission: The collection of all permissions, reprethe role permission, revoke the role task association,
sented by P ERM S, is a combination of objects and
revoke the permission organization association, and
operations.
the user exits.

2.3

Access Control Procedures for Mod- 3
els

In the model of MATRBAC access control described in
this paper, the control of user rights assignment is realized dynamically through the interaction of user trust
mechanism and task status supervision mechanism. The
access control logic of the MATRBAC model is shown in
Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 3, the authorization process of the
MATRBAC access control model may be divided into the
following five steps:

Implementation
BAC Model

the

MATR-

The dynamic authorization and fine-grained authority
management of the MATRBAC model is realized through
the task status supervision module and the user trust determination module. Multi-attribute decision making is
an important application in task state monitoring module. A user trust value determination algorithm is proposed, which can distinguish the user credibility effectively by the user’s historical operation record and reputation record, and has the time attenuation factor. The
Step 1: The user logs in and issues an organization ac- following will describe in detail the multi-attribute decitivation application. The organization controls the sion is the task status monitoring module and the user
activation state of the user organization by judging trust determination module.
the legitimacy of the user. Assign the organization
when the user is legal, otherwise reject the user re- 3.1 Task Status Monitoring Module
quest.
Task status supervision mechanism is the user activated
Step 2: The organization assigns a role to the user. Af- after a character is in the process of performing tasks on
ter the role is activated, it applies for permission to the supervision and management of a function module,
through the user properties, environment, resources, task
execute the task.

ѧल
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attribute of the constraints of dynamic judgment, the role
of permissions granted to and revoked the real-time dynamic monitoring, can strengthen the roles are endowed
with the strength of the rules to follow, improve the security in the process of task execution. By introducing
the task state dynamic management module to decouple
role authorization and role behavior, the system’s ability
to resist malicious attacks can be enhanced.
The factors affecting the industrial control system environment analyzed in Section 2.1 include user attribute,
environment attribute, resource attribute and task attribute. The multi-attribute decision making algorithm
is used to calculate the risk value of task state. Finally,
a reasonable threshold value is obtained through systematic testing. If the calculated risk value is larger than the
set threshold value, the execution state of the task will be
changed, and after risk screening, the task state can enter the ready state and continue. Task status monitoring
mechanism is shown in Figure 4. Its core components include task status monitor, authorization structure, policy
decision point, policy information point, etc., which are
defined as follows:

work
flow

AU
2

AU
3

AU
1

AU
4
AU
6

consig
nee

AU
5

Task status
monitor

Permis
sion set

Policy Decision Point

Policy Information
Point
collect

Subject
Attribute

Operational
Attribute

Resource
Attribute

Environmental
Attribute

Figure 4: Task status monitoring mechanism

Task status monitor: Real-time monitoring of task ex- Step 4: The policy decision point creates the authorization structure through the collected attribute inforecution state, acquisition of current task attributes,
mation and task attribute information.
and calculation of current task risk value. If the risk
value is greater than the set threshold value, the auStep 5: Authorize the structure to implement the action
thorization structure can be suspended or revoked dion the task.
rectly, and the current environment attributes, user
attributes and operation attributes can be returned Step 6: The task status monitor monitors the task status
to the decision information point.
in real time.
Authorization structure: It refers to the set of re- Step 7: If the task status risk value is greater than the
sources required to complete a task or operation, inset risk threshold, the task status monitor will adcluding the entrusted user and the operation set. The
just, suspend or revoke the state of the authorization
entrusted user is the set of personnel to complete the
structure as the case may be, and send the collected
current task or operation, and the operation set refers
attribute information to the policy information point
to the set of permissions required to complete this
to provide the basis for the next decision.
part of operation.
Step 8: The authorization structure is revoked immediPolicy Decision Point: It refers to the attribute inately after it completes the task.
formation provided to the policy information point,
gives the permission decision, and creates the autho- Common multi-attribute decision making algorithms that
rization structure.
can be used to calculate task risk are
Policy information points: Collect and save key attribute information, including principal attribute, action attribute, environment attribute, and resource
attribute.
Operation steps of task status monitoring mechanism:

1) Simple weighting (SAW);
2) AHP;
3) Entropy weight TOPSIS.

The simple weighting algorithm is simple and easy to unStep 1: Set the subject attribute, operation attribute, derstand, but it requires that the values of all attributes
resource attribute and environment attribute in ad- are constant and can be compared, and that there is no
vance.
important complementarity between attributes. Considering that the attributes related to access control in inStep 2: Policy information points collect, filter, and
dustrial control systems are complementary, and that this
store these attribute values.
method cannot reflect the prominent influence of some
Step 3: The policy decision point requests relevant at- attribute indexes, thus resulting in the distortion of evaltribute information from the policy information point uation results, this paper does not adopt this method.
A comparison of the three methods is given in Section 4
according to the task attribute.
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with an example. In this paper, TOPSIS method is used
to calculate the risk value of task status.
TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity
to an Ideal Solution) [5] was first proposed by C.L.Wang
and K.oon in 1981. TOPSIS is a sorting method based on
the proximity of a finite number of evaluation objects to
the ideal target, and evaluates the relative merits of existing objects. The basic principle is to sort the evaluation
object by detecting the distance between the evaluation
object and the optimal solution and the worst solution. If
the evaluation object is the closest to the optimal solution
and the furthest away from the worst solution, it is the
best.Otherwise it’s not optimal. Among them, each index
value of the optimal solution achieves the optimal value
of each evaluation index.Each index value of the worst
solution reaches the worst value of each evaluation index.
The process of TOPSIS Algorithm 1 is as follows: A posiAlgorithm 1 TOPSIS
1: Begin
2: Initialize the Raw data set R and the weight of each
index w = w1 , w2 , ..., wn
3: The index attributes in the original data set are converted into B in the same direction.
4: Set up the weighted normalization matrix Z.
5: for each zj ∈ Z do
6:
The zj dimension of the optimal scheme Z − ←A+
Element minimum
7:
The zj dimension of the optimal scheme Z + ←A−
Element maximum
8: end for
9: for each zj ∈ Z do
10:
Degree of proximity between zj and the optimal
scheme d+
i . (Formula 7)
11:
zj proximity to the worst d−
i . (Formula 7)
12:
Degree of closeness between zj and the optimal
scheme Ci . (Formula 8)
13: end for
14: Sort by size Ci
15: TOPSIS evaluation results of each data sample

ate intermediate value should be the best (such as
the PH value of water quality assessment).
Interval index: The best value of expected index should
be in a certain interval (such as body temperature).
The ideal solution of dynamic decision making based
on multi-attribute access control authority in industrial control system belongs to intermediate index.
Assumption in the industrial control system standard values for a property, as an index of the maximum possible
value, m as an index of possible value of the minimum
value, then the properties of expectations index value
computation formula is as follows:
′

x =



x−m
2M
−m ,
M −x
2 M −m ,

m ≤ x ≤ 12 (M + m)
1
2 (M + m) ≤ x ≤ M

(1)

In this article for each attribute weights calculation using the entropy weight method, entropy method is more
objective and can better explain the results, the use of
information between the variability (i.e., diversity) for
empowerment, but need to have some sample size when
using this method, through the sample to determine the
weights, as determined by a weight on the analysis of
the new things. In the specific application process, the
entropy weight method calculates the entropy weight of
each index according to the variation degree of each index
by using the information entropy, and then modifies the
weight of each index through the entropy weight, so as to
obtain the more objective index weight.
Step of task status risk value calculation:
Step 1: Analysis task status by the risk value by the user
attribute,environment attribute, multiple attribute
decision factors such as task attribute, attributes expressed with Q, build property set:Q. The task set
to be analyzed is represented by P . The attribute
of task P ifor the Qj corresponding attribute values
expressed in rij (i = 1, 2, ..., m; j = 1, 2, ..., n).
Step 2: Each attribute value of each task to be analyzed
is represented by rij to obtain the multi-attribute
decision matrix R:


r11 r12 · · · r1m
 r21 r22 · · · r2m 



..
..  (2)
R = (rij )m×n =  :
.
: : :
. 


 ·
·
· · ·
· 
rn1 rn2 . . . rnm

tive ideal solution is a hypothetical optimal case in which
each attribute value achieves the best of the alternatives.
The negative ideal solution is the worst imaginable, with
each attribute value reaching the worst of the alternatives. The ranking rule of schemes is to compare alternatives with ideal solution and negative ideal solution. If
one of the alternatives is most close to ideal solution, but
at the same time far away from negative ideal solution,
the scheme is the best scheme among alternatives. The
evaluation criteria of positive ideal solution and negative Step 3: The weight of each attribute is calculated by enideal solution are generally divided into three types:
tropy weight method: Calculate the proportion of
the attribute value of the i-th sample method in the
Very small indicators: the smaller the expected index
j-th attribute pij :
value is, the better (such as morbidity and mortality).
Intermediate index: the expected index value should
be neither too large nor too small, and the appropri-

pij = rij /

m
X
i=1

rij

(3)
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Calculate the entropy value eij of the j-th index:

of task execution, every time the user opens a task, a
judgment is made on the credibility of the user, and then
m
X
compared with the preset threshold, so as to determine
eij = −k
pij · ln pij
(4)
whether the user has the authority to execute the task.
i=1
User credibility is related to three parts:
with k = 1/ ln m. Calculate the entropy weight of
1) Historical credibility,
the j-th index wj :
2) Reputation and credibility,
n
X
ωj = (1 − ej ) /
(1 − ej )
(5) 3) Time attenuation factor.
j=1

Historical trust value calculation: When the user requests
The relative importance of each factor is expressed as to access system resources, the system will obtain the
w1 , w2 , ..., wn represents and meets the normalization user’s operation record and record it in the database.
condition:
Firstly, the historical operation record of the user is obm
tained. The number of legal operations of the user and
X
wj = 1
(6) the resource is denoted as n. The illegal interactive acj=1
cess times of users are recorded as m, Vni represents the
trust value after each legal access, and Vmi represents the
Step 4: The decision matrix R = [rij ]m∗n was standard- trust value after each illegal access. When the user acized to obtain the matrix B = [bij ]m∗n .
cesses legally, n = n + 1, Otherwise, m = m + 1, Vk is
used to represent the trust value after the end of the curStep 5: Establish the weighted standardized matrix Z =
rent access behavior, which can be calculated according
[zij ]m∗n , with zij = bij wj .
to Formula (1).
Pm
Pn
Step 6:]
Determine the positive and negative
Vmi
Vni
+ +
−
+
+
i=0
=
ideal solutions A = (z1 , z2 , ..., zn )and A
− i=0
(9)
Vk =
n
m
(z1− , z2− , ..., zn− ), A+ and A− represent the most ideal
and the least ideal solutions respectively. Where: Calculate the behavior trust value before the current aczj+ = max zij , zj− = min zij j ∈ Efficiency measure cess V ′ , and then calculate the actual behavior trust value
k
zj+ = min zij , zj− = max zij j ∈ Cost type measure Vh based on the current and previous trust values.
+
Step 7: Compute the Euclid distance d+
V ′ k + Vk
i and di between
V
=
(10)
h
each solution and the positive and negative ideal so2
lution:
When a user accesses the resources in the cloud platform
v
v
uX
uX
m
m
for the first time, due to the lack of historical data, it is
u
u
2
2
t
t
zij − zj+ , d−
zij − zj−
(7) impossible to accurately calculate the actual trust value
d+
i =
i =
j=1
j=1
of the user. So his actual behavioral trust value is equal
to the current behavioral trust value.
Step 8: Calculate the paste progress of each task sample
Vh = Vk
(11)
and positive ideal scheme:

To sum up, the actual trust value of the user’s historical
(8) behavior is:
 V ′ k+V
k
,
( Non − first access )
2
(12)
Step 9: According to the characteristics of the system Vh =
Vk ,
(For the first time to access)
attribute value, set the risk threshold and compare it
with Ci . If Ci is less than the set threshold, it will be Reputation is a measure of a user’s trust by the other.
judged as a risk task and the task-related permissions In a system, the user is not only the visitor of the rewill be adjusted.
source but also the owner of the resource. Access is a
two-way process, during which mutual trust values are
3.2 User Credibility Determination Mod- formed. The trust value cannot be passed, but by listening to the wishes of another user, the trust value can be
ule
adjusted to better meet the requirements of the system.
When a user is granted an organization and the corre- It is not comprehensive to control the user’s behavior by
sponding role, he/she already has some basic permissions, relying solely on the historical trust value, and it may
but during the execution of the task, Is granted other ad- face the problem of malicious access. Therefore, the trust
vanced permissions according to the different tasks. In of the third party is increased to monitor the user’s beorder to prevent the abuse of permissions in the process havior, that is, to conduct the trust evaluation based on
Ci =

d+
i
−
d+
i + di
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the evaluation information of the user by others. When
user u accesses other resources, other resources also have
a trust value store for user u. Then the reputation trust
value of the user is:
Pq
ck
(13)
Vck = k=0
q

collect control system network information, draw network
architecture, identify equipment characteristics, such as
manufacturer, model, database information, etc. Table 2
lists the access-control-related attribute selected for this
paper and their descriptions.

Table 2: Access control-related attribute and descriptions
Where, Vck represents the reputation trust value of the
selected for this article
user, Ck represents the trust value of the third party to
Attribute
Descriptions
the current user, and q represents the number of the given
address
MODBUS slave device workstation address
third party to the user. Trust value decays over time: If
taskcode
Function code
usertrust
User trust value
a user has not accessed a resource for a long time, his
time
Time to perform tasks
trust value for that resource also decays over time. The
PIDgain
PID gain
trust value plus the time decay factor, the trust value
PIDresetrate
PID reset rate
PIDrate
PID rate
between people in the real world will be disconnected for
pressure
Pressure measurement
a long time and the trust value will decrease with time.
deadband
PID dead band
The decay rate of the trust value is not constant and is
cycletime
PID cycle time
related to time. The time decay factor is expressed by
cmdresponse
Command or response
Attack category
Category of attack
a(t), and the calculation formula is:
specific result

a(t) = e−k(t−t0 )

Specific attack

(14)

Where k is the set attenuation coefficient, t is the current
The experimental hardware platform was Intel(R)
time, t0 is the last access time.
Core(TM) I5-7300HQ CPU, 2.50ghz, and 8GB of memAccording to the above analysis, the reliability calcuory. The experimental software platform is: operating
lation formula of users is as follows:
system bit windows 10, development tool is Python 3.7.
T (ut ) = a(t) (αVh + βVck )
(15)

4.2

Experimental Methods and Results

Where α?β are the weights of historical trust value and
Evaluation
reputation trust value respectively, the value range of and
is [0,1], and α + β = 1.
Dynamic adjustment of user trust value: given two users,
the initial trust value is 0.5, and the trust time decay coefficient is 0.2. The change of trust value is calculated in
4 Experiment and Safety Analysis the interaction process of 50 tasks selected respectively
to see whether it is consistent with the actual situation.
4.1 Introduction of Experimental Data Figure 5shows the change in trust values between the two
Set and Experimental Environment users over 50 tasks. As can be seen from Figure 5, at the
The data set used in this experiment is the data set obtained from the laboratory-scale natural gas pipeline system of the University of Mississippi [18]. There are a total
of 274,628 records in the data set, of which 210,528 records
have incomplete characteristics. If the missing data is
filled with average value or other methods, it is difficult to
reflect the real state of the system for the multi-attribute
decision making scheme studied in this paper. In view of
this, records with missing features and attributes that
are not relevant to the access control schemes studied
in this article are removed, and some attributes related
to access control mentioned in this article are appropriately added based on the results of the data set. The
dataset contains four types of attacks: response injection,
detection, distributed denial of service injection, and command injection. Response injection is divided into simple
malicious injection (NMRI) and complex malicious injection (CMRI). Command injection can be divided into maFigure 5: Fluctuation curve of user trust value
licious status command injection (MSCI), malicious parameter command injection (MOCI) and malicious functional code injection (MFCI) attacks. Detect attacks to beginning, the trust values of users u1 and u2 both showed
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a fluctuating rising trend. u1 rose more slowly than u2,
but u2’s trust value steadily rose, and u1 first gained the
highest trust value in the interaction. From the 27th task,
u2 trust value gradually decreased. According to the data
analysis, u2 trust value decreased rapidly due to the influence of time decay factor 30 days between the 27th task
and the 28th task. It conforms to the attenuation law
of fast and slow decline of trust value. The experiment
shows that the proposed method is effective. This method
can accurately reflect the influence of user’s behavior on
the trust value under different task scenarios.
Calculation of task status risk value: In this experiment, 1000 pieces of data from the above attributes and
corresponding data set were selected for risk value calculation by simple weighting method, analytic hierarchy
process and entropy weight TOPSIS method respectively.
The data includes both the normal and the attack. This
paper evaluates the three multi-attribute decision making algorithms in terms of the degree of differentiation
of calculated risk values, and then selects the algorithm
more suitable for the system’s multi-attribute access control risk value calculation. The matching degree between
the high risk state calculated by entropy method, analytic hierarchy process and TOPSIS method and the actual situation was compared respectively. The lower the
value of risk calculated under normal circumstances, the
better. The higher the value of risk calculated under abnormal circumstances, the better. The entropy weight
method is used to calculate the weight points of 11 attributes, as shown in Figure 6. As can be seen from Figure 6, the weights of the 11 attributes selected in this paper calculated by information entropy method are respectively 0.01359, 0.02313, 0.2604, 0.1142, 0.10146, 0.0752,
0.048, 0.0634, 0.1536, 0.0427 and 0.10432. Among them,
the weight of user trust value is the largest and the weight
of address is the smallest, which conforms to the actual
rules in the system.
The 1000 samples were calculated according to the simple weighting method, analytic hierarchy process and entropy weight TOPSIS method, and then sorted into 20
small samples to calculate their mean value, as shown in
Table 3. Among them, samples 17-20 were samples with
abnormal task status. It can be seen from the table that
the task risk value calculated by simple weighting method
and hierarchical analysis is not clearly distinguished due
to the small difference in sample data, while the entropy
TOPSIS method can be clearly seen in the table that
the risk value changes significantly between samples 16
and 17. In order to show the risk differentiation degree of
the three algorithms in the system data set more clearly,
the comparison diagram of the risk differentiation degree
of simple weighting method, analytic hierarchy process
and entropy weight TOPSIS in this sample is drawn, as
shown in Figure 7. It is obvious that the TOPSIS method
has a high degree of distinction. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the entropy weight TOPSIS method changes
significantly in the risk values of sample 16 and sample 17
compared with the other two algorithms, which can intu-

Table 3: Three algorithms respectively calculate the mean
risk of their corresponding samples
Sample
Sample1
Sample2
Sample3
Sample4
Sample5
Sample6
Sample7
Sample8
Sample9
Sample10
Sample11
Sample12
Sample13
Sample14
Sample15
Sample16
Sample17
Sample18
Sample19
Sample20

SLW
13.333
13.236
13.229
13.206
13.179
12.996
12.839
12.774
12.760
12.746
12.723
12.660
12.644
12.630
12.612
12.584
11.683
11.349
11.023
11.005

AHP
13.960
13.873
13.570
13.533
13.313
13.168
12.987
12.878
12.675
12.636
12.431
12.130
12.091
12.067
12.032
12.001
11.700
11.697
11.601
11.389

Entropy TOPSIS
0.976
0.972
0.96
0.944
0.942
0.929
0.89
0.887
0.857
0.844
0.839
0.829
0.826
0.817
0.812
0.803
0.426
0.093
0.076
0.075

itively reflect the attacked samples of the system, indicating that the entropy weight TOPSIS is more in line with
the multi-attribute decision making of task risk under the
system environment.

4.3

Security Analysis of the Model

In general, access control models in an industrial control system environment must meet the following requirements:
1) Fine-grained access control.
2) With stronger expansibility.
3) The authorization process is simple.
4) Active and passive access control coexist.
5) Dynamic detection and risk quantification of users’
behaviors.
The model of MATRBAC achieves finer grained access
control. The traditional role-based access control
model assigns permissions to the role level. The access control model based on the task role correlates
the task with the role, and the permission assignment realizes the more granular assignment of the
permission at the task level to some extent. Following the role based access control model, MATRBAC retains the access control mechanism of the
task role-based access control model, In addition, in
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Figure 6: Weight distribution of 11 attributes in the dataset

and more consistent with the multi-task scenario in
industrial production.
The MATRBAC model simplifies the authorization process. Through the introduction of organization, all
and part of authority inheritance in the organization structure can be realized through the association relationship between organization and role and
the hierarchical inheritance relationship between organization and role when the roles need to delegate
authority to complete the same task. Permissions
can change quickly through the association between
the organization and the role, without the need for
administrators to operate alone, and the introduction of the organization reduces the complexity of
the authorization process.
Figure 7: Weight distribution of 11 attributes in the
dataset

the process of task execution, by collecting and saving key attribute information, including subject attribute, operation attribute, environment attribute
and resource attribute, task execution is subject to
environmental constraints, which effectively increases
the ability of access control model to describe finegrained constraints. The entropy weight TOPSIS is
introduced to evaluate the risk of task state, which
can adjust the access control strategy in real time according to the specific task running state and make
access granularity finer.
The MATRBAC model is more scalable. The introduction of organization and role in the MATRBAC
model is more consistent with the structure of industrial control system in reality, especially the classification of tasks, making different types of tasks subject to different access control strategy constraints

The MATRBAC model integrates active and passive access control. The classification of tasks shows that
the MATRBAC model is an active access control task
for type A activity approval task and type W workflow task. Private tasks of class P and supervisory
tasks of class S belong to passive access control. The
MATRBAC model distinguishes between active and
passive access control by the task.
The MATRBAC model integrates the determination of
the user’s trust value. Through the user’s historical
access record, the evaluation record of other resources
to the user. And the user’s access time interval to a
specific resource, the user’s trust value is calculated
comprehensively. The user’s trust value is an important reference index for assigning roles and tasks to
users. As well as one of the indexes for task status risk assessment. This design makes the assignment of permissions more reasonable and reflects the
dynamic assignment strategy of MATRBAC access
control model to permissions.
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4.4

The Comparison of the Model with References
Other Models

Table 4 provides a comprehensive comparison and analysis of the MATRBAC model introduced in this paper
√
and the existing access control model, In the table, ” ”
means that the model proposed in the literature can meet
the requirements of a security feature; ” × ” means that
the model proposed in the literature cannot meet the requirements of a security feature.
As shown in Table 4, the access control model MATRBAC in this article provides better security features
and more functional attributes compared to other relevant access control models. Therefore, the MATRBAC
model is more applicable to the industrial control system
environment.

5

Conclusions

This paper presents a MATRBAC model based on multiattribute decision making. This model introduces the
concept of organization and can adapt to the hierarchical
structure of industrial control system and reduce the complexity of authorization effectively. Constraints such as
subject attribute, operation attribute, resource attribute
and environment attribute are added to enhance the ability of describing permissions. An algorithm for calculating user trust value by using user history access record is
proposed to improve the model’s adaptability and security to permissions. The multi-attribute decision making
algorithm is applied to the task execution, and the risk
value of the task is calculated in real time through the
change of each attribute value during the task execution.
By using user trust value judgment module and task supervision module, the authority can be dynamically adjusted during task execution, which can adapt to the special situation to achieve both coarse granularity and fine
granularity. The experiment demonstrates the use of entropy weight TOPSIS method for multi-attribute decision
making is more discriminative than that of simple weighting method and analytic hierarchy process, which can
more intuitively show the difference between normal task
and risk task, and demonstrate the availability of MATRBAC model for authority dynamic adjustment in industrial control system environment. Compared to other
access control models, MATRBAC has more security features and extensibility.
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Abstract
The Internet of Vehicles location service has been widely
used, but it still faces many security issues. Researchers
have proposed some Location-Based Service privacy protection algorithms for IoV. However, These methods are
easily attacked by attackers with background knowledge.
Therefore, the privacy protection algorithm of the Internet of Vehicles based on differential privacy is improved by the PageRank algorithm and forms the PRDiff algorithm. The algorithm first calculates the sensitive attribute value of the IoV user’s location through the
PageRank algorithm and then allocates a privacy budget.
Then, different noise levels are added using the Laplacian mechanism according to the privacy budget of each
area to protect the private information of the entire track.
Finally, the availability and security of the PR-Diff algorithm are verified through experiments on real data sets.
As a result, the algorithm can better resist the attacker’s
background knowledge attack.
Keywords: Differential Privacy; Internet of Vehicles;
PageRank Algorithm; Privacy Protection; Trajectory
Data

1

Introduction

The Internet of Vehicle (IoV) is an application of the Internet of Things in road traffic and is also an important
part of the Intelligent Transport System (ITS) [15]. With
the development of V2X(Vehicle to Everything, V2X)
communication [10] and cloud computing, more and more
security problems of Internet of Vehicles appear. The increasing number of Location Based Service (LBS) applications in the IoV facilitates users’ lives. It also enables
service providers to collect a large number of vehicle users’
trajectory data. Trajectory data may expose users’ private information to attackers, such as hobbies, social relations, physical conditions, etc. This brings serious threats

to users’ lives [7]. For example, through the analysis of
a certain trajectory, the attacker may obtain the private
information such as the home address, work location, and
behavior patterns of the IoV users based on their background knowledge [12].Therefore, the protection of trajectory privacy has become a common concern of IoV users
and researchers.
Differential privacy (DP) technology is supported by
mathematical theories and has a strict mathematical definition of privacy protection. Its basic principle is to disturb the original data and network structure, including
adding, deleting, exchanging, etc., to make the disturbing data different from the original data, i.e., protecting
original data through publishing the disturbed data [8].
It has two main characteristics: Not being affected by
the background knowledge of the attacker and not being
affected by changes in a specific piece of data. Differential privacy technology has been widely used in location
privacy protection since it was proposed. [22] proposed a
location privacy method based on k-anonymity to prevent
privacy disclosure in LBS constrained in incomplete data
collection [22]. [18] combines the concepts of differential
privacy and k-anonymity to propose the notion of differentially private k-anonymity (DPkA) for query privacy in
LBS [18]. But adding too much noise may lead to poor
data availability and large errors. Therefore, in response
to the noise reduction problem, [16] proposed a differential privacy publishing method for trajectory data (CLM).
A correlated Laplace mechanism is presented by CLM,
which let Gauss noises pass through a specific filter to
produce noise whose auto-correlation function was similar with original trajectory series [16]. [21] proposed a deferentially privacy location release mechanism (DPLRM)
that considers the temporal correlation to protect the trajectory privacy of users. Specifically, It model the temporal correlation between user’s true locations by Markov
chain matrix, and define the DPLRM as an optimization
problem by minimizing an objective function based on
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the total distance between the true location and possible
released location [21].
Although differential privacy mechanism has been
widely studied and applied as a random perturbation
method. It was originally proposed to solve the privacy
leakage problem of static data sets composed of mutually
independent data. It protects privacy by adding independent noise to the data that needs to be protected. Therefore, the current trajectory publishing method based on
the differential privacy mechanism is to process the trajectory data as an independent sequence. It protects privacy
by adding an independent noise sequence to the trajectory
sequence that needs to be released. However, when the
location data is not independent (relevant), the independent noise methods will still leak privacy. The following
problems are faced in the existing trajectory differential
privacy protection methods.

sensitive attribute value. Secondly, in order to improve
data availability, the PR-Diff algorithm replaces protecting the entire trajectory by protecting the position points
on the user’s trajectory, and adds noise of different intensities to pass different privacy budget values. The PR-Diff
algorithm improves data utilization while protecting information from being leaked.

2
2.1

Theoretical Basis and Definition
PageRank Algorithm

The basic idea of PageRank algorithm: If there is a link to
web page A on web page T, it means that the owner of T
considers A to be more important, and thus assigns a part
of the importance score of T to A. The importance score
value is: PR(T)/C(T). Where PR(T) is the PageRank
1) Privacy budget allocation. Differential privacy is a value of T and C(T) is the number of outgoing links of
strictly defined privacy protection model, which is T, then the PageRank value of A is the accumulation of
independent of any background knowledge of the at- a series of T’s page importance scores [14].
tacker. The attack capability from differential privacy protection can be measured by the privacy budget ε. The smaller the ε, the greater the noise added, 2.2 Differential Privacy
and the greater the degree of privacy protection provided by the algorithm. However, the unreasonable The basic idea of differential privacy: Any two data
allocation of the privacy budget ε will destroy the pri- sets P and Q, P = d1 , d2 , · · · , di−1 , di , di+1 , · · · , dn ,Q =
vacy protection performance of the algorithm. Then d1 , d2 , · · · , di−1 , di , di+1 , · · · , dn , If and only if one data
record di is different between them, then P and Q are
the algorithm loses its meaning.
called neighbor data sets.For a given privacy query func2) Low data availability. The trajectory privacy protec- tion f , the query output results on any two neighboring
tion method based on differential privacy is mainly data sets P and Q represent f (P ), f (Q), the set of outrealized by adding disturbing noise, so that the at- put results is expressed as 0, and the probability that the
tacker cannot identify the real information of the user output result is 0 is expressed as Pr. If and only if the
from the released trajectory data. Due to the corre- function f satisfies the condition of Equation (1), it satislation of trajectory data, the weight of the sensitiv- fies ε-differential privacy [20].
ity of differential privacy will increase. In order to
achieve the same privacy protection strength, more
P r[f (P ) ∈ O]
≤ expε
(1)
noise needs to be added to the trajectory data, but
P r[f (Q) ∈ O]
more noise will reduce the usability of the data.
Among them, ε is a differential privacy budget parameter,
Based on the shortcomings of the existing differential
which represents the strength of privacy protection.
privacy protection algorithm for the IoV trajectory, a PRDiff algorithm that uses PageRank algorithm to improve
the location privacy protection algorithm of IoV based on 2.3 Global Sensitivity
differential privacy is proposed in this paper. The algorithm first uses background knowledge [24] to predict the For the function f : D → Rd satisfying Equation (2),
current trajectory position [3]. The sensitive attribute then ∆f is called the global sensitivity [4], which is the
value of the IoV user location is calculated through the maximum range of the output value change of the specific
PageRank algorithm, and the privacy budget is allocated query function f when querying on all possible adjacent
′
through the sensitive attribute value. Then Laplace noise data sets D and D . The measurement is the distance
is added through the privacy budget of each area. Fi- between the two. It has nothing to do with the data set
nally, the purpose of protecting the privacy information D and is determined by the query function f . The global
of the entire track is realized. The difference between sensitivity directly affects how much noise is added. The
the work done in this paper and the current research is: greater the global sensitivity of f , the more noise that
First of all, In order to allocate the privacy budget rea- needs to be injected under the same conditions of ε. And
sonably, this paper uses the PageRank algorithm to cal- replaced by smaller local sensitivity in special scenes.
culate the sensitive attribute value of the position on the
∆f = maxD,D′ ||f (D) − f (D′ )||1
(2)
track.Then allocate the privacy budget according to the
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2.4

Laplace Mechanism

For the query function f : D → Rd , if the output result of
the function f satisfies the Equation (3), then f satisfies
the ε-differential privacy protection [13].
K(D) = f (D) + Lap(λ).

(3)

Among them, Lap(λ) is the noise following the Laplace
distribution,λ is the scale parameter and the calculation
of λ is shown in Equation (4).
λ=

3
3.1

∆f
ε

(4)

Differential Privacy Budget Allocation
Problem Description

The privacy budget allocation strategy of differential privacy currently only adapts to specific spatial data applications. It cannot choose an appropriate allocation method
according to the data privacy protection requirements,
Figure 1: Vehicle inflow and outflow in the adjacent area
and therefore cannot reasonably allocate the privacy budget. Therefore, the location nodes on the trajectory in
the PR-Diff algorithm use the PageRank algorithm to allocate the privacy budget, which can further improve the 3.3 Mesh
privacy protection effect.
Division is an effective ways to protect location informa-

3.2

PageRank Value of Each Position tion. Based on the background knowledge [6], this paper
divides the IoV user activity area into grids. The locaPoint is Obtained

PageRank is an algorithm for evaluating the quality of a
web page, which can be considered as a probability representation. The main ideas of PageRank algorithm are as
follows: If the number of links to a web page is higher, the
importance of this page is higher; The higher the quality
of the page linked to the webpage, the higher the importance of the page. The PageRank method can be applied
to any entity set with mutual reference characteristics. It
can be used to sort the importance of location nodes in
the road network environment.
Based on the above ideas, the basic steps for calculating the sensitivity of a location point are as follows:
In this paper, the sensitive attribute value of the IoV
user’s location is calculated using the PageRank algorithm.Intuitively speaking, if a location and its neighboring location have high sensitivity, the location is more
sensitive. The algorithm calculation is shown in Equation (5).
X
(1 − d)
P R(Lj )
+d
(5)
P R(Li ) =
N
Out(Lj )
Lj ∈M (Li )

Where P R(Li )is the sensitive attribute value of the position to be evaluated Li ,N is all location nodes,M (Li ) is
the set of positions where Li has a chain, Out(Lj ) is the
number of outgoing chains at position Lj , d is the damping factor, 1 − d can be understood as the probability of
randomly jumping to other positions.

tion nodes that the IoV user may reach can be inferred
based on background knowledge, and then these location
nodes are formed into a directed graph. Figure 1 shows
the inflow and outflow diagram of vehicles in the adjacent area.Then calculate the sensitivity of each location
point [17].

3.4

Define Adjacency Matrix A



A=


A11
A21
..
.

A12
A22
..
.

· · · A1n
· · · A2n
..
.

An1

An2

· · · Ann

(
Aij =

1
2 Tij , i

=j
Tij , i ̸= j







(6)

(7)

Where Aij represents the weight of the edge of the super
location point, that is, Aij is the sum of the edge weights
of all the pair of location nodes connecting the area i to
the area j, so Aij is the total number of edges of the two
regions.Tij is the total number of connected edges of area
i and area j. When i = j, it is the same area.as shown in
Equation (6) and Equation (7).
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3.5

Calculate the Structural Coefficient according to Equation (13).
P
of Each Area
(n)
N P R(Li )

The influence of the region on the importance of the location point is measured according to the structural characteristics of the location and the edge of the other area
and the number of edges in the other region.If the number of internal edges of the location point is large, the
user tends to move within the area. If there are a large
number of external connections at a location, users tend
to move to other communities. Therefore, this paper regards the connection between the interior and the region
as the regional structure coefficient.The specific calculation method is shown in Equation (8) and Equation (9).
1X
n
Aij δn (Ci , Cj ),
(8)
Kin
=
2 i
X
n
Aij σn (Ci , Cj ).
(9)
Kout
=
i

When i = j,δn (Ci ), Cj ) = 1; When i ̸= j,δn (Ci ), Cj ) = 0;
When i ̸= j,σn (Ci ), Cj ) = 1; When i = j,σn (Ci ), Cj ) = 0.
n
Where Kin
is the sum of the internal degrees of the region
n
Cn ,Kout
is the sum of the external degrees of the region
Cn , simplify the above formula, they have Equation (10)
and Equation (11) for the adjacency matrix A.
n
Kin
n
Kout

= Ann
= −Ann +

(10)
X

Ann

(11)

n

3.6

Calculate Area Structure Coefficient
Vector

n
is actually the value obtained by separately sumKout
ming each row of the adjacency matrix and subtracting
the internal degree.The meaning it represents is the total
number of outer edges of all connected areas Cn . Calculate the internal degree and external degree of the area
Cn separately, and calculate the area structure coefficient
T
vector I = (I (1) , I (2) , . . . , I (n) ) , where each component
(n)
I is the area structure coefficient of each area Cn , which
can be calculated according to Equation (12).

I (n) =

n
n
Kout
Kin
n
n
InK
−
out
n + Kn
n + K n InKin
Kout
Kout
in
in

(12)

The vector I is calculated by the number of internal and
external connections in an area, so the area I can indicate the tightness of the internal and external connections
of an area and the flow of messages inside and outside
the area, thereby measuring the connectivity of a certain
area.The internal and external connections of the area will
affect the transmission capacity of an area.Therefore, such
a regional structure coefficient can be used to measure the
status of a region in the map.

3.7

Privacy Level Value

PT = I

+

N

(13)

Which is expressed as the sensitivity of the location point.

3.8

Differential Privacy Budget Parameters

Because of the subjectivity of privacy, it is unreasonable to make equal disturbances at every location. Not
only the sensitivity of different locations is different, but
also the sensitivity of different users to the same location
is different [23]. Therefore, the unreasonable allocation
of the privacy budget ε will destroy the privacy protection performance, and the algorithm will lose its meaning.Therefore, this paper introduces PageRank algorithm
to improve the utilization of privacy budget.For locations
with higher sensitivity, a smaller privacy budget is allocated, that is, greater disturbance noise is added to obtain
a higher degree of privacy protection.
ε is a differential privacy budget parameter, which represents the strength of privacy protection. The smaller
the value of ε, the more noise is added, the higher the
degree of privacy protection, and the lower the data utilization rate.When it is close to 0, the result output of
the query function on the two data sets is basically the
same, and any position information of the data set will
not be disclosed at this time.The privacy budget ε is a
data volume drawn up based on the differential privacy
model to indicate the level or degree of privacy protection.
The ε setting of each position is different, the greater the
sensitivity, the smaller the ε setting [11] .
Equation (14) was used to calculate differential privacy
budget parameter.
ε
(14)
εi =
PT
Where ε is the total privacy budget; εi is the privacy
budget of area i.
Different data applications require different privacy
budget allocation methods. However, traditional privacy
budget allocation strategies cannot meet the need of users
for flexible allocation of privacy budgets. In response to
this problem, the allocation strategy of using PageRank
algorithm to allocate privacy budget is proposed in this
chapter. IoV users calculate the PageRank value of each
location point, and then classify the location nodes to
calculate the structural coefficient of each area, thereby
comprehensively calculating the sensitivity of the location
point. Finally, a reasonable allocation of privacy budget
takes advantage of the sensitivity of location nodes [9].

4
4.1

PR-Diff Algorithm
Problem Statement

The PageRank value of each location point is normalized, In the existing research, in the stage of adding noise, the
and then the sensitivity of the location point is calculated addition of noise values of uniform scales is likely to cause
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excessive relative errors, causing the published data values
to seriously deviate from the original data values, thereby
greatly reducing the usefulness of the data.The goal of
this paper is to provide a practical solution that can provide varying degrees of privacy protection for the location
nodes on the vehicle network track.At the same time, in
order to ensure that the trajectory data of Internet of
Vehicles users meet the needs of differential privacy, the
Laplace algorithm is used in this paper to add noise [2].

4.2

Noise Addition

The differential privacy protection method adds a certain
degree of privacy protection noise to the output result
through the privacy budget parameter ε to ensure that the
output result on the neighboring data set is indistinguishable within a certain probability range. This reduces the
probability of an attacker identifying the user’s real information. At present, privacy protection is mainly achieved
by adding Laplace noise or exponential noise.The Laplacian mechanism adds random noise that obeys the Laplacian distribution to the ε-differential privacy. It is suitable
for numerical data protection.The exponential mechanism
controls the output probability of each candidate based on
a scoring function, which is suitable for discrete data protection [1].In this paper. uses the Laplacian plus noise
mechanism.
The Laplacian noise is added according to the average
budget of each location point. If the noise is too large, it
will introduce too much noise and affect the availability of
published data. If the noise is too small, the disturbance
error is reduced, but the non-uniformity error increases,
which exposes the distribution of actual data and cannot
guarantee privacy [5].Therefore, this paper adds different
Laplacian noises according to different privacy budgets,
which can hide the distribution of actual data, thereby
improving the degree of privacy protection of the algorithm.

As can be seen from the probability distribution function,
When d(x0 , x) > 0, the probability of x decreases as the
distance between x and x0 increases,And the probability
distribution is only related to the distance from x to x0 .
In order to simplify the implementation, the function is
transformed into a polar coordinate function, as shown in
Equation (17).
Dε,x0 (r, θ) =

ε2
r · exp(−εr).
2π

(17)

This function is the distribution function of x in polar coordinates, Where r represents the distance from x to x0 , θ
is the angle between x and the polar axis in polar coordinates,In order to facilitate the solution, Equation (17) is
decomposed into radius r and angle θ.As shown in Equation (18) and Equation (19).
Z
Dε,R (r)

=

2π

Dε (r, θ)dθ = ε2 re−εr

(18)

0

Z
Dε,θ (θ)

=

+∞

Dε (r, θ)dr =
0

1
2π

(19)

According to the above formula, random noise with radius
r and angle θ can be added to x0 = (s, t) to generate
x′0 = (s + r cos θ, t + r sin θ), so as to achieve the purpose
of privacy protection by position difference.
Integrating Equation (19) in [0, +∞) can get the cumulative probability distribution Cε(r) of the distance r,
and then r = Cz−1 (z). As shown in Equation (20).
Z
Cε (r) =

r

ε2 ρexp(−ερ)dρ = 1−(1+εr)exp(−εr). (20)

0

Among them,Cz (r) ∈ [0, 1), θ is a random number between [0, 2π).

Laplace noise generation method: The Laplace mechanism realizes differential privacy protection by adding 4.3 PR-Diff Algorithm
noise that obeys the Laplace distribution to the query
The PR-Diff algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
results [19].The extension of the mechanism to twodimensional space is still applicable. The noise it
adds satisfies the following probability density func- Algorithm 1 PR-Diff algorithm
tion, as shown in Equation (15).
1: Begin
2: Input:location point;ε
|x − u|
1
exp(−
)
(15) 3: Output:εi
P (x) =
2λ
λ
4: Calculate the PR value of each location point;
Where u is the expected value. In order to meet the 5: Divide the map area;
probability function of the noise that needs to be 6: Construct the adjacency matrix A;
added to the position differential privacy, we give a 7: Calculate the structural coefficient of each area;
privacy protection budget ε and the actual position 8: Calculate the privacy level value of each area;
x0 . If the position x after adding noise satisfies the 9: Calculate the corresponding differential privacy budget εi according to ε;
distribution of Equation (16), then ε-position differ10:
output εi ;
ential privacy protection is satisfied.
11: Add Laplacian noise;
ε2
D(x0 )(x) =
exp(−εd(x0 , x)).
(16) 12: Complete location privacy protection.
2π
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Figure 2: Algorithm performance efficiency analysis
Figure 3: MSE changes when ε changes

5

Experimental Evaluation
bances, provides higher data availability, and therefore

5.1

Experimental Design and Parameter the algorithm takes a long time to execute.
Setting
In order to verify the usability and safety of the method 5.3 Data Availability
proposed in this paper, the experimental design is divided
into two levels: horizontal and vertical. In the horizontal aspect, compare the method proposed in this paper
with other methods.Set the same environment and the
same parameters, compare the performance of the three
methods in terms of execution efficiency, data availability
and security, and analyze their advantages and disadvantages. In the vertical aspect, different parameters are set
to verify the method proposed in this paper, and the performance of the method proposed in this paper is tested
under different parameters to find the best performance.
All data sets for this experiment come from Microsoft
Research Asia.The data set used contains 17,621 paths,
with a total distance of 1,293,951 kilometers, 50,176
hours, and one sampling every 1-1.5 seconds or every 5-10
meters. This experiment uses python programming.

5.2

Perform Efficiency Analysis

The degree of accuracy can be measured by Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which is defined as shown in Equation (21).
1 X
M AE =
|x − x0 |
(21)
L
x∈X

Among them, L represents the length of the trajectory sequence,x is the position point after adding noise,x0 is the
original position point.The smaller the MAE, the higher
the data availability.Evaluate the MAE in the PR-Diff
algorithm, CLM algorithm and algorithm, and DPLRM
algorithm, as shown in Figure 3.
The experimental results show that the PR-Diff algorithm is better than the other two algorithms in terms
of data availability. This is because in the CLM method,
all position points on the trajectory are added with the
same intensity of noise information, and the entire trajectory is disturbed to the same degree, so the information
loss is relatively large. Although the DPLRM method
also adds different noises, But it not only considers the
privacy impact of the current release location on the current moment, but also considers the privacy impact of
the current release location on the previous release location. The algorithm has many limiting factors and low
availability. The PR-Diff algorithm uses the PageRank
algorithm to allocate a privacy budget. Under the same
privacy protection strength ε, a smaller noise algorithm is
needed to achieve the same privacy protection strength.
Therefore, PR-Diff has higher data availability.

In this paper, execution efficiency mainly refers to the
time required for privacy protection processing. We compare the PR-Diff algorithm with the CLM algorithm and
the DPLRM algorithm.
It can be seen from the experimental figure 2 that when
the data set continues to increase, the running time of
the three algorithms on the data set increases accordingly.
This is because when k is large, the geographical space experienced by the algorithm increases, so the time required
for the algorithm also increases.The execution time of the
PR-Diff algorithm and the DPLRM algorithm is much
longer than that of the CLM algorithm. This is because
5.4 Security Analysis
the method adds different degrees of noise parameters according to the different sensitivity of the position points Security mainly refers to the probability that the pubon the trajectory, carries out different intensity distur- lished trajectory data can be identified by an at-
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Figure 5: Comparison of R distribution under different
Figure 4: Analysis of privacy protection effect of three
algorithms

tacker.According to the characteristics of the differential
privacy protection method, the actual differential privacy
budget ε directly reflects the level of privacy protection
achieved.The smaller the value of ε, the more noise is
added, the higher the level of privacy protection achieved,
and the better the security of publishing trajectory data.
In differential privacy, ε is used as a key parameter
to determine the privacy strength.According to research,
when ε = 1 or less, data availability can reach a more
appropriate level.Therefore, this paper evaluates the security of the three algorithms with ε of 0.1 1.
It can be seen from Figure 4 that as the privacy protection budget value ε increases, the level of privacy protection achieved decreases.And it can be seen that the
privacy levels of the three algorithms are similar, and
the PR-Diff algorithm is slightly higher than the other
two algorithms. Because the three methods consider the
timing correlation between the added noise sequence and
the original trajectory sequence when adding noise, to a
certain extent, the original trajectory sequence and the
added noise sequence become unrecognizable. However,
the PR-Diff algorithm uses the PageRank algorithm to
calculate the differential privacy budget parameters, and
the allocation of privacy parameters is more scientific, so
the privacy protection effect achieved is better.

5.5

The Influence of ε on the PR-Diff Algorithm

Figure 5 compares the distribution of r under different
privacy protection degrees ε. According to formula 18,
the relationship between the distance r and the probability density can be seen. As r increases, the probability
density first increases and then decreases.This is because
within a certain radius, the larger the ε, the smaller the
added noise and the smaller the degree of privacy. As the
radius increases, the change of ε is not obvious. There-

Figure 6: Comparison of cumulative probability distribution Cε (r) with different values ε

fore, in this paper, the cumulative probability distribution
Cε (r) under different ε is compared.
From the cumulative distribution in Figure 6,The
added noise has a negative correlation with the privacy
budget ε value. The smaller the ε, the higher the degree
of privacy protection, and the more noise that needs to be
added. It can be seen that there is a mutual restriction between the degree of privacy protection and the efficiency
of location services. If you want to have a high degree
of privacy protection, you must sacrifice the accuracy of
the location. To ensure the accuracy of the location will
cause the weakening of privacy protection.

6

Conclusion

Location privacy protection in the Internet of Vehicles
has always been a research hotspot in privacy protection.Aiming at the problem of reducing data availability
by protecting all points in the trajectory in existing meth-
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Abstract
This work introduces the notion of Universal Signature
Translators (UST). In a universal signature translator system, Bob, using a set of public parameters and some other
supporting information, can create a signature translator
who can translate Alice’s signatures to his, where Bob
chose Alice. In prior proxy re-signature schemes, signatures can only be translated if Alice and Bob use the
same singing algorithm and shared parameters. A universal signature translator can translate any signature to
another. Therefore, universal signature translators provide a novel opportunity for signature translation. In
addition, we also define a weak version of UST called
a semi-functional universal signature translator scheme
which can translate any signatures to a fixed type of signatures. We give a concrete construction and security-proof
semi-functional UST scheme based on indistinguishability
obfuscation and some other supporting primitives.
Keywords: Indistinguishability Obfuscation; Proxy Resignatures; Universal Signature Translators

1

Introduction

The notion of proxy re-signatures was introduced by
Blaze, Bleumer and Strauss [2] and formalized later by
Ateniese and Hohenberger [1]. In a proxy re-signature
scheme, a semi-trusted proxy is given some information
that allows it to transform Alice’s (i.e., delegatee) signature on a message into Bob’s (i.e., delegator) signature
on the same message. The security of proxy re-signature
schemes requires that the proxy cannot, on his own, produce arbitrary signatures on behalf of either Alice or Bob.
As shown by [1, 2, 4] et al., proxy re-signatures are a
very useful tool for simplifying key management, sharing
web certificates, authenticating network path, managing
group signatures, and so on.

After the works of [1] and [2], many proxy re-signature
schemes have been proposed, e.g., multi-use unidirectional proxy re-signature schemes [12, 16, 20], proxy resignature schemes in the standard model [4, 15], identitybased proxy re-signature schemes [11, 17, 19], threshold proxy re-signature schemes [21], blind proxy resignature schemes [5, 9], certificateless proxy re-signature
schemes [8], and so on. However, all of these schemes
have one thing in common that they require Alice and
Bob to adopt a common signature scheme and shared parameters. In practice, the common signature scheme and
parameter requirements can be a large barrier to adoption. Existing users will already have established signing
keys and algorithms which are hard to change. In addition, even if a user moved from a signature system to a
proxy re-signature system, all previously generated signatures can not be re-signed.
To address the above-described limitation, Ateniese and Hohenberger [1] proposed an open problem:
“Whether or not proxy re-signature schemes can
be built that translate from one type of signature scheme to another?” As far as we know, [14]
and [22] are the only two works to toward this problem, where [14] constructed a proxy re-signature scheme
which can translate Alice’s Schnorr/ElGamal signature
to Bob’s RSA signature and [22] constructed a proxy resignature scheme which can translate Alice’s certificatebased signature to Bob’s identity-based signature. However, all schemes in [14] and [22] do not have formal security proofs.

1.1

Universal Signature Translators

In order to solve Ateniese and Hohenberger’s [1] open
problem, in this paper, we introduce the notion of universal signature translators (UST). In a universal signature
translator system, the delegator Bob can create a signature translator rkA→B , i.e., the proxy re-signing key, on
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inputs (params, SignB , skB , VerifyA , vkA ), where params
is the system public parameters, SignB is Bob’s signing algorithm, skB is Bob’s secret key, VerifyA is Alice’s verification algorithm, and vkA is Alice’s verification key, respectively. Then the translator will be given to a proxy who
can translate Alice’s signature σA (m) on message m into
Bob’s signature σB (m) on the same message m. In universal signature translator systems, both signatures σA (m)
and σB (m) can be produced from any type of signing
algorithms (subject to a presupposed length constraint).
We call the signature schemes of Alice and Bob’s are base
scheme and target scheme, respectively. As in the prior
proxy re-signature schemes, the delegatees of the system
need not do anything special to allow re-signing; Indeed
they could be unaware of the existence of such a system.
The notion of universal signature translators is inspired by
the notion of universal signature aggregators [10] which
can aggregate a collection of signatures produced from
any set of signing algorithms into one short signature.
The central challenge of proxy re-signatures is to design
a way to translate a signature σA (m) into another σB (m)
without secret key skB . In prior proxy re-signature
schemes, it is required that two signatures reside in a
common group, e.g., bilinear group. However, in universal signature translators, the two signatures may be
created from two different signature schemes, and thus
they do not reside in a common group. It is seemingly
difficult that realize universal signature translators based
on classical cryptographic tools.

1.2

Our Solution

Our solution will be to overcome the above limitation by
using the tool of program obfuscation [3]. At the highest level, Bob will produce an obfuscated program, i.e.,
the translator rkA→B which contains the description of
(SignB , skB , VerifyA , skA ). Next, proxy takes as input
Alice’s signature σA and corresponding message, m, to
the translator, if it is valid then it outputs a signature
σB by using the embedded signing algorithm SignB and
key skB . At first glance it might appear that the program obfuscation provides a straightforward solution to
the universal signature translators. However, as shown
by Barak et al. [3], such a obfuscation is impossible for
general programs.
To overcome this limitation, we make use of a weak but
realizable notion of program obfuscation, indistinguishability obfuscation (iO) [3]. A uniform iO for a class of
programs (or circuits) guarantees that obfuscations of any
two equal-size circuits that compute a same function are
computationally indistinguishable. Garg et al. [6] provided the first candidate construction of iO.
Semi-functional UST. Based on iO, unfortunately, it
is seemingly hard to construct a fully-fledged universal signature translator. In this work, we construct
a semi-functional universal signature translator. In
a semi-functional universal signature translator system, the base scheme can be any signature scheme,

but the target scheme will be forced to be a fixed
signature scheme. For proof of security, we make use
of punctured programming techniques which were introduced by Sahai and Waters [18] to make the signing oracles into the obfuscated program.
The proposed semi-functional universal signature translator can be seen as the first step towards answering Ateniese and Hohenberger’s [1] open problem.

1.3

Paper Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives the preliminaries of this work. Section 3 describes
the formal definition of universal signature translator and
its security model. The proposed scheme and security
proof are given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes
this work.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Indistinguishability Obfuscation

Definition 1. [6] A uniform PPT indistinguishability
obfuscator, iO, for a class of circuit {Cλ } satisfies:

 Functionality preservation: for all security parameters λ ∈ N, all circuits C ∈ Cλ , and all inputs x,
Pr[C ′ (x) = C(x) : C ′ ← iO(λ, C)] = 1.

 Indistinguishability: for any PPT adversary, (Samp,
D), there exists a negligible function negl such that:
if Pr[∀x, C0 (x) = C1 (x) : (C0 , C1 , τ ) ← Samp(1λ )] >
1 − negl(λ), then
P r[D(τ, iO(λ, C0 )) = 1 :
(C0 , C1 , τ ) ← Samp(1λ )]
−P r[D(τ, iO(λ, C1 )) = 1 :
(C0 , C1 , τ ) ← Samp(1λ )] ≤ negl(λ).

2.2

Punctured Pseudorandom Functions

Definition 2. [18] A family of punctured pseudorandom function (P-PRF) consists of three algorithms,
(KeyP , Pun, F ), and a pair of computable functions n(·)
and m(·), satisfying the following conditions:

 Functionality preserved under puncturing: any PPT
adversary A outputs a set S ⊆ {0, 1}n(λ) , then for all
x ∈ {0, 1}n(λ) \S,
Pr[F (K, x) = F (KS , x) : K ← KeyP (1λ ), KS ←
Pun(K, S)] = 1.

 Pseudorandom at punctured points: for any PPT
adversary (A1 , A2 ) such that A1 (1λ ) outputs a set
S ⊆ {0, 1}n(λ) and state τ , consider an experiment
where K ← KeyP (1λ ) and KS ← Pun(K, S), then,
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Pr[A2 (τ, KS , S, F (K, S)) = 1]
−Pr[A2 (τ, KS , S, Um(λ)·|S| ) = 1] = negl(λ),
where F (K, S) denotes F (K, x1 )|| . . . ||F (K, xk ), and
S = {x1 , . . . , xk } is the enumeration of the elements
of S in lexicographic order, and Uℓ denotes the uniform distribution over ℓ bits.

2.3

Digital Signatures

A signature scheme S consists of the following algorithms:
 KeyGen(1λ ) algorithm takes as input security parameter λ and outputs a signing-verification key pair
(sk, vk).

 TranKey(params, (VerifyA , vkA , SignB , skB ))
algorithm takes as input public parameters params and
a tuple (VerifyA , vkA , SignB , skB ) that is (ℓver , ℓvk ,
ℓsig , ℓsk )-length qualified. It outputs a translator,
i.e., proxy re-signing key, rkA→B .
 Translate(params, rkA→B , (m, σA )) algorithm takes
as input public parameters params, translator
rkA→B , and a tuple (m, σA ) that is (ℓmsg , ℓσ )-length
qualified. It outputs a signature σB on the same message m for Bob or ⊥.

Correctness: Let SA = (KeyGenA , SignA , VerifyA ) and
SB = (KeyGenB , SignB , VerifyB ) be two signature
schemes.

For all λ
∈
N, params
←
Setup(1λ ),
 Sign(sk, m) algorithm takes as inputs the signing key rkA→B ← TranKey(params, (VerifyA , skA , SignB , skB )),
σB
←
Translate(params, rkA→B , (m, σA )),
if
sk and a message m and outputs a signature σ.
(VerifyA , vkA , SignB , skB ) is (ℓver , ℓvk , ℓsig , ℓsk )-length
 Verify(vk, m, σ) algorithm takes as inputs the veri- qualified, (m, σA ) is (ℓmsg , ℓσ )-length qualified, and
fication key vk and a purported signature σ on a VerifyA (vkA , m, σA ) = 1, then we require that
message m and outputs either accept or reject.
VerifyB (vkB , m, σB ) = 1.
Correctness: It is required that for any (sk, vk) ←
If SA and SB can be any type of signature schemes,
KeyGen(1λ ) and message m, accept ← Verify(vk, m, then we say that it is a fully-fledged universal signature
Sign(sk, m)).
translator system. If SA can be any signature scheme, but
SB is forced to be a fixed signature scheme, then we say
Definition 3. [7] We say that a signature scheme, that it is a semi-functional universal signature translator
S = (KeyGen, Sign, Verify), is existential unforgeability system.
against chosen message attacks (EU-CMA) secure if, for
any PPT adversary A with oracle access to Sign, the
3.1 Security Model of UST
probability that, on input of a uniformly chosen veri∗
∗
fication key vk, A outputs a pair (m , σ ) such that We now define the security model for universal signaVerify(vk, m∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1 where m∗ was not queried to Sign ture translators. Let SA = (KeyGenA , SignA , VerifyA )
oracle, is negligible, where the probability is over vk and and SB = (KeyGenB , SignB , VerifyB ) be any two (ℓsig ,
the randomness of the Sign oracle.
ℓsk , ℓver , ℓvk , ℓsig , ℓσ )-length qualified signature schemes.
Consider the following game which is played by an adversary A and a challenger.

3

Universal Signature Translators

In this section, we define the notion of universal signature translators. Let ℓsig , ℓver , ℓsk , ℓvk , ℓmsg and ℓσ be
polynomials. Given a security parameter λ, ℓsig denotes
a bound on the size of signing circuits, ℓver (λ) denotes
a bound on the size of verification circuits, ℓsk (λ) denotes a bound on the size of signign key, ℓvk (λ) denotes a bound on the size of verification key, ℓmsg (λ)
denotes a bound on the length of messages, and ℓσ (λ)
denotes a bound on the size of signatures. For simplicity,
we will drop λ when the context is clear. In addition,
we assume that the signature schemes which are used
by Alice and Bob are SA = (KeyGenA , SignA , VerifyA )
and SB = (KeyGenB , SignB , VerifyB ), respectively. SA is
called the base scheme and SB is called the target scheme.
A universal signature translator consists of the following algorithms:

 Setup: Challenger first runs the (skA , vkA ) ←
KeyGenA (1k ), (skB , vkB ) ← KeyGenB (1k ) and
params ← Setup(1k ). Next, it runs rkA→B ←
TranKey (params, (VerifyA , vkA , SignB , skB )). Finally, it gives (vkA , vkB , rkA→B ) to A.
 Signing queries: A sends signing query (m, i), and
obtains σi ← Signi (ski , m), where i ∈ {A, B}.
∗
 Forgery: A finally outputs a forgery (m∗ , σB
).

We say that A wins the game if accept ←
∗
VerifyB (vkB , m∗ , σB
) and m∗ was not taken as input to
the signing queries. Let AdvA (λ) be the probability that
A wins the game.

Definition 4. Let SA = (KeyGenA , SignA , VerifyA )
and SB = (KeyGenB , SignB , VerifyB ) be any two
(ℓsig , ℓsk , ℓver , ℓvk , ℓsig , ℓσ )-length
qualified
signature
schemes. A universal signature translator system is
 Setup(1λ ) algorithm takes as input security parame- secure with respect to scheme SA and SB if for any PPT
ter λ and outputs public parameters params.
adversary A, AdvA (λ) is negligible in λ.
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We can also define a selective variant to the above security model where the adversary A is required to commit
to a forgery message m∗ before the setup phase.
The above security notion guarantees that if Alice and
Bob are both honest, then proxy cannot create signatures
for Bob unless the message was first signed by Alice. The
models are relative to the notion of limited proxy of internal security given by Ateniese et al. [1]. In [1], they
also introduced three other security notions:
1) External security: A cannot obtain rkA→B .

Translating program Pt from Alice to Bob
- Constants: (VerifyA , vkA , skB := K, SignB :=
F (·, ·))
- Inputs: (m, σA )
+ Test if VerifyA (vkA , m, σA ) = accept.
+ Output σB ← F (K, m) if true, ⊥ if false.

2) Delegatee security: If Alice is honest, then she is safe
from a colluding proxy and Bob. In universal signaCorrectness of the above universal signature translator
ture translator systems, Alice is always safe because is obvious by inspection.
the involved information about her in TranKey and
Translate algorithms is only verification key vkA , and
thus if she is not safe, then this will contradict with 4.1 Proof of Security
the security of signature scheme SA .
In this subsection, we prove the selective security of our
construction. Our proof is similar to the proof of non3) Delegator security: If Bob is honest, then he is safe interactive zero knowledge in [18].
from a colluding proxy and Alice. Apparently, universal signature translators always cannot meet this Theorem 1. Assuming iO is a secure indistinguishasecurity because Alice first generates a signature σA bility obfuscator, F is a secure P-PRF, SA is a seon a message m, by using translator rkA→B which cure (ℓsig , ℓsk , ℓver , ℓvk , ℓsig , ℓσ )-length qualified signature
is kept by proxy, then they can compute a signature scheme, and SB is the SW scheme, then the universal
σB for Bob.1
signature translator is selectively secure.
Proof. Let SA = (KeyGenA , SignA , VerifyA ) be a secure
(ℓsig , ℓsk , ℓver , ℓvk , ℓsig , ℓσ )-length qualified signature
4 Semi-Functional UST
scheme, SB be the SW scheme, and A be a PPT adIn this section, we construct a semi-functional universal versary. We describe the proof as a sequence of hybrid
signature translator system based on indistinguishability games.
obfuscation. In our construction, the base scheme SA can
 Hyb0 : This hybrid corresponds to the honest execube any type of signature scheme, but the target scheme
tion of the selective unforgeability game where the
SB is forced to be the SW scheme [18]. The following conadversary A initially submits his challenge message
struction is inspired by the construction of non-interactive
m∗ . We construct a challenger B to interact with A:
zero knowledge proof [18] which is also based on indistinguishability obfuscation.
1) B first runs (skA , vkA ) ← KeyGenA . Next,
it runs K ← KeyGenP (1λ ) and chooses
λ
 Setup(1 ) algorithm first chooses a secure indistina one-way function f to establish the SW
guishability obfuscator, iO. Next, it creates paramescheme SB = (KeyGenB , SignB , VerifyB ). Then,
ters ℓsig , ℓver , ℓsk , ℓvk , ℓmsg , and ℓσ based on security
it creates a translator rkA→B based on
parameter λ. Finally, it sets the public parameters
VerifyA , vkA , SignB := F and skB := K by usto be params = (iO, ℓsig , ℓver , ℓsk , ℓvk , ℓmsg , ℓσ ).
ing iO. Finally, it gives vkA , vkB and rkA→B to
A.
 TranKey(params, (VerifyA , vkA , SignB , skB ))
algo2) A makes signing query on input (m, A), B rerithm is run by Bob. He creates an obfuscation of the
turns back σA = SignA (skA , m). It also can
translating program Pt . The signature translator,
make signing query on input (m, B), B returns
i.e., proxy re-signing key, rkA→B is the obfuscated
back
σB = F (K, m).
program iO(Pt ) that will be given to proxy.
∗
3) A outputs a forgery (m∗ , σB
) and wins the game
 Translate(pp, rkA→B , (m, σA )) is run by the proxy
∗
∗
if VerifyB (vkB , m , σB ) = 1 and m∗ was not
who takes as input (m, σA ) and outputs the result.
taken as input to the signing queries.
1 In

some PRS schemes, such as [1, 12], Bob’s signatures are layered, the forgery of colluding proxy and Alice is required to be a
first-level signature which cannot be generated by honest proxy and
Alice.

 Hyb1 : This hybrid is identical to Hyb0 with the exception that we replace the real translator by an obfuscation of the program Pt∗ . Programs Pt and Pt∗
have a same size by appropriate padding.
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is that Pv computes F (K, m∗ ) by itself, whereas Pv∗ is
given f (F (K, m∗ )) as a constant z. Therefore, if there is
a PPT adversary A has different advantages in Hyb0 and
- Constants: (VerifyA , vkA , SignB , K{m∗ } )
Hyb1 , then we can create a pair of algorithms (Samp, D)
to break the security of iO. Samp submits two programs
- Inputs: (m, σA )
C0 = Pv and C1 = Pv∗ to the iO challenger. Then Samp
+ Test if VerifyA (vkA , m, σA ) = accept.
will receive an obfuscation of C0 or C1 . If the iO chal+ Output σB ← F (K, m) if true, ⊥ if
lenger chooses C0 , then A is in Hyb1 . If the iO challenger
false.
chooses C1 , then A is in Hyb2 . Finally, D outputs 1 if the
adversary successfully forges. In conclusion, any adversary with different advantages in Hyb1 and Hyb2 will lead
 Hyb2 : This hybrid is identical to Hyb0 with the ex- to (Samp, D) as an attacker on the indistinguishability
ception that we let z = f (F (K, m∗ )) and replace security of iO.
Bob’s verification key iO(Pv ) by an obfuscation of
Lemma 3. If P-PRF is secure, then no PPT adversary
program Pv∗ . Programs Pv and Pv∗ have a same size
can distinguish between Hyb2 and Hyb3 .
by appropriate padding.
Translating program Pt∗ from Alice to Bob

Verification program

Pv∗

- Constants: (K{m∗ } , m∗ , z)
- Inputs: (m, σB )
+ If m = m∗ , test if f (σB ) = z. Otherwise, test if f (σB ) = f (F (K, m)).
+ Output accept if true, reject if false.

 Hyb3 : This hybrid is identical to Hyb2 with the exception that z := y for y is chosen uniformly at random from the range of the one-way function.

Lemma 1. If iO is secure, then no PPT adversary can
distinguish between Hyb0 and Hyb1 .

Proof. If there is a PPT adversary A who has different
advantages in Hyb2 and Hyb3 , then we can build a pair of
algorithms (A1 , A2 ) to break the security of the P-PRF
at punctured point m∗ . A1 first obtains m∗ from the A.
It then submits m∗ to the P-PRF challenger and receives
a punctured key K{m∗ } and challenge value a. It runs as
in Hyb2 except it sets z = f (a). If a = F (K, m∗ ), then A
is in Hyb2 . If it was chosen uniformly at random, then A
is in Hyb3 . A2 will output 1 if the adversary successfully
forges. In conclusion, any PPT adversary with different
advantages in Hyb2 and Hyb3 will leads to (A1 , A2 ) as an
attacker to break the pseudorandomness of the P-PRF.

The above lemmas show that a succession of three
hybrid games where no PPT adversary can distinguish
one from the next with non-negligible advantage. We
now should show that in the last hybrid Hyb3 , any PPT
adversary cannot succeed with non-negligible advantage.
If there is an adversary has non-negligible advantage in
Hyb3 , then we can use it to break the security of the oneway function. We build a challenger B that first receives
m∗ from the adversary and y from the one-way function
challenger, it then sets z := y. If an adversary successfully forges on m∗ , then by assumption he has computed
∗
∗
∗
a signature σB
such that f (σB
) = z = y. B outputs σB
as the solution of the given one-way function challenge
instance. Therefore, if the one-way function is secure,
then no PPT adversary can succeed with non-negligible
advantage. Since the advantages of all PPT adversary are
negligibly close in each successive hybrid, this proves the
theorem.

Proof. Note that the input and output behaviors of the
programs Pt and Pt∗ are identical. The only difference
is that in Pt∗ the P-PRF at point m∗ is punctured output of the P-PRF key K{m∗ } . However, according to the
definition of selective security, A always cannot obtain a
valid signature on the challenge message m∗ , that is to
say, F (K, m∗ ) will never get called. Therefore, if there is
a PPT adversary A has different advantages in Hyb0 and
Hyb1 , then we can create a pair of algorithms (Samp, D)
to break the security of iO. Samp submits two programs
C0 = Pt and C1 = Pt∗ to the iO challenger. Then Samp
will receive an obfuscation of C0 or C1 . If the iO challenger chooses C0 , then A is in Hyb0 . If the iO challenger
chooses C1 , then A is in Hyb1 . Finally, D outputs 1 if the
adversary successfully forges. In conclusion, any adversary with different advantages in Hyb0 and Hyb1 will lead
5 Conclusion
to (Samp, D) as an attacker on the indistinguishability
security of iO.
In order to solve the open problem of proxy re-signatures,
Lemma 2. If iO is secure, then no PPT adversary can in this work, we introduce the concept of universal signature translators. A universal signature translator system
distinguish between Hyb1 and Hyb2 .
can translate a type of signature scheme to another. FurProof. Note that the input and output behaviors of the thermore, we construct a semi-functional universal signaprograms Pv and Pv∗ are identical. The only difference ture translator system based on indistinguishability ob-
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Abstract
Vehicle nodes share traffic information through broadcasting in the Internet of Vehicles. Vehicle behavior decisions
and safe driving will be affected by false messages. Existing trust evaluation schemes require a lot of calculations
to verify the trustworthiness of nodes for each communication, which has limitations and can not be applied
to the Internet of Vehicles environment of instant communication. A vehicle node trust evaluation mechanism
based on blockchain was proposed in order to catch malicious nodes efficiently and further ensure vehicle driving
and information security. Firstly, the reliability of the
node is preliminarily judged by querying the comprehensive trust value. Then the authenticity of the event was
judged and the corresponding message trust value was
calculated as the subsequent impact. Next, the comprehensive trust value of the vehicle node was maintained by
using blockchain. The proof of trust was used to replace
the proof of work in the consensus mechanism. Simulation experiments showed that the mechanism was feasible,
it had obvious advantages in terms of precision rate and
recall rate.
Keywords: Blockchain; Comprehensive Trust Value; Internet of Vehicles; Proof of Trust; Trust Assessment

1

Introduction

vehicle nodes is an urgent problem to be solved.
Trust evaluation is to use the concept of trust to evaluate the reliability of nodes and messages. At present,
vehicle node trust evaluation schemes [9] can be generally
divided into three categories: Node-based trust evaluation method [2, 5], which mainly evaluates reliability according to the behavior of vehicle nodes. Message-based
trust evaluation method [3, 20], which mainly considers
whether the message is reliable, and it needs to evaluate
each message received. Based on the node and message
evaluation method [7, 10, 13, 14, 17], the measure needs to
consider both the node and message factors. Most of the
above schemes implement node evaluation through previous experience, recommendations from surrounding vehicles and recommendations from central agencies, or focus
on evaluating the credibility of received messages. Even
the evaluation scheme that combines node behavior and
message trust does not take into account the problem of
untrustworthy messages caused by behavioral trustworthy
nodes.
In order to efficiently implement dynamic trust evaluation, accurately catch malicious vehicle nodes, and solve
the problem of untrustworthy messages caused by behavioral trusted nodes, a new trust evaluation mechanism
was proposed. The comprehensive trust value was taken
as the basis of trust in this mechanism, and the message trust value obtained by instant messaging serves was
taken as the subsequent influence of the comprehensive
trust value. The distributed vehicle node trust database
was constructed with blockchain technology to maintain
and manage the trust value data of vehicle nodes, and the
proof of trust mechanism was used to replace the proof of
work mechanism.

The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is an important foundation for the intelligent transportation systems. Vehicle
nodes can share traffic information in real time. There are
also corresponding safety issues while IoV can improving
travel efficiency [15]. The scheme based on trust value has
been widely used in the research of safety management.
However, vehicle nodes are moving at a high speed, the
2 Advantages of Blockchain Used
network topology is constantly changing, and the time
for vehicle node communication and message inspection is
in Trust Evaluation
very short in the Internet of Vehicles, which puts forward
higher requirements for trust evaluation mechanism. How In recent years, blockchain has attracted widespread
to efficiently evaluate, maintain and manage the trust of attention in both academia and industry field. The
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blockchain allows all nodes to verify the correctness of the
content in the block, and has inherent advantages such as
tamper resistance, transparency, decentralized and consistency. It can be applied to smart contracts, smart
transportation, data management, trust evaluation and
many other fields [6, 8, 16].
The blockchain network uses multiple copies to synchronize management, making the cost of tampering with
data too high and almost impossible to achieve, which
provides trust support for data management. Based on
the original data information authenticity management
measures, with the help of external collaboration, the verification system of vehicle trust data is improved from
the outside to the inside, forming a closed loop of vehicle trust. It can make up for the shortcomings in the
existing vehicle trust data management. Specifically, the
storage of trust data is based on cryptographic principles and has the characteristics of immutability, which
can save third-party confirmation. Each node masters all
transaction information, which can solve the problem of
message asymmetry.
Blockchain and related concepts provide a new direction for the security field of the Internet of Things [1, 11].
Trust evaluation and security management can also learn
from its core ideas and use a decentralized distributed
ledger to maintain vehicle node trust. Integrating the advantages of blockchain technology, introducing it into the
Internet of Vehicle architecture, and applying to the vehicle node trust evaluation mechanism can improve the
security.
At present, there have been some researches on the application of blockchain technology in the trust evaluation
of the IoV nodes [4, 12, 18, 19]. Shrestha [12] proposed a
mechanism for evaluating the credibility of vehicle nodes
and messages in IoV. Node credibility and message credibility were stored in the blockchain ledger, and the idea of
proof of location (PoL) was proposed. Yang [19] proposed
a consensus algorithm based on the credibility of vehicle
node messages.

3

Trust Evaluation Mechanism for
Internet of Vehicles Nodes
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Figure 1: Blockchain-based trust evaluation mechanism
frame for IoV nodes

transmitted, stored and maintained in the network. The
mechanism frame was described in Figure 1.

3.1

Trust Evaluation Process for Internet
of Vehicles Nodes

A trust evaluation strategy suitable for the IoV was
formed according to the communication characteristics of
vehicle nodes. When receiving the message from the vehicle node Vi about the occurrence of the event e, the vehicle
node Vj first obtained the trust value of Vi through query,
and judged its trust level. Then RSU verified the authenticity of the event, and calculated the message trust value
of the sending node as the follow-up impact, which affected the comprehensive trust value of the source node.
The process was shown in Figure 2.

Step 1. The node behavioral trust value was calculated
during initialization as the basis for trustworthiness
judgment. The vehicle node Vi found that event e has
A blockchain-based trust evaluation mechanism for IoV
occurred, sent the event message to nearby vehicles,
nodes was proposed. In this mechanism, a blockchain
and reported it to the nearest RSU.
network was constructed by vehicle nodes and road side
unit (RSU), and the trust value of vehicle nodes was re- Step 2. When Vj received the message from Vi about the
garded as a transaction in the IoV to form a new block
occurrence of event e, it first obtained the compresimilar to a Bitcoin transaction, and each block hash was
hensive trust value of Vi through query, and judged
linked in a sequential manner. Among them, the vehicle
the credibility of the message.
node only carried out message communication and did
not undertake data calculation. RSU verified the authen- Step 3. When the RSU received a message from Vi about
ticity of the event, calculated the corresponding message
the occurrence of event e, it quickly verified the autrust value, and then selected one of the nodes for acthenticity of the event.
counting according to the consensus mechanism. All the
trust values in the blockchain were accumulated to form Step 4. Calculated the message trust value of the source
node according to the authenticity of the event.
a comprehensive trust value of vehicle nodes, which were
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feedback from multiple common neighbor nodes when the
system was initialized. They were weighted to obtain the
behavioral trust value of the vehicle node and stored it.
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Figure 2: Trust evaluation process for Internet of Vehicles (E ), forwarding timeliness (E ), and data forwarding
2
3
nodes
rate (E4 ), and the basic probability distribution was performed, it was shown in Table 1.
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(YHQWH
RFFXUV

Step 5. The message trust value was treated as a transaction to form a new block and uploaded to the
blockchain for storage. The message trust value was
used as the follow-up impact to influence the comprehensive trust value of the node.
Reasonably quantify and classify the comprehensive
trust value. The trust level TL was used to determine
whether the vehicle node is trustworthy, so that the vehicle node could obtain the sender’s trust level in time after
receiving the message. According to the trust value, it was
divided into five levels: Not credible; Uncertain credibility; Generally credible; More credible; Highly credible. As
shown in Equation (1). If the trust value was less than 0,
it was considered as an untrusted node and its communication would be restricted. The less trusted node was the
suspicious node. Trusted nodes were divided into three
categoryies: general trustworthy, relatively trustworthy,
and highly trustworthy. It would only decrease but not
increase after the trust value reached the maximum value
of 1, that was, the trust value was still 1 when the true
message was continued to be sent, and the trust value
would be reduced when the false message was sent.

not credible; −1 ≤ Ti ≤ 0





uncertain
credible; 0<Ti ≤ 0.4


T L = generally credible; 0.4<Ti ≤ 0.6
(1)



more credible; 0.6<Ti ≤ 0.8




highly credible; 0.8<Ti ≤ 1

Table 1: Basic probability distribution
Trust result
{T}
{D}
{T,D}

E1
m11
m12
m13

E2
m21
m22
m23

E3
m31
m32
m33

E4
m41
m42
m43

Among them, mi,j (i = 1, 2, 3, 4; j = 1, 2, 3) represented
the credibility probability corresponding to the four evidence attributes (E1 , E2 , E3 , E4 ). The probability distribution function m represented the trust degree of the
evidence attribute to the event.
Under the recognition framework Θ , for ∀ ⊆ 2Θ ,
the synthesis rule of the probability distribution function
m1 , m2 ...mn was:
m(A) = m1 ⊕ m2 ⊕ ...mn
X
1
(2)
=
m1 (A1 ) · m2 (A2 ) · ...mn (An )
K
A1 ∩A2 ∩...An

Among them, K was the normalization factor,
X
K=
m1 (A1 ) · m2 (A2 ) · ...mn (An )
A1 ∩A2 ∩...An ̸=∅

=1−

X

(3)
m1 (A1 ) · m2 (A2 ) · ...mn (An )

A1 ∩A2 ∩...An ̸=∅

Then according to Equation (2), the attribute evidence
was synthesized to obtain the triplet representing the di3.2 Method for Calculating Comprehenrect trust of the vehicle node. DT was calculated acsive Trust Value of IoV Nodes
cording to the normalization method. It was shown in
(1) Method for Calculating Behavioral Trust Equation (4).
Value
DTi,j = {mi,j ({T }), mi,j ({D}), mi,j ({T, D})}
(4)
The behavioral trust value was obtained by calculating
the direct trust value (DT) and the indirect trust value
Indirect trust was that the evaluation node Vj obtained
(IT). The direct trust value was calculated by D-S ev- the direct trust value of the evaluated node Vi through
idence theory, and the indirect trust value was fused by the third-party node Vk . The trust relationship between
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M j = {mj1 , mj2 , ...mji } after receiving these messages, mji
jrepresented the message of the vehicle node Vi about reporting the event ej . The location proof was added to the
incident report message, and this message was considered
Vi
Vj
when the source sending node and the RSU were in the
Vk
same area. The incident information mji contained the
...
proof of the distance between the vehicle node and the
place where the incident occurred. Proof of distance was
Vkn
used to verify the vehicle nodes close to the event, and
Figure 3: Indirect trust relationship diagram of vehicle only the source node that sending the event message was
considered. The credibility of the message content varied
nodes
with the distance between the reporting node and the location of the incident. The node closest to the location
of the incident usually had a higher credibility. The definodes was shown in Figure 3. Reducing the time delay in nition of the credibility of a certain message content was
the indirect trust evaluation process to avoid the iteration shown in Equation (7).
of credibility. Supposed that only the common neighbor
node Vk of Vi and Vj can provide indirect trust. The
j
(7)
mcji = b + e−γ·di
direct trust value was used as the behavior trust value if
there was no common neighbor node.
However, vehicle nodes are moving at high speed and
Among them, mcji was the credibility of the content
their positions are constantly changing in the real In- of the message sent by Vi about the event ej . dji is
ternet of Vehicles environment. So nodes Vi and Vj the distance between the location of the message sendmay have multiple common neighbor nodes such as ing node Vi and the place where the event ej occurred.
{Vk1 , Vk2 , ...Vkn }. These nodes may send forged or er- b and γ were two preset parameters, which respectively
roneous information to Vi for their own interests. The controlled the lower limit and change rate of content
calculation of the indirect trust value is greatly affected credibility. RSU can obtain the message credibility set
in this case.
mcji about the even ej through Equation (7), where
Therefore, a comprehensive analysis of the direct trust M C j = {mcj , mcj , ...mcj }. Based on the message con1
2
i
i
value sent by neighbor nodes was required. After Vi tent credibility set mcj , the Bayesian inference theory
i
broadcasted the trust data requesting Vj , the common (Equation (8)) was used to verify the authenticity of the
neighbor nodes Vkn that met the conditions immediately event e .
j
respond. The direct trust value of Vj with Vi was sent to
the requesting node Vi . Here, DTi,kn was the direct trust
p(ej /M Cij )
value of Vi to the common neighbor node Vkn , and DTkn ,j
QN
(8)
p(ej ) · i=1 p(cji /ej )
was the direct trust value of the common neighbor node
=
Q
Q
N
N
DTi,kn to Vj , DTi,kn as the reliability weight of DTkn ,j ,
p(ej ) · i=1 p(cji /ej ) + p(ej ) · i=1 p(cji /ej )
and n represented the number of common neighbor nodes.
The IT was calculated according to Equation (5).
Among them, ej was the complementary event of ej ,
j
j
j
j
Pn
p(c
i /ej ) = ci , p(ci /ej ) = 1 − ci , p(ej ) was the prior probx=1 DTi,kx · DTkx ,j
(5) ability of the event ej . The authenticity of the message
ITi,j =
n
and the message trust of the sending node were calculated
The DT and IT were calculated according to the above according to the authenticity of the event. The event is
steps, appropriate weights were introduced, and the be- considered to be a real event if p(ej /M Cij ) exceeded the
havior trust value was obtained by weighted calculation preset threshold ε.
method. It was shown in Equation (6).
RSU judged the consistency according to the authenticity verification result of event e and the message sent
BTi,j = αDTi,j + βITi,j
(6) by the node, and calculated the message trust value of
Among them, α, β ∈ (0, 1) represented the weight of the sending node. Give affirmation to the source node
the node’s direct trust and indirect trust, and α + β = 1, that correctly reported this event, that was, the message
trust value was positive, which increased the comprehenwhich is determined by the node’s own strategy.
sive trust value. Give a negative evaluation to the false
source node, that was, the message trust value was nega(2) Method for Calculating Message Trust Value
tive, and the comprehensive trust value would decrease.
RSU verified the authenticity of the event by synthesizing
Since the node sending messages was a continuous
the messages sent by multiple source nodes. RSU would behavior, the counters countt and countu were used to
receive multiple source messages sent by nodes about e record the feedback results of the node sending messages,
when event e occurs. The RSU put them in the packet countt represented the number of consecutive true mes-

Vk1

2
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sages, the calculation method was shown in Equation (9).
countt =

(
countt + 1, M essage

is

3.3

Consensus Mechanism
Proof of Trust

Based

on

true

(9) The comprehensive trust value of the vehicle node can be
obtained through the trust evaluation mechanism. Due to
the unmodifiable characteristics of data in the blockchain
Moreover, countu represent the number of consecutive
network, it was maintained by constantly adding message
false messages, the calculation method is shown in Equatrust values. The working process was described as foltion (10).
lows.
(
countu + 1, M essage is f alse
countu =
(10) Step 1. The node broadcasted the newly generated data
0
, M essage is true
information, that was, the message trust value to the
entire network nodes.
Rewards and punishments were implemented for sending message nodes in order to encourage vehicles to send Step 2. Other nodes in the entire network verified the
legitimacy after receiving the information. If the vertrue messages. Specifically, the vehicle node sent the true
ification was passed, the information would be promessage, and the trust value increased relatively slowly in
cessed by the algorithm and then stored in a tempothe vehicle communication process. While sending false
rary block. The block header was calculated accordmessages, the trust value decreased very quickly, espeing to a specific format, and the block body is formed
cially when the vehicle node continuously sent false mesby the message data.
sages, the trust value decreased drastically. The cost of
sending false messages was far greater than the benefits
of sending true messages. The message trust value was Step 3. Every node that received information implements a consensus algorithm for this temporary
calculated by Equation (11).
block.
(
M Tt + φt , M essage is true
M Ti =
(11) Step 4. When the node that receives the information
M Tu + φu , M essage is f alse
found the solution of the consensus algorithm, it was
selected as the miner node and broadcasts the block
to the entire network.
n
(12)
M Tt =
2
(m + n)
Step 5. Linked the block to the current longest main
−n
−1
+
(13)
M Tu =
blockchain in chronological order to generate the lat2
m + n (m + n)
est block. That was, the new block was stored at the
end of the longest chain of the current blockchain.
Among them, M T was the basic trust value for send0

, M essage

is

f alse

t

ing true messages, and M Tu was the basic trust value for
sending false messages. m represented the number of true
messages, and n represented the number of false messages.
When n was 0, the basic trust value of true messages was
0.01. φt and φu were the reward and punishment factor, respectively. The message trust value increased by
multiples when the true message was continuously sent.
The message trust value decreased exponentially when the
false message was continuously sent, which were shown in
Equation (14) and (15).
φt =

φu =

(
countt · M Tt , countt ≥ 2
0

, countt < 2

(
2countu −1 · M Tu , countu ≥ 2
0

, countu < 2

(14)

(15)

Through the above calculation, the node behavior
trust value and message trust value were obtained. The
comprehensive trust value was calculated the by Equation (16).
Ti = BTi + M Ti
(16)

(1)New Block Generation
When a node in the blockchain network received a message sent by another node, it firstly checked the legitimacy
of the message. Then, the verified message was processed
through a hash algorithm (SHA256) and recorded in a
block body in a specific way. The block data structure
was shown in Figure 4. The block header contained information such as the current version number, the hash
value of the previous block, the timestamp, the random
number, and the Merkle root. The block body recorded
the complete transaction data information of a block in
the form of a Merkle tree. This structure can improve the
search efficiency of the system.
The trust value message was stored in the Merkle tree.
The process of adding a trust value message was described
as follows. The trust value message 1 and 2 were writed
into a new Merkle tree. Firstly, hash algorithm was used
to obtain Hash 1 and Hash 2. Then connected them in
series and performed hash again to get Hash 12. The hash
algorithm was processed in this way until the last value
was obtained, which was the Merkel root.
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Table 2: Simulation parameters
Version number

Previous
block

previous block
hash

Timestamp

Nonce

Merkle root

Block
header

Hash

Block
body

Hash
Hash1

Hash

Message1

Message2

Parameter
Simulation area
Simulation time
Transmission range
MAC protocol
Number of nodes
Num. of malicious nodes
Node motion speed

Subsequent
block

Hash
Hash

Hash

Value
1km × 1km
600s
200m
802.11p
100
10/20/30
10m/s-20m/s

Message3 Message4

simulating vehicle communication scenarios, a trace file
of vehicle driving data was generated and loaded into NS2. The simulation results depicted the changes in the
trust value of vehicle nodes under this mechanism. And
(2)Consensus Mechanism
introduce precision evaluation was introduced to verify
All nodes in the blockchain network jointly maintained the accuracy of the mechanism. The parameters were
a comprehensive trust value, and all nodes maintained listed in Table 2.
the same content. The consensus mechanism was that all
nodes followed the common agreed rules and participated 4.1 Changes in Trust Value
in the completion of asynchronous interaction. The goal
was to make all nodes maintained a consistent view of the
1
blockchain.
0.9
A consensus mechanism suitable for trust evaluation
0.8
of Internet of Vehicles was proposed. It was the proof
0.7
of trust (PoT) mechanism, which used trust value in0.6
stead of computing power to compete for the right to
0.5
ledger. Compared with common consensus algorithms,
0.4
such as the proof of work (PoW) mechanism requires
0.3
10%malicious node
high-consumption computing power, the proof of staked
20%malicious node
0.2
30%malicious node
(PoS) mechanism needed hold more shares. The PoT only
0.1
0
needed to obtain the trust value, which can reduce com0
2
4
6
8
10
puting resources and achieve better scalability.
The number of consecutive true messages
In the Internet of Vehicles, considering that the base
stations are deployed on a uniform scale, each node has Figure 5: Changes in the trust value of consecutive sendroughly the same computing power. Therefore, the proof ing true messages
of trust mechanism was proposed, which defined the
power of the node according to the trust value of the
received message. The greater the trust value of the total
1
message received by the node, the greater the power of
0.9
the node is, the greater the impact on the trust status of
0.8
the vehicle node is, and the significance is more profound.
0.7
At this point, the miner added a new block that records
0.6
the trust value of the message to the blockchain. The
0.5
0.4
update of the comprehensive trust value of the vehicle
0.3
node was completed, and the latest comprehensive trust
10%malicious node
20%malicious node
0.2
value of the vehicle node could be obtained.
The trust value

The trust value

Figure 4: Block data structure

30%malicious node

0.1
0

4

Simulation Experiment
Performance Analysis

and

0

0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
The number of consecutive false messages

3

Figure 6: Changes in the trust value of consecutive sending false messages

In this section, the performance of proposed scheme was
evaluated and the simulation results were presented. The
traffic simulation platform SUMO and network simulation
Figure 5 showed that the trust value increased slowly
NS-2 were used as the simulation tools in this paper. By as the node sends true messages multiple times under dif-
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Figure 8: Changes in the trust value of sending true and
false messages at intervals
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Figure 7: Comparison of changes in trust value of continuously sending false messages

0.9

4.2

our algorithm
Literature[17] algorithm

0.1

The trust value

ferent proportions of malicious nodes. It can be seen that
vehicle nodes have to send true messages multiple times
in succession to accumulate higher trust values. The rate
of trust value accumulation increased relatively as the
proportion of malicious nodes increased. Normal nodes
can increase their trust value relatively quickly, creating
a larger gap between them and malicious nodes.
Figure 6 showed that the trust value dropped rapidly
as the nodes continuously send false messages under different proportions of malicious nodes. After two consecutive send false messages, the trust value plummeted
to the edge of general trust. Sending false information
three times in a row can be judged as a malicious node.
Among them, the trust value decreases faster in scenarios where malicious nodes account for a large proportion,
which helps to quickly identify malicious nodes.
In order to better the trust evaluation effect of the
scheme, the mechanism was compared with the trust evaluation scheme proposed in literature [17]. In the comparison algorithm, the increase in the trust value was set
to 0.01. The trust value changes were consistent with
the algorithm proposed in this paper when true messages
were continuously sent. Figure 7 showed the comparison
of changes in trust values when false messages were continuously sent. The trust values of the two algorithms
had dropped rapidly, but the reduction of the algorithm
in this paper was greater than the comparison algorithm.
The algorithm in this paper was efficient in catch malicious nodes.
Figures 8 and 9 showed the change of trust value when
the mechanism faced intermittent attacks and shock deception. Among them, Figure 8 showed the change of
trust value of a node after sending a true message once and
then sending false message. Figure 9 showed the change of
trust value when the node sent true messages twice, and
then sendt false messages twice in a row. The comparison
showed that the algorithm in this paper reduced the trust
value faster when the node implements were attacked intermittently, and had certain advantages in identifying
malicious nodes.

our algorithm
Literature[17] algorithm

0.7
0.6

The following two parameters were used to evaluate the
0.5
accuracy of this scheme: Precision Rate (PR) and Recall
0.4
Rate (RR), which were both widely used in machine learning and information retrieval to assess the accuracy. The
0.3
precision rate refers to the ratio of the number of truly
0.2
malicious nodes caught(N umM ) to the total number of
0.1
untrustworthy nodes caught (N umU ). The recall rate
0
refers to the ratio of the number of truly malicious nodes
0
1
2
3
4
caught (N umM ) to the total number of truly malicious
The number of messages
nodes in the network (N umT M ). These two parameters
were defined as Equations (17) and (18).
Figure 9: Changes in the trust value of sending true and
false messages at twice intervals
N umM
(17)
PR =
N umU
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node must be able to confirm the credibility of the message before responding. How to accurately and efficiently
90
implement trust assessment and trust maintenance is an
important issue. A dynamic trust evaluation mechanism
80
based on comprehensive trust value was proposed in this
paper by comparing trust evaluation schemes and research
70
trust evaluation strategies. The blockchain was used to
store and maintain the trust value of vehicle nodes, and
our algorithm
60
a consensus mechanism for proof of trust was proposed.
Literature[17] algorithm
Literature[7] algorithm
Simulation experiments had proved that this mechanism
50
could accurately and efficiently catch malicious nodes. To
0
2
4
6
8
10
The Number of Messages
a certain extent, it improved the efficiency of trust evalFigure 10: Changes in precision rate with the number of uation and met the requirements of dynamic evaluation.
However, only the trust change of the node sending the
messages
message was considered in the trust evaluation mechanism, and the trust change of other vehicle nodes will be
studied as the next step of research.
100
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90
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In order to reduce the error, the experiment scene was
simulated for many times to find the average value. Figure 10 showed the comparison of the three schemes in
terms of PR, and Figure 11 showed the comparison of the
three schemes in terms of RR. It can be seen in the three
schemes that both PR and RR increase as the number of
messages increases. When the node sent fewer messages,
the precision rate was a relatively low value. Malicious
nodes might continuously send false messages as the number of messages increased. The trust value of malicious
nodes dropped sharply, which maked the precision rate
higher under the action of the reward and punishment
mechanism. These three schemes can achieve higher accuracy when the node sends multiple messages. Compared
with the comparison scheme, our scheme had higher accuracy in terms of PR and RR, and could accurately identify
malicious nodes, which had certain advantages.
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Abstract
Dynamic spectrum access technique is a crucial solution
to mitigate the potential spectrum scarcity problem. Recently, Dou et al. have presented a privacy-preserving
centralized dynamic spectrum access system [IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, vol. 35, no. 1,
pp. 173–187, 2017], based on Paillier public-key encryption and secure multi-party computation. This note
shows that the scheme fails to prevent the distributor from
determining whether a target secondary user is authorized
by the server and recover the user’s operation data. The
practical running modulus in the suggested public key encryption is 4096 bits, and the encryption should be used
to blind all data, not any session key as usual. The shortcoming renders the scheme quite inefficient.
Keywords: Dynamic Spectrum Access; Paillier Encryption; Running Modulus; Secure Multi-party Computation

1

Introduction

Centralized spectrum management is a mechanism to govern the spectrum sharing between government incumbent
users (IUs) and commercial secondary users (SUs). With
the development of spectrum access system, privacy has
become more and more serious. Since operation information of government IUs is often classified, these IUs’
operation data are highly sensitive. Similarly, SUs’ operation data may also be sensitive commercial secrets for
their operators.
In 2013, Gao et al. [9] considered the location privacy
in database-driven cognitive radio networks. After that,
Bahrak et al. [1, 20] investigated the problem of location spoofing attack and its countermeasures in databasedriven cognitive radio networks. Jin et al. [12] presented
a scheme for safeguard dynamic spectrum access against
fake secondary users. In 2016, Dou et al. [7] also presented a scheme for preserving incumbent users’ privacy
in exclusion-zone-based spectrum access systems.

Thakur et al. [17,18] designed several frame structures
for hybrid spectrum access strategy in cognitive radio
communication systems, and authentication protocols for
passive RFID tags. Clark et al. [6, 11] proposed a scalable spectrum access system for massive machine type
communication. In 2019, Karimi et al. [3, 5, 13] have considered the problem of robust spectrum access for hybrid
interweave-underlay cognitive radio systems using probabilistic spectrum access, and that of fair dynamic spectrum management in licensed shared access systems. Very
recently, Pan et al. [4, 10, 16] have presented an enhanced
secure smart card-based password authentication scheme.
Multi-party computation (MPC) allows multiple parties to jointly compute a function over their inputs, while
keeping these inputs, the intermediate computation results and the outputs private. In 2009, Bogetoft et
al. [2] discussed the practical implementation of MPC.
Lindell and Pinkas investigated the possible application of
MPC for privacy-preserving data mining. In 2018, Martins et al. [14] provided a good survey on fully homomorphic encryption (an engineering perspective). Recently,
Yahyaoui and Kettani [19] designed an efficient fully homomorphic encryption scheme.
In 2017, Dou et al. [8] have presented a privacypreserving centralized dynamic spectrum access system
based on the Paillier public key encryption [15] and multiparty computation. It claimed that none of the IU (incumbent user) or SU (secondary user) operation data
would be exposed to any snooping party. But we find
the scheme is flawed, because the new entity, Key Distributor, can decide whether a target SU is authorized
by the server. He can also recover the target SU’s operation data. Besides, the suggested running modulus in
the secure multi-party computation is of 4096 bits which
renders the scheme is very inefficient.
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2

Preliminaries

Table 1: The related parameters

The involved secure multi-party computation in the
scheme is based on the below variation of Paillier encryption [15].
Key generation. Choose two big primes p and q to compute n = pq and λ = lcm(p − 1, q − 1). Pick g ∈ Z∗n2
to compute
x−1
n
Set the public key pk as (n, g) and the secret key sk
as (λ, µ).

parameter
parameter
IU, SU location
IU, SU antenna height
IU, SU operating frequency
IU interference threshold
SU maximum transmit power

notation
notation
l, j
hI , hS
fI , fS
ζ
η

quantization
level
L
HI , HS
F
—
—

µ = (L(g λ mod n2 ))−1 mod n, whereL(x) =

4

Analysis

Encryption. Given m ∈ Zn , pick a one-time random Let sign(x) = 1 if x > 0, or −1 if x ≤ 0. The essential
relations in the scheme are that
number r to compute
[[m]] = Encpk (m, r) = g (m+nr) mod n2 .
Decryption. Given the ciphertext [[m]], recover the
plaintext by computing
λ

sign(Xb (l, hI , fI ))

=

sign(Gb (l, hI , fI )) · sign(ϵ(l, hI , fI )),

sign(Yb (l, hI , fI ))

=

sign(Xb (l, hI , fI )),

Qb (l, hI , fI )

2

m = Decsk ([[m]]) = L([[m]] mod n ) · µ mod n.

3

Db

Review of the Scheme

=

sign(ϵ(l, hI , fI )) · sign(Yb (l, hI , fI )) − 1

=

sign(Gb (l, hI , fI )) − 1

=

0 or − 2,
X
Cb + σ
Qb (l, hI , fI ).

=

l,hI ,fI

In the scheme, there are four entities: incumbent
users (IUs), secondary users (SUs), a SAS Server S, and
a Key Distributor K. The Server is semi-honest who can
only passively monitor the executions to infer IU/SU’s
operation information, and cannot actively deviate from
the process. The server S is responsible for computing
spectrum allocation. The distributor K will not collude
with the server S to compromise IU/SU’s operation data.
The challenges for a SAS system include:
1) To ensure accurate interference management, it usually adopts complex radio propagation models, which
could incur huge computation and communication
overhead;
2) It should ensure that SUs’ operation will not disturb
any IU;
3) If an SU’s spectrum access request is approved, it
needs to issue a license that permits the SU to access
the spectrum in a certain pattern.
The goal of the system is to realize the SAS process correctly, while preserving the IU/SU’s data privacy from the
semi-honest SAS server. The privacy-related parameters
are summarized as follows (Table 1).
The plain scenario of spectrum access system and its
secure multi-party computation scenario can be described
below (Table 2). The involved operations are defined as
follows, where the integers m1 , m2 ∈ Zn are encoded in
the two’s complement forms without the risk of overflow.
 Addition(⊕): Decsk ([[m1 ]] ⊕ [[m2 ]]) = m1 + m2 .
 Multiplication(⊗): Decsk (c ⊗ [[m]]) = c · m.
 Subtraction(⊖): Decsk ([[m1 ]] ⊖ [[m2 ]]) = m1 − m2 .

If and only if

P

l,hI ,fI

X

Qb (l, hI , fI ) = 0, i.e.,

(sign(Gb (l, hI , fI )) − 1) = 0

l,hI ,fI

. The signature Cb is valid, and the user SUb is securely
authorized. The corresponding requirement in the plain
scenario is that Gb (l, hI , fI ) > 0, ∀(l, hI , fI ).
⋄ The new scenario should introduce a special entity to play the role of Distributor K. In the secure
multi-party computation scenario, the server S only obtains [[Rb ]], [[Ti ]], [[Yb ]]pkb , [[Ub ]], but fails to recover the
plaintexts Rb , Ti . How about the new entity K (the key
distributor)? It suggests that [8]: “In the real world, S
can be operated by some commercial third party (e.g.,
Google) for enhanced efficiency and scalability; K is operated by IUs.” It also specifies that: “K creates a group
Paillier public/private key pair (pkG , skG ).” We want to
stress that the suggestion is hard to implement practically because there are generally many incumbent users,
and it is a big challenge to share the secret key skG among
them. Moreover, it is not easy for them to answer S’s requests dynamically and collaboratively. So, it is better to
introduce a special entity to play the role.
⋄ The Distributor K can decide whether the secondary
user SUb is authorized by the server. Besides, he can recover the SUb ’s operation data. It specifies that [8]: “We
assume K is trusted in keeping skG secret only to itself,
and K will not collude with S to compromise IU/SU operation data.“ That means K is not fully honest. Otherwise,
the server S can simply send [[Gb ]] to K, instead of its
camouflage [[Xb ]]. So, the new entity K is assumed to
have the intention to snoop IU/SU operation data. But
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Table 2: Two different scenarios of SAS
SUb (secondary user)
Generate Rb .
R

b
−−→

SUb
Generate Rb and encrypt
it as [[Rb ]] by pkG .
[[Rb ]]

−−−→

The plain scenario
S (centralized spectrum access system server)
Compute the attenuation map I = {I(l, j, hI , hS , fI , fS )},
P
T′ = i Ti , and the interference budget matrix
N = {N (l, hI , fI )}, where N (l, hI , fI ) = T ′ (l, hI , fI ) if
T ′ (l, hI , fI ) ̸= 0, otherwise set N (l, hI , fI ) = ∞.
Compute the interference
indicator matrix Gb by
P
Fb (l, hI , fI ) = j,hS ,fS Rb (j, hS , fS ) × I(l, j, hI , hS , fI , fS ),
Gb (l, hI , fI ) = N (l, hI , fI ) − Fb (l, hI , fI ).
If ∃ (l∗ , h∗I , fI∗ ) s.t., Gb (l∗ , h∗I , fI∗ ) ≤ 0, deny SUb ’s request.
Otherwise, return a valid license to SUb .
Update N by N (l, hI , fI ) ← N (l, hI , fI ) − Fb (l, hI , fI ).
The secure multi-party computation based scenario
S
P
Compute I = {I(l, j, hI , hS , fI , fS )}, [[T′ ]] = i [[Ti ]],
′
[[N]] = [[T ]] ⊕ [[Z]], where Z’s entries are

T

i
←
−
−

IUs
Update Ti and encrypt
it as [[Ti ]] by pkG .
[[Ti ]]

all set to 2k−1 − 1. Compute [[Fb (l, hI , fI )]]
= ⊕j,hS ,fS [[Rb (j, hS , fS )]] ⊗ I(l, j, hI , hS , fI , fS ),
[[Gb (l, hI , fI )]] = [[N (l, hI , fI )]] ⊖ [[Fb (l, hI , fI )]].
Choose α(l, hI , fI ) > β(l, hI , fI ) > 0, τ (l, hI , fI ),
and pick ϵ(l, hI , fI ) ∈ {−1, 1} to compute
[[Xb (l, hI , fI )]] = (α(l, hI , fI ) ⊗ [[Gb (l, hI , fI )]]
⊕[[τ (l, hI , fI )]] ⊖ [[β(l, hI , fI )]]) ⊗ ϵ(l, hI , fI ).

←−−−

K who is practically operated by IUs,
[[Xb ]]

−−−→

Generate [[Qb ]]pkb by letting [[Qb(l, hI , fI )]]pkb
= ϵ(l, hI , fI ) ⊗ [[Yb (l, hI , fI )]]pkb ⊖ [[1]]pkb .
Create a spectrum license L for SUb .
Generate a signature Cb of the license L.
Pick a random integer σ to compute [[Db ]]pkb =
[[Cb ]]pkb ⊕ (σ ⊗ (⊕l,hI ,fI [[Qb (l, hI , fI )]]pkb )).

IUs (incumbent users)
Update Ti .

uses skG to decrypt [[Xb ]].
Generate [[Yb ]] by letting
Yb (l, hI , fI ) = 1 if Xb (l, hI , fI ) > 0, or
Yb (l, hI , fI ) = −1 if Xb (l, hI , fI ) ≤ 0.
Encrypt it as [[Yb ]]pkb by pkb .
[[Yb ]]pk

b
←−−−−−

L,[[Db ]]pk ,[[Fb ]]

b
←−−−−−−
−−−−

Decrypt [[Db ]]pkb . For
∀ (l, hI , fI ), check whether
Db is a valid signature.
If true, compute [[Ub ]] by
setting [[Ub (l, hI , fI )]]
= [[Fb (l, hI , fI )]] ⊕ [[0]].
Otherwise, set it be [[0]].
[[Ub ]]

−−−→

Update [[N]] by
[[N (l, hI , fI )]] ← [[N (l, hI , fI )]] ⊖ [[Ub (l, hI , fI )]].

it is hard for K to practically eavesdrop all communications between all secondary users and the server, or that
between all incumbent users and the server.
In the new scheme, K needs to generate [[Yb ]]pkb for
the target user SUb . So, he only needs to eavesdrop the
communications between the target user and the server to
obtain [[Fb ]], [[Ub ]]. He then recovers Fb , Ub , and checks
that
Ub (l, hI , fI ) = Fb (l, hI , fI ), ∀ (l, hI , fI ).

cause only the usual multiplications are involved. The
new scheme needs to perform lots of modular exponentiations with the modulus n2 , where n is of 2048 bits.
The working parameter is of 4096 bits. It is very timeconsuming because one modular exponentiation almost
takes 0.0156 second (on PC, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-479
CPU 3.60GHz, RAM 4.00GB). Note that the working parameter for RSA cryptosystem is of 2048 bits. Moreover,
RSA is only used for encrypting session keys (invoked by
the subsequent symmetric key encryption, such as AES),
If true, K can decide that the user SUb is authorized. instead of any practical message.
Clearly, he can also recover the operation data Rb from
the tapped data [[Rb ]]. Thus, the scheme cannot truly
prevent the Distributor K from knowing the data.
5 Conclusion
⋄ The new scheme is too inefficient to implement practically. As we see, the computations in the plain scheme We show that the Dou et al.’s scheme fails to prevent
can be restricted to an upper bound w, say w = 240 , be- the Key Distributor from knowing users’ operation data,
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Abstract
On the Internet of vehicles environment, according to the
demand of dynamic balance between privacy protection
degree and location-based service quality, it is urgent to
verify and optimize evaluation indexes and strategies and
consider a universal performance evaluation method of
location privacy protection algorithm. In this paper, we
propose a performance evaluation method named DSFSPEA based on the fusion distance, Jaccard similarity, and
Hellinger divergence combined with the size of an anonymous set to quantify the performance indexes of the algorithm and the weighted idea of information entropy and
private gain. Furthermore, three k-anonymity derived location privacy protection algorithms (PPA, P2P-IS-CAHL, and SCAPGID) are re-evaluated. The experimental results show that the proposed method is better than
those traditional methods in feasibility and effectiveness,
which provides the theoretical basis and technical support
for further researchers to select and improve appropriate
privacy protection schemes.
Keywords: Internet of vehicles; Location Privacy Protection Algorithm; Performance Evaluation; Privacy Gain;
Privacy Quantification

1

Introduction

With the popularization and development of the Internet
and the continuous update of information technology, Internet of vehicles (IoV) technology emerges as the times
require which represents the paradigm evolution from the
vehicle ad hoc network (VANET) supported by cloud
computing to the Internet of things. It is composed of
the vehicle with the ability of perception and communication on urban road network, the roadside unit (RSU)
and the back-end server. It is also an infinitely distributed
VANET and characterized by high mobility of communication nodes and rapid change of network topology [11].

Location based services (LBS) is a kind of value-added
service based on geographic information system platform
that obtains the location information of mobile terminal
users through the radio communication network of Telecom mobile operators, GPS or other external positioning
methods. While enjoying the convenience it brings, the
number of users, complexity and management difficulty
of the whole system also increases greatly. The data security and privacy protection under the IoV environment
have become the focus of attention. LBS usually require
vehicle users to report the location information of continuous road sections to establish communication with RSU
and obtain instant traffic information like road conditions.
The vehicle is in an open physical space, and the disclosure of driver’s identity information, license plate number,
location and trajectory may threaten the safety of drivers
and passengers’ life and property [7, 14].
Ardagna proposes a LBS privacy protection system
based on peer to peer (P2P) mode [15], in order to meet
the requirements of precise LBS and users’ privacy protection. The main concept of the system is to project the longitude and latitude of the original space into the coordinate space, and realize the position disturbance by Hilbert
algorithm. Symmetric key encryption, packet fragmentation, random probability forwarding and other technologies are also used to ensure the users’ location privacy.
Fu Tianxia has established a privacy protection algorithm privacy protection algorithm (PPA) based on P2P
structure, k-anonymity and pseudonym technology [21],
aiming at the privacy security protection problem of highspeed movement of nodes in the IoV. The network can be
expanded to hide nodes more than onefold increase, which
can achieve a good balance between the effect of privacy
protection and the result of region selection, which can
not only enhance the security intensity, but also obtain
high quality services.
In order to further improve the privacy protection algorithm, the performance evaluation indexes have been
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analyzed to a certain extent. However, most of them
are aimed at specific applications, attack models (such
as replay attack, message modification and generation attack, denial attack, simulation attack, location tracking
attack, etc.) and privacy threats [10], which are difficult
to be generalized. It means that the algorithms lack universal applicability in evaluation. Hassan Sarmadi and
other researchers have proposed an extensible algorithm
to measure the distance between different data points in knearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier and k-means clustering
to learn Mahalanobis distance measure from a set of labeled train-ing samples [8]. By using the principle of maximum margin, metric learning is reduced to a convex optimization problem, which keeps the semi positive definiteness of matrix variables. Bag Sujoy and other researchers
have established a Jaccard similarity model [16] by considering the rating vector of all users, classified the relevant
neighborhood and generated recommendations with lower
operation time to improve the accuracy of the recommendation system. Paul Gardner and other researchers have
applied probabilistic modeling methods to engineering
applications, compared the f-divergence with integrated
probability measures (IPMs) used to quantify the difference of distribution, and confirmed that Hellinger divergence is more highly interpretable than Kullback Leibler
divergence [12].

2

Performance Evaluation Model
of Privacy Protection Algorithm

Similar to the computer network architecture, the Internet of vehicles system also defines the protocols and
main functions of each layer according to the hierarchical
method. Because it originates from MANETs [1, 9] and
has the relevant characteristics of MANETs, it also follows the three-tier architecture of perception layer, network layer and application layer, which can summarize
the Internet of vehicles system and performance indexes
framework, as shown in Figure 1.
 Perception layer: The sensor nodes arranged in the
environment for data acquisition are easy to be modified for malicious use, and steal the location privacy
and other sensitive information of communication vehicles. Usually, mechanisms such as identity authentication and security management are used to avoid
privacy disclosure. Among them, multi-sensor data
fusion is to verify the authenticity of data and detect
abnormal nodes.
 Network layer: It is mainly divided into three modules: access, transfer and service. This paper will
not discuss the security risks of malicious node attack. It is necessary to ensure the accuracy, integrity
and availability of the information for the effective
transmission of the collected data in transfer module; Location services such as the query of interest
point belong to the category of service module.

For the integration of evaluation indexes, we can refer
to Shannon information entropy to determine the weight
of secondary privacy elements, and then calculate the
quantified privacy of each record in the data set under the
primary privacy elements, and use BP neural network to
output the classification results of privacy data without
preset measurement weights. In order to accelerate the
 Application layer: It involves the storage and calcuretrieval speed and improve the query accuracy from the
lation of a large number of users’ privacy informamassive information resources, a new method has been
tion, and many kinds of services which need techniproposed to calculate the weight of feature words based
cal support such as big data processing and business
on information gain and information entropy. The results
management.
show that it can effectively improve the shortcomings of
The Internet of vehicles system and performance inthe traditional TFIDF method, and it is better than other
methods of text classification in the accuracy rate, recall dexes framework refer to the three-tier architecture model
of the Internet of things, which can make full use of
rate and F-measure.
the indicators under the existing cloud service computTo sum up, researchers have made some achievements ing. It begins from the authoritative national standardin this field, since there is no unified performance evalua- ization rules and network security risk assessment stantion method and standard for the privacy protection tech- dards such as CC, BS7799 and ISO/IEC21827-2002 (SSEnology of Internet of vehicles, so it is necessary to develop CMM), etc. [2, 3] The universal performance evaluation
a set of universal evaluation index and evaluation sys- indexes of privacy protection algorithm of Internet of vetem to objectively and reasonably evaluate the anonymity hicles,namely privacy, service quality and cost, are sepatechnology. However, it also prove that it is feasible to rated out.
introduce quantification methods based on distance (D),
similarity (S), f-divergence (F) and scale (S) into the security measurement model. The privacy evaluation algo- 3
Quantization Method of Perforrithm (PEA) which is consisted by the above four quanmance Evaluation Indexes for
titative methods is named DSFS-PEA, and makes up for
the shortcomings of performance evaluation model, perPrivacy Protection Algorithm
formance index quantification method and performance
evaluation algorithm of privacy protection technology of This chapter mainly discusses the privacy degree and
IoV.
service quality of the location privacy evaluation in-
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Figure 1: Framework of Internet of vehicles system and performance indexes

dexes in the above mentioned Internet of vehicles framework [20, 22]. Due to the correlation between the two indexes, the same method is proposed to be used for quantification, as shown in Figure 2, and the weight matrix
is formed by distinguishing the quantized value from the
forward and backward.
The quantitative methods to measure the differences among individuals mainly include the quantification based on distance, similarity, f-divergence and
scale.Through comparative analysis, the fusion distance,
Jaccard similarity, Hellinger divergence and average treatment method are used to quantitatively describe the differences. Thus, the accuracy, integrity, availability of data
and the influence of objective factors on privacy and service quality can be quantified.

X






= Cov (X, Y ) = E [(X − E (X)) (Y − E (Y ))] =

Cov (x1 , y1 ) Cov (x2 , y1 ) · · · Cov (x1 , yj )
Cov (x2 , y1 ) Cov (x2 , y2 ) · · · Cov (x2 , yj ) 
 (2)

..
..
..
..

.
.
.
.
Cov (xj , y1 ) Cov (xj , y2 ) · · · Cov (xj , yj )

In Equation (2), X is the clustering sample; Y is the
real location space assembly of thePsample, which is also
called Mahalanobis space; Y and Y are the mean matrix
P and covariance matrix of sample Y respectively; when
is the expectation matrix of covariance matrix of variable Y and it is the unit matrix, Mahalanobis distance is
simplified to Euclidean distance.
X
= Cov (X, Y ) = E (X − E (X)) (Y − E (Y ))
ρXY = p

3.1

Distance Based Quantization

Mahalanobis distance [18] is defined by the statistician
Mahalanobis to represent the covariance distance of data.
It can effectively calculate the similarity of two unknown
sample sets and is not affected by the dimension. The correlation between variables is fully considered. The Equation (1) of Mahalanobis distance from vector X to vector
Y is as follows:
r
d (X, Y ) =

X −Y

T X−1
Y

Among them,
Y =

n
X
j=1

Yij /n

X −Y



(1)

Cov (X, Y )
p
D (Y )

D (X) ·

(3)

In Equation (3), ρXY is the correlation coefficient of
X and Y , the larger |ρXY | is, the higher the correlation
degree of X and Y is, and it is a directly proportional
between ρXY and Cov (X, Y ).
Euclidean distance is a distance metric function. Its
computational complexity is O (d) and has the characteristics of space rotation invariance, Equation (4) is as
follow:
v
u n
uX
2
(4)
d (X, Y ) = t
(xi − yi )
i=1

The Euclidean distance method is used to analyze the
difference of multi-dimensional values among individuals.
It is necessary to ensure that each dimension index is at
the same calibration level, and X and Y are the real and
fuzzy location of vehicle nodes respectively, and the Euclidean distance between location coordinates xi and yi
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Figure 2: Corresponding evaluation method of privacy degree and service quality

is defined to measure the privacy in the Internet of vehicles. In addition, in the environment of high-mobility and
instantaneity of IoV, the single use of Euclidean distance
as a measurement method may make the actual meaning
of the dimension between variables difficult to explain,
and also ignore the distribution of samples and unable to
explain the correlation between multiple data.
A ”fusion distance” is proposed for solving the limitation of the above two distance measurement methods,
which takes into account the correlation and independence of the characteristic variables. Then the equation
of the fusion distance of Mahalanobis distance and Euclidean distance is as follows:

Let X and Y be the sample sets pre- and postanonymity, the set of multiple location nodes can be regarded as a trajectory, and the trajectory coincidence degree is used to evaluate.
Comparing the similarities and differences between
original sample sets, the larger the value of Jaccard coefficient is, the higher the similarity of samples is. If we
compare the Jaccard similarity coefficient of dataset X
and Y , Equation (8) is as follows:
Jaccard (X, Y ) =

|X ∩ Y |
|X ∩ Y |
=
|X ∪ Y |
|X| + |Y | − |X ∩ Y |

(8)

Similarly, the simple use of Jaccard similarity between
(5) entities as a measure of service quality has two defects: it
may be identified vehicle terminals with multiple location
(6) in formation as different individuals or ignore the weight
In Equations (5) and (6), M D (X, Y ) is the Maha- information.
lanobis distance from vector X to vector Y ; ED (X, Y )
is the Euclidean distance from vector X to vector Y ; CY
3.3 F-Divergence Based Quantization
is the correlation coefficient matrix of vector Y ; |·| is the
value of matrix determinant.
The f-divergence based measurement method can accurately locate the probability difference of a designated
record in the original dataset and the anonymous dataset
3.2 Similarity Based Quantization
through the same attribute value [13]. The former two
Data accuracy [4] means that the evaluation of anonymity quantization methods are described in terms of distance
method should follow the principle of minimum informa- measurement and direction, but not applicable to the diftion loss, that is, the smaller the difference between the ference between statistical distributions of random varioriginal data distribution and the statistical distribution ables. Therefore, the concept of f-divergence in probaof anonymous data is, the higher the similarity is, the bility theory is introduced. The commonly used discrete
higher the accuracy of anonymous data is. As an index form of f-divergence is shown in Table 1.
to measure the extent of similarity described from the diSuppose that there are two probability distributions P
rection between individuals, cosine similarity is the cosine and Q in the probability space Ω, then the f-divergence
value of the angle between two vectors in the vector space, between P and Q is:
as shown in Equation (7):


Z
dP
X ·Y
Df ( P ∥ Q) =
f
dQ
(9)
(7)
sim (X, Y ) = cos θ =
dQ
Ω
∥X∥ · ∥Y ∥
dM ix = ω × M D (X, Y ) + (1 − ω) × ED (X, Y )
p
ω = 1 − |CY |
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Table 1: Common f-divergence
Name

Function

Kullback-Leibler

x ln x or − ln x
2

2

The f-divergence of discrete variablesDf (P (x) |Q (x) )
 
 
N
N
P
P
qi ln pqii
pi ln pqii or
i=1
N
P

2

(x − 1) or x − 1

χ

i=1
1 √
2( x

Hellinger
Jensen-Shannon

Total variation

1
2

− 1) or 1 − x



2x
2
+ xln 1+x
[ln 1+x


(1 − x) ln

Jeffrey

√

2

N
P
i=1

or

i=1
N
P

i=1

pi 2 −qi 2
qi

N √
P

N √
P
√ 2
pi − qi or 1 −
pi qi
i=1
i=1


i
h

N
P
2qi
i
+
q
ln
pi ln pi2p
i
+qi
pi +qi

i=1

N
P

1
x

(pi − qi ) ln

(pi −qi )2
qi

i=1

(pi − qi ) ln pqii
N
P

pi
qi

|pi − qi |

i=1

Since divergence is the general term of a series of functions, f-divergence includes Kullback Leibler divergence,
total variation divergence, Hellinger divergence, Jensen
Shannon divergence, Jeffrey divergence, exponential divergence, etc. Hellinger divergence is selected as the divergence function for evaluation by comparing the measurability, convergence and sensitivity. In practical application, the definition of f-divergence is usually transformed into discrete form. For discrete distribution of
Hel-divergence, the definition Equation (10) is as follows:

4

Privacy Protection Technology
Evaluation Algorithm DSFSPEA

The non-uniqueness of evaluation index system is determined by diversity of evaluation subject, evaluation object and evaluation scale. Domestic and international researchers have designed a number of strategies to evaluate
the performance of privacy protection algorithms to determine the weight of performance evaluation indexes based
on their different characteristics [17], including but not
N
X
√
DHel (P (x) |Q (x) ) = 1 −
pi qi
(10) limited to: information entropy, game theory, classification confidence interval, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
i=1
and multiple nested fusion of them. The applicable scenes
of privacy gain and entropy weight method are considered
to model, and the information gain value and weight ma3.4 Scale Based Quantization
trix of the index are matched with each other, finally the
comprehensive evaluation values of privacy and service
The privacy degree and service quality of location privacy quality are calculated.
protection technology of IoV are also related to the number of anonymous users or trajectories, the size of anony- 4.1 Process Description
mous area and other parameters. The basic indexes can
be uniformly processed with the idea of linear dimension- According to the algorithm steps described above, the
pseudo code of the algorithm DSFS-PEA is as follow:
less [19].
Select the average treatment method :
x∗ij =

xij
, i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n
xj

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for DSFS-PEA
(11)

In Equation (11), xij is the original data of the j-th index of the i-th sample; x∗ij is the processed data, between
0 1, the numerical distribution is consistent with that before processing; xj is the average value of the original
data of the j-th index. This method can keep the whole
consistency of the original data well, and also keep the
information of the variation degree of the indexes while
eliminating the influence of dimension and order of magnitude.

Input: the real location X of the user entity and location
Y after anonymization of evaluated privacy protection
algorithm;
Output: evaluation value of privacy protection degree
and service quality performance index Ep , Eq ;
1: X ← [x1 , x2 , . . . , xi , . . . , xn ];
Y ← [y1 , y2 , . . . , yi , . . . , yn ];
2: while xi , yi are two-dimensional position coordinates
do
3:
calculate eucliDist(X, Y ) and mhalaDist(X, Y );
4:

calculate ω ← ρXY generate correlation coefficient
matrix CY ;
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5:
6:

7:
8:

9:

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

calculate M ixDist(X, Y ); Jaccard similarity; Helligence divergence;
The number of anonymous users and trajectory
data, the size of anonymous area are averaged
average x∗ij ;
Elements a←M ixDist(X, Y ); b←Jaccard
similarity; c←Helligence divergence; d← x∗ij ;
Distinguish the positive and negative indexes and construct the weight matrix (rij ′ )m×n
by a,b,c,d;
calculate index entropy S12 ; Represent
the amount of information;
// contains the degree of privacy protection and the level of service quality
calculate privacy gain of vehicle terminal
vk in road network IG (l, vk );
print weight based on privacy gain and information entropy wik ;
round sum([elements[j]*weights[j]
for j in range(m));
end while
return Ep , Eq ;

4.2

Weight Calculation

The related concepts of information entropy are defined
as follows:

The normalization processing method for each index in
the normative matrix is as follows:
For those positive indexes:
r′ ij − min {r′ ij }
max
rij

=

j

(15)

max {r′ ij } − min {r′ ij }
j

j

For other negative indexes:
max {r′ ij } − r′ ij
rijmin

=

j

(16)

max {r′ ij } − min {r′ ij }
j

j

In Equations (15) and (16), max {r′ ij } and min {r′ ij } are
j

j

the maximum and minimum values of row i in the matrix.
Calculate the index value proportion of the j object
under the i index:
rij
Pij = P
(17)
n
rij
j=1

The entropy value of the i-th index is calculated by entropy weight method:
Si = −α

n
X

Pij ln Pij

(18)

j=1

Definition 1. For N messages with the same probabil- In Equation (18), α = 1 and regulate when P =
ij
ln n
ity, and the probability of each message is 1/N , then the 0, P ln P = 0.
ij
ij
amount of information carried by each message is:
On this basis, the concept of location privacy gain of
IoV has been introduced. The degree of privacy improve− log p = log (1/N )
(12)
ment of original location information after anonymous
Definition 2. For a given probability distribution P = processing is that the probability difference of a desig(p1 , p2 , . . . pn ), the amount of information carried by the nated record can be accurately located by the same atdistribution is called the entropy of P , Equation (13) is tribute value between the original sample set and anonymous sample set. The equation of information gain apas follows:
plied in this paper is as follows:
I(P ) = −(p1 × log2 p1 + p2 × log2 p2 + cldots
IG(k) = H(L) − H(L/k)
+pn × log2 pn )
X
X
n
= −
p(l) log p(l) + p(k)
p(l/k) log P (l/k)
X
= −
pk × log2 pk
(13)
l∈L
l∈L
X
k=1
+p(k)
p(l/k)
l∈L
When P is between (0.5, 0.5), I(P ) is 1; If P is between
X
(1, 0), I(P ) is 0. It can be seen that adjusting the weight
P (l, k)
=
(P (l, k) log(
)
equation through information entropy can overcome the
P (l)P (k)
l∈L
defect of neglecting the distribution within class in the
P (l, k)
weight calculation
+P (l, k) log(
)) (19)
The dimensions of each index in the system are not
P (l)P (k)
necessarily the same, and sometimes the order of magAmong them, IG(k) represents the information gain
nitude of the values is completely different. These data
value
of the vehicle terminal location before and after obare difficult to be directly compared, so it is necessary to
taining
the privacy degree K of the algorithm, l represents
normalize the original data. The DSFS, four quantitative
the
location
coordinate class variable, L represents the
results, can be divided into two categories: distinguish
location
set,
it
also has L = (l1 , l2 , . . . , li , . . . , ln ). H (L)
the positive and negative indexes.
represents
the
entropy
of the probability space where the
Let the original evaluation information matrix be:
random location of the previous anonymous entity be(r′ ij )m×n , i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n
(14) longs to a certain category, and H (L/k) is the entropy
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of the probability space that the real location belongs to
a certain category after the privacy degree K is obtained
by using the corresponding anonymization algorithm.
Therefore, we can get the weight equation based on
privacy gain and information entropy:
wik = IG (L, vk ) × Si

(20)

Table 2: Experimental configuration parameters
Module
category

Traffic scene

Among them,

Parameter

Value

Quantity of lane
Link length/m
Lane width/m
Vehicle speed/(m/s)

6
1500
3.5
10
100,200,300,
400,500

Quantity of vehicle


X
P (l, vk )
IG (vk ) =
P (l, vk ) log
P (l) P (vk )
l∈L


P (l, vk )
+P (l, vk ) log
P (l) P (vk )

(21)

Network
communication

Failure time of cache
records ∆t/s
Value of K

10
60,70,80,90,100

PPA are analyzed to verify the evaluation algorithm inversely. Peer to Peer-Information Sharing-Cloaked AreaHistorical Location (P2P-IS-CA-HL) algorithm [6] and
Spatial Cloaking Algorithm Based on P2P and Grid
ID (SCAPGID) algorithmc [5] introduced by conferences
are compared by conducting the experiment at the same
time. Among them, P2P-IS-CA- HL is an algorithm for
5 Experiment and Result Analy- sharing node information and adjusting region in anonymous area; SCAPGID is an algorithm that divides the
sis
plane by grid, completes location anonymity through dyThere is almost an inversely proportional relationship be- namic expansion of grid and cooperation of users in the
tween accuracy of LBS and the quality of location-based same grid.
privacy protection. According to the privacy protection
needs of users in different contexts, combined with the 5.2 Result Analysis
performance evaluation index and evaluation strategy of
the improved algorithm, PPA based on private security In each group of experiments, we compare the number of
service model (PSSM) and LBS is compared with origi- vehicles [100, 500], the evaluation value of privacy protection degree and location-based service quality Ep , Eq are
nal P2P algorithms.
in [0, 1] interval. By analyzing the changes of the three
privacy protection algorithms in Figure 3 and Figure 4,
5.1 Experimental Environment
the effectiveness and usability of the evaluation algorithm
The processor is Intel64 Family 6 Model 69 Stepping 1 DSFS-PEA are verified. It can be seen that there is a
Genuine Intel 759Mhz, which under the 4.0GB RAM ex- certain inverse proportional relationship between privacy
perimental environment, and enable virtual machine mon- protection degree and location-based service quality, that
itor mode is extended in firmware. Using Python3 com- is, the optimal value cannot be reached at the same time,
piling environment CW-KNN and installing Ubuntu on and the balance point can only be found according to
VMware virtual machine, the corresponding road network the privacy needs of users and the amount of information
environment is built for experimental simulation.The ve- contained in the indexes.
hicle movement model generated in sumo is loaded into
According to the privacy gain IG (l, vk ) ≈ 0.82, when
ns-2 in the form of trace file to obtain vehicle nodes. By the number of vehicles is [200, 300], the comprehensimulating a total of 6 two-way straight lanes with inter- sive evaluation value of P2P-IS-CA-HL algorithm(Ep ∈
sections, the node distribution density is adjusted within [0.167, 0.289] ; Ep ∈ [0.270, 0.401]), is better than that of
the coverage range of 1500m*1500m RSU signal, and the SCAPGID(Ep ∈ [0.177, 0.197] ; Ep ∈ [0.293, 0.325]),and
location privacy protection degree and location service PPA has obvious advantages unless the sample value is
quality are discussed. The experimental process is di- very small, which basically meets the needs of improvevided into two parts: traffic scene and network commu- ment. The reason is that in the traffic scene with the same
nication. The related experimental configuration param- parameters, the more vehicles there are, the greater the
eters are shown in Table 2.
number of assistance neighbor nodes in the anonymous
Using DSES-PEA, the evaluation algorithm proposed region is, which improves the anonymous success rate of
in this paper, the algorithm performance of improved PPA algorithm. When the number of vehicles increases
P2P privacy protection algorithm PPA based on PSSM to an aggressive scale, the minimum anonymous area of
proposed by researcher Fu Tianxia is evaluated, and the the algorithm cannot meet the anonymous protection deevaluation results of the effectiveness and authenticity of gree, and the anonymous area needs to be expanded by

wik is the weight of the evaluation index of the location
privacy protection technology of IoV, IG (l, vk ) represents
the privacy gain value of the vehicle terminal vk in the
road network, and Si represents the information entropy
weighting factor distributed within the class.
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two other types of algorithms to stabilize the whole communication network.
In addition to the number of vehicles, the anonymity
success rate of privacy protection algorithm is also related
to the value of anonymity degree K. Figure 5 depicts the
change of anonymity success rate with the value of K, and
the number of vehicles is set to 200. When K increases,
the vehicle terminal needs to recruit more peers to help
collect enough peer location information to make its location fuzzy. The amplification scheme of pseudonym node
and anonymous region in PPA can effectively avoid network partition and other problems, so it shows a steady
rising state in the figure.
To sum up, the simulation results meet the characteristics of different algorithms in a specific environment, and
the evaluation algorithm DSFS-PEA has universal appliFigure 3: Degree of privacy protection varies with quan- cability for location privacy protection algorithm based on
the generation of anonymous locations, and can provide
tity of vehicle
better forward research and technical support for improving the algorithm.

6

Conclusion

A unified performance evaluation method and standard
for privacy protection technology of IoV is not proposed
at present, so it is necessary to develop a set of evaluation index and system to objectively and reasonably evaluate the anonymity technology. Metrics methods based
on distance, similarity, divergence and scale are proposed
in this paper which also uses the concepts of privacy gain
and information entropy to calculate the weight of each
index. The follow-up research will focus on the ment of
the weight method. The noise addition method in differential privacy can be introduced to adjust the weight
of the performance index, while the PPA can adapt to
Figure 4: Quality of service varies with quantity of vehicle the privacy protection requirements of different orders of
magnitude.
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Abstract

scrambling methods such as Arnold transformation [3,
11], Zigzag transformation [13, 19], Josephus transformation [5, 14], etc. In [15], the author proposes an image
scrambling method based on sequence cross transformation. The image can be encrypted using sequence cross
transformation by multi round scrambling. However, the
problem with this method is that the sequence cross transformation operation is periodic. That is, after a certain
number of scans, the resulting scrambling image will be
changed to original image. Therefore, the scrambling
method is vulnerable to attack and lacks security. To
solve this problem, an improved sequence cross transformation based image scrambling and encryption algorithm
is proposed in this paper. The proposed method has better scrambling effect and better security.

Image encryption technology plays an important role
in the process of image transmission. In this paper, the
shortcomings of sequence cross transformation are studied, and an improved sequence cross transformation is presented to overcome them. Then the improved sequence
cross transformation method is used for image encryption. Finally, simulation experiments are tested on three
classical images and are evaluated using the histogram,
correlation analysis, entropy, number of pixel change rate
(NPCR), and unified average change intensity (UACI).
The experimental results show that the proposed method
is effective and feasible.
Keywords: Chaotic System; Circshift Function; Image
Encryption; Image Scrambling Effect; Sequence Cross
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
Transformation
sequence cross transformation method and its improved
algorithm are given in Section 2. The proposed image
encryption and decryption scheme are introduced in Sec1 Introduction
tion 3. Section 4 presents the experimental results and
the security of the algorithm. Finally, we conclude this
Digital image is one of the most commonly used multipaper in Section 5.
media forms, which plays a important role in information
transmission and is widely used in many aspects of social
and economic life. However, in the military, commercial
and medical fields, the security of digital image is an imImproved
Sequence
Cross
portant issue. Therefore, image encryption technology 2
has become a hot topic in the world [1, 4, 6–8, 10, 17].
Transformation
The scrambling-diffusion based image encryption
method is the current mainstream algorithm framework
for image encryption [20, 21]. According to the model of 2.1 Sequence Cross Transformation
scrambling-diffusion, image encryption is divided into two
Suppose there is a sequence, we can divide it into two
stages: Image scrambling and image diffusion. Through
equal
parts from the middle, then rearrange this sequence
image scrambling, the position relationship of pixels can
using
one by one cross method [15]. As a result, we
be changed and the correlation between adjacent pixels
can
get
a new scrambled sequence. For example, if the
can be destroyed. However, after image scrambling, the
original
sequence
is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, we can get angray values of all pixels are not changed, so the histogram
other
sequence
1,
6, 2, 7, 3, 8, 4, 9, 5, 10 utilizing sequence
of cipher image will not be changed. Therefore, it is necescross
transformation.
sary to change the pixel value through the image diffusion
operation to get a better encryption effect.
The flowchart of the sequence cross transformation proSo far, researchers have proposed a lot of image cess is illustrated in Figure 1.
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3.1

The Encryption Method

The specific steps of the encryption algorithm can be
described as follows:

Figure 1: The flowchart of the sequence cross transformation process

Step (1): Calculate the initial values x0 , y0 , z0 of the
Lorenz chaotic system by:

P
ij Pij
1

x
=

 0
2P
255M N + 0.01
ij Pij
(2)
y0 = 13 P
255M N + 0.02


 z = 1 ij Pij + 0.03

2.2

Step (2): Choose the system control parameters a, b, c of
the Lorenz chaotic system.

Improved Sequence Cross Transformation

0

4 255M N

1) For an sequence, divide it into two equal parts from
the middle.

Step (3): Iterate the Lorenz chaotic system (1) for N +
2000 times with the initial values x0 , y0 , z0 , remove
the former 2000 values and then we can obtain three
chaotic sequences xs , ys , zs of length L, where L =
M × N . Calculate three sequences S1 , S2 , S3 with
xs , ys , zs by

15

mod M2N
 S1 = |xs | × 10
15
(3)
S2 = |ys | × 10
mod M2N


15
S3 = |zs | × 10
mod 256

2) Use circshift method to transform the two subsequences.

Step (4): Transform the image matrix P into an onedimensional pixel vector PV .

3) Rearrange this sequence using one by one cross
method.

Step (5): Set t = 1. Divide PV into two equal parts from
the middle. As a result, we can get two subsequences
PV 1 and PV 2 .

However, the sequential cross transformation method
has periodicity [15]. In other words, the scrambled sequence will be restored to the original sequence after several transformations. To solve this problem, we propose
an improved sequential cross transformation method in
this paper. The improved sequence cross transformation
method mainly includes the following three steps:

The main difference between the improved sequence cross
transformation and sequence cross transformation is that
the improved sequence cross transformation add a new
step, i.e. Step (2), which can disrupt the transformation
structure of sequence cross transformation and destroy its
periodicity.

3

where circshif t(P, S(t)) stands for shifting the elements in array P to the right by S(t) positions.

Image Encryption Algorithm

Denote the size of the plain image P as M × N , where
M and N represent the height and width of the image
respectively. In this paper, the classical Lorenz chaotic
system is used to generate chaotic sequences, which is
described by [9]:


 x˙1 = a(x2 − x1 )
x˙2 = bx3 − x1 x3 − x2


x˙3 = −cx3 + x1 x2

Step (6): Utilize circshift transformation to transform
the vector PV 1 and PV 2 , the specific formula is as
follows:
(
PV 1 = circshif t(PV 1 , S1 (t))
(4)
PV 2 = circshif t(PV 2 , S2 (t))

(1)

where x1 , x2 , x3 are state variables and a, b, c are system parameters. We use the system parameters a, b, c
and chaotic initial values x0 , y0 , z0 to generate chaotic
state variables x1 , y1 , z1 of chaotic system (1). Furtherly,
the chaotic sequences are transformed into new sequences
suitable for image encryption.

Step (7): Rearrange PV 1 and PV 2 using one by one cross
method and connect them to form a new vector P1 .
Set t = t + 1. Step (5)-Step (7) is repeated until
t > K so that the image is fully scrambled, where K
is the number of scanning rounds.
Step (8): Perform the xor operation on P1 using the
random sequences S3 :
(
CV (1, 1) = P1 (1, 1) ⊕ S3 (1, 1)
CV (1, i) = P1 (1, i) ⊕ [CV (1, i − 1) ⊕ S3 (1, i)]
(5)
where i = 2, 3, · · · , L and symbol ” ⊕ ” is the bitwise
exclusive or operator and CV is the ciphertext vector.
Step (9): Convert CV into encrypted gray image C.
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3.2

The Decryption Method

The decryption process is similar to the encryption process which mainly contains the following steps:

(a)

Step (1): Transform the cipher image C into onedimensional pixel vector CV .
(b)
Step (2): Calculate the scrambled image vector P1 as
follows:
(
Lena image
K=8
K=10
K=16
P1 (1, i) = CV (1, i) ⊕ [CV (1, i − 1) ⊕ S3 (1, i)]
P1 (1, 1) = CV (1, 1) ⊕ S3 (1, 1)
Figure 2: The Image scrambling performances. (a) Se(6) quence cross transformation. (b) Improved sequence cross
where i = 2, 3, · · · , L. Set t = K.
transformation.

Step (3): Divide sequence P1 into two equal-length sequences PV 1 and PV 2 .
Step (4): Utilize circshift transformation to transform
the vector PV 1 and PV 2 , the specific formula is as
follows:
(
PV 1 = circshif t(PV 1 , −S1 (t))
(7)
PV 2 = circshif t(PV 2 , −S2 (t))
where circshif t(P, −S(t)) stands for shifting the elements in array P to the left by S(t) positions. Then
connect PV 1 and PV 2 to form a new vector P0 .
Step (5): Use inverse sequence cross transformation to
transform P0 then we can get a new vector P1 .
Set t = t − 1. Repeat Step(3)-Step(5) K rounds.
Step (6): Convert vector P1 into plain image P .

4

Test and Analysis of the Proposed Scheme

The Matlab software is used as an experimental platform for experiments. Three images i.e. Lena, Hat and
Plant (216 × 216) are taken for testing. The system parameters of the chaotic system are set as a = 10, b =
8/3, c = 28. In the following subsections, the experimental results and several different security analysis are
given.

4.1

The Image Scrambling Effect

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: The experimental results of the encrypted image. (a) The plain image. (b) The ciphered image. (C)
The decrypted image.

image which can also prove that the sequence cross transformation algorithm has periodicity. On the contrary, the
proposed method has better and better scrambling effect
with the increase of K, which shows that the proposed
method can break the periodicity when used for image
scanning.

4.2

The Encrypted Image

Set K = 80, the plain images and their corresponding
encrypted images and decrypted images are illustrated in
Figure 3. It is not easily to find any association between
the encrypted images and the plain images, while the decrypted image looks the same as the plain image, which
shows that the proposed method has good encryption and
decryption effect.

Sequence cross transformation is an image scrambling
method, but it has periodicity. In this paper, an improved
sequence cross transformation method is proposed. In order to compare the scrambling effects of them, we take the
Lena image as a example. When different numbers K of
scrambling rounds are taken, the scrambling images ob4.3 Key Space Analysis
tained by sequence cross transformation and the proposed
method are shown in Figure 2.
It is expected that the key space be large enough to reIt can find that when K = 16, the scrambling image sist violent attacks. In the proposed algorithm, the secret
of sequence cross transformation changes to the original key is comprised of the chaotic system parameters a, b, c,
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Figure 5: Correlation distributions of plain image Lena
and cipher image Lena in each direction
Figure 4: Histograms of plain images and cipher images
Table 1: Correlation coefficients of the plain images and
cipher images
the chaotic system initial values x0 , y0 , z0 and the number
of scanning rounds K. Assuming that the precision of the
system parameters is 1015 , the key space of the proposed
algorithm is more than 1090 , which is large enough and is
resistant to brute force attacks.

4.4

Histogram Analysis

The gray histogram is an important statistical feature
which directly reflects the distribution characteristics of
the image pixels. Figure 4 shows the histogram of the
plain images and ciphered images. When the gray histogram is uniform and flat, it is difficult for the attacker
to obtain the information of the original plain image from
the cipher image. As can be seen from Figure 4, the pixel
distribution of the original images are extremely uneven,
while the distribution of the pixel values of the cipher images are very uniform and flat so that they have a good
resistance to statistical analysis.

Images
Plain image
Lena Cipher image
Plain image
Hat
Cipher image
Plain image
Plant Cipher image

Vertical
0.9696
-0.0068
0.9785
-0.0438
0.9413
-0.0029

Diagonal
0.9086
0.0157
0.9569
-0.0121
0.8975
0.0159

correlation of adjacent pixels, and the results are shown
in Table 1. In addition, we plotted the correlation distribution of rxy of Lena image in Figure 5.
From Table 1 and Figure 5 we could find that the adjacent pixels of the plain image have strong correlation,
while the proposed image encryption method can eliminate the correlation of adjacent pixels.

4.6
4.5

Horizontal
0.9407
-0.0139
0.9770
-0.0140
0.9634
0.0118

Information Entropy Analysis

Correlation Analysis

Information entropy can be used to measure the ranThere is a high correlation between adjacent pixels of a domness of an image, and the theoretical maximum value
normal image. However, we hope that the adjacent pixel of an image is 8 [22]. The formula of information entropy
values are irregular and the correlation is low after the is as follows:
image is encrypted. We can calculate the correlation of
adjacent pixels by [16]:
255
X
PN
H(m) = −
P (mi ) log2 P (mi )
(9)
i=1 ((xi − E(x))(yi − E(y)))
i=0
rxy = q P
(8)
PN
N
( i=1 (xi − E(x))2 )( i=1 (yi − E(y))2 )
where mi denotes the ith gray level for the digital image
PN
PN
where E(x) = i=1 xi , E(y) = i=1 yi , xi and yi are and P (mi ) is the probability of mi .
gray-level values of the selected adjacent pixels, and N is
After calculation, the information entropy of plaint imthe number of sample pixels.
ages are 7.4204, 7.7317 and 7.2990, while the information
5000 pixels and its adjacent pixels in horizontal, ver- entropy of cipher images are all very close to the ideal
tical and diagonal directions in plaint images and cipher value 8, which reflects that the encryption algorithm proimages are randomly select respectively for testing the posed in this paper has high security (See Table 2).
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Table 2: The results of entropy analysis
Images
Plain image
Lena Cipher image
Plain image
Hat
Cipher image
Plain image
Plant Cipher image

4.7

Information entropy
7.4204
7.9972
7.7317
7.9971
7.2990
7.9969

Table 4: Performance comparison with other methods
Index
Correlation (Horizontal)
Correlation (Vertical)
Correlation (Diagonal)
NPCR(%)
UACI(%)
Information entropy

Analysis of Differential Attack Resis- 5
tance

A secure cryptosystem should have a good antidifferential attack capability which depends on its sensitivity to plaintext image. The number of pixels change
rate (NPCR) and the unified averaged changed intensity
(UACI) [18] are usually applied to measure the ability to
resist differential attack. Setting two plain images, there
is only one-pixel difference between them. The formulas
for calculating NPCR and UACI can be expressed as:
P
ij Dij
× 100%
(10)
N P CR =
W ×H
P
1
ij (C1 (i, j) − C2 (i, j))
U ACI =
× 100% (11)
W ×H
255
where C1 and C2 are the encrypted images for the plain
images and Dij is defined by

0 if C1 (i, j) = C2 (i, j)
Dij =
(12)
1 if C1 (i, j) ̸= C2 (i, j)

Ref. [12]
-0.0005
-0.0011
-0.0015
99.56
33.28
7.9971

Ref. [22]
0.0150
0.0044
0.0036
99.66
33.80
7.9993

Proposed
-0.0139
-0.0068
0.0157
99.61
33.61
7.9972

Conclusions

In [15], the authors proposed the sequence cross transformation algorithm which is an image scrambling method
in essence. The main drawback of the sequence cross
transformation algorithm is that it has periodicity, therefore, the effect of image scrambling is not ideal. To solve
this problem, we proposed an improved sequence cross
transformation algorithm, which can overcome the shortcomings of sequence cross transformation and get better
scrambling. Further, the improved sequence cross transformation algorithm is used for image scrambling and encryption. Experimentation is done on three classical images and the results of encryption and decryption test and
security analysis confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
image encryption method.
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Table 3: NPCR and UACI
Images
Lena
Hat
Plant

NPCR(%)
99.61
99.58
99.63

UACI(%)
33.61
33.41
33.61

The calculation results of NPCR and UACI of the presented algorithm are also all very close to the ideal values
as security required [18]. As a result, the presented algorithm can effectively resist differential attack (See Table 3).

4.8

Performance Comparison with Other
Methods

In order to further illustrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method, we compare the results of the Lena image of the proposed method with other image encryption
methods proposed in [12] and [22]. The specific results
are shown in Table 4.
From Table 4 we could find that the performance of
the proposed method is close to that of [12] and [22].
Besides, the proposed method is simple and easy to be
implemented so that it is suit for image encryption.
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Abstract
With the rapid development of multimedia signal processing and digital communication technology, information
transmitted on the network faces various security risks,
such as (1) being intercepted by illegal users and leaking
corporate secrets; (2) illegal tampering, resulting in data
confusion and information errors; (3) Illegal users forge
legal identities and send misinformation, bringing chaos
to the regular order of production and operation and
causing damage and loss. On the other hand, information
hiding technology can protect information security and
integrity, while digital forensics can be used to collect,
test, and analyze digital evidence. In addition, with
the rapid development of artificial intelligence (AI),
many problems in multimedia security can be effectively
solved. This special issue of ”Multimedia Application
on Information hiding Forensics and Cybersecurity”
focuses on new information hiding methods and forensics
in multimedia data based on intelligent technology.
Following the IJNS journal’s strict review procedures,
each manuscript submitted to this special issue has
undergone multiple rounds of technical reviews. In the
end, this special issue selected a total of 3 papers which
cover the topics: (1) steganography, (2) forensics and
identity verification, and (3) social network artificial
intelligence security.
Keywords: Anomaly Detection; Cybersecurity; Deep
Learning; Digital Forensics; Information Hiding; Intrusion Detection

1

Introduction

Recently, advanced technology has been developed so user
can use the advanced technology to transmit all the information via the media and network. Online social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram are widely used in social, entertainment and other
aspects, generating terabytes of data every day. If these
data are improperly used for profit generation or abused
by criminals, social network vulnerabilities will be created. With the popularity of social media, uploading and
backing up digital images has become the norm. A huge
amount of digital images is circulating on the Internet
every day, and issues related to information security also
follow. Information hiding technology can conceal, disguise or encrypt information without being discovered by
the enemy or even intercepted or tampered with. In order to protect the security of the information, Information
hiding is an indispensable technology. Moreover, with the
rapid development of the fifth-generation mobile network
and the Internet of Things, the low-latency and real-time
transmission of the network may also bring huge challenges in the fields of intrusion detection, risk analysis,
and threat prevention. Therefore, a large number of multimedia forensics and network security technologies have
aroused extensive research attention in multimedia data
integrity assessment.
Some novel attacks or new variants of malicious behaviors are not efficiently detected by most existing defensive
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tools because these attacks or behaviors evade detection
by using network traffic obfuscation, or even employ adversarial machine learning techniques for further exploitations. Due to sophistication and scalability of the current
network system, cybersecurity maintenance and hacker
tracking conducted by traditional technologies may cause
obvious problems of performance and accuracy. It is necessary to develop more robust detection, tracing and analysis models by leveraging machine learning or advanced
analytics approaches to enhance security in network.
The goal of this special issue is to provide researchers
engaged in all event information forensics with the primary platform to present their recent research results.
It also provides an important opportunity for multidisciplinary studies connecting and creates new techniques to
solve those multimedia forensics and cybersecurity problems with high performance.

In modern society, data protection involves many interdependent policy and technical issues including information confidentiality, anonymity, integrity, intellectual
property, etc. Ensuring confidentiality and anonymity, is
crucial for IoT applications. In fact, any failure would seriously threaten users’ privacy. Thus, a wide deployment
of IoT applications might be hindered to provide data
confidentiality, data encryption such as: DES, RSA, SSL,
and etc. uses complex encryption algorithms and ”keys”
to convert ordinary information (or plaintext, Plaintext)
into incomprehensible ciphertext. The Caesar Cipher is
an example of cryptography. It is designed to ensure that
the plaintext of the message is replaced by the ciphertext.
Cryptography and steganography are two different
techniques that maintain data confidentiality and integrity. Cryptography refers to the art of converting plain
text (messages) into an unreadable format, while on the
other hand, steganography refers to hiding the existence
of secret messages in some way (without traceability), In
today’s large-scale Internet and big data, this steganog2 Information Hiding
raphy that can accomplishes “invisibility” is really a very
With the advent of artificial intelligence and the Internet effective way of securing data transfer.
of Things era, data applications have become extremely
frequent and diverse. Data is the core asset of individuals, 2.2 Data Hiding Technologies
enterprises, or organizations. Therefore, it is important
to protect the security and integrity of sensitive data and In the natural ecology, many creatures, such as owls, stick
prevent information from being viewed, copied, or even insects, dead leaf butterflies or chameleons, use protective
tampered with. Information hiding technology, through colors to avoid enemies, or to facilitate hunting. In fact,
concealment, disguise or encryption, is not detected by this is an art of the nature’s steganography.
The research community has already done lots of notethe enemy, and is further intercepted or tampered to proworthy
research in image steganography. The terms “data
tect the security of information.
hiding”
and “steganography” have been used interchangeBelow we will discuss the origin of protecting informaably.
However,
”data hiding” and “watermarking” are
tion security, the concept and implementation of informaclearly
separated
according to the techniques and the aption hiding.
plications. Secret data are hidden within seemingly innocuous host media or cover media such as images, music, video, audio and text to produce the stego-media or
2.1 The Rise of Information Hiding
watermarks depending on which steganography schemes
Information hiding can provide secure communication in are employed. The main application of the data hiding
the presence of malicious third parties, which can be technique is the sharing of secret information via a covert
traced back to ancient times. Whether in peacetime or channel [13, 27, 31]. Thus, the aim of data hiding is thus
during war, the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, Spartans, and to achieve higher capacity and lower distortion. The aim
Romans used various forms of information hiding in sports of a digital watermarking technique is to protect the ownand military battles, and even used information hiding to ership of copyright, and as such, its robustness is a critical
manipulate people’s beliefs and morals. The Egyptians research topic. In the following subsections, we focus on
used unordered hieroglyphics, the Greeks used steganog- exploring data hiding and digital watermarking on imraphy, the Spartans used Scytale, and the Romans used agery.
the Caesar code [22].
Data hiding techniques can be categorized into three
The two terms steganography and cryptography origi- branches which are steganography methods based on spanated from ancient Greek words. The prefixes of the two tial, transform, and compression domains. The data hidterms are ”steganos” for protected (covered), and ”kryp- ing methods in spatial domain are simpler, easier to impletos” for hidden (secret) [22]. The two meanings are ob- ment and lower computation complexity. The steganogviously very close; both steganography and cryptography raphy scheme based on the transform domain is to first
are methods of hiding information. But the two can be transform the cover image using transform oriented methdistinguished: the steganography method embeds infor- ods such as Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete
mation into a carrier by making it hard to notice, but Wavelet Transform (DWT), Discrete Fourier Transform
the encryption method modifies the message by making (DFT), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), and then
it hard to identify.
hide the secret data in the frequency coefficients to im-
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prove security and robustness. In order to save the image storage space and reduce the transmission time, the
image is usually compressed before being transmitted to
the receiver to speed up the transmission rate. Many
data hiding methods are related to image compression
such as vector quantization (VQ) [19, 24, 58, 78, 86, 131] or
side-match VQ compression (SMVQ) [43,44,62,123]. The
SMVQ technique has been widely used in various image
compression and hiding techniques nowaday. It effectively
decreases the bit rates of image with a great compressed
quality. However, the prediction is not precise while the
variation between the encoded block and its neighboring
upper and left blocks is large. Due to the imprecision
will cause derailment problem, to solve this problem, an
adaptive data hiding scheme to embed secret data into an
SMVQ compressed image has been proposed [62]. A data
hiding scheme [41] based on side match vector quantization (SMVQ) and search-order code (SOC) is proposed.
In this scheme, the VQ image is compressed by SMVQ
technology to reduce redundancy, and then the image is
recompressed by SOC.
In literature, various types of image steganographic
methods have been proposed and can be two tracks which
are irreversible data hiding (IRDH) and the reversible
data hiding (RDH). IRDH means that after the secret
data have been extracted from the stego-image, the cover
image is distorted permanently and cannot be restored
correctly. RDH method embeds secret data into a host
image, and the stego image can be recovered to original
one after the secret data are extracted by receiver. It
can also be called lossless data hiding. RDH is highly
used in some special application such as military, medical or satellite images processing, to ensure the integrity
of secret data and the host image. The following study,
we focused on both irreversible and ieversible data hiding
schemes for digital images in spatial domain.
2.2.1

Irreversible Data Hiding in Spatial Domain

The most common steganography technique, using mostly
image and sound carrier files, is called Least Significant
Bit (LSB) Substitution or Replacement [15]. As the name
implies, LSB Substitution uses the least significant bits
of cover pixels to embed secret data. Later, based on
edges, texture, and intensity level of the cover images,
the image steganographic methods have been developed
to enhance the embedding capacity and visual quality by
adaptive LSB substitution onto variation of LSB’s pixel
or bit-planes. Zhang and Wang [137] devised an efficient
steganographic embedding scheme by exploiting modification direction (EMD). Use of the EMD scheme not only
maintains a high visual quality, but also increases the embedding capacity. The EMD first transformed a binary sequence of secret data into a sequence of digits in a (2n+1)ary notational system and developed a modulus function
to embed each secret digit into a pixel-group that contains
n cover pixels. The system parameter n is the secret key
that is used for the embedding and extracting process. At

most one cover pixel of the pixel-group is increased or decreased by 1 in order to embed the secret data; thus, the
best embedding capacity is 1 bit per pixel in the (2n+1)ary notation system. Improving embedding capacity of
EMD is an attractive research topic in data hiding in recent years. Many works [57, 59, 60, 72, 120, 122, 125, 137]
improved the exploiting modification direction method to
enhance the embedding capacity as well as visual quality. The reduplicated exploiting modification direction
(REMD) method [21] exploited the edge detection of
cover images and pixel interpolation technique to enhance
the embedding capacity. Some others modulus operations
have been designed [48,61,71] to resolve the spatial redundancy problem in EMD.
In 2003, Wu and Tsai proposed Pixel Value Differencing [127], also called PVD to allow a greater modification when a larger difference between adjacent pixels
thus creating higher embedding capacity. PVD provides
a balance between embedding capacity and image quality. Moreover, PVD has the ability of resisting statistical
analysis attack. Thus a great many pixel value differencing (PVD) based steganographic methods have been proposed [68,83,114,128,130,132] to achieve high embedding
capacity, good image quality while ensuring the security
of the image.
The magic matrix-based data hiding method is a novel
method proposed in recent years. A magic matrix can
be the Sudoku matrix [17], a turtle shell matrix [18, 85]
an octagonal matrix [74], and other patterns of matrices [63, 69, 70]. As far as the data embedding method
using the magic matrix is concerned, the key element to
improve the embedding ability and image quality is to
construct a magic matrix and the conditions for traversing the area. With the magic matrix-based data hiding
methods, decoding becomes easy. After the stego-image
and magic matrix are input, the ciphertext can be extracted from the magic matrix based on the pixel pairs
of the stego-image. The matrix in the above methods
was mostly constructed in a 2D manner; i.e. the x-axis
and the y-axis of the matrix were constructed by a pair
of pixels but a 3D matrix-based data hiding method [64]
can extend the traversal area to significantly increase the
embedding capacity.
2.2.2

Reversible Data Hiding (RDH)

Many RDH methods have been proposed over the years.
Among them, the two major techniques are difference expansion (DE) was proposed by Tian in 2003 [117] and histogram shifting (HS) proposed by Ni et al. in 2006 [92].
Since the DE and HS can reduce the embedding distortion and provide a sufficient embedding payload, various RDH techniques have been developed along these
two lines to maintain a good payload-distortion performance. The difference expansion method (DE) makes
use of the similarity between adjacent pixels in spatial
domain, calculates the difference value between one pair
of pixels and expands the pixel value to embed 1 bit of
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secret data. In order to discriminate between the two
situations, the extract information is recorded using a
location map. However, the location map will reduce
the pure payload of camouflage images. Many research
works [3, 5, 42, 54, 67, 101, 116, 124] have been proposed
different methods of improvement.
Another main technique of RDH is histogram shifting
method (HS) which uses statistics to obtain the number
of times each pixel value occurs and then defines the highest frequency occurrence as the peak point and the lowest
as the zero point. Shifting the pixel value between the
peak and zero-value points results in a vacated position
in which to embed the secret message. HS maintains high
image quality since the pixel values are only adjusted by
1 unit at most. But it makes lower embedding capacity
in result. Continuously, other scholars have also proposed
relevant techniques based on HS methods. Those methods are mainly trying to build a sharp histogram of the
Laplacian-like distributions. The prediction-error expansion (PEE) method by Thodi and Rodrı́guez [116] who
introduced histogram-shifting (HS) which significantly reduced location map (LM) size. Since then, many variations of PEE based methods [40, 73, 87] were developed.
In 2013, Li et al. [77] proposed a high-fidelity reversible
data hiding method called pixel value sorting (PVO).
They combine the concept of PEE and HS methods to
produce camouflage pixels of good image quality. To calculate the prediction error in block-by-block manner, the
pixels in the image block are first sorted in ascending
order. Then predict the smallest pixel with the second
smallest pixel, and predict the largest pixel with the second largest pixel. Other improvement of PVO are proposed [66, 75, 93–95, 102].

2.3

Digital Watermarking

Image watermarking can be classified as either robust
image watermarking for copyright protection or fragile
image watermarking for integrity verification. Many researchers refer to the topic of robust image watermarking [4,7,106,108]. The robust image watermarking scheme
usually embeds a watermark into a cover image. To protect the copyright, the embedded watermark should be
able to be extracted and verified by the owner, even from
a modified image. The modification may be malicious,
intentional tampering or other common image attacks.
Fragile watermarking schemes can be further divided into
semi-fragile and complete fragile schemes. The major difference depends on the integrity criteria [84]. Semi-fragile
watermarking [16, 20, 79] is also called soft authentication [84] and provides relatively relaxed integrity criteria.
Some kinds of invisible modification are allowed, such as
JPEG compression. This scheme is useful when the protected media need to be compressed at different rates in
order to satisfy the transmission bandwidth. The complete fragile watermarking scheme, also called hard authentication [84], offers greater protection and integrity
than soft authentication. That is, this scheme does not

allow any kind of modification or tampering with the protected image. In addition to detecting whether a protected image has been modified, the hard authentication
scheme must be capable of locating the tampered area.
Since most image tampering detection methods are
based on image blocks and ignores characteristics of the
image blocks, poor image quality results from hiding the
watermark. Adaptive embedding rules in spatial domain
for image tamper detection and recovery by applying various hiding, detection and recovery methods according to
the block’s smoothness. Kinds of effective self-embedding
watermarking method for image tamper and recovery capability positioning have been conducted on the transform domain to generate authentication and recovery data
from the image, and get better image quality than methods used in the past. Self-embedding fragile watermarking algorithms [53, 65, 99, 100, 107, 109, 133] can perform
detection of the manipulated areas as well as recovery
of these detected areas. Moreover, image authentication
technologies based on block-wise and pixel-wise detection
methods [65, 133] can effectively reduce the error rates
and enhance the recovered image quality.

2.4

Combination of Steganography and
Cryptography

The accelerated development of the Internet and multimedia technology has greatly promoted human communication. A lot of information is stored in digital form. Protecting content is a priority. data hiding involves hiding
confidential data in other seemingly harmless host media
or cover media, such as text, video, audio, images, and
compression codes. The embedded confidential data can
then be used as a verification code to protect intellectual
property or as confidential data for shared information. If
confidential communication is the goal, steganography is
preferred; in addition, if copyright protection is the goal,
watermarking should be considered. In view of the trend
of covert communication between people via the Internet,
the focus of this work is to provide secure communication through digital images and avoid being discovered
by unauthorized users.
Steganography is the art of information hiding, used to
secretly transmit useful information through communication channels. Some people even think that steganography is a better way to protect messages than cryptography, because cryptography only recodes or disrupts
the content of the message, while steganography allows
the original message to be hidden in the carrier without being noticed. Since the security of secret message
can be protected using cryptography or steganography, it
might be a good way to combine both methods to achieve
a hybrid system for producing better protection of the
message. In case, when the steganography fails and the
message can be detected, it is still of no use as it is encrypted using cryptography techniques. The combination
of many steganographic techniques with different cryptographic algorithms can be referred in [14, 133].
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3

Digital Forensics

are provided to extract high-level information from rawdata [38] [49] [52]. This work would review and introduce
The growth of digital devices and advanced communica- the research works on digital evidence collection and analtion technologies have rapidly developed for enhancing ysis and indicate some challenges.
our life; however, it will suffer the problem of digital
crimes. Digital forensics aims to collect crime related
evidence from various digital environment and analyze 3.1 Evidence Collection
it [47] [26]. Computer forensics and investigation has be- The law executors (or called as digital investigator) must
come an important field and it has becoming a specialized to collect pieces of evidence from the compromised sysand accepted investigative technique with legal tools that tems for providing the accepted report to the court. The
validate the discipline. The forensics concept is basically law executors have resulted in design and implementation
an investigating process dedicated to finding the “truth” of various digital forensics tools, including free tool and
with legal routes [98]. The forensics is not to assign crime commercial tool. So, some tools have been designed for
or innocence but rather to find the facts in the form of given information about various items, such as network
digital evidence.
connections, running processes, log files, registry, system
The history of digital forensics has been mentioned for services, and so on, to user.
three decades. The digital forensics is the science and deDigital investigators have to collect the total context
veloped for how to detection, extraction and analysis the in the physical devices, such as hard disk, memory, and
facts from the digital environment, and is also the criti- so on. Regarding this, some digital tools such as Encse
cal requirements in cyberspace [110]. One important is- [35] and FTK image [2] are introduced. Those tools
sue of digital forensics is to prepare accepted reports [25] are widely accepted to be a forensic methodology but it
for the court. The report could include the victim, an should turn off a computer and then acquire a bit-stream
attempt, and vulnerable times. Additionally, recent re- image from the hard disk. This is not a sufficient opsearches in digital forensics are mostly concentration to tion because some case that some critical servers cannot
gather and analyze the evidences that will provide to the be shut down during the extracting the evidences. Morecourt. Digital forensics attempts can be divided into two over, some forensically valuable information such as degroups, including evidence collection and evidence anal- coded passwords and un-obfuscated malware are found in
ysis, shown in Figure 1. In this figure, the issue of ev- the physical memory. Several digital forensics tools for
idence collection includes collecting data from physical collecting physical memory context are designed, such as
devices, integrity, and scalability. Tree important com- FTK Imager, and Moonsols [90].
ponents in evidence analysis are hard disk, memory and
Images extracting from the hard disk or physical memnetwork forensics recorded and analyzed the tracks from ory are valuable forensics information. Thus, some methbehaviors of cyber criminals.
ods or tools try to extract the data from these images.
For example, Stevenal and Casey’s method [112] extract
Windows command data from memory image. R. Beverly
et al. [8] proposed a method to separate the packets from
the network, and to associate data from the memory of
operation system.
During the data collection using forensics tools, the integrity of the data collected data is an important issue.
Several papers [111] [113] show the problem of by passing the integrity of the collected data. Ref. [111] states
that many memory collection techniques are destroyed by
simple anti-forensics techniques. This is that these skills
require source code to be run on the compromised system. The memory collection technique is based on page
Figure 1: The classification of digital evidence collection table manipulation and hardware. Assume the memory
and analysis
collection should not rely on operation system facilities,
it can achieve more robust environments to resistant antiforensics tricks.
Several methods and forensic tools, e.g. Guidance SoftThe other issue regarding data collection is the scalware’s Encase [36] and AccessData’s FTK [1], are applied ability. Extracting the information from digital media
to collect evidence from the system. Therefore, volume of or physical devices can generate the volume and variety
information is extracted by the forensic tools. The low- of digital evidences. Conventional annual methods exlevel information extracted from the system is a challenge amination of evidence may require more times to obtain
matters. Extracting millions of low-level information to the data. Serval papers [103] [89] [119] [10] are propresent high-level information will take more time con- posed to speed the examination times [119]. T. Vidas et
suming and exhausting works. Some automatic methods al. [119]proposed OpenLV method to speed up the loading
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of forensics image. Open LV can reduce the examination
time to review the digital forensics during investigation
process. O. Brady et al. [10] develop a DESO (Digital
Evidence Semantic Ontology) method to examine a repository and classifier of digital evidence.

3.2

Evidence Analysis

After extracting the evidence from different compromised
system or others digital environment, digital investigations should analyze them and to generate accepted report. The extracted evidences are usually low-level information and are not in a same format. Therefore, the
investigators encounter mass of low-level raw information.
Several researches on digital forensics have addressed the
issue of reconstructing consistence events. The extracted
evidences from the compromised systems are various, and
the researcher often focus on them. Many researchers
have reconstructed events from extracting the information on hard disk or memory image.
The extracted evidence form the physical devices is
more reliable and referenced in the court than that of
extracted from memory. Physical devices event is reconstruction by finding pattern or correlation among
low-level evidence. However, some papers use files system metadata to find the signatures and reconstruct
events [51]. The correlation events in digital forensics
analyzes the data that can be stored in databased or in
ontologies. The ontologies method is good way to reconstruct events that uses a formal description of ontologies
automates.
Additionally, the miscellaneous method is the other
approach for event reconstruction. Ref. [32] presents a
reconstructing events approach based on rigorous. This
method applied the Finite State Machine (FSM) method
to describe the compromised system. The FSM method
can show all possible scenarios of the incident using backtracing transitions. The proposed FSM method cannot
be used and stated all condistions in complex real systems because of thousands states and transitions grow
exponentially. Ref. [12] present a model of cyber forensics ontology. The ontological model consists of a five
hierarchical layer and the final layer generated the specified instances for certifying and specializing. The first
layer consists of technology and profession. In the second
layers, technology is divided into two parts of hardware
and software; and profession is separated into the parts of
law, academia, military and private. Each of these part
is also divided into sublayers based on various concepts.
This ontology model can be used for event reconstruction.

3.3

Challenges

Digital forensics has become an important issue to invest and identify the information of computer-based or
computer-assisted crime. The challenges of digital forensic is divided into three categories: technical, legal, and
resource. The technical challenges consist of differing for-

mats, steganography, anti-forensics, and encryption. The
legal challenges include jurisdictional issues and lack standardized legislation. The resource challenges are volume
of data, time taken to obtain and analyze forensic data.
Network forensics is a sub-branch of the digital forensics. It refers to invest and analyze all traffic packages
across a network. The attacker can use the data-stealing
malware or analysis information to achieve the cybercrime. The packets in the network have various types,
such VoIP, multimedia, video, sounds, images, and so
on. The Network forensics for VoIP Packets is introduced. The paper “VoIP Packets Filtering for Mobile
Instant Messaging Using N-gram Models” by Tung and
Yen present an iterative algorithm for discovering attack
patterns via a feedback mechanism, with the degrees of
belief for attack instances propagated to the next iteration to further refine the search. This work observes
the packet features of P2P connections established using
various communication software from various fields other
than the IP information of each packet. An automated
method that can effectively filter out VoIP packets with
an N-gram model is developed to improve the efficiency
of criminal investigations.
While the challenges have been documented, the researcher should understand the practical reality and relevance of the challenges. Because a challenge exists, the
investigators should face on these challenges. The future
work of forensics must focus on developing effective approach to overcome the challenges and provide a robust
environment to develop forensic solutions. Consideration
to forensic capabilities, the forensics technologies should
be advanced development and usage in order to invest and
reconstruct useful information for the court.

4

Machine Learning/Deep Learning in Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity, including networked security and application security, can be enhanced by leveraging advanced
analytical tools such as machine learning (ML) and deep
learning (DL) technologies. As the fast development of
artificial intelligence (AI), the security threats can be efficiently detected and fought by collecting and analyzing
huge data of malicious and benign network traffic. The
best practice of ML/DL on cybersecurity is establishing
the classification models on the intrusion detection (or
anomaly detection) mechanism. Machine learning has
been a sophisticated technology applied on intrusion detection and there are some commercial platforms, such
as Cisco Secure Network Analytics, Microsoft Azure Sentinel, etc. that integrate machine learning into their security detection systems. Many research papers [9, 138]
have also discussed how to adopt the two famous categories, traditional machine learning model (or named
shallow model) and deep learning model, for intrusion detection to increase the accuracy of prediction on a variety
of attacking scenarios.
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Table 1: Taxonomy of Machine Learning Methods

Supervised
Learning

(Traditional ML) ANN, KNN, SVM,
Decision Tree, Random Forest,
Linear/Logistic Regression
(DL) DNN, CNN, RNN, LSTM, GRU

Unsupervised
Learning

(Traditional ML) K-means,
Outlier Mining
(DL) Autoencoder, GAN

4.1

Taxonomy of Machine Learning on
Intrusion Detection

model keeps the noise but fails to catch the important information. Overfitting may cause that the
prediction for the training data is accurate, but for
the unseen data gets poor results. The studies such
as [46, 104] shows the recent research results for
intrusion detection.
The random forest (RF) developed by [11] is a concept of ensemble method by the integration of decision trees to create a forest through randomly distributing the training data, and make the model
stronger and more accurate. The RF method can
be stable in performing classification because it may
not be seriously affected by the new data as the result
is decided by all trees together. However, the computational complexity of RF is high and it also needs
more storage space. Some previous papers [88, 126]
further applied RF in the malicious URL detection.

The machine learning is usually divided into supervised
learning and unsupervised learning methods according
to the source of data used in training being labeled or
not [55,129]. Supervised learning means it learns valuable Clustering Methods. This method supports unsupervised learning such that it does not need any specific
information from reliably labeled data, while the unsuknowledge or labeled data to perform classification.
pervised learning means it focuses on the unlabeled data
It can group the data to the same cluster accordto find the outliers. Nevertheless, it is an expensive job
ing to the similarity defined by the distance value.
to prepare suitable labeled data for training, especially
In the clustering algorithms, K-means is a represenon network packets containing malicious behaviors since
tative method, in which K denotes the number of
collecting them needs some professional experiments. Alclusters the model establishes. Based on the distance
though the unlabeled data are easier to be prepared, the
between two data points, K-means method can partiunsupervised learning method must rely on the assumption the data into K non-overlapping subgroups and
tion that the amount of normal data is much larger than
put the data which are very similar to each other
that of malicious data. Furthermore, the unsupervised
into the same cluster. Peng et al. [96] recently prolearning method generally cannot reach the same high
posed an intrusion detection system based on mini
detection rate as the supervised learning method. Some
batch K-means (MBKM) mechanism combined with
popular machine learning and deep learning algorithms
principal component analysis to be suitable for the
are described below and they often can be categorized into
environment of big data.
supervised learning and unsupervised learning [30, 82] as
shown in Table 1.
The clustering analysis can be used in different research areas such as credit card fraud detection from
Support Vector Machine (SVM). SVMs can pera large amount of transaction records. Chen et al.
form classification by finding an optimization of sepaproposed their paper ”Retrieving Potential Cyberration to distinguish two classes on an N -dimensional
security Information from Hacker Forums” to adopt
hyperplane. The purpose of SVMs is to maximize the
the clustering method on a new application to efmargin of the two classes, which can assist the clasficiently discover the cybersecurity-related informasifier to obtain better performance. Although SVMs
tion or cyber threat intelligence (CTI) from hacker
can have good effectiveness in the high dimensional
forums because of the complexity and diversity of
data space, they may not reach desired results for
their contents.
training huge amount of data or being applied on
multi-class classification model. Some research pa- Autoencoder (AE). It is usually used in unsupervised
learning to design two symmetrical procedures, an
pers have been proposed to apply SVMs for the popencoder and a decoder, to support outlier detecular datasets for IDS [56, 97].
tion [76, 115]. The encoder performs the feature exDecision Tree (DT) and Random Forest (RF).
traction on the input raw data and carries out the
The decision tree provides supervised learning and
dimensionality reduction to extract the most imporcan be regarded as a decision aid tool to infer some
tant features from the input data. On the contrary,
useful rules and create the model for prediction of
the decoder is designed like a decompressor to reconthe final result. Using decision tree in classification
struct the data from the inputted compressed repcan obtain high performance and easily handle
resentation of extracted features. According to the
multi-class tasks. However, it has a disadvantage
concept of AE, the large amount of similar traffic
of easily overfitting since the training data may
(assumed to be benign data) will obtain low reconcreate an overly complex tree; consequently, the
struction losses, while the outlier traffic (assumed to
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be anomaly) will get a very high reconstruction loss Table 2: The number of records for each data type in
UNSW-NB15
to make it easily be identified.
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Long
Short-term Memory (LSTM). The CNN and
LSTM belong to the field of deep learning model
that can support high accuracy classification of
intrusion events. The LSTM is a kind of recurrent
neural network (RNN) and designed to find the
temporal context on large time scale for supporting
learning of long-term dependencies.
There are some research papers combined CNN and
LSTM to build their classification models with high
accuracy for detecting intruders. In 2020, Zhang et
al. [135] used three CNNs (Multiscale CNNs) to extract different spatial features and combined LSTM
to handle the temporal features. Hassan et al. [39]
used CNN of two convolution layers and one pooling layer combined with weight-drop LSTM (named
CNN-WDLSTM) to extract the temporal features
and avoid the overfitting.

4.2

Number of Records

Benign
Exploits
DoS
Backdoor
Analysis
Fuzzers
Genetic
Reconnaissance
Shellcode
Worms

2,218,761
44,525
16,353
2,329
2,677
24,246
215,481
13,987
1,511
174

for each data type in UNSW-NB15. The imbalanced data problem that means the classes of Backdoor, Analysis, Shellcode and Worms having relatively small amounts of data, also can be found in
Table 2.

Datasets and Imbalanced Data of At- CICIDS2017 [105]. This dataset was constructed by
Canadian Institute of Cybersecurity (CIC). The retacking Types
alistic benign traffic was generated by profiling ab-

In the following, some popular datasets are described and
the possible problem of imbalanced data is also explained.
4.2.1

Data Type

Datasets

stract human behaviors to build them for 25 users.
The total number of data records in CICIDS2017 is
2,830,743 extracted by CICFlowMeter tool based on
complete network traffic and configuration. It includes a benign type and 14 attack types of data,
but also has imbalanced data problem for XSS, SQL
Injection and Infiltration attack types.

The datasets can be used to support the assessment of the
IDS model for training and testing procedures. Establishing a dataset needs its specific network environment such
that the collected data may contain some drawbacks for 4.2.2 Mitigating Problem of Imbalanced Data
training in IDS model. We discuss several datasets usuIn the following, the generative adversarial network
ally used as the benchmark.
(GAN), focal loss, and synthetic minority over-sampling
NSL-KDD Cup 99 [29]. it is an improved version of technique (SMOTE) are described to explain how to mitiKDD CUP 99 [50] to provide the following refine- gate the problem of imbalanced data for enhancing detectments: (a) Remove duplicate and redundant data ing rate of the attacking types which have fewer records
records from the original KDD CUP 99 to make the in dataset.
classifier avoid the biased situation and have better
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). It was
performance; (b) Provide appropriate and reasonable
designed by Goodfellow et al. [33] in 2014 and can
amount of training and testing data. That means
effectively generate new data statistically similar to
the experiments conducted on it can use the entire
the training data. Two neural networks, a generator
set without performing sampling process. The evaluand a discriminator, compete to each other. The
ation results from different researchers can be easily
generator is expected to produce new instances to
compared to each other. The details of NSL-KDD
make a fool of the discriminator. However, the
Cup 99 include 40 class labels belonging to the foldiscriminator tries to classify whether the input data
lowing four groups: DoS (Denial of Service), U2R
is from original training data (called real data) or
(User to Root), R2L (Remote to Local) and Probe.
the generator (called fake or generated data).
UNSW-NB15 [91]. It was originally developed by the
Australian Centre for Cyber Security (ACCS) to generate network packets by using IXIA PerfectStorm
tool. The TCPdump tool is used to collect 100GB
raw data and it is finally organized to be 2540,044
traffic records. Table 2 shows the number of records

However, the process of training GAN is very unstable and may have the problems of mode collapse and
vanishing gradients. To solve these problems, Arjovsky et al. [6] proposed an improved method to use
Earth-Mover (also named Wasserstein-1) distance.
Gulrajani et al. [37] further proposed an alternative
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way (called WGAN-GP) to enforce Lipschitz constraint to make the training easier. In the literature,
Lin et al. [81] leveraged Wasserstein GAN to generate
malicious traffic records used for trying to deceive the
IDS, which can make the IDS have the capability of
resisting various real world attack scenarios. Apart
from that, Fiore et al. [28] and Zheng et al. [136] applied GAN mechanism on the field of detecting frauds
of financial data such as credit card records. Huang
and Lei [45] proposed a novel model of Imbalanced
Generative Adversarial Network (IGAN) to process
the problem of imbalanced attacking types.
Focal Loss. It was proposed by Lin et al. [80] to originally solve extremely imbalanced problem between
foreground and background classes for one-stage detector. A new loss function called focal loss was designed and evaluated by training a simple dense detector.
Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique
(SMOTE). It was proposed by Chawla et al. in
2002 [21], which can solve the imbalanced data
problem by increasing the proportion of minority
(abnormal) class (i.e., over-sampling) and decreasing
the proportion of the majority (normal) class (i.e.,
under-sampling) in the total training set [134].

4.3

Feature Selection

The feature selection is a technique to find the subset of
relevant features in dataset so that the model can be improved to be cost-effective and performing classification
efficiently. Due to the dimensionality reduction and irrelevant or redundant data removing, the feature selection
can improve execution performance and classification accuracy of the model. The common used approaches of
feature selection include statistical methods, genetic algorithms, entropy calculation, mutual information, information gain, etc. There are some previous research papers [34, 138, 139] to improve the model and get a better
classification results by using fewer features in training.

5

Conclusions

The goal of this special issue ”Multimedia Application
on Information Forensics and Cybersecurity” is to provide proper and premier forum for researchers working
on information hiding for all events to present their recent
research results. It also provides an important opportunity for multidisciplinary studies connecting on industry
and creating new techniques to solve those multimedia
forensics and cybersecurity problems with improved performance.
There are 3 papers for publication which are related to
the topics of this special issue.
The paper “VoIP Packets Filtering for Mobile Instant
Messaging Using N-gram Models” by Tung and Yen who

present an iterative algorithm for discovering attack patterns via a feedback mechanism, with the degrees of belief for attack instances propagated to the next iteration
to further refine the search [118]. This work observes
the packet features of P2P connections established using
various communication software from various fields other
than the IP information of each packet. An automated
method that can effectively filter out VoIP packets with
an N-gram model is developed to improve the efficiency
of criminal investigations.
In “Data Hiding Based on The Chinese Remainder
Theorem”, Wang et al. investigated the modulus of the
Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) to the LSB Replacement method and GEMD method to break down the
confidential data under the binary system, and embed
the confidential data after breakdown into the designated
pixel of the image in the carrier with the use of LSB Replacement method or the GEMD hiding method to form a
concealed image [121]. Additionally, pixel groups selected
by modulus value in this article were used to enhance security.
In “Retrieving Potential Cybersecurity Information
from Hacker Forums”, Chen et al. introduced an improved data preprocessing method to reduce feature dimension and a hybrid method combining text tagging
and clustering analysis techniques to discover cybersecurity information from unstructured hacker forums [23].
This research applies NLP, tagging, and clustering techniques to explore and capture cybersecurity information
in hacker forums. The proposed CTI information retrieval
method applies tagging and Word2Vec word embedding
to extract key features and employs K-means and LDA
two-stage clustering to discover CTI information from unstructured data.
The publication of this special issue was achieved based
on joint cooperation by all involved. The Guest Editorial team would like to thank all the authors for the
submission of their contributions and also appreciate the
technical reviewers who contribute their knowledge and
experiences to review the submitted manuscripts. We express our great gratitude and heartfelt thanks to the IJNS
staffs, especially to Dr. Min-Shiang Hwang, IJNS Editorin-Chief, who have provided significantly great support
and guidance to the whole process. We do hope that the
three papers published in this special issue could benefit
the readers with wider range of information and better
understanding in the fields.
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Abstract

entire system also increases. (2) Reduce the number of
nodes in network transmission to avoid the risk of data
Since the vigorous development of mobile devices, such as loss [3]. The P2P applications include group software,
smartphones, their communication functions have gradu- file exchange, MIM, grid computing, Web Services, and
ally replaced traditional traffic methods to become main- business process exchange.
stream communication channels. However, given the inWith the advancement of mobile phone functions and
crease in users emphasizing their right to privacy, comthe
development of network communications, MIM is
munication software products are expected to encrypt the
gradually
replacing the role of traditional local calls or
packets transmitted during communication to meet user
mobile
phones
as a tool for modern communication. Howrequirements. Meanwhile, MIM (Mobile Instant Mesever,
despite
its
convenience, MIM has become a platsaging) is increasingly being used by criminals as their
form
for
criminals,
and the communication records in the
medium of communication. The packets transmitted durform
of
packets
that
are involved in related crimes are ining such communication cannot be easily decrypted and
creasingly
challenging
to identify and understand as they
understood by criminal investigators. Therefore, this reare
transmitted
across
the Internet. MIM comes in varsearch aims to maximize the use of the limited informaious
forms
in
the
market.
In Taiwan, the most common
tion provided by unknown packets and use the princiones
include
LINE,
Facebook
Messenger, WeChat, and
ple of VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) communication to establish a P2P (peer-to-peer) connection. Wire- FaceTime [21]. Different MIM applications adopt specific
shark is used to monitor popular communication software, communication format protocols and communication feaand it is tested in terms of whether a call process can tures. In the application of packet capture tools, the parbe conducted at both ends. As a result, a P2P connec- ticular packet features are used to determine the MIM
tion is established and integrated with the features of un- used and the user’s usage status [4, 17] Therefore, quickly
known packets. This work proposes that N-gram mod- and efficiently collecting information for the investigation
els other than the IP address of a packet can be used of a large number of packets is a problem that criminal
to find P2P connection packets. The experiment results investigators must overcome. At present, for MIM invesshow that the proposed model obtains an Accuracy of tigations, criminal investigators use some digital forensics
95.77%, Precision of 98.36%, Recall of 93.4%, and F1- software tools, such as EnCase, FTK, Cellebrite UFED,
score of 95.81%. Thereby assisting criminal investigators XRY. Then use personal experience to manually observe
in identifying criminals and improving the efficiency of the data packet header information (such as time, protocol, length) or the string characteristics of the data packet
criminal investigations are the purpose of this article.
payload. Then, relevant instructions for using packet capKeywords: MIM; VoIP; P2P; N-gram
ture software are provided to assist investigators in reviewing voluminous packet data and efficiently filter VoIP
packets with investigative value [17]. The observed fea1 Introduction
tures should be applied to automated filtering methods
A P2P network is an Internet system that has no cen- to shorten the packet analysis process further. We retral server and allows peers to exchange information. Its fer to the method proposed by Walnycky et al. [22] and
purpose is to (1) enable all peers to provide resources, in- use the principle of MITM under legal authorization for
cluding bandwidth, storage space and computing power. monitoring in a Wi-Fi environment. Taking the popuTherefore, when a new peer joins, the capacity of the lar MIM platform in iOS App Store and Android Play
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Store as the research object, we propose an automated
method that can effectively filter VoIP packets using the
N-gram model, thereby assisting criminal investigators in
quickly identifying criminals and improving the efficiency
of criminal investigation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we present related works. In Section 3, we
introduce the proposed architecture. In Section 4, we
present the experiment results. Finally, we summarize
the conclusions.

2

Related Works

source IP, source port, destination IP, destination port,
arrival time, protocol, and packet length. More than 200
statistical attributes can be calculated using only packet
header information, such as packet arrival time, average
packet arrival time of traffic, number of downloaded packets, uploaded packets, packet probability density function,
cumulative density function upstream, and downstream
data packet density functions. And the cumulative density function, the number of one-way communication and
its duration (download duration), etc.

Feature and Filtering of VoIP Packets

Open System Interconnection Reference Model (OSI model)

For research on the subject of VoIP packets filtering, there
are network attack, steganography & steganalysis, spamming, QoS (Quality of Service), fraud, and encrypted
communications, etc. Wu [23] mentioned that some VoIP
applications would use the technology of silence suppression, which reduces the sending rate of packets when one
end of the call is not talking, thereby saving network
bandwidth. The specific judgment method mentioned in
the article is based on the threshold of 100 milliseconds.
If there is no packet transmission for more than this time,
the user may be in a listening state. Compared with other
UDP protocol types of transmission, the packet flow of
VoIP voice communication is more effective. According
to experiments, there are not only more packets for voicetransmitted call traffic, but also a significant difference
in average packet size. Stöber [18] found through experiments that most applications generate two types of packet
traffic. About 70% of the traffic is initiated by the application itself, while only 30% produce when being used by
users. Therefore, when the mobile device’s packet traffic is intercepted, many packets that are not voluntarily
generated by the user are often collected. At this time,
you should try to filter to avoid affecting the observation result. Rezaei and Liu [15] also proposed for packet
classification four methods, including (1) time series, (2)
packet header, (3) payload data, and (4) statistical features. The above methods can be used together to increase the packet classification feature. Among them, the
statistical feature method requires a large amount of traffic to calculate the relevant features of the packet length,
so it is more suitable for offline classification. Mehta et
al. [13], the network packet traffic on the port can be used
slogans or protocol traffic into (1) Sensitive traffic: care to
convey the time, such as VoIP, video conferencing, online
gaming, through a develop traffic management in this way
to ensure the service efficiency of traffic and increase the
priority of such traffic. (2) Best-effort traffic: For service
quality index (jitter, packet loss, delay), less sensitive traffic such as P2P, e-mail, traffic management is relatively
fixed, it will usually be sent after sensitive traffic. (3) Undesired traffic (bad traffic): typically created by worms
or other malicious botnet spam attacks. Tan [19] considers packet flow is described by its features, including

The OSI model is a standard framework proposed by
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
that attempts to interconnect all kinds of computers as
a network worldwide. The purpose is to solve the network interconnection problems of different architectures.
The packet inspector used in this experiment of the research is Wireshark. With its graphical interface, it shows
the relevant information of the data link layer, network
layer, and transmission layer in the OSI model. The main
function of the data link layer is to define how to package the transmitted data into the specifications of the
data packet format. This layer contains the Media Access Control (MAC) address. Wireshark will display the
mobile phone model and MAC address used for communication. The MAC address is a set of serial numbers.
The MAC address of each network device is unique. This
address information allows the host to identify the physical device. The network layer defines network routing
and addressing functions, that is, the path selection of
the packet transmission process and the address of each
physical device in the network. The most important communication protocol in this layer is the Internet Protocol
(IP), which mainly defines the format of IP data and the
standard IP address format. During data transmitting,
the IP address will be added to the transmitted data,
and the data will be formed into a packet, and the router
will analyze the IP information in the packet and select
the path through which the packet should be transmitted. The transport layer is responsible for data transmission and control, records the real sender and destination
(port) information to provide higher-level applications.
This layer provides mostly two end-to-end protocols, including Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User
Datagram Protocol (UDP). Because UDP [11] provides
unreliable, connectionless data transmission, it is usually
used in domain name system (DNS), dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP), simple network management
protocol (SNMP). In addition, for connections that require transmission speed rather than quality assurance,
such as video, voice, and calls, UDP is a better choice
than TCP when a small amount of packets is lost without
affecting the overall use. Figure 1 shows a UDP packet
format.

2.1

2.2
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Figure 1: UDP packet format

2.3

VoIP

VoIP [5] mainly uses IP data packets to be exchanged between various network elements to complete the establishment and termination of a call. The principle is that the
analog audio signal is compressed and coded into a digital
signal through the caller device, and then encapsulated in
an IP packet, which is transmitted over the network by
TCP/IP and other related network protocols. Compared
with traditional line telephones, VoIP is mainly based on
the existing IP technology to develop upward. As long
as any physical node has the ability to use the Internet,
it can use the convenience brought by VoIP technology.
Therefore, the current VoIP communication technology is
gradually replacing traditional telephones, embedded in
various communication software, and becoming the main
communication channel for modern people. Since the
principle of VoIP calls comes from the existing network
communication technology, if you want to make a network call, you need at least two network terminal devices
(such as mobile phones) IP addresses and port numbers.
Therefore, a management server is required to manage
and record the correspondence and conversion between
the IP address and the actual phone. When users connect to the server for the first time, they need to register.
At this moment, the server will record the user’s phone
number or account number and IP for subsequent connection calls. And this is the basic function of the server of
a mobile phone application with a communication function [2].

2.4

Figure 2: Packet payload

Communication Protocol Tool for
VoIP

With the rapid development of the Internet, the demand
for network IP is increasing. In order to avoid the problem
of insufficient IP addresses, the design of public network
IP and private network IP is separated, and only public network IP can directly connect to the Internet. In
contrast, private IP addresses are used by internal units
such as enterprises or academics. But also because the
private address cannot be transmitted through the Internet, it is necessary to correspond the private address with
the public address, so that the private address can be connected to the Internet in the form of a public address. The
technology in which addresses correspond to each other
is called Network Address Translation (NAT). On the
other hand, in the communication software widely used by
users on the market, there will be P2P connections during the communication. The communication protocol can

Figure 3: Structure of STUN protocol

be roughly divided into two types: UDP and STUN (Session Traversal Utilities for NAT), each of which different
purposes. The UDP protocol is responsible for converting
the voice analog signal into a digital signal when the user
talks, and transfers it into the IP packet for transmission.
After deducting the first 42 bytes of the packet header, the
remaining part is the packet payload (the blue element in
Figure 2).
The STUN protocol (session traversal utility for NAT)
is developed on the basis of NAT. The STUN protocol
allows users in a private location in the NAT intranet to
know their external public address, port type, and NAT
sort [20]. These messages can help two hosts behind different NAT routers establish UDP communication. The
STUN protocol is mainly composed of three parts: STUN
client, STUN server, and NAT router. The server is deployed on a server connected with multiple public IPs,
as shown in Figure 3. The detailed connection process is
defined by the RFC 5389 protocol [9].

2.5

Wireshark

Wireshark is a network packet analysis software. This
tool is mainly used to capture the traffic passing through
a specific network interface and display the detailed status of the packet. Wireshark has now developed into the
most well-known open-source application security tool,
and it can be run in various operation systems, including Windows, Mac OS, Linux, UNIX, and there are even
APP versions for mobile devices on the Internet (mobile
phone installation requires permission processing). To
understand where the IP of the packet comes from, you
can write down the IP address and use a specific website (such as WhosIP) to search in the browser. Still,
this search method is time-consuming and inconvenient,
so you can download GeoIP (Geographical IP) database
(developed by MaxMind), which supports Wireshark and
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records three parts [6]: city, country, and autonomous system number (ASN) information. Comparing these three
parts, we can know the source of the packet faster. ASN
represents the routing settings under different network domains, different agencies or units will use this number to
separate the network domains managed by each other.
Therefore, the number can effectively identify the source
of the packet compared to the IP address.

2.6

N-gram

N-gram is an algorithm based on a statistical language
model. It is commonly used in natural language processing, data compression, automatic text generation, guesses
or prompts entered by search engines, etc. Even further
used in spam identification and spam comment identification [1], malware detection [10] The basic idea of Ngram is to operate a sliding window of size N according
to the content of the language to form a sequence of byte
fragments of length N. However, due to the considerable
changes in the logic and sequence of the language, often a change in the order may result in different semantics, so the ability to predict language is currently realized
through deep learning [8] N-gram is based on the assumption that the Nth word’s appearance is only related to the
previous N-1 words, and is not related to any other words.
The probability of the entire sentence is the product of the
probability of each word. These probabilities can be obtained directly from counting the number of simultaneous
occurrences of N words in the corpus. Commonly used are
the Uni-Gram (N=1), Bi-Gram (N=2), Tri-Gram (N=3),
and Quad-Gram (N=4).

3

The Proposed Architecture

This research proposes that there should be more diversified screening mechanisms for specific ”VoIP packets on
P2P connections” in the future. Initially, the filtering
rules should be manually selected, such as packet header,
load, timing, etc. If there are a large number of data packets, the features will be handed over to machine learning
for calculation to find out the feature values of each attribute of the data packets, and finally establish a screening mechanism. In order to allow investigators to access
important investigation information more quickly in the
future, we propose an automated model architecture, as
shown in Figure 4. The proposed model is divided into
the training phase and testing phase. In the training
phase, the features of the VoIP packet are selected first
to filter out the training samples of VoIP, and then the
N-gram is constructed to determine the threshold value
of judgment. In the testing phase, the test sample is processed with N-gram and then evaluated for performance.
The following subsections will detail the key steps in the
proposed model.

Figure 4: The proposed model architecture

3.1

Use Wireshark to Capture Specified
Packets

We collect VoIP packets of various MIM software, including LINE, WeChat, Facebook Messenger, Facetime, QQ,
WhatsApp Messenger, Telegram, Jello, Skype, and label features to provide the purpose of capturing training
packets.
First, we confirm whether the monitored mobile device has made a call. At this time, we enter ”UDP” in
the filter field, which means that as long as Wireshark
displays the packets transmitted by the UDP protocol. If
there is a packet of this type, which means that this mobile device may have used audio-visual software or made
voice/video calls. The second is to use the expanded field
of GeoIP to find out the source and destination IP of
the UDP packet, and use the IP address and ASN information to determine whether it is a communication service provider. Third, if the source and destination IP is
a software distribution company that provides communication services, add ”UDP&&IP.GeoIP.asnum!=xxxx” or
”UDP&&IP.addr!=XXX.XXX.XXX” to the input command ”.XXX” refers to packets that belong to the UDP
protocol but exclude specific ASN or IP addresses at
the same time, that is, to exclude connection packets between mobile devices and communication software
servers. Fourth, if the communication software attempts
to establish a P2P connection, it will usually be filtered
out. Then, verify whether the filtered packet is the other
end of the communication, and we confirm it through the
GeoIP field. If it is a P2P connection, the packet will be
dynamically configured by the telecommunications company that provides the mobile device to connect to the
Internet IP for a P2P connection. Take Taiwan Mobile
Co., Ltd. as an example, the field provided by GeoIP
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procedure of constructing N-gram under a packet of specified length. According to experience, more than 8 bytes
can no longer find features.

Figure 5: Feature of packet payload

displays the information ”AS24158, Taiwan Mobile Co.,
Ltd.”, which shows that its P2P packets are through the
Internet of Taiwan Mobile Co., Ltd. Fifth, the statistics
of the packet can be viewed from the ”Statistics” in the
function bar to obtain more information. If the mobile
device has a call packet using communication software,
we directly use the ”Endpoints” in the ”Statistics” function to view the relevant geographic records of each IP in
the interception record. If the geographic location of the
IP source is the target of detection, perform the packet
Verify. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the entire procedure of
filtering.
Algorithm 1 Capture Specified Packets
Input: PacketSet=set of all captured packets
Output: SpecifiedPacketSet=set of all the specified
packets
1: function Capture Specified Packets(PacketSet)
2:
for packet in PacketSet do
3:
SpecifiedPacket=Use Wireshark to capture the
packet containing the specified Strings
4:
insert SpecifiedPacket to SpecifiedPacketSet
5:
end
6: end

3.2

Construct N-gram
Packet Lengths

for

Algorithm 2 Construct Ngram
Input: SpecifiedPacketSet=set of all the specified packets, N =number of consecutive bytes
Output: NgramSet=set of all the N-gram sequences
1: function Construct Ngram(SpecifiedPacketSet)
2:
for packet in SpecifiedPacketSet do
3:
for i=1:N do
4:
Ngram=take out consecutive i bytes in
packet
5:
insert Ngram to NgramSet
6:
end
7:
end
8: end

3.3

Determine the Threshold

TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency)
is a commonly used and effective weighting algorithm
based on statistical methods in the fields of information
retrieval, text categorization, and mining [12, 16]. TF is
the number of times a term appears in a document, which
is used to measure the importance of the term in a particular document. The larger the TF value, the more
important the term. TF is a count standardized value
to prevent bias towards longer documents. Here we will
refer to the frequency at which an N-gram appears in the
packet, as shown in Equation (1):
ni,j
TFi,j = P
,
(1)
k nk,j
where ni,j is P
the number of occurrences of N-gram i in
k nk,j is the sum of the number of occurrences of all N-grams in a packet.
IDF is used to measure the importance of a term in
the entire document database. The smaller the value,
the more the term appears in the majority of documents,
which means the less important; the larger the value, the
more important the term appears in a few documents. We
also quote to express the importance of an N-gram in a
specific packet length database, as shown in Equation (2):

Different packet j, and

In the header column of the filtered packet, we use Sequence Number, Time, Destination IP, Source IP, Port,
Protocol of packet to make statistics and summarize the
features. Besides, the payload of VoIP packets is converted from an analog wave to a digital signal through a
codec, and finally encrypted during transmission. Therefore, in the payload of the packet, a specific character
string often appears in a specific position. According to
the position and frequency of the word string, as shown
in Figure 5, it can be compared with the packet header,
and it can also be used as a source of feature extraction
and then converted into a descriptive feature set.
In addition, different VoIP communication software has
different packet length ranges [14]. For the above reasons,
in order to extract the features of P2P communication, we
first use N-gram to preprocess packets of different lengths.
Because the N-gram method is simple and the calculation is fast, we take N consecutive bytes for packet input
of different lengths, and N will be set from 1 byte to 8
consecutive bytes. Algorithm 2 demonstrates the entire

IDFi = log

|D|
,
1 + |{j : i ∈ j|j ∈ D}|

(2)

where |D| represents the total number of packets in a
particular packet length database, |{j : i ∈ j|j ∈ D}|
denotes the total number of packets containing N-gram
i. Thus, the constant one in the denominator is to avoid
Division by zero error.
Then, the aforementioned TFi,j and IDFi are multiplied to produce a TF-IDFi,j weight value, which tends
to retain the important N-gram and filter out the common
N-gram. As shown in Equation (3):
TF-IDFi,j = T Fi,j × IDFi .

(3)
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That is, the importance of an N-gram increase in proportion to the number of times it occurs in the packet; at
the same time, its importance decreases inversely with its
frequency in the packet database.
Finally, for each VoIP packet of a specific length, we
will use the average overlap score evaluation as the threshold to determine whether it is the target VoIP packet.
When a detected packet has an average overlap score
greater than or equal to this threshold, it is judged as
a target VoIP packet; otherwise, it is judged as a general
packet. Equation (4) is as follows:
X
ScoreLj = avgj∈Lj (
TF-IDFk,j ).
(4) Figure 6: Schematic diagram of monitoring packet architecture
k
where Lj represents all the training data collections of
the same length as packet j, ScoreLj is the threshold of
Lj to determine whether it is the target VoIP packet, and
avg(.) is the average function. Algorithm 3 is a procedure
for determining the threshold value for a specific VoIP
packet length.

which makes observation difficult. The Wireshark version
used in this experiment is 3.0.5, the ”packet monitoring
phone” is Sony Xperia XA Ultra, which version is Android 7.0, and the other phone is iPhone which version is
iOS 12.4.
Furthermore, in order to provide performance validaAlgorithm 3 Threshold Determination
tion
of the proposed method, we employed Wireshark to
Input: M =the total number of specified VoIP packet
collect
11,396 samples of VoIP packets and 10,608 samlengths in the training set, NgramSet=set of all the
ples
of
non-VoIP packets, forming a packet database of
Ngram sequences in a specified VoIP packet length
22,004
in
total.
Output: Score=threshold of VoIP packet
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

function Threshold Determination(NgramSet)
for j=1:M do
for Ngram of packet j in NgramSet do
TF[Ngram]=occurrence frequency array of
each Ngram in the packet j
IDF [Ngram]=importance array of each
Ngram in the entire packet training set
TF IDF [j ]=TF [Ngram]*IDF [Ngram]’
end
Total =Total +TF IDF [j ]
end
Score= Total /M
end

4.2

According to Subsection 3.1, in order to label the features
of VoIP packets, we use various MIM software, including LINE, WeChat, Facebook Messenger, Facetime, QQ,
WhatsAPP Messenger, Telegram, Jello, Skype. Then collect their data packets after establishing a P2P connection. After observation and comparison, the results and
features are listed in Table 1. In addition, the following
subsections also explain in detail the call features generated by the four more popular tools, such as LINE,
Facebook Messenger, WeChat, and Skype.
4.2.1

4
4.1

Experiment Results
Experimental
Dataset

Environment

and

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a packet detection architecture. In the experiment, a laptop will be used to
provide a wireless access point for the ”packet monitoring mobile phone” to connect. At the same time, the
Wireshark packet monitoring software is installed on the
laptop. When the mobile phone uses the Wi-Fi provided
by the laptop to make an Internet voice call, the laptop
will record all network traffic, that is, packets. And the
other end of the call is an I-brand mobile phone, which is
connected by installing the SIM card mobile data, avoid
using the same Wi-Fi environment to surf the Internet,

Founded Features of Various MIM

LINE

During the ringing phase, LINE will send two Application Data packets encrypted with TLSV1.2, and then
send a TCP packet with a fixed length of 66. At this
time, the IP of the server responsible for connecting with
the caller is 203.104.153.0/ 24. After that, the server of
147.92.130.0/24 will send a large number of UDP packets
to the caller for the call. So far, the above process can
be defined as a fixed feature of LINE to establish a voice
call. When the connection is about 20 seconds later, the
LINE server will try to establish a P2P connection, and
the length of the first eight packets sent in a P2P format will be approximately the same as “290, 290, 335,
335, 170, 174, 174, 174” bytes. However, according to
the research of Chen [7], before LINE is converted to P2P
mode, it will send a UDP packet, and its payload will
transmit the content of the other party’s IP and PORT,
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Communication
software

Software
type

LINE
(10.6.5)

Social
software

WeChat
(7.0.12)

Communi
-cation
software

Facebook
messenger
(260.0)

Communi
-cation
software

Table 1: Call results and features of various MIM
AutonoWhether to
Call
Domain
mous
establish a
Call server IP
protocol
name
system
P2P
number
connection
After ten
seconds,
linecorp.
occasionally a
147.92.130.0/24
UDP
38631
com
P2P connection
will not be
established
A group of
less than 5
tencent.
packets appears
203.205.220.0/23
UDP
132203
com
in about 2
seconds during
the call

31.13.87.0/24

STUN/
UDP

Facebook.
com

32934

Start within
a few seconds
after the call
Only appear
within a
few seconds,
and the P2P
packet length
is fixed at
58 bytes
Start within
a few seconds
after the call,
the initial P2P
packet length
is fixed at
114 bytes

Artificial
observation
of packet
features

Load

Header

Header

Facetime
( iOS12.4)

Communi
-cation
software

17.173.0.0/16

STUN/
UDP

apple.com

714

QQ
(8.3.5)

Communi
-cation
software

119.28.6.0/23
203.205.236.0/23

UDP

tencent.
com

132203

WhatsAPP
Messenger
(2.20.41)

Communi
-cation
software

31.13.87.0/24

STUN/
UDP

Facebook.
com

32934

Start within
a few seconds
after the call

Header

Telegram
(6.0.1)

Communi
-cation
software

91.108.16.0/22

UDP

telegram.
org

62014
62041
59930

Occurs every
12 seconds
during the call,
one at a time

Header

Jello
(2.18.2)

Communi
-cation
software

35.200.0.0/14

STUN/
UDP

google.
com

15169

Start within
a few seconds
after the call

Header/
Load

Skype
(8.59)

Communi
-cation
software

20.189.76.0/22
52.114.4.0/22
40.64.0.0/10

STUN/
UDP

microsoft.
com

8075

Appears
during ringing

Load

Header

Load
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Figure 7: Facebook Messenger establishes a P2P connection
Figure 8: Relationship between packet length and feature
number for different N value of N-gram

but in the experiment, the Wireshark filter syntax has not
been found, It is speculated that LINE company should
change the transmission rules, so it cannot be found in
of 5 or less P2P packets during the call at a frequency
this experiment.
of about two seconds, and the packet length is fixed at
142; also, the WeChat server is still responsible for most
4.2.2 Facebook Messenger
packet forwarding during the call. This is a significant
Messenger uses the STUN protocol to establish packets feature of WeChat calls.
for voice calls. At the beginning of the connection, it will
use two packets to query Facebook DNS, the length of 4.2.4 Skype
which is fixed at 82 and 122, and it will ask Facebook
what the communication IP of the other end is. Because The calling protocol used by Skype is the STUN protocol.
of the feature of the STUN protocol, P2P packet can of- The packet for the P2P connection will be established
ten be found at the beginning of the call connection. The during the ringing phase, and the packet length of the first
packet is the Binding Request and Binding Success Re- P2P connection is usually 154; in addition, because Skype
sponse sent by both end of the P2P connection, which is operated by Microsoft, the experiment will see packets
is the IP of both parties that are required to establish a transmitted from Microsoft servers by nearby countries
P2P connection as shown in Figure 7 Most communica- during a few seconds of ringing, such as 52.112.0.0/14
tion software that uses the STUN protocol to send P2P (Hong Kong), 40.64.0.0/10 (Seoul).
packets will also send packets with arrays of similar information. In addition, when Messenger ends the call, it
4.3 Relationship Between Packet Length
will send several ICMP packets and try to connect to the
and Feature Number
other port again. The appearance of these ICMP packets
can determine that the call has ended. Besides, exper- We know through experiments that the relationship beiments have found that if the call is deliberately picked tween the VoIP packet length and the number of features
up late after the ringing (about 5 seconds later), it will for N-gram under different N values. As shown in Figaffect the establishment of a P2P connection. Both of ure 8, the number of features between about 80 to 95
the communication will continue to send a set of Binding bytes in the packet length is the largest, and the average
Request and Binding Success P2P packets at intervals of number of features is the largest. When N=2, the avseveral seconds to dozens of seconds during the call, and erage number of features is the largest, but the trend of
the length is fixed at 162 and 106, but otherwise the pack- the number of features with a packet length close to 85 is
ets during the call are still forwarded by the Messenger different. We found that the MIM packet contains more
server.
consecutive 00s, which reduces the number of features.
When N=8, most packets have no features. In addition,
it is also found that in certain packet length intervals, the
4.2.3 WeChat
number of features is the same, such as 100 to 130, 140
The connection server part of WeChat call, it is mainly to 170, and 180 to 210.
responsible for the server with IP 203.205.220.0/23. The
mechanism of WeChat establishment of the P2P connection is not to fix the call maintenance by both ends of the 4.4 Performance Evaluation
communication after a certain period of time, but perform 4.4.1 Performance Metrics
in a specific mode: At the beginning of the connection in
P2P mode, 7 to 8 packets with a fixed length of 162 will In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
be sent, and the destination port of each packet is differ- model, we used well-known metrics for classification, inent; after that, it will continuously transmitted a group cluding Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-score. In each
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packet evaluation, when the evaluation is VoIP, it is regarded as a positive class, otherwise it is regarded as a
negative class. T P (True Positive) is a sample of VoIP
packet, if the prediction is also a VoIP packet. T N (True
Negative) means that the sample is not a VoIP packet
and the prediction is not recognized as a VoIP packet.
F P (False Positive) means that the sample is not a VoIP
packet, but is predicted to be a VoIP packet. F N (False
Negative) is a VoIP packet sample, but the prediction is
not recognized as a VoIP packet. Therefore, Accuracy Figure 9: Confusion matrix of the testing dataset, and
is the ratio of the number of correct classification to the performance of the proposed model
total number of samples. As shown in Equation (5)
TP + TN
.
TP + FP + TN + FN

(5) the communication software’s IP address. Moreover, a
large number of UDP packets indicate that a given phone
In addition, Precision refers to the ratio of the num- is currently in use. The mechanism for establishing a P2P
ber of correctly classified instances to the total number connection varies with the IP address of the server. The
of instances, as in Equation (6). Recall represents the process identifies which app is being used and how a P2P
percentage of positive examples correctly classified, as in connection is established. Although the mechanism canEquation (7). F1-score is the harmonic average of Preci- not obtain much information from a packet, it can identify
connection features from the packet itself for observation.
sion and Recall, as in Equation (8).
Nevertheless, the establishment of a P2P connection by
TP
,
(6) communication software is beneficial for criminal invesPrecision =
TP + FP
tigations. Therefore, this research attempts to observe
TP
Recall =
,
(7) the packet features of P2P connections established using
TP + FN
various communication softwares from various fields other
2 × P recision × Recall
than the IP information of each packet. An automated
.
(8)
F1-score =
method that can effectively filter out VoIP packets with
P recision + Recall
an N-gram model is also proposed to improve the effi4.4.2 Evaluation
ciency of criminal investigations. The results of the experiment show that the proposed N-gram model obtains
The main purpose of an evaluation is to confirm the peran Accuracy of 95.77%, Precision of 98.36%, Recall of
formance of the proposed model. The number of samples
93.4%, and F1-score of 95.81%. Thereby assisting crimicollected in this study is sufficient, so the experiment uses
nal investigators to quickly identify criminals and improve
hold-out as a validation method, 50% of the data is sethe efficiency of criminal investigations. In the future,
lected randomly for training, and the remaining 50% is
more concepts of automatic filtering methods should be
used for testing. That is, the testing data has a total of
developed to solve the difficulties encountered by investi11,002 packet samples, including 5,698 VoIP packet samgators. The efficiency of identifying suspicious callers on
ples and 5,304 non-VoIP packet samples. As shown in
the basis of a large amount of packet content should also
Figure 9, it is the confusion matrix obtained by the test
be improved.
packet. The proposed model classifies 5,322 out of 5,698
VoIP packet samples as True (True Positive, TP ), and 376
are classified as False (False Negative, FN ). Among the Acknowledgments
5,304 non-VoIP data packet samples, 5,215 are classified
as True Negative (TN ), and 89 are classified as False Posi- This research was partially supported by the Executive
tive (FP ). We have obtained an Accuracy of 95.77%, Pre- Yuan of the Republic of China under the Grants Forwardcision of 98.36%, Recall of 93.4%, and F1-score of 95.81%. looking Infrastructure Development Program (Digital
Infrastructure-Information Security Project-110).
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Abstract

tion exchange via the Internet whereby confidential information can be embedded into media such as picture,
At the time of rapid change, the advancement of the In- voice, films, texts, and execution files, as shown in Figternet and the ceaseless development of technologies al- ure 1.
lowed for the frequent use of the Internet for communication and data transmission. Yet, these data can easily be replicated and transmitted, given their distinctive
characteristics. Therefore, the secure transmission and
receiving of data with peace of mind is an issue worth our
second thoughts. The purpose of this article is to apply
the modulus of the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT)
to the LSB replacement method and the GEMD method
to decompose the confidential data under the binary system and embed the decomposed confidential data into the
designated pixels of the image. Then, use the LSB Replacement method or the GEMD hiding method in the
Figure 1: The process of using pictures to hide data
carrier to form a hidden image. The receiver could then
extract the designated pixel of the concealed image with
Data hiding aims at meeting the needs in 3 aspects:
the extraction of the LSB value or the GEMD data in
the first place and compute the confidential data through Security: No one other than the legitimate participants
the CRT with the same modulus value. The sorting of
can retrieve the confidential information hidden in
the modal value is the point of gravity and will affect the
the S image in disguise.
quantity for hiding and the PSNR value. Yet, this modulus is used to enhance the level of security.
Imperceptibility: The quality of the information canKeywords: Chinese Remainder Theorem; Data Hiding;
not vary significantly before and after hiding to avoid
Generalized Exploiting Modification Direction (GEMD);
the awareness of a third party that the content has
Least Significant Bit (LSB) Replacement
confidential information in hiding.

1

Introduction

Payload: Increase the data payload as far as possible on
condition that the quality of the image in disguise is
unaffected.

Data Hiding has long been used by people since the old
days. This technique can be used to protect digital inIn recent years, different data hiding methods have
formation, personal information, and account ID online been proposed [1–10]. In this paper, the CRT is adopted
or other documented hard copies of contracts from being due to its distinctive feature. Several combination prime
stolen. This paper is focused on the security of informa- numbers could be used to choose the modulus of a large
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numerical value, and this large number value will be referred to modulus calculation with several moduli individually to obtain the remainder, which could present a large
numerical value with several moduli or to obtain a large
value through reverse calculation. Sizable confidential information could be converted to the bit required for the
binary system through the use of several products of moduli in order to split into several smaller numerical values,
and apply the modulus to choose the appropriate quantity of pixel value, and hide the confidential information
into the image with the LSB Replacement method or the
GEMD method. Modulus value could be used to bring
confusion to the confidential information to enhance its
security, and to obtain the best combination of modulus
value.
The primary framework of this paper is shown as follows: In Section II, the literature for reference of the data
hiding technologies will be introduced. In Section III,
data hiding under the CRT will be introduced. In Section
IV, the empirical findings and analysis will be presented.
In Section V, the conclusion of this study and the research
direction in the future will be discussed.

2

Related Work

In this section, a review on the widely known LSB Replacement method and the GEMD technique proposed by
scholars such as Kuo and others in 2009 on data hiding
will be conducted. An important theorem: The Chinese
Remainder Theorem will also be introduced.

2.1

LSB Replacement Method

LSB (Least Significant Bit) refers to the lowest bit of a
binary number, which is shown in Figure 2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Original pixel value; (b) Pixel value after
embedding
value is the secret data. The LSB Replacement method
gives a very simple and quick method to hide confidential
data into the carrier, and the image after hiding is not significantly different from the original image, which cannot
be easily identify with the naked eye. Yet, the security
level is low, and the confidential data could be accessed
by retrieving the LSB value from the Stego image.

2.2

Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT)

The CRT provides the solution for the single variable of
the prime numbers from prime number pairs as shown in
Equation (1).


x ≡ a1 (mod m1 ) 





x ≡ a (mod m ) 
2
2
(1)


···






x ≡ an (mod mn )
Solution:
1) Find out M = m1 × m2 × · · · × mn . This is the
common modulus of all equations.
2) Find out M1 = M/m1 , M2 = M/m2 , · · · , Mn =
M/mn .

Figure 2: The bit at the far right side is LSB

3) Under the corresponding modulus (m1 , m2 , · · · , mn ),
find out the multiplicative inverse elements of
M1 , M2 , · · · , Mn , which are M1−1 , M2−1 , · · · , Mn−1 .

4) The common solution is shown as Equation (2).
Under the LSB Replacement method [7], the bits of
confidential information will be embedded into the image
x = (a1 × M1 × M1−1 + · · · + an × Mn × Mn−1 ) mod M
pixel of the carrier one-by-one. If the secret data is differ(2)
ent from the LSB value of the image pixel of the carrier,
use the confidential information to directly cover the LSB Example 2. Find x such that x ≡ 2( mod 3), x ≡ 3( mod
value of the pixel to get a disguised picture to achieve the 5) and x ≡ 2(mod7).
Solution:
objective of data hiding.
Example 1. Assuming there is a 3 × 3 monochrome pic- 1) Compute M = 3 × 5 × 7 = 105.
ture as a carrier with pixel value as shown in Figure 3(a),
the confidential information S = (100101101)2 is replaced
bit by bit under the LSB Replacement method to the LSB
of the image pixel of the carrier, and generate the Stego
image as shown in Figure 3(b).

2) Caluculate M1 = 105/3 = 35, M2 = 105/5 = 21 and
M3 = 105/7 = 15.

The retrieving method is to take out the LSB value oneby-one from the pixel of the Stego image, and the LSB

4) Use Equation (2), x = (2 × 35 × 2 + 3 × 21 × 1 + 2 ×
15 × 1) mod 105 = 23 mod 105.

3) Multiplicative inverse element is M1−1 = 2, M2−1 = 1
and M3−1 = 1.
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2.3

Generalized Exploiting Modification Step 1. Calculate value fb where fb (179, 200, 191) =
(179 × 1 + 200 × 3 + 191 × 7) mod 16 = 4.
Direction

In 2013, Kuo and Wang proposed the Generalized Ex- Step 2. Compute (1010)2 = 10.
ploiting Modification Direction (GEMD) method [5] to
Step 3. ComputeD = (10 − 4) mod 16 = 6.
enhance the embedding computing of EMD [10]. In the
method, neighboring pixels from the original picture are Step 4. Because D < 2n , modify D = (b3 b2 b1 b0 )2 =
taken as the cluster and (n + 1) bits of confidential data
(0110)2 and get stego pixels by using the following
could be embedded into each cluster. The pixel value is
processing.
revised on the basis of the difference between the value
b3 = 0, b2 = 1, modify pixel value 191 into 192.
taken from the function and the confidential data. Each
pixel value will be added, subtracted by 1 or keeping the
b2 = 1, b1 = 1, do not modify the value.
same to embed the confidential data into the picture of
b1 = 1, b0 = 0, modify the pixel value of 179 into
the carrier to form a Stego image.
178.
Extraction function:
The stego pixels are (178,200,192).
n
X
i
n+1
fb (g1 , g2 , · · · , gn ) =
(gi × (2 − 1)) mod 2
(3)
i=1
2.3.3 Example of Extraction with GEMD
where gi is the i-th pixel. The method of extracting confidential data is to equate the concealed pixel into the
extraction function, and the confidential data can be obtained.

If the stego pixels are (178,200,192), then the confidential data extracted from the extraction function by using
Equation (3), i.e., fb (178, 200, 192) = (178 × 1 + 200 × 3 +
192 × 7) mod 16 = 10 = (1010)2 .

2.3.1

3

GEMD Hiding Algorithm

Step 1. Select n pixels and equate into the extraction
function fb to calculate the value.

Data Hiding Scheme Based on
CRT

In this section, the CRT is adopted in combination with
Step 2. Select (n + 1) bits as confidential information S,
LSB Replacement metod and GEMD.
and convert the secret data into decimal system.
First of all, the sender chooses the value of several
n+1
prime
numbers as the modulus value at random, and uses
Step 3. Find out the difference D = (S − fb ) mod 2
.
the modulus value and the products of the modulus value
Step 4. Adjust pixel on the basis of D as shown below: to determine the quantity of secret data for hiding into
a specific quantity of pixels. Both the LSB Replacement
method and GEMD method are used to hide the data.
The process is elaborated as below.

3.1

The Embedding Algorithm of CRT
and LSB Replacement Method

Devide the confidential data in binary system into blocks
of k bits in size. Each block of k bits is matched with
each modulus value to find the remainder. We embed
the remainder value into the l1 + l2 +... +ln pixels of the
cover image of the carrier under the LSB Replacement
method.
The Embedding Algorithm
Input. Secret S (binary string), Cover image;
2.3.2

Example of Embedding with GEMD

Output. Stego image, m1 , m2 , · · · , mn ;

Step 1. Given pairwise coprime positive inteIf n = 3, and the value of the original pixel is
gers m1 , m2 , · · · , mn , and compute M
=
(179, 200, 191), while the secret data are (1010)2 , use the
m1 × m2 × · · · × mn .
GEMD hiding algorithm to hide the data and get pixel
value (178, 200, 192). The steps are elaborated below:
Step 2. Find a maximum k such that 2k ≤ M .
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Step 3. Find the minimum li such that 2li ≥ mi , (1 ≤ Step 8. There are 13 pixels, shown in Figure 5, the pixel
i ≤ n).
value after the bit string was embedded by using the
LSB Replacement method is shown in Figure 6.
Step 4. Divide S into blocks where the embedding size
of a block is k bits.
Step 9. Repeat Step 7 until the confidential data of each
block are embedded.
Step 5. Divide cover image into many blocks where the
size of a block is l1 + l2 + · · · + ln pixels.
Step 6. Convert each block of S, denoted as SD , into a
decimal number.
Figure 5: The original pixel value

Step 7. If BitString = null, then do the following process.
for i = 1 to n do
ai ≡ SD mod mi , where ai is represented as a binary number BitString = BitString || ai
3: end for
1:
2:

Step 8. Using LSB replacement to embed BitString into
l1 + l2 + · · · + ln pixels of cover image.

Figure 6: The embedded pixel value

3.2

The Extraction Algorithm of CRT
and LSB Replacement Method

Step 9. Repeat Step 7 until all blocks of S are embedded. Take the LSB value of li pixel from every l1 + l2 + ... + ln
pixels of the stego image as the remainder value, and
Here, we give an example to explain the proposed emcalculate with the use of CRT and we can get the
bedding algorithm, when m1 = 11, m2 = 13, and m3 = 17
confidential data by Extraction algorithm.
and the original pixels value shown as Figure 5.
Step 1. Calculate M = 11 × 13 × 17 = 2431.

The Extraction Algorithm

Step 2. Find k = 11 such that 2k ≤ M .

Input: Stego image, m1 , m2 , · · · , mn ;

Step 3. Find l1 = 4, l2 = 4 and l3 = 5 such that 2l1 ≥ Output: Secret S (binary string).
m1 , 2l2 ≥ m2 and 2l3 ≥ m3 , respectively.
Step 1. Find minimum li such that 2li ≥ mi , (1 ≤ i ≤
Step 4. Divide every 11 bits of confidential data into
n).
one block, i.e. S = 10101110010 | 10111100101 |
Step 2. Divide stego image into blocks where the size of
10110000000 · · · ;
a block is l1 + l2 + · · · + ln pixels.
Step 5. Divide every 13 pixels into one block, which is
shown as Figure 4.
Step 3. Extract the LSBs of li pixels, denoted as ai ,
where is represented as a decimal number.
Step 4. Compute S = (a1 M1 y1 + a2 M2 y2 + · · · +
an Mn yn ) mod M and then convert into binary.
Step 5. Repeat Step 3 until all S are extracted.
Here, we can extract the secret data from Figure 6 with
m1 = 11, m2 = 14, and m3 = 17.

Figure 4: Divide the block results
Step 6. Compute SD = (10101110010)2 = 1394.

Step 1. Find l1 , l2 , and l3 such that 2l1 ≥ m1 , 2l2 ≥ m2
and 2l3 ≥ m3 , respectively.
Step 2. Calculate l1 + l2 + l3 = 13, cut every 13 pixels
of the stego image into one block.

Step 7. Calculate a1 = 1394 mod 11 = 8 = (1000)2 , Step 3. Extract li LSB value from the stego image, as
shown in Figure 7. Therefore, a1 = (1000)2 = 8,
a2 = 1394 mod 13 = 3 = (0011)2 , a3 = 1394 mod
a2 = (0011)2 = 3, and a3 = (00000)2 = 0.
17 = 0 = (00000)2 , and BitString = 1000001100000.
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Now, we give an example to explain our proposed
method. It assumes that the cover pixels are shown as
Figure 8, m1 = 11, m2 = 13, and m3 = 17. By using the
embedding algorithm of CRT and GEMD method.
Figure 7: Extract LSB value
Step 4. Because x ≡ 8(mod11), x ≡ 3(mod13) and x ≡
0( mod 17), we can compute M = 11×13×17 = 2431
and then find M1 = 2431/11 = 221, M2 = 2431/13 =
187 and M3 = 2431/17 = 143. Therefore, we can get
y1 = 1, y2 = 8 and y3 = 5. Finally, it can find
the common x = (8 × 221 × 1 + 3 × 187 × 8 + 0 ×
143 × 5) mod 2431 = 1394 = (10101110010)2 . In
other words, (10101110010)2 is the extracted confidential data.

Step 1. Calculate M = 11 × 13 × 17 = 2431.
Step 2. Find k = 11 such that 2k ≤ M .
Step 3. Find l1 = 4, l2 = 4, and l3 = 5 such that 2l1 ,
2l2 ≥ m2 , and 2l3 ≥ m3 .
Step 4. Cut every 11 bits of the confidential data into
one block when S = 10101110010 | 10111100101 |
10110000000....
Step 5. Cut every 10(4 + 4 + 5 − 3) pixels in one block.
Step 6. Compute SD = (10101110010)2 = 1394.

3.3

The Hidding Algorithm of CRT and
Step 7. Compute there a1 = 1394 mod 11 = 8 and find
GEMD Method
l1

l1 = 4 such that 2 ≥ 8. Therefore, we take 3 pixels(162,161,160) from Figure 8 and embed with a1
Cut the confidential data in binary system into blocks
under GEMD method.
of k bits in size, and calculate the remainder value by
matching each k bits with each modulus value, and
embed the remainder value into l1 + l2 + ... + ln − n Setp 8. Calculate the difference D = (8 − 5) mod 16 = 3
and fb (162, 161, 160) = (162 × 1 + 161 × 3 + 160 ×
pixels of the cover image by using the following algorithm.
7) mod 16 = 5.
The Embedding Algorithm of CRT and GEMD
Method

∵ D < 23 , d = (b3 b2 b1 b0 )2 = (0011)2 .

Input: Secret S (binary string), Cover image;

∵ b2 = 0, b1 = 1, modify pixel value of 161 into 162.

Output: Stego image, m1 , m2 , ..., mn .

∵ b1 = 1, b0 = 1, do not modify the value.

Step 1. Given pairwise coprime positive integers
m1 , m2 , · · · , mn , and M = m1 × m2 × · · · × mn .
Step 2. Find a maximum k such that 2k ≤ M .
Step 3. Find a minimum li such that 2li ≥ mi , (1 ≤ i ≤
n).

∵ b3 = 0, b2 = 0, do not modify the value.

Therefore, we can get the stego pixels (162,162,160).
Repeat using the embedding algorithm to get
stego pixels (160,158,159,159,151,157,153) from
(159,159,159,159,160,167,164). So, we can get the
stego pixels shown as Figure 9 from the original
pixels shown as Figure 8.

The Extraction Algorithm of CRT and GEMD
Step 4. Divide S into blocks where the embedding size Method
of one block is k bits.
Input: stego image, m1 , m2 , ..., mn ;
Step 5. Divide cover image into blocks where the num- Output: Secret S (binary string).
ber of pixels in one block is l1 + l2 + ... + ln − n pixels.
Step 1. Find a minimum li such that 2li ≥ mi , (1 ≤ i ≤
Step 6. Convert each block of S, denoted as SD , into a
n).
decimal number.
Step 2. Divide stego image into blocks where a block
Step 7. Do the following process:
includes l1 + l2 + · · · + ln − n pixels.
Step 3. Using GEMD Extraction function to compute of
for i = 1 to n do
li − 1 pixels, denoted as ai , where is represented as a
ai ≡ SD mod mi , using GEMD to embed ai into
decimal number.
li − 1 pixels of cover image
3: end for
Step 4. Compute S = (a1 M1 y1 + a2 M2 y2 + ... +
an Mn yn ) mod M and then convert it into binary.
1:
2:

Step 8. Repeat Step 7 until all blocks of S are processed. Step 5. Repeat Step 3 until all S are extracted.
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m, n stand for the size of the image, and S(i, j) represents specific pixel value of the Stego image, and C(i, j)
represents specific pixel value of the image of the carrier.

Figure 8: The original pixels

4.1

Experimental Results

PC is adopted as the simulation environment as the
method for this paper, matching with Intel (R) Core 
i7-7700 processor and 16G memory under Windows 10 as
Figure 9: The stego pixels
the OS. Matlab is adopted as the program language. Six
witty pictures of size 512 x 512 were used in the experiHere, we also give to stego pixels,shown as Figure 9 ment, which is shown in Figure 11.
when m1 = 11, m2 = 13, and m3 = 17.
Step 1. Compute l1 = 4, l2 = 4 and l3 = 5, such that
2l1 ≥ 11, 2l2 ≥ 13, 2l3 ≥ 17.
Step 2. Compute l1 + l2 + l3 − n = 10, split every 10
pixels of the stego image into one block.
Step 3. Extract li − 1 pixels from the stego image, as
shown in Figure 10, and use GEMD extraction function to calculate and get ai for i = 1, 2 and 3,
such that fb (162, 162, 160) = (162 × 1 + 162 × 3 +
160 × 7) mod 16 = 8 = a1 , fb (160, 158, 159) =
(160 × 1 + 158 × 3 + 159 × 7) mod 16 = 3 = a2 and
fb (159, 161, 167, 163) = (159 × 1 + 161 × 3 + 167 × 7 +
163 × 15) mod 32 = 0 = a3 .

Figure 11: Pictures in the experiment

The following is the simulation result with the combined use of GEMD and CRT on the basis of the above
condition in the experiment. There are 167 combinations
of prime numbers falling between 3 and 1000 not being selected. Prime numbers marginally smaller than 2k times
Figure 10: Extract li − 1 pixel value
are better combinations to select, such as: 29, 31, 61, 113,
127, 239, 241, 251, · · · , and there are 34 combinations
Step 4. Find out x = 1394 = (10101110010)2 , by using within 1000. These two combinations will be considered
CRT method. In other words, (10101110010)2 is the for random selection of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and each will be
secret data.
run 100 times, and ranked in descending order by hiding
quantity, as shown in Figure 12.

4

Experimental Results and Anal4.2 Analysis
ysis

The method proposed by scholars Kuo and others is modified from EMD [10], which helps to improve the hiding
quantity. The whole picture is used for splitting up and
hiding with the same group of pixels. The method proposed in this paper is based on the modulus value to determine the split up of pixels. Accurate data cannot be
obtained due to the different sequential orders of the modulus values. This paper is an attempt to use the method
of using different image groups after splitting up in the
whole picture to enhance security. Table 1 is the compar(4) ison of the method in this paper.

Security, image quality, and hidden quantity should be
taken into account for the data hiding technology. The
focus of this paper is to propose the enhancement of security with image quality at a specific standard. Image
quality will be measured by PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio). The higher the value, the higher the standard of
image quality.
PSNR method:
P SN R = 10 × log10 (

2552
)(dB)
M SE

Where, MSE (Mean Square Error) will be calculated by
the equation below:
M SE =

m−1 n−1
1 XX
[S(i, j) − C(i, j)]2
mn i=0 j=0

5

Conclusions

The findings from the experiment indicated that the com(5) bined use of the CRT and LSB Replacement method or
the GEMD could keep very good image quality from the
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Table 1: Comparison table
LSB
Replacement
Pixel Selected
bpp
Security

Constant
1
No

Combining LSB Replacement
Method and CRT
Modulus value
and its sequence
By value M
Yes

GEMD
Put every n
into 1 group
n+1
n

No

Cobing GEMD
and CRT
Modulus value
and its sequence
By value M
Yes

perspective of PSNR. As for the hiding quantity, selection
will be made on the basis of the modulus value, which will
give different results. The pixel for embedding under the
LSB Replacement method and GEMD is constant and is
not secure and could easily be guessed. In this paper,
pixel groups were selected by modulus value. Different
sequencing ways of modulus values give different results,
which help to enhance security.
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Abstract
To adapt to the rapidly evolving cyberattacks, cyber
threat knowledge is essential for organizations to gain visibility into the fast-evolving threat landscape and timely
identify early signs of an attack and the adversary’s strategies, tactics, and techniques. In addition, to gaining insight into potential cyber threats, hacker forums are a
valuable source. However, the complexity and diversity
of the content in hacker forums make it challenging to
retrieve useful cybersecurity information. This research
proposes an improved data preprocessing method to reduce feature dimension and a hybrid method combining
text tagging and clustering analysis techniques to discover
cybersecurity information from unstructured hacker forums. The experimental results illustrate that the proposed solution could extract cybersecurity information efficiently.
Keywords: Cyber Threat Intelligence, Hacker Forum, Latent Dirichlet allocation, Natural Language Processing

1

Introduction

Organizations and businesses apply modern information
technologies to expand services and improve customer satisfaction, while in the meantime they are facing potential
cyberattacks. Cyberattacks have increased in frequency
and sophistication, presenting significant challenges for
organizations that must defend their data and systems
from capable threat attackers. They utilize a variety of
tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) to compromise systems, disrupt services, commit financial fraud,
and expose or steal intellectual property and other sensitive information. Given the risks these threats present,
organizations seek solutions to improve information security and reduce cyberattack risks.

According to a guide to cyber threat information sharing published by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) [16], cyber threat information
or cyber threat intelligence (CTI) is any information
that can help an organization identify, assess, monitor,
and respond to cyber threats. Cyber threat information
includes indicators of compromise (IoC); tactics, techniques, and procedures used by threat actors; suggested
actions to detect, contain, or prevent attacks; and the
findings from the analyses of incidents. Organizations can
improve their security postures in case such cybersecurity
information is acquired.
Collecting such cybersecurity information is an important investment for organizations as it provides a proactive measure to prevent security breaches and saves financial losses. To obtain CTI, security teams gather unstructured data from multiple sources and analyze it to
retrieve useful CTI about adversaries and attack signatures to make security decisions for organizations. The
purpose of such CTI collection and discovery is to keep
organizations informed of the potential threats and exploits.
Hacker forums are a popular internet community
for hackers sharing hacking knowledge such as security
breaches, hacking tools, malware, evasion techniques, and
data leakage. For example, hackers discussed attack plans
in the forums [44]; 7.5 million customer personal information was leaked from an online financial service company
and sold in hacker forums [7]; a data breach broker sold
databases of user records from 14 companies [37]; some
forums offer hackers hiring, penetration test, and remote
access services [29].
Hacker forums are a valuable source of cybersecurity
intelligence [15]. Due to the massive volume of forum
posts, extracting cybersecurity-related information from
hacker forums is important to discover potential threats
and security trends. Therefore, this study extracts infor-
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mation from hacker forums to discover vital cyber threat
information to facilitate prompt response to cyberattacks.
Classification is a supervised learning approach that
learns to figure out what class a new object should fit in by
learning from training data with the class labels; clustering is an unsupervised learning approach that groups similar objects without knowing what their labels are. Classification uses predefined classes in which objects are assigned, while clustering identifies similarities between objects, which it groups according to those features in common and which differentiate objects from other groups.
Therefore, classification could be used to detect patterns
such as IoC (Indicator of Compromise) patterns, malicious URLs, domain names, etc.; clustering could be
used to explore forum content and discover new information discussed in the forums. To identify threat intelligence, most literature applied either classification or
cluster models [1, 2, 9]. This study combines the two approaches, text tagging and clustering, to explore the content of hacker forums and to discover the CTI information.
One key challenge of clustering is how to determine the
number of clusters, as it depends on the level of granularity and analysis goals. This study compares different
clustering models with various clustering evaluation measures including the elbow method, Silhouette Coefficient,
Calinski-Harabaz Index, and Davies-Bouldin Index to find
a valid approach to determine the number of clusters and
discover CTI in hacker forums.
Hacker forums are supposed to discuss and share
hacking-related subjects, while users may post freestyle
or random information. Such posts would make analysis and extraction complicated. To propose an effective
CTI extraction method for hacker forums, this study improves the traditional data cleaning method and reduces
the feature dimension greatly. The posts in hacker forums
contain diverse technical as well as non-technical related
information. Therefore, the study proposes a novel analysis method that adopts two-stage clustering to identify
new threat information, where the first stage clustering
groups the content by theme topics and the second stage
focuses on dividing into security-related event clusters.

2

Research Gaps And Questions

Several research gaps were identified from the literature
review. First, current CTI efforts rely on the use of autofeeds from security vendors to generate threat intelligence.
This means current security measures are often handled
reactively based on existing attack cases. Second, hacker
forums contain diverse non-security related information
and free-style writing forms, which require effective data
cleaning and clustering to extract security-relevant information. Finally, previous work focused on identifying
security information by classification with patterns and
rarely explored forum content to discover potential threat
intelligence by clustering. With these research gaps, the

following research questions have been proposed to guide
the study:
 How to pre-process forum posts effectively to extract
meaningful content?
 How to validate the effectiveness of the clustering
results?
 How to explore hacker forums and extract proactive
CTI efficiently by clustering?

The primary contribution of this study is to discover
potential cybersecurity information by exploring hacker
forums as a source of cyber threat intelligence and by applying a hybrid method of text tagging and clustering.
This is achieved by using an automated process that consists of the following main phases: (1) data collection, (2)
data cleaning and tagging, and (3) two-stage clustering of
discovering topics pertaining to cybersecurity.

3

Literature Review

From the perspective of data collection, data can be divided into two categories: indicator-based and documentbased. The first is indicator-based data feeds (Indicator
Feeds). Indicator-based data feeds mainly share indicators of compromise (IoC) to achieve attack prevention in
a short time, including the blacklist IP address, malicious
domains, and malware hashes. The document-based data
may contain rich and comprehensive threat information
than the former one, which requires to apply NLP techniques and analysis models to retrieve them.
Tagging is efficient in extracting indicator-based CTI
information as well as semantic information from unstructured corpus. Wollschlaeger et al. [43] proposed a semantic annotation framework based on tagging, where
the tags address several independent aspects of semantics, increasing the expressiveness of information semantics. Wang and Chow [44] performed semantic extraction
by tagging unstructured CTI data, and the experiment
results show that the extracted entities and relationships
by tagging provide valuable CTI information. Chen et
al. [5] utilized tagging for capturing the semantics of web
services in order to improve clustering performance.
The term frequency-inverse document frequency (TFIDF) is a numerical statistic that reflects the importance
of a word to a document in a collection of documents
or corpus, where TF refers to the total number of times
a given word appears in a document against the total
number of all words in the document and IDF measures
how common or rare a given word is across all documents.
The TF-IDF can be expressed in the following equation.
tf idf (t, d) = tf (t, d) × idf (t)

(1)

where t is a token or a given word and d is the document. The TF-IDF value increases in proportion to the
number of times a given word appears in the document
but is offset by the frequency of the word in the corpus
to adjust the factor of words that frequently appeared.
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Niakanlahiji et al. [4] employed a context-free grammar (CFG) model to extract candidate threat actions and
applied TF-IDF to extract threat actions. Their results
imply that TF-IDF is suitable for representing the importance of a candidate threat action among a list of tokens, so this study adopts it for extracting relevant short
phrases from candidate threat actions.
Distributed representations of words in a vector space
help learning algorithms to achieve better performance
in NLP tasks by grouping similar words. Word2Vec
(W2V) [27] is a family of word embedding (word vector) models of representing distributed representations
of words in a corpus, where Continuous Bag-of-Words
Model (CBOW) and Continuous Skip-gram Model are
commonly used. It is a two-layer neural network and produces a vector space, where each unique word in a corpus
is assigned a corresponding vector in the space.
A study [40] concluded that Word2Vec outperforms
the traditional feature selection models including CHI,
IG, and DF. As words may have different meanings (i.e.,
senses) depending on the context, identifying words in the
correct meaning is important for extracting relevant information. Two previous studies [14, 31] concluded that
Word2Vec can capture syntactic word similarities effectively and outperforms LSA (Latent semantic analysis)
used commonly in word sense disambiguation.
Word2Vec models lose the ordering of the words. An
unsupervised algorithm Doc2Vec (D2V) [22] represents
each document by a dense vector, which overcomes the
weaknesses of Word2Vec. Kadoguchi et al. [17] applied
Doc2Vec and ML technology to classify information security data from dark web forums, and the results indicate that Doc2Vec is effective on feature selection and a
multi-layer classifier can achieve 79% accuracy. Another
study [34] applied Doc2Vec on classifying court cases and
yields 80% accuracy. A performance study [34] demonstrated that Word2Vec and Doc2Vec perform better than
N-gram on text classification and semantic similarity.
The above word embeddings are pre-trained models
from co-occurrence statistics, while pre-trained contextual language models, BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) [10], generate word embeddings by jointly conditioning on left and right context.
BERT-based models have been applied for search queries
and classifications. Some studies [6, 30, 32] applied BERT
for ranking query and document pairs and constructing
a search query model, and some [12, 26, 41, 45] utilized
BERT-based transformers to detect fake news.
Zhan et al. [46] conducted a performance analysis of
BERT model and found out that BERT dumps redundant attention weights on tokens with high document frequency, such as periods, and that may lead to a potential
threat to the model robustness. BERT extracts representations for query and document in the beginning and relies
heavily on the interactions to predict relevance. The authors suggested some improvement may transform it into
a more efficient ranking model. Khattab and Zaharia [18]
developed an improved BERT-based ranking model that

independently encodes the query and the document by
delaying interactions. According to the literature review,
it might not be suitable for exploring cyber threat information from unlabeled corpus like hacker forums.
Liao et al. [25] presented an automatic IoC extraction
method based on the observation that the IoCs are described in a predictable way: being connected to a set
of terms like “download”. It generated 900K IoC items
with a precision of 95% and a coverage of over 90%. Kurogome et al. [21] proposed an automatic malware signature
generation system from given malware samples, and the
evaluation demonstrated that the produced IOCs are as
interpretable as manually-generated ones.
Samtani et al. [36] applied classification and topic modeling techniques to extract source code from manually
categorized data, where LDA (Latent Dirichlet allocation) finds the topics of the source code postings and
classification categorized the programming language type.
Benjamin and Chen [1] utilized recurrent neural network
language models (RNNLMs) coupled with methodology
from lexical semantics for learning hacker language. They
demonstrated that RNNLMs can be used to develop the
capability for understanding hacker language and different embedding models may impact the performance of the
machine learning model.
Underground forums allow criminals to interact, exchange knowledge, and trade in products and services.
Pastrana et al. [33] developed a web crawler to capture
data from underground forums. Biswas et al. [2] applied a logistic regression model and sentiment analysis
to achieve role-based hacker classification and examine
hacker behaviors in dark forums. The overall classification accuracy is 80.57 %, and the keywords used in message posts are greatly linked to hacker expertise. Gautam
et al. [11] employed machine learning approaches to classify underground hacker forum data into predefined categories, and the experimental results show that RNN GRU
outperforms LSTM and yields the classification results of
99.025% accuracy and 96.56% precision.
Deliu et al. [9] explored the potential of Machine Learning (ML) methods to retrieve relevant threat information
from hacker forums and compared the text classification
performance of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
model against a traditional ML approach (Support Vector
Machines). They concluded that SVM performs equally
well as CNN.
Li et al. [23] combined Word2Vec and LDA to cluster academic abstracts and concluded that the combined model clusters the abstracts efficiently. Another
study [38] also combined Word2Vec and LDA for web
service clustering and demonstrated that the combined
model outperforms a plain LDA.
The previous work demonstrated that hacker forums
contain valuable CTI and mostly focused on applying
classification models for extracting CTI from hacker forums. Traditional ML models can yield high levels of
performance that are on par with modern ML models.
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4

Methodology

This study developed a CTI discovery method as plotted
in Figure 1 to answer the proposed research questions,
and the notations used in this study are summarized in
Table 1. The proposed method consists of the following
components: data collection, data cleaning and tagging,
word embedding, and CTI analysis and extraction. This
study applies text tagging and word embedding to extract
semantic information and develops a two-stage clustering
method to retrieve security-related information. According to the literature review, word embedding models could
represent semantic information [34], and the studies [5,44]
demonstrated tagging could extract useful semantic information and improve clustering performance.

Table 1: Notations used in this study
Notation
|A|
Corpus
Catt
Cstt
Cunf it
Ei
TC i
Wj
WT C

i j

S(W )
Rmax
Rmin
D (Wj )
Hdis

Figure 1: Research design

4.1

Data Collection

Data collection can be achieved by developing a web
crawler to gather posts from hacker forums. Some hacker
forums employ anti-crawling techniques to hinder automated content extraction, which complicates collection
automation. Forum posts may contain various data forms
such as text, image, attachment, and threads of responses.

4.2

Data Cleaning and Tagging

The process of data cleaning and tagging reduces the volume of the corpus as well as the dimension of token vectors. This process consists of the following submodules:
URL labeling, data cleaning, and keyword tagging, where
data cleaning includes tokenization, stop word removal,
token pruning, and tagging.
Common data preprocessing in text mining removes
URL labels directly before proceeding with the rest of
the data preprocessing steps. Li’s study [24] observed that

Meaning
The number of elements in a set A
The set of the documents in a corpus
The set of all the theme topic clusters
The set of the selected theme topic
clusters
The set of the theme topic clusters
in extreme sizes
The set of the event clusters in the
selected theme topic cluster i
The theme topic cluster i
The j -th keyword of a cluster
The j -th keyword
in the theme topic cluster i
The TFIDF score of a keyword W
The maximum ratio of a theme
topic cluster to the corpus
The minimum ratio of a theme
topic cluster to the corpus
(S (Wj ) − S (Wj+1 )) /S (Wj+1 );
the discrepancy of the j -th keyword
to j+1 -th’s
The discrepancy threshold of
two consecutive keywords

sellers might express the privacy information to be sold in
a URL-like text format to catch the reader’s attention. To
retain such information, the proposed method performs
URL labeling/tagging before data cleaning, as the text
preprocessing steps might remove or disrupt it.
Users have different writing styles so that the documents often contain different terms with similar meanings. In text mining, a large keyword list (feature set)
complicates the analysis and induces bias. Therefore, this
study applies text tagging to reduce the feature dimension
and to improve the information retrieval performance,
while retaining the semantic information. Text tagging
is achieved by keyword and regular expression matching
in this study. The keyword tagging could achieve the purposes of token pruning and feature dimension reduction.
The selected keywords are based on the previous studies [13, 19, 20] and categorized into two types: security
and non-security relevant.
The tagged documents contain hashtag tokens in the
format of #keyword#, where a matched term or regular
expression is replaced by the associated hashtag. Based
on our preliminary study on observing posts in hacker
forums, tthis study defines 18 hashtags: 7 non-security
hashtags (NH) and 11 security hashtags (SH). The
non-security hashtags include #HIDDEN#, #IMAGE#,
#ATTACHMENT#, #URL#, #QUOTE#, #MODERATOR#, and #PORN#; the security hashtags include #ICQ#, #ACC PASS#, #E-MAIL#, #WEBSITE#, #EXPLOIT#, #ATTACK#, #MALWARE#,
#PROXY#, #PAYMENT#, #TUTORIAL#, #AN-
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TIVIRUS#.
The proposed data cleaning process consists of lemmatization and tokenization, stop word removal, irrelevant
terms removal by rules. Lemmatization and tokenization
divides text information into individual words, where this
study deploys word tokenization from Python NLTK as
an analysis [28] on open source tools showed that it gives
the best output. After the tokenization, noisy text removal steps: punctuation removal, non-ASCII character
removal, and stop word removal. A collected English text
corpus may contain characters of other languages, such
as Chinese, Japanese, or Russian, and such non-English
terms are removed to improve the clustering accuracy.
Forum posts normally are not as formal as news articles
or technical reports, so they may contain internet slang
words, text faces (emoji in the text form), or typos which
are non-security related terms for this study. By using
the common English words as the base of the stop word
list, the proposed data cleaning method acquires more
stop words including common internet slang terms [29]
to make token pruning more effective. To improve token pruning, it further removes nonsense or non-security
terms by regular expression rules such as too long words
or with many repeated letters.
Figure 2: Analysis and extraction process

4.3

Word Embedding

and expressed as below.

Word embeddings are a type of word representation that
|T C| < Rmin × | Corpus |
allows words with similar meanings to have a similar rep(2)
|T C| > Rmax × | Corpus |
resentation. As the embedding model may affect the proposed clustering performance, this study employs TFIDF
to compute term importance and compares two embed- Table 2: The proposed theme topic cluster selection rules
ding models, Word2Vec and Doc2Vec, in order to find an
efficient embedding model.
Rule ID (Action)
Description
TR1 (Removed)
A too-small cluster is removed.
TR2 (Removed)
A loo-large cluster is removed.
4.4 Analysis and Extraction
A cluster whose top k keywords
TR3 (Selected)
are all security hashtags is selected.
The analysis and extraction module outlined in Figure 2
A cluster whose top k keywords
utilizes a two-stage clustering, where the first clustering
could not contribute the most term
TR4 (Removed)
(theme topic clustering) determines the theme topics of
weighting is removed.
a corpus and the second clustering (CTI event detection)
A cluster whose top m keywords
extracts cyber threat information of each selected topic.
contain non-security hashtags or
TR5
(Removed)
As some topic clusters produced from the first clustering
keywords is removed.
may contain non-security related topics or general information without security focus, a set of selection criteria
is developed to obtain security-focused topic clusters.
4.4.1

Theme Topic Cluster Selection Criteria

A key issue of cluster analysis is to identify clusters of
the subject matter. This study develops a set of selection/filtering rules to extract security-relevant theme
topic clusters, where Table 2 outlines the selection criteria. The first two rules exclude the clusters of extreme
size, where an extreme size is smaller than the minimum
portion or larger than the maximum portion of the corpus

Based on our preliminary study, a large cluster covers a broad range of documents and might not be able
to distinguish a specific interest theme, while a small
cluster contains little information to form a meaningful
theme topic. Based on our preliminary study, a cluster i is considered to be too small, if the number of
documents in the cluster is less than 1/50 of the corpus size, i.e.,|T Ci | < 0.02 × |Corpus|;it is too large,
if its size is larger than a quarter of the corpus, i.e.,
|T Ci | > 0.25×|Corpus|. That is, Rm in = 0.02 and Rm ax
= 0.25. The third rule selects clusters containing security
hashtags, which implies that such clusters discuss mostly
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security-related information.
5 System Evaluation
Based on our preliminary study by manually examining clustering results, a topic cluster with few keywords of This study designs the following evaluation to address the
high weighting often contains documents of a specific fo- proposed research questions as explained below.
cus; on the contrary, that with many keywords of similar
 For the first research question, how to preprocess foweighting likely contains diversified documents. Thererum posts effectively to extract meaningful content,
fore, to identify a focused cluster, the fourth rule checks
Experiment I compares the proposed data cleaning
if there is a large discrepancy drop between two consecmethod with the traditional approach.
utive keywords, It computes the discrepancies of the top
 For the second research question: how to validate the
k keywords, where the discrepancy of the j-th keyword,
effectiveness of the clustering results, the study deD (Wj ) = (S (Wj ) − S (Wj+1 )) /S (Wj+1 )
fines a clustering effectiveness measure, Embedding
S(W) is the TFIDF score of a keyword W in the clusCluster Score (EC Score), to validate the results of
ter, and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. If the first k discrepancies are
the topic clustering. Experiment II evaluates the effinot significant, which implies that this cluster contains
ciency of the proposed method on the topic clustering
no significant focused keywords and is not selected into
with different embedding and clustering models.
the list. In this study, k=3, m=10, and a cluster is removed if the discrepancy D (Wj ) < 1.2. For the fifth
 For the third research question, how to explore hacker
rule, a topic cluster containing non-security hashtags or
forums and extract proactive CTI efficiently by cluskeywords, such as #HIDDEN#, #QUOTE#, thankman,
tering, this study proposed a hybrid solution that
or job, implies that this cluster does not focus on security
combines text tagging and clustering models to exand is removed from the list.
tract CTI information. Experiment III examines the
performance of the CTI information extraction.
4.4.2

Determining the Cluster Size

A fundamental step for unsupervised algorithms is to determine the number of clusters into which the data may be
clustered. Exploring and retrieving meaningful information efficiently relies heavily on the cluster size. A good
clustering produces clusters that are relatively homogeneous within themselves and heterogeneous between each
other. Based on this idea, clustering metrics have been
proposed to evaluate the quality of clustering results from
different aspects. This study selects the number of clusters by considering the following common metrics: elbow
method [39], Silhouette Coefficient [35], Calinski-Harabaz
Index [3], and Davies-Bouldin Index [8].

4.4.3

CTI Event Detection

After applying the selection rules on the first stage clustering, the proposed system produces a set of securityfocused topic clusters. The documents in a single topic
cluster contain narrow-domain information as they contain similar keywords. The literature review [23] indicates
that clustering narrow-domain texts could be challenging, as narrow-domain leads to keyword overlappings and
makes it hard to distinguish sub-domains. As the past research suggests that LDA yields good clustering results,
this study employs LDA to perform the second stage clustering. Like the first stage clustering, it may contain nonsecurity focused event clusters, so the following filtering
rules are applied.
ER1: A too-small cluster is removed, where a cluster of
the size less than 3 is too small.
ER2: A cluster whose top m keywords contain nonsecurity hashtags or keywords is removed.

The study chooses a hacker forum dataset
CrackingArena provided by AZSecure to evaluate
the proposed solution, which was one of the largest
hacker forums existing in 2018 with 11,977 active users.
It contains a total of 44,927 posts dated from April 2013
to February 2018.

5.1

Experiment I: Evaluating the Effectiveness of Data Cleaning

Experiment I compares the performance of the proposed
data cleaning and tagging method with the traditional
data cleaning method that removes common stop words.
The resulted corpora after the two data cleaning methods
have been validated through human inspection. Table 3
lists the number of posts of each hashtag, and Table 4
lists the number of tokens (word terms) before and after
data cleaning and tagging. The results illustrate that the
proposed data cleaning and tagging method is effective in
reducing the token/feature dimension. The total number
of posts is 44,927 and is reduced to 1,543 after the proposed data cleaning process. This experiment also finds
out that the forum posts contain quite a lot of nonsense
terms such as long words or words with repeated letters.
5.1.1

Performance Measure

To identify an optimal cluster number of a given cluster
model, this study considers the following commonly-used
clustering metrics: elbow method, Silhouette Coefficient,
Calinski-Harabaz Index (CHI), and Davies-Bouldin Index
(DBI) as explained in the above section. To compare the
performance of the different cluster models, this study
defines a performance measure, Embedding Cluster Score
(EC Score), that considers two factors: (1) examining if
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Table 3: The number of posts of each hashtag
Hashtag
#HIDDEN#
#IMAGE#
#ATTACHMENT#
#URL#
#QUOTE#
#MODERATOR#
#ICQ#
#ACC PASS#
#E-MAIL#
#WEBSITE#
#EXPLOIT#
#ATTACK#
#MALWARE#
#PROXY#
#PAYMENT#
#PORN#
#TUTORIAL#
#ANTIVIRUS#

5.2

posts
315
791
24
774
171
3
79
12
104
113
30
30
20
160
118
99
55
27

The efficiency of a cluster-based extraction method might
depend on with or without word embedding and the
applied clustering model.
Two embedding models,
Word2Vec (W2V) and Doc2Vec (D2V), and their variations are evaluated; three clustering models, K-means,
hierarchical cluster (HC), and LDA, are examined. One
of the most common approaches, Exp II-1: TFIDF+Kmeans (without word embedding) is chosen to be the baseline comparison, and a summary of the Exp II results is
outlined in Table 5. According to the summarized performance results described in Table 5, Exp II-3: W2V
(Skip-Gram)+K-means yields the best theme topic clustering, as it has the highest EC Score and produces the
most security-relevant clusters efficiently without extreme
sizes, and Exp II-9 proves to be the worst cluster model.
Due to the paper limit, only the clustering results of the
baseline, best, and worse clustering models are elaborated
in detail, namely Exp II-1 (Baseline): TFIDF + K-means,
II-3: W2V (Skip-Gram) + K-means, and II-9: D2V (PVDM)+ HC.

Table 4: The efficiency comparison of token prune
Original
token
volume

50,310

Traditional

48,909

This study
Without
removing
nonsense
terms
22,688

Experiment II: Evaluating the Performance of Theme Topic Cluster
Model

Table 5: The performance results of Experiment II
With
nonsense
terms
20,222

the cluster model can produce security-focused clusters
effectively; (2) examining if the cluster model can produce
a clustering result of similar-sized clusters.
For the first factor, the effectiveness is examined by the
number of the selected theme topic clusters over the total
number of the clusters. The selected clusters are securityrelated, so the more selected clusters imply the cluster
model could generate security-focused clusters more effectively.
According to the selection rules listed in Table 2, the
extreme-sized clusters are unfitted. For the second factor, a too-large cluster with dense data points implies
that the applied word embedding model or the cluster
model is not suitable to generate good clustering, while a
too-small cluster results from overfitting. Both situations
have a negative impact on information retrieval, so the
score penalizes them. A good cluster model yields efficient clustering results with security-focused clusters and
no or few unfitted clusters. Therefore, the EC Score is
expressed below.



|Cstt |
|Cunf it |
ECs core =
× 1−
|Catt |
|Catt | − |Cstt |

EXP ID

|Catt |

|Cstt |

|Cunf it |

Exp II-1(Baseline):
TFIDF + K-means
Exp II-2:
W2V (CBOW) +
K-means
Exp II-3:
W2V (Skip-Gram) +
K-means
Exp II-4:
D2V (PV-DM) +
K-means
Exp II-5:
D2V (DBOW) +
K-means
Exp II-6:
TFIDF + HC
Exp II-7:
W2V (CBOW) +
HC
Exp II-8:
W2V (Skip-Gram) +
HC
Exp II-9:
D2V (PV-DM)+
HC
Exp II-10:
D2V (DBOW)+
HC
Exp II-11: LDA

13

5

1

33.7%

19

7

3

27.6%

15

7

0

46.7%

16

3

5

11.5%

17

4

3

18.1%

16

6

5

18.8%

16

5

4

19.9%

16

6

2

30%

26

2

14

3.1%

13

4

4

17.1%

11

4

6

5.2%

5.2.1

EC Score

Exp II-1(Baseline): TFIDF+K-means

Figure 3 shows how to determine the optimal number of
clusters by observing the curve changes of the cluster in(3) dexes described in the above section, where the navy blue
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vertical line indicates an optimal cluster number (13 clusters) and is identified when there are large slope changes
appeared in the considered four cluster indexes. Table 6
lists the detailed clustering results and the selected theme
topic clusters. The results show that the baseline (TFIDF
+ K-means) produces a quite good quality of clustering
results with only 1 over-sized, unfitted, cluster.

dexes described in the above section, where the vertical
line indicates an optimal cluster number (15 clusters) and
is identified when there are large slope changes appeared
in the considered four cluster indexes. Table 7 lists the
detailed clustering results and the selected theme topic
clusters. The results demonstrate that the combination
(W2V(Skip-Gram)+K-means) produces the best quality
of clustering among all the cluster and embedding models
and no unfitted cluster.

Figure 3: The cluster metrics of Exp II-1:
TFIDF+K-means
Figure 4: The cluster metrics of Exp II-3:
W2V(Skip-Gram)+K-means

Table 6: The clustering results of Exp II-1:
TFIDF+K-means
ID

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

5.2.2

Top 3 terms
#PROXY#,
proxy,
#URL#’
#IMAGE#,
#HIDDEN#,
#URL#
USER, ACTION,
RedURL
shell, c99.txt,
r57
Watchdog, community,
stay
Proxy,
#PROXY#,
View
#URL#,
#PAYMENT#,
#IMAGE#
#PORN#,
Site,
#URL#
#IMAGE#,
#URL#,
#QUOTE#
account,
#IMAGE#,
post
#URL#,
slot,
machine
site, crack,
config
FULLZ, Number,
GOOD

Exp II-3:
means

Rule

Selected*

Table 7: The clustering results of Exp II-3:
W2V(Skip-Gram)+K-means

Posts

65
ID

TR5

203

0

Selected

32

1

Selected

23

2

TR4

21

3

Selected

27

TR2

417

TR5

61

TR5

81

TR5

183

Selected

129

TR5

178

TR4

36

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Word2Vec(Skip-Gram)+K- 5.2.3

11
12
13
14

Top 3 terms
#URL#,
fdfc119f0fb1ddbe54
5829f1777db354
#PROXY#, proxy,
list
FULLZ, Number,
GOOD
#IMAGE#, #URL#,
site
#IMAGE#, account,
post
#IMAGE#, #URL#,
#HIDDEN#
USER, ACTION,
RedURL
shell, c99.txt, r57
#IMAGE#, #URL#,
#HIDDEN#
slot, #URL#,
machine
Proxy, #PROXY#,
View
#PAYMENT#, CC,
dump
stay, community,
Watchdog
Site, #PORN#,
Access
#URL#, #IMAGE#,
Windows

Rule

Posts

Selected*

50

Selected

58

TR4

36

TR5

294

TR5

291

TR5

233

Selected

33

Selected

23

TR5

91

Selected

78

Selected

28

Selected

35

TR4

25

TR5

36

TR5

145

Exp II-9: Doc2vec (PV-DM) + Hierarchical Cluster

Figure 4 shows how to determine the optimal number of Figure 5 illustrates how to determine the optimal clusclusters by observing the curve changes of the cluster in- ter size by observing the curve changes of the cluster in-
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dexes described in the above section, where the vertical
line indicates an optimal cluster size (26 clusters) is suggested by the indexes. Table 8 lists the detailed clustering results and the selected theme topic clusters. The
results show that the combination (D2V(PV-DM)+HC)
produces the worst and uneven clustering and could not
identify security-focused clusters efficiently, where more
than half (14 clusters) are unfitted (TR1 and TR2), about
one third (8 clusters) contain non-security related topics
(TR5), and only two security-related clusters are selected.
In summary, the results of Exp II indicate that both
word embedding and cluster models impact the clustering performance. The worst cluster model fails to distinguish domain-relevant information so that it could not
produce efficient clustering results. Furthermore, by comparing the clustering results of the best and worst models
(Tables 7 and 8), the number of unfitted clusters affects
the clustering efficiency as well, as extreme-sized clusters
could not distinguish domain information well.

Table 8: The clustering results of Exp II-9:
D2V(PV-DM)+HC
ID

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Figure 5: Analysis and extraction process

16
17

5.3

Experiment III: Evaluating the Performance of CTI Event Detection
Model

If the first stage clustering fails to identify securityfocused clusters, the second stage clustering for CTI information extraction might be affected. Therefore, Exp III
employs the clustering results from the best cluster model
obtained from Exp II (namely, Exp II-3) and adopts LDA
to identify CTI events, where Table 9 summarizes the selected clusters from the best cluster model, Table 10 plots
the LDA clustering results with coherence validation, and
Table 11 outlines the resulted CTI event detection. In Table 10, high coherence indicates the clustering is efficient
and could divide the data into a set of meaningful CTI
events.
In the theme topic cluster ID: 0, URL Lists, the LDAbased CTI event detection model identifies 2 event clusters: account information and blog lists, where account
information includes media platforms like Netflix and
RapidGator.Net. The cluster ID: 1, Proxy 1, is further
grouped into several types of proxy tools. The cluster
ID: 6, System Configuration, contains various system configuration issues including rarefile.net, Sentry, UFC.TV,
movies4you.tv, etc., so it is further grouped into 7 clusters. The cluster ID 7, Malicious Script, contains mostly

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Top 3 terms
USER, ACTION,
GifStart=2
#URL#, #IMAGE#,
slot
#IMAGE#, #URL#,
post
#IMAGE#, #URL#,
#PORN#
CC, Classic,
#E-MAIL#
#IMAGE#, #URL#,
#HIDDEN#
#URL#, #IMAGE#,
#HIDDEN#
#URL#, #IMAGE#,
slot
#URL#, slot,
#IMAGE#
der, yang, dan
shell, #URL#, c99
#URL#, NETFLIX,
Site
#ACC PASS#, dump,
gold/plat/bus/corp/sign
import module,
process report,
process report data
#URL#, shell,
c99.txt
#PROXY#, proxy,
service
FULLZ, Site, GOOD
ACTION,
recaptcha response field=
manual challenge,
USER
IDM, Internet,
download
#ACC PASS#,
#ANTIVIRUS#, #URL#
#WEBSITE#, DropBox.com,
BitShare.com
#URL#, /etc/,
Apache
href, div, /div
href, class, /li
x15, x78, x75
track1/2, -Dumps, pin

Rule

Posts

Selected*

29

TR5

182

TR5

32

TR5

226

TR1

19

TR5

81

TR5

229

TR5

319

TR5

76

TR1
TR5

5
38

TR1

9

TR1

5

TR1

1

TR4

66

Selected

43

TR4

68

TR1

3

TR1

2

TR1

13

TR1

1

TR1

1

TR1
TR1
TR1
TR1

2
1
1
4

malicious php script files shared by the same writer who
posted the same script at various times, so it is grouped
into one cluster. Likewise, the cluster of Gambling exhibits the same situation and results. The cluster of Proxy
2 is further grouped into two event clusters: proxy code
and grabber tools by the LDA cluster model, as both belong to different types of proxy information. The cluster
of Dump contains all about credit card information leakage and is further divided into 6 event clusters, where each
event cluster contains data leakage from one data breach
broker.
By manually examining the LDA clustering results as
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Table 9: The selected clusters from the best first stage cluster model (Exp II-3)
ID

Theme topic

Keywords

0

URL Lists

1

Proxy 1

6

System Configuration

7

Malicious Script

9

Gambling

10

Proxy 2

11

Dump

Posts

#URL#, fdfc119f0fb1ddbe545829f1777db354, #E-MAIL#,
NETFLIX, #PORN#, MoneyMakingDiscussion.Net, Visit,
amateur, March, Bonus
#PROXY#, proxy, list, #IMAGE#, combo, Proxy, test, Support,
ban, VPN
USER, ACTION, RedURL, #URL#, blnDigits=1,
blnMultiChar=0, Range=0, URLMode=0, Brightness=0,
GifOffset=2
shell, c99.txt, r57, c99, script, tool, r57.txt, inurl:c100.txt,
inurl:c100.php, inurl:locus.txt
slot, #URL#, machine, free, game, casino, Free, play, online, Slot
Proxy, #PROXY#, View, Click, Code, #URL#, Text, Attention,
directly, Sign
#PAYMENT#, CC, dump, #ICQ#, Classic, Dumps, #E-MAIL#,
sell, Gold, Canada

0
1
6
7
9
10
11

Theme topic
URL lists
Proxy 1
System
configuration
Malicious
script
Gambling
Proxy 2
Dump

Event
topics

Alpha

2
16

0.71
0.11

0.11
0.21

0.6307
0.6083

7

0.61

0.91

0.6076

1

0.01

0.01

0.5944

1
2
6

0.61
0.21
0.81

Beta

0.81
0.21
0.01

Coherence

0.5923
0.5831
0.5819

described above, the proposed two-stage clustering approach discovers CTI information efficiently. In summary, based on the above three experiments, the evaluation concludes that the proposed CTI information retrieval method can explore hacker forums well and extract
cybersecurity information efficiently.

6

Conclusion

Acquiring cyber threat knowledge is essential for organizations to gain visibility into the fast-evolving threat
landscape. Hacker forums play an important role in disseminating threat information and correlate significantly
with the number of cyber-attacks observed in the real
world [42]. Most past research focused on identifying
threat intelligence with patterns by classification models. Clustering and preprocessing the content of hacker
forums is challenging as the number of clusters is hard to
determine and forum writers tend to write freestyle and
diversified article posts.
This study applies NLP, tagging, and clustering techniques to explore and capture cybersecurity information
in hacker forums. The proposed CTI information retrieval
method applies tagging and Word2Vec word embedding

58
33
23
78
28
35

Table 11: The extracted CTI information

Table 10: The LDA event clustering results
ID

50

ID
0

Theme topic

Event cluster

Posts

URL lists

Account/password information
of media platforms

8

Russia blog lists
Sockshub/rsocks
ProxyFire

42
7
11
5

Various system config info

33

Sharing php-based
malware scripts
Tupantitty online
gambling

23

1

Proxy 1

6

System
configuration
Malicious
script

7

Fast Proxy Tester/ Checker

9

gambling

78

10

Proxy 2

Proxy Code
Proxy Grabber

5
7

11

Dump

Selling privacy data
in 6 types

36

to extract key features and employs K-means and LDA
two-stage clustering to discover CTI information from unstructured data. Based on Exp I, the proposed data cleaning and tagging method reduces the feature dimension
significantly by more than two times better than the traditional data cleaning method, from the size of 48,909 to
20,222. Exp II and III demonstrate that the proposed
theme topic cluster selection criteria trim off non-security
relevant clusters effectively and the two-stage clustering
method can capture cybersecurity-related article posts efficiently.
For determining the clustering size, this study finds
out that considering multiple cluster evaluation metrics
is effective in finding good clustering parameters. The
proposed performance metric, EC Score, is proved to be
helpful for determining the best combination of word embedding and clustering models. This study has demonstrated that applying both text classification and clustering models can achieve great performance in exploring
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